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Abstract 
Keywords: art in space, limitlessness, placelessness, sensorialness, homelikeliness, 
closenessness 
 
This research combines the arts with human spaceflight. The aim of the 
investigation is to identify the aesthetic parameters for display in works of art on 
extended crewed missions. The study claims that, within the research area of 
human spaceflight, novel working methods should be developed that can integrate the 
artist into the scientific process. 
 
The extraordinary challenges of extended space exploration – and these 
circumstances impair any kind of art production in human spaceflight – not only concern 
technical and human-bodily aspects, they will also affect the enormous psychological and 
psychosocial restrictions the spacefarer will face. These limitations are due to the unusual 
distance and the long timeframes; the future explorers will live confined and isolated 
within the habitat environment far away from their place of origin. In addition, the 
consequences of sensory deprivation caused by the high-tech indoor habitat, the 
emptiness of outer space, the effects of social monotony and limited contact with home 
will dominate their life in the extreme environment and the emotional state of the future 
spacefarer. Many cultural techniques for recreation and stress mitigation are already in 
use or will be tested in human spaceflight in the near future. However, in this context the 
implementation of works of art has not been evaluated. 
 
The exploration starts from the assumption that artworks have the potential to 
change this situation of isolation and confinement, because works of art differ from other 
objects of daily use. They have a unique appearance, which generates a correspondence 
between the recipient and the artwork. This makes works of art specific, because they 
always tell us about something. However, the content of the artwork has to be revealed. 
The understanding of art happens here and now. It combines different concepts of 
thought, which step out of the momentary present. These unique characteristics make 
works of art in space habitats particular, because they have the ability to create a virtual 
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closeness between the space traveller and his/her home planet. Artworks have the quality 
of stimulating the human senses and, as a personalised tool they can positively influence 
the individual feelings and needs of the future spacefarer. 
 
As an outcome of the research, the following characteristics arise: 
 
1.  the establishment of an interdisciplinary working method, which defines the 
integration of works of art within the indoor environment of space habitats as a 
stress mitigating countermeasure against isolation and confinement; 
 
2.  the identification of relevant design parameters for works of art for future 
prolonged space travellers. 
 
The production of works of art for future astronauts represents a new research 
area. From the artistic perspective, creativity will expand in an unusual manner. Artists 
will not only have to develop significant metaphors, they will also be confronted with an 
unknown responsibility, because the confined and isolated spacefarer will become the 
exclusive audience and user of their works. Furthermore, like every scientific experiment, 
works of art must follow the particular demands of verifiability, safety, and reliability. 
This specific encounter inside the space capsule will give the artistic work a unique 
meaning and responsibility, which makes the work a part of the life-sustaining system. 
These conditions will make an interdisciplinary mode of operation necessary. It will lead 
to a novel working method within human spaceflight, which integrates the artist into the 
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Executive summery: Background of Dissertation 
 
Since the beginning of my artistic carrier, I have been interested in the 
construction of atmospheric spaces. After my study of scenography and visual 
communication I first started my investigations into the perception of spaces through the 
use of the moving image. Since then, within my artworks – objects and installations – I 
have thematically focused on the depiction of nature while looking at the atmosphere in 
which the individual lives. My artworks brought me to the question of what a potential 
home far away from Planet Earth will look like, and what artists can do to afford humans 
a homelike existence there. Against this background, I developed a framework that 
connected the concept of the atmosphere with human spaceflight.  
 
The integration of artworks into the space capsule in order to change the existing 
atmosphere in which the space traveller will live is unique to this dissertation. It shows 
the aesthetic and beneficial dimensions of works of art within human spaceflight. The 
components are closely connected to the intentional work of the artist. I have seen other 
projects that deal with design concepts for the space travellers, but this research is about 
art and art production, which is always more than any mere design object because art 
provides its audience with a particular content, and this content has to be revealed by the 
individual. 
 
Each identified aspect within my dissertation opens a whole world of theoretical 
discourse. However, due to the large field of space research, this research cannot cover all 
categories of space activities that are currently being developed worldwide. This also 
includes space related art productions. Because this is a new and challenging artistic area, 
recently other artists have started to address the astronaut as audience and user. They 
appear in various areas all over the world. For these reasons I understand my dissertation 
as a starting point for discussion and further research. I hope people will take up my 
research and develop it further. I also hope that the space community realises the potential 
of this research in both fields, the arts and space science. 
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A | Process of Research unfolding 
My research started from the premise that space related works of art have the 
potential to reduce the emotional impairments of future space travellers on interplanetary 
spaceflights into outer space. The research continued with on-site work experience which 
consisted of the development of the artwork Nomadic Nature Kit, participation within the 
Feasibility Study on the Cultural Utilisation of the International Space Station initiated 
by European Space Agency in collaboration with the London based science and art 
agency The Arts Catalyst, my artist residency at the European Space Research and 
Technology Centre ESTEC in the Netherlands and my application for a parabolic flight 
campaign at ESTEC, as well as the production of the first prototype of the Nomadic 
Nature Kit. Since my support from ESTEC was terminated, I changed from the linked 
narrative to a full written dissertation, expanding my own space related artwork, the 
Nomadic Nature Kit, into a general concept of artistic practise in outer space, identifying 
the overall potentials and limitations of space related art production in human spaceflight. 
 
B | Methodology 
The thesis set out to determine the differences and analogies between space 
research and artistic practice. It was my goal to outline a novel artistic practice that aims 
for the integration of works of art into extended crewed missions, with a focus on their 
design and benefits. Several limiting but also unexpectedly enriching factors 
accompanied my research from the very beginning. They were considered in my 
methodology: 
 
1. Human exploration of Mars is a future project. The first crewed Mars mission will 
not start before 2035. As part of the preparatory process, research and its testing are 
executed in analogue environments on Earth and in near-Earth orbit. However, 
theses settings differ from the actual scenario due to distance, timeframe and their 
degree of autonomy. Unique occurrences are expected. They will be unique in 
human history. As a consequence, reliable conclusions cannot be made today. 
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2.  Up to now, contemporary art and its inimitable aesthetic value have not been tested 
in human spaceflight. Thus, neither an artistic praxis nor a theory on art in space 
habitats exists for referencing. The acknowledged intersections between the arts and 
space research – identified throughout my dissertation – are new. 
 
3.  Existing artworks are predominantly designed for weightless space integrating 
physical phenomena into their design concepts. Only extremely few artists have 
looked into the implications resulting from the isolated and confined existence of 
the Mars explorer. However, these works of art were made for the earthling and not 
for the astronaut as audience. Consequently, the number of relevant artworks is 
seriously limited. 
 
Given these preconditions, I developed a heuristic working method. This interpretative 
approach allowed me to draw comparisons as well as to find correlations in artistic and 
scientific interrogations appropriate for concerted research. For this reason, I started my 
dissertation with an intensive research study of space related artworks and space science: 
conducting interviews, visiting laboratories, libraries, and using the internet. I then 
developed the concept of the artwork within the space habitat in order to alter the given 
atmosphere in which the future space traveller will live in the capsule. I utilised the 
German philosopher Martin Seel and his theory of appearance and applied it to the world 
of space travel. The creation of this connection was new. It shows how works of art can 
potentially transform the capsule habitat and thus expand the spacefarers’ horizon of 
perception recreationally. I then identified five topics – each one explored in one of the 
five main chapters – relevant to my research question and expanded the conceptual 
framework within the domains space science, phenomenology, social science, and space 
art practice. 
 
Under the headings of Limitlessness, Placelessness, Sensorialness, 
Homelikeliness and Closenessess, each core chapter followed the same structure and 
opened with an analysis of the everyday world of long-term astronauts. In these sections, 
I explored physical, psychological and socio-psychological constraints resulting from the 
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situation. These insights were used for the development of effective design parameters 
displayed in the artwork and listed in the dissertation. 
 
In the following second parts of my main chapters, selected phenomenological 
and social science theories were applied to the spacefarers’ realm of experience. I used 
them for the interpretation of human characteristics because they named implications as 
they emerge from the differences of Earth to space bound existence. These second parts 
also supported the effectiveness of acknowledged parameters. Within the third section of 
these chapters, I commenced with the analysis of artistic works. They were appraised as 
an application that can solve some of the identified problems. For this reason, I utilised 
my identified design principles and applied them to the artwork. In so doing, I evaluated 
these works according to their aesthetical and beneficial impact on the astronaut. Two 
fundamental questions emerged. They concerned the space traveller as recipient and the 
integration of his/her reality into the artistic concept.  
 
Because of the lack of existing space-appropriate artworks, I substituted artistic 
works designed for Earth context in my initial inquiries. In the beginning, I interpreted 
their usage as a limitation, but later these works expanded my analysis about up-to-date 
artistic interventions. The integration of new media artworks, as well as participatory art 
concepts, were recognised as both an explanation of my own artistic practice and an 
expansion for the development of artistic interventions in the space capsule. 
 
Additionally, my research was supplemented by my personal experiences, 
especially those made during my residency at ESTEC, my personal contacts with pending 
space institutions, artists, and curators, as well as through the realisation of my own 
artwork the Nomadic Nature Kit. All these experiences showed scientific demands that 
are posed to the artist and his/her work. They also demonstrated what is meant in praxis 
to turn an artwork into a scientific experiment. In the final, fourth part of each core 
chapter, I listed my results and insights and summarised the potentials of future artworks 
while following my five categories. 
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Throughout my writings, it was of significance that I as an individual artist was 
conducting this research. Within the artistic practice, conclusions and insights are drawn 
differently and do not necessarily follow predefined academic ways of thinking and 
working. Being an artist with extensive expertise in diverse disciplines and media, I was 
able to evaluate where artistic creativity is possible. Thus, my knowledge expanded the 
general need for the pure beautification of a technical environment as well as the pure 
usage of physical characteristics. The surplus of this dissertation is founded in my artistic 
perspective, from which I started out to explore the everyday life of interplanetary 
spacefarers. Because of my expertise, I identified five artistic topics relevant for the 
effective implementation of works of art into the space habitat. 
 
In the final overall conclusion, I edited all qualities of artistic practice relevant for 
the artist and his/her artwork designed for the implementation into the habitat of long-
term space travellers. On-site testing of the prospected artistic prototypes is still pending. 
This is the next necessary step, which is now possible after having identified and named 
basic functions of the artwork. According to what I have discovered, concerted research 
in the arts and space science is now possible. As a basic research, these findings were 
made for the artist who is willing to work in the department of human spaceflight. 
However, the research also addresses space scientists, psychologists and sociologists 
because it shows the spectrum of works of art and how their benefits can be put into 
practice. 
 
C | Result 
The results of this dissertation are a) the categorisation of common characteristics of 
artistic interrogation and space research and b) the identification of the parameters displayed 
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Chapter A: Introduction  
 
This research analyses the potentials of artworks that could be implemented into 
space habitats of future extended crewed missions to Mars in light their aesthetics, 
benefits, and purpose (1). I will examine the particular psychological and psychosocial 
conditions of confinement and isolation in which space travellers will live during their 
exploratory time. Taking artworks along on interplanetary spaceflights may facilitate 
stress reduction and create for the space travellers a virtual proximity to their home 
planet.  
 
The premise of my dissertation is that space related works of art have the ability to 
reduce the emotional impairments of future space travellers on interplanetary space-
flights. The aim of research is to determine the potentials and aesthetic principles of space 
related long-term artworks and to outline a novel interdisciplinary methodology.  
The dissertation offers a number of new contributions to the field, as well as points of 
departure for future collaborations between artists and space researchers. These are:  
 
1.  The first in-depth research into benefits, aesthetics, and impacts of long-term 
artworks within the indoor environment of extended crewed space missions. 
 
2.  The identification of potentials of space related artworks, which might lead to 
effective studies within space research and their actual integration into prolonged 
spaceflights. 
 
3.  The naming of relevant principles for artworks included on long-term human 
spaceflights. 
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The aim of this dissertation is to categorise the characteristics of the points of 
intersection between artistic interrogations and human spaceflight research. The task is 
not to present complete, comprehensive data, but rather to demonstrate similarities. My 
basic research makes further research now possible. However, this dissertation cannot 
cover all categories of space art, space related activities or space research. The field is 
simply too large, and further research is needed. 
 
  Today, one of the most significant discussions on human space research involves 
the psychological effects of isolation and confinement and space travellers’ sensible use 
of time during interplanetary travel. Both space researchers and enthusiasts suspect that 
new, unconventional methods must be developed to rise to the challenge and answer 
these questions. The American entrepreneur Celeste Volz Ford summarises this new 
orientation by asking an intellectual rethinking, concluding that the ‘future workforce is 
going to consist of engineers who think like artists and artists who think like engineers’ 
(2). Surprisingly this quotation mentions artists within a field of research from which they 
have actually been excluded, save for isolated exceptions. In reality, no noteworthy 
collaborations between artists and space researchers have occurred. This indicates the gap 
my thesis intends to span by examining the potentialities and limits of artistic works 
within crewed space travel, and by presenting a novel interdisciplinary field of study. 
 
 So far a large and growing body of scientific study has investigated the limiting 
factors of human performance during future extended space missions. Some of these 
studies contain numerous comments and recommendations relating to recreation and the 
mitigation of psychological stressors expected out of orbit. These studies include those 
conducted by the European Space Agency ESA – such as the HUMEX Report (2003), a 
study on humans’ survivability and adaptation to long-duration exploratory missions; by 
the American National Aeronautics and Space Administration NASA such as the Living 
Aloft Study ((1985) 2005); and also research into space-analogous environments (3). 
Some areas urgently in need of further research include effective leisure time activities, 
sensory stimulation, the replacement for the invisibility of Earth and the spacefarers’ 
(virtual) interaction with home. Although many countermeasures that have been 
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identified are based on cultural skills and include artistic creativity, as of this writing, no 
ongoing collaboration between artists, space researchers and space travellers within these 
fields have been part of the preparatory process of human spaceflight.  
 
My plan is to outline these interdisciplinary working conditions, because in order to 
integrate artworks into space travel, artists will have to become familiar with the 
conditions of this travel and include elements in their artworks that transform them into 
scientific procedures. As is typical in human spaceflight, the artwork as well will be 
evaluated on the basis of experiment, and it will have to be measured against scientific-
technological parameters of utility and refutability. The verifiability of these artistic 
works has two ramifications: 
 
1. The artwork must follow scientific objectives. This involves researching a 
concrete, scientific hypothesis vis-à-vis the artwork. Concomitant with this is the 
expectation that the proposed experiment – in this case the work of art – possesses 
the potential to solve a given problem.  
 
2. The artwork becomes an agent that is deployed with the expectation that it 
possesses evidentiary value. The (artistic) experiment includes the provisions for 
answering the problem. To meet scientific goals, in addition to the practical 
execution of trial runs, an exact technical description of the necessary actions and 
provisions are expected.  
 
As an artist and as a consequence of these demands, I needed to investigate artistic 
works in crewed space travel in light of their integrability into the space habitat, and to 
ascertain relevant principles necessary for the collaboration of artists, spacefarers and 
space researchers. Thus one question addressed in this dissertation is whether existing 
artworks are appropriate for future extended human spaceflights, or whether they will 
have to be modified according to the specific situation in which the long-term space 
traveller will live. Most of the artworks reviewed thus far, however, suffer from the fact 
that the public toward which they are geared are earthlings, and not the astronauts in their 
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capsule habitat who will be sole users and exclusive recipients. 
  
As I will demonstrate within this dissertation, the unique existential living 
conditions of spacefarers in their space capsule found little resonance in these art 
productions. As with all objects brought along within the habitat, so too with future 
artworks we must assume that they will need to be life-sustaining in some capacity. The 
presence of artworks in the system of the space capsule alone makes this particular 
meaning necessary, which is to say that the artwork must attempt to bolster the physical 
and mental well-being of the space travellers.  
 
The presence of the artwork implies that, artists must review the impact of their 
works and, by extension, develop responsible works of art, the conception of which 
integrates the environment and the personality of the space traveller into their artistic 
concepts. To convey the potential scientific relevance of artworks in indoor space habitats 
I have selected significant examples, and have studied them with an eye toward their 
integrability as supportive and recreational countermeasures for space travellers and 
future users.  
 
The artwork’s purpose-based status in this context means that the work of art is no 
longer, in the classic sense, an artwork. But it is also something other than a context-
specific work. Instead it approximates applied art, like architecture for example. For 
creative works in the context of outer space it means that they must be suitable to the 
demands of functionality, efficiency, safety and the individual. These factors are essential 
conditions for the integration of artworks into human spaceflight. The task of any artist is 
to achieve a balance between aesthetics and functionality, and to integrate his/her creative 
design abilities within these parameters.  
 
In the first chapter of this dissertation I will elucidate the theoretical and aesthetic 
premises of future works of art that will be applied. I will examine the presence of the 
artwork within the space capsule as the cause of the emergence of atmospheres. My use 
of the term ‘atmosphere’ differs from the physical parameter that characterises the 
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gaseous layers surrounding the Earth and other heavenly bodies. I am concerned with a 
new field of aesthetics that is based on particular human cognitive capacities to react 
emotionally to spaces and surroundings. I will discuss the term in Chapter B (‘Within the 
habitat, aesthetic dimension of the artwork’) with regards to the artwork’s initialisation of 
atmospheres within the space capsule.  
 
 The chapter begins by presenting the inner space of the capsule and its given 
invariance as currently assumed. The travellers’ prolonged confined and isolated 
existence in the hermetic capsule system is interpreted as the cause of emotional 
misbehaviour, and as responsible for the psychic and psychosocial impairments that can 
be expected of future explorers to Mars. The second part of the chapter will present 
Gernot Böhme’s concept of atmosphere. This German philosopher defines atmospheres – 
with which spaces and landscapes are imbued – on the foundation of corresponding or 
conflicting experiences and through which the individual emotional response to spaces is 
considerably influenced. In the third section of the chapter I will analyse the ‘play of 
appearances’ of artworks. This theory was posited by Martin Seel and bespeaks three 
forms: mere, existential/corresponsive, and reflexive appearance. These three modes of 
appearance reveal the way in which artworks could re-form the immutability of the 
capsule habitat in the future. 
 
 Because I am treading new ground with the study at hand, it is necessary to 
disentangle the potentialities of future artworks on extended human spaceflights from the 
basic requirements. Five philosophical categories significant for the integration of works 
of art arise from the space traveller’s spatial distance to Planet Earth and his/her mental 
state during extended space missions. These basic concepts are spatiality, place, nature, 
home, and identity. They result from the studies of a person’s presence in outer space and 
his/her capsule existence. My point of entry into the use and interpretation of artworks 
has developed from the spacefarer’s self-awareness, the environmental conditions in the 
capsule, as well as the appearance of the artwork. Within these categories I will compare 
and contrast applicable theories and existing works of art with a view to identify useful 
design principles for space related indoor works of art.  
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I understand that artworks are a mean of making something visible. They have their 
own reality that cannot be replaced by anything else. In this way, artworks differ from all 
other objects onboard future space habitats. In the space capsule, works of art can offer an 
answer other than the usual design-technical or psychological/medical measures currently 
proposed in human space research. Every artwork reflects on a given content, thus, works 
of art offer ‘more’ than can be discovered by perception alone. To illustrate this aesthetic 
difference, I have chosen the five titles ‘Limitlessness’, ‘Placelessness’, ‘Sensorialness’, 
‘Homelikeliness’, and ‘Closenessness’. These terms have resulted from my investigation 
of space travellers’ living conditions and describe the situation during their exploratory 
time, i.e. ‘closenessness’ being the state of closeness, while ‘homelikeliness’ describes 
the likeliness (or unlikeliness) of being able to replicate a domestic atmosphere. In this 
context, I was always interested in the point where artistic interventions would make 
sense for the space traveller as a recipient and user of the artworks. The chosen terms and 
categorisations express the similarities between artistic and scientific lines of inquiry and 
offer a path for joint research.  
 
The whole dissertation has been divided into five core chapters, these are: 
 
[physical space | spatiality] Limitlessness (Chapter C1)  
The ‘Atmosphere of Limitlessness’ focuses on disorientation and the lack of 
gravitational pull. This is represented by the physical conditions of outer space, its 
influence on human bodies and artistic practice. The artistic example analysed is 
Agnes Meyer-Brandis’ work cycle Cloud Core (2007-2010). The artist realised this 
project both in zero-gravity conditions and on Earth, thus thematising the spatio-
physical differences between Earth and outer space. 
 
[geographical space | place] Placelessness (Chapter C2)   
This chapter investigates the relationships of reflection between human, Earth and 
the universe. Thinking about place allows the spacefarer to have a reflexive 
approach to his own existence and other presences. The ‘Atmosphere of 
Placelessness’ thematises the polar constellations of place and space, meaning and 
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meaninglessness. The artistic examples I compare are Shiro Matsui’s 2010 work 
EPO4-Dewey’s Forest and my own art object Nomadic Nature Kit (2010). Both 
artworks offer the space traveller site-specific concepts for reflection. 
 
[natural space | nature] Sensorialness (Chapter C3) 
Outer space is a hostile environment that eludes human perception and is lethal to 
humans. One effect of this is that the space traveller can enter the universe only 
with the help of life-support systems that adapt the natural environment of Earth, 
reducing them to the factors necessary for life. The ‘Atmosphere of Sensorialness’ 
uses the artistic work as a substitution for earthly sensorial perceptions. The 
examples studied and compared are Takuro Osaka’s 2009 light object Spiral Top 
and the work Il Colori dello Spazio (2007) by the artist Liuccia Buzzoni.  
 
[domestic space | home] Homelikeliness (Chapter C4) 
For the duration of the space trip the capsule would become a temporary home and 
the single safe place for the crew. Surrounded by deadly outer space, which offers 
no salvation whatsoever, it is the responsibility of the crew to set up house and 
create normalcy in their spaceship. The ‘Atmosphere of Homelikeliness’ is 
addressed to the crew. The works Tea Room in Space proposed by Yuishi 
Yonebayashi (2004) and one of my interactive installations designed for the Earth 
context, entitled Slice_Game (2000), are presented and compared. Both works offer 
social activities and exhibit an approach for future artworks that could be 
implemented into space habitats. 
 
[individual space | identity] Closenessness (Chapter C5) 
The ‘Atmosphere of Closenessness’ is made for the individual. In this chapter I 
analyse various forms for self-occupation. Personal objects and their attendant 
activities afford the space traveller continuity to his/her Earth-bound existence. The 
example discussed is the diary of the American astronaut Jerry M. Linenger, Letters 
to my Son (1997). This is compared with Takuro Osaka’s 2009 Sumi Marbling 
Water Art. 
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In addition, I will discuss another one of my installations Constructing Paradise 
(see Chapter D). This is a mixed media artwork that focuses on a participatory approach, 
one that can be useful for developing artworks out of orbit. This excursus offers a 
thematic and practice-oriented complement to the investigations pursued in the core 
chapters. 
 
The concluding Chapter E discusses the dimensions of scientific demands that 
artistic practice as well as works of art must fulfil. The chapter addresses the following 
question: To what extent artists can accompany and support the scientific process? As 
demonstrated within the dissertation, a willingness on the part of artists to design 
interdisciplinary works is a precondition for future works of art in this space context. The 
complexity of demands in the name of both science and safety makes new methods 
essential. In this regard, an important condition for the successful cooperation of artists, 
space scientists, engineers, and astronauts is the identification of similarities and 
differences of method. This identification helps in particular when art and artists are 
compared with other scientific methods and results in order to make their significance 
appreciated. The chapter gives an overview about these basic prerequisites as well as 
areas recommended for future research. 
 
Book of Principles 
 
During my research and writing, I have also identified a set of principles, because 
art production for extended crewed missions has to review very specific aspects and 
complex needs. This ‘Book of Principles’ is organised according to my own categories 
and numeration. These numbers are used as a visual link and refer directly to the 
dissertation, and vice versa. The book is designed as a starting point for future artistic 
work and research in this complex area. 
 
Throughout my dissertation, each identified principle is high lightened in a grey 
box. They name familiarities within artistic practise and scientific research and point the 
way for interdisciplinary art concepts to emerge. They have been selected on a solid 
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evaluation of the actual life world in which the space traveller lives and the five 
philosophical categories of spatiality, place, nature, home and identity.  
 
Interconnections between these categories are possible and inside the functional 
and reduced habitat highly requested. For example, the ‘Artwork of Placelessness’ turned 
out as one of the most complex work of art that can simultaneously refer to other 
categories and interpretations such as ‘Limitlessness’, ‘Sensorialness’ and/or 
‘Closenessness’. In order to show these associations, I referenced cognate categories in 




The American National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and other 
international space agencies are considering currently two scenarios for crewed missions 
to our neighbouring planet of Mars. These plans are based on the concepts of Robert 
Zubrin (1997) and integrate the variable distances of the planets that rotate around the sun 
in changing distances and velocities. Zubrin, the American aerospace engineer designed a 
seminal exploratory hypothesis in the beginning of the 1990s. Since then they have built 
the foundation for the development of human missions to Mars. 
 
These two scenarios differ in their time and energy requirements. The 500-day-
model postulates transfer times of 179 days for the outgoing flight and 248 days for the 
return flight; a distance of 56 million kilometres. This scenario, which includes a stay of 
only thirty days on Mars, is considered relatively short. By comparison, the 1,000-day 
scenario presupposes comparatively long transfer times of 225 days for the outgoing 
flight and 204 for the return. However – with a launch window to return to Earth after 
one and a half year – this flight would allow a surface stay of a about 500 days, which is 
enough time for the planned research on Mars. If we compare the planned interplanetary 
travel time with historical flights to our Earth satellite, the moon, from the 1970s, the 
distance covered by the Apollo astronauts was very negligible; 384,403 kilometres 
travelled in less than three days. 
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 The human exploration of Mars is a long-term project, not only in duration of 
exploration, but also because it is influenced by the strategies and decisions of the 
countries participating in the endeavour. Already in the acknowledgements of the Mars 
Reference Mission (1997), the authors of the study called attention to a situation within 
which artists will also have to reckon. The problematic potential for such future 
endeavours to change can be due to political considerations, but also to courses of action 
related to future military strategies. These factors influence all activities tied to the 
mission. The lack of certainty in planning is part of a process that is at the mercy of not 
only technological and scientific developments of space travel, but also the availability of 
financial support. Thus Hoffmann and Kaplan explicitly call their study a ‘snapshot in 
time’ and are clear that further modifications to the research project are always possible 
(Hoffman and Kaplan 1997, V). For example, up until American President Barack 
Obama’s inauguration, NASA – the country’s aeronautics and space agency – followed 
George W. Bush’s call for a Renewed Spirit of Discovery, which explicitly declared the 
return ‘to the moon and beyond’ as a political goal. Since the end of the Bush 
Administration, these plans became historical material, and as the former website of the 
White House tells us, they are ‘frozen in time’. Since 2010, the Obama Administration’s 
plans stand in their place. Though the new government does not currently foresee any 
cancellation of crewed missions to Mars, however, the prioritised field of research is the 
International Space Station ISS in Earth’s orbit and its maintenance. As a result, the first 
possible crewed mission date for Mars is not planned before 2035 (4). 
  
 In comparison to the uncertainties of planning during preparation time, the Mars 
flight itself must follow an unchangeable course of action and a set of clearly defined 
research goals. Already at takeoff the capsule will need to have all the materials, 
provisions, and equipment needed for the entire duration of the exploration onboard. 
Today additional re-supplies are not planned; once underway, the Mars exploration 
cannot be interrupted. A premature evacuation or termination of the mission is not 
possible. Until their return, the Mars explorers will depend on the space capsule and its 
continuous functioning for their life-support systems. A system error or malfunction 
would terminate the journey and the lives of those onboard. 
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 Today, medical specialists, psychologists, and architects study the conditions of 
autonomy and the ramifications of extreme isolation and confinement. Of particular 
importance is the anticipated size of the space capsule since the spatial limitations of the 
spaceship will impinge on the well-being of individual astronauts and the entire crew. 
Today space researchers assume a habitat size of approximately 300 – 400 cubic meters 
with a diameter of 7.5 meters (Hoffman and Kaplan 1997, 3-78/79). Within this limited 
space, six astronauts will live together for the duration of the transfer. All activities of the 
inhabitants, save a few extravehicular activities on the surface of Mars, will take place 
within the space capsule’s interior (5).  
 
The current state of research on the exact design of the capsule allows for various 
scenarios – either the entire crew will land on Mars’ surface, or a selected part of the 
crew will remain in orbit in the capsule. In concrete terms, this means that two linked 
habitat systems are necessary. For example four astronauts must land on Mars’ surface 
and conduct research there, while the two other crew members will orbit Mars for another 
500 days. After this time period, the Mars Lander Crew will return to the orbiting capsule 
and the flight back to Earth will begin. In this variation, two spacefarers would remain in 
the transfer capsule and in weightlessness for the entire three-year duration of the 
exploration. In contrast, the other scenario plans for the entire crew to land on Mars and 
research the surface together. Depending on the scenario, specific effects of space travel 
on the psyche and the body are to be expected. However, neither version has definitively 
been chosen. 
 
 The most extreme part of the voyage to Mars is the fact that the person in space 
cannot escape either from the capsule, because it is the life-sustaining system, nor from 
his/her fellow travellers. In addition, Mars explorers will need to possess a high level of 
motivation and the ability to work within a team in order to successfully adapt to the 
autonomy they will encounter. As part of a group sharing a common fate, each individual 
will need a large amount of social competence as well as the ability to temporarily 
suspend individual needs. 
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According to the HUMEX study by the European Space Agency ESA (2003), a 
number of issues are deemed probable in respect to this interplanetary mission and the 
well-being of the travellers. The study thus lists the current state of research and names 
research questions that have remained unsolved for a long time. Stated limitations include 
influences specific to outer space (e.g. microgravity, cosmic radiation, and the alteration 
of Earth-bound dark-light cycles), as well as limitations caused by the space habitat and 
the astronauts’ dependence on life-support instruments (e.g. confinement and limited 
facilities). These limitations also include conditions that arise from the volume of 
operational work and research: work under-load and overload, or sustained stress caused 
by the psychosocial situation in the space habitat (e.g. the absence of family and friends, 
lack of privacy and restricted and enforced interpersonal contact) (Horneck, et al. 2003, 
80). 
 
 However, the exact effect on psychological and psychosocial reactions cannot 
fully be researched here on Earth. Studies relevant to my thesis indicate that only real 
voyages will provide definitive information about the effects on space travellers of 
prolonged isolation and confinement, as well as sustained dependence on life-sustaining 
systems. The inclusion of artworks in this context could be a recreational countermeasure 
and a way to create a tie to home. This potential of the arts has remained unresearched 
until this dissertation. 
 
Works of art within indoor space environments | Overview 
 
The first specification of art for outer space was laid out by the astrophysicist and 
editor of Leonardo Journal Roger Malina at the beginning of the 1990s. His ‘Space Art 
Definition’ differentiated between three viewing sites. First, seeing ‘art in space, viewed 
from Earth’ is the classical form of art appreciation – which assumes the Earth as the 
place of viewing. In this case the artwork hovers above the viewer. Second, ‘art on Earth 
viewed from space’ transports the recipient into zero gravity and turns the view on its 
head; then the direction of viewing turns back from outer space towards Earth. Both 
positions imagine a swapping of locations and perspectives of perception; they juxtapose 
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gravity with no gravity, and the human perceptual space of Earth with the disoriented, 
multidirectional space of the universe. However in the third category of ‘art in space, 
viewed in space,’ do both the viewer and the art object find themselves together in zero 
gravity. Here, the physical conditions of cosmic space apply to human and work, and the 
change in location is complete (6). Throughout my dissertation and within the following 
passage I focus exclusively on the investigation of this weightless space and the mutual 
existence of work and recipient in zero gravity. 
 
Until now there have been very few artworks realised on a space station in Earth’s 
orbit or during a parabolic flight. The selection presented here is based on my own 
categorisation of works of art designed for indoor space environments and demarcates the 




Figure A1 Cosmic Dancer, Arthur Woods, launched 1993 to Russian MIR Space Station in Earth orbit (7) 
 
‘Cosmic Dancer’ was the first artwork in history that travelled in a space station 
The object was made by the Swiss-based American artist Arthur Woods (Fig. A1). An 
integral part of this work was the reception of art in the space habitat, which was based 
on mutual floating in weightlessness on the part of both the work of art and the viewer; 
therefore it formally investigated zero gravity and multidirectionality. Cosmonaut 
Alexander Polischuk (8), who carried out a number of movements and interactions with 
the art object onboard the Russian MIR Space Station, found that (9): 
 
The Cosmic Dancer is a curious sculpture, angular and unusual from the classical 
understanding of art. Nevertheless it made us pleasure. And that it is a ‘Cosmic 
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Dancer,’ as the English title says, we have never had any doubt. Particularly 
interesting it was to dance with it to music. Dancing is meant symbolically as we 
circled around it and it also moved freely as it wanted and it looked like it circled 
around us for some reason. That we can really call dancing! (original quotation) 
 
One unexpected outcome of the weightless object was that it floated in all existing 
directions in space and this encounter between artwork and viewer was new and unique. 
It did not conform to art reception in the context of an exhibition as practised on Earth. 
The freedom of movement granted by zero gravity allowed Cosmonaut Polischuk to 
speak of a dance that ensued a common interaction between object and viewer. The 
missing pull of gravity enabled unusual forms of expression and a novel range of 




Figure A2 Ars Ad Astra, first art exhibition in Earth orbit 1995 (10) 
  
It is surprising that the group exhibition Ars ad Astra was held two years later. 
Twenty drawings on the theme of space and humanity were exhibited in the form of a 
traditional, salon-style presentation inside the Russian MIR Space Station (Fig. A2). 
Preceding the event was an open painting and drawing competition aimed at artists and 
amateurs, which resulted in the congregation of a variety of drawings. The concept 
excluded the use of zero gravity and instead used the space capsule as a conventional 
exhibition space (see O.U.R.S. Foundation 1995). However, despite this earthly 
presentation, spacefarers seemed to appreciate the presence of the artworks within the 
space station. After having selected a painting as the winner of the competition, German 
astronaut Thomas Reiter highlighted the special value of the arts for his survival (11): 
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 [L]et me tell you that there are many things here onboard which keep us alive, of 
course technical systems which produce oxygen to breathe, water to drink which 
clean the air from carbon dioxide, food and all these things which help to keep us 
alive, life support systems. But I can tell you that this kind of thing (he holds up a 
picture) are a part of what is necessary to keep us alive, to keep the memory to the 
Earth, to our families, to our friends, to the nature. (original quotation) 
 
Here Reiter casts humans’ presence in outer space as dependent on the proper functioning 
of technical systems; but from his perspective and based on his own personal experience, 
he also conjures the particular living situation of the space traveller. In his view, artworks 
in the space capsule can contribute to the space traveller’s mental health. Thus works of 
art can forge a direct link to the home planet. In outer space, they can create virtual 
proximity between the spacefarer and people and things that can be found on Earth. The 
use of the space capsule as a classic gallery ‘white-cube’ adaptation constituted the 
exception to today’s zero-gravity art practice. Now, multidirectionality and 




Figure A3 Prisma, launched 2001 to the International Space Station in Earth orbit, © Pierre Comte (12) 
 
It took another six years for the next artwork to be launched into the high-tech 
environment of a space station. In 2001, the astronaut Claudie Haigneré brought the 
three-dimensional work Prisma from the French artist Pierre Comte onboard the 
International Space Station ISS, which had replaced the dilapidated Russian MIR Space 
Station. Prisma contained the essential characteristics that a consideration for 
microgravity can add to an artwork and it expressed the dimensions of spatial interaction 
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with the object and its method of use (Fig. A3). To describe this type of work, I have 
invented the expression: ‘floating user – floating object interaction’. In zero gravity, the 
fourteen colourful spheres of Prisma – which are all attached to one axis – stand erect. 
The lack of gravity’s pull actually transformed the object into a kinetic, tactile, and 
playful form, which accorded the user a hovering sense of motion with the work and a 
total freedom of bodily movement. Thus, as opposed to Earth, the viewer and the art 
object shared mutual tumbling, rolling and spinning movements and this tested the 
multidirectional spatial potentials. 
 
The encounter with this artwork could occur by virtue of the user alone, or in 
interplay with the object and other spacefarers. But, zero gravity was not only the cause 
of the interaction; rather space was an occasion for the interpretation and use of the 
artwork as a playful object. This ‘floating user – floating object interaction’ represented a 
form of extended art reception that involved a joyful co-acting of the art object with the 
viewer: a considered factor in the design process. It combined hovering body exercises 
with corporeal sensory enjoyment. Also the common movement in zero gravity caused 
the art object to be experienced as a multidirectional art object: an experience that 
superseded the bodily horizons of the spatial experience of orientation/disorientation and 
gravity/zero gravity, and therefore it allowed the individual to adapt to the weightless 
space. 
 
 Five years after Prisma, Japan started a first-of-a-kind study on cultural activities 
in outer space (Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency 2006). In 2009, at the behest of the 
Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency JAXA, ten educational events and artistic 
activities were presented on the International Space Station ISS within the KIBO Module. 
Over a period of almost four years, various focal points on outer space and space physics 
were taught in Japanese art schools (13). The primary aim of these artistic interventions 
was the visualisation of the physical conditions in zero gravity combined with Japanese 
tradition and worldview. The facilitator’ s intention was to sensitise the Japanese public to 
both, the human spaceflight and the scientific research conducted by the Japanese space 
agency. During the realisation of the artworks on the space station, photographs and video 
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documentation of the cultural experiments were produced which were later presented on 
Earth as educational materials in schools and museums. This initiation from the Japanese 
Educational Payload Observation may explain why Japan currently leads the world in 
the number of artworks tested on the International Space Station ISS. No other country 
that has participated in the station has made such as large an effort to bring artworks into 
Earth’s orbit. 
  
In another study, called the Feasibility Study on the Cultural Utilisation of the 
International Space Station artworks were not carried into the International Space Station 
ISS, but they did display them to raise public awareness (14). This study was 
commissioned by the European Space Agency ESA in 2005 and was conducted in 
collaboration with the British Art and Science Agency Arts Catalyst, the French 
association Leonardo/ Olats and the Dutch Delta Utec. The goal of the project was to 
design supposed ‘ready-to-implement’ artworks – artworks which could envisage the 
cultural use of the International Space Station and which were examined with potentials 
of feasibility. Among the eight art projects selected were four concepts that postulated a 
communication link between the space station and Earth and which, in varying ways, 
would enable the exchange of zero gravity activities between spacefarers and people on 
Earth. Their design was based on physical phenomena and personal experience. They 
were supplemented by the concept of so-called ‘cultural mission specialists’. The artists 
Kitsou Dubois and Marco Peljhan applied two methods that involved long-term 
collaborations with astronauts in order to establish ‘personal working relationships’. 
Locations suggested for the realisation of these artistic concepts were the International 
Space Station and the European Astronaut Centre in Cologne, Germany. 
 
The Feasibility Study also included my own concept of the Nomadic Nature Kit. 
This artistic design work was researched and developed within the framework of this 
dissertation. In contrast to the other concepts of the study, my suggestion was designed 
for long-term space travellers on interplanetary space missions. Its primary theme was the 
isolated living conditions of future spacefarers, because, in the space capsule, the 
functional design, the extreme distance to Earth, as well as the sensory understimulation 
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can have negative consequences for the future explorers’ state of mental health. The 
Nomadic Nature Kit could accompany the travellers and create a virtual tie to their home 
planet (see Chapter C2 ‘Placelessness’). Even today, however, the Feasibility Study as 
well as the possible implementation of any artworks on the International Space Station 
have yet to be actually realised. 
 
Meanwhile an entirely different way of achieving weightlessness can be offered 
by parabolic flights. They are executed by space agencies in relative proximity to Earth 
and are conducive for related scientific experiments. For these experiments, a converted 
aircraft follows a number of curved flight paths in quick succession, achieving a 
condition of weightlessness for the short time of a good twenty seconds. The condition of 
zero gravity appears when the ascending aircraft changes direction and starts to descend, 
so only these short time spans create the physical conditions needed for experiments in 
zero gravity. 
 
 It is possible for artists to apply to participate in such flight campaigns. A 
necessary prerequisite is that their artworks could be turned into scientific experiments, 
because artworks – like all other scientific experiments – are measured in space research 
by standards of safety and expected outcome. However in contrast with the International 
Space Station ISS, the artist can accompany artworks on parabolic flights. This testing 
ground gives artists the bodily experience of no gravity along with the chance to test and 
modify their own projects. This spectrum of artistic interventions can span from 
performances and theatrical staging to artworks produced for zero-gravity indoor 
environments. 
 
However, this does not mean that artists and their works have become an integral 
part of crewed space research. Only a very small number of art projects have been 
realised in weightlessness and actually tested on a space station and the likelihood of 
bringing an artwork on the International Space Station ISS, for example, depends on 
many factors, including the politics of space agencies as I have already mentioned, 
associated costs, and the length of test phases and the potential modifications of the 
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artwork and as my research will demonstrate the unawareness of the aesthetical benefits 
of the artwork within crewed space missions.  
 
When an artist is actually able to implement a work in Earth’s orbit or a parabolic 
flight, the results are documented in the form of videos or photographs. Here the limits 
and possibilities of the feasibility and interpretation are clear, as the direct, unmediated 
experience of artistic practice is only possible when the viewer is present at the same time 
and location with the work. Therefore, the experience of these artworks is only possible 
for Earth inhabitants through anecdotal reports and documentary visualisations. A 
detailed assessment of the work thus remains incomplete – for both the artist and the 
earthling – a fact that needs to be taken into consideration when attempting to create 
works of art for space habitats, but also when evaluating the artworks presented within 
this dissertation. 
 
Against this backdrop, my research identifies the future of artistic interventions 
for extended crewed Mars missions. I have realigned my research to the current lines of 
inquiry in human spaceflight, as well as the challenges and the insights about the living 
conditions of spacefarers that can be expected with ‘off the orbit’ explorations (15). 
However, I also acknowledge the possible limits of future-oriented research because these 
scenarios are lacking in evidence as well as current art practice within indoor space 
habitats. As a result, at this time in history I have focussed on effective artworks for long-
term astronauts on a limited level. There are four reasons for this: 
 
1.  The Mars scenario currently lacks real empirical values of extended crewed 
missions to Mars and hence the possibility of developing reliable, long-term 
countermeasures on this basis. 
 
2.  Analogous environments, such as the International Space Station ISS in Earth’s 
orbit, can only be used as a conditional comparison, since important factors – like 
prolonged exposure to microgravity environments, limited contact to the outside 
world, extended dependence on life-sustaining systems, and the distance to Earth 
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– are not present in them and very speculative. 
 
3.  Works of art have not yet been integrated in prolonged crewed space missions as 
potential countermeasures and aesthetic supplements; so their recreational value 
has never been tested in this context. 
 
4.  Until now, only very few artists have concerned themselves with the living 
conditions of long-term space travellers. As a result, there are very few artworks 
to which my dissertation has recourse. 
 
Because I focus on the analysis of artworks designed for microgravity in the indoor 
environment of future space capsules, my dissertation opens up a new field of research 
about the possibilities, impacts and aesthetics of artworks for more extended crewed 
space missions. Given these general conditions I have mapped out on the overall theory,  
I will continue with the overall theory through the development of the five categories in 
order to identify the relevant principles that can be displayed in a work of art and live ‘off 
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Chapter B: Within the habitat, aesthetic dimension of the artwork  
  
As is commonly known humans cannot travel the universe without the space 
capsule. This means of transportation allows humans to penetrate a region that would 
otherwise be deadly to them, simultaneously becoming a temporary substitute for the 
natural surrounding of Earth. The capsule is tasked with protecting travellers from the 
life-threatening environment of outer space and providing them with everything that they 
need for daily life. In this function, the habitat provides the space traveller with an outer 
technically adapted Earth-space and an interior experience-space. Not only must the 
space capsule be designed as a functioning system, but so, too, must the experienced 
space of the capsule habitat. In the moment we reduce the entire space habitat to its 
functionality, the question arises of how this diversity of stimulation can be reproduced? 
 
So far, little research has surveyed works of art as providers of sensuous-aesthetic 
stimuli within the space capsule. The view presented in this chapter is that works of art 
expand the technical habitat with an aesthetically inspiring artefact. Because works of art 
create variation and diversity, they can appeal to the well-being and experience of the 
travellers and effectively change the local living conditions of the space capsule.  
 
This chapter is divided into three discourses. The first framework of discourse 
starts with the functional design of the space habitat and interrogates the unchangeability 
of the life-support system. The primary sources I use are the psychological and 
behavioural studies of Kanas and Manzey (2003), Suedfeld (1987, 2000), Horneck, et al. 
(2003), Harrison (2001) and Stuster (1996). These will be supplemented by the space 
architect Barbara Imhof’s (2003, 2004) studies, as well as my interview with the ESA 
psychologist Oliver Angerer (2006). 
 
The second and third frameworks of discourse evaluate concepts of atmospheres. 
The term used here is borrowed from the discipline of philosophy and – in contrast to its 
Anglo-Saxon interpretation, which denotes physical space – refers to the human 
experiential world. The term characterises the sensory-emotional experience of spaces. 
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The positions presented here – which are relevant to my argument – are shared by Gernot 
Böhme and Martin Seel. Both of these philosophers stand in the tradition of an aesthetic 
theory, prevalent primarily in Germany, that engages with the sensual perception of 
spaces. While Böhme develops his theory from the starting point of atmospherically 
determined spaces as a given, Seel posits the subjective horizon of the perceiver as 
responsible for the identification and experience of atmospheres. These philosophical 
positions will be used as secondary sources in the development of my theory of works of 
art for indoor space environments. 
 
The two primary aims here are: 
Goal 1: to identify the given atmosphere within the future space capsule; 
Goal 2: to define the aesthetic dimensions of the artwork appearing within the habitat. 
 
B1: Human reaction to the given invariance of the space capsule 
 
A growing amount of literature has been published on human exploration of the 
extreme environment of outer space and the emotional affects of the space habitat (16). 
The psychologists Kanas and Manzey (2003) describe as ‘extreme environments’ first 
and foremost the areas in which we humans do not naturally sojourn. These include cold 
regions like Antarctica or high mountain altitudes like Mount Everest, as well as 
submarine regions and, finally, outer space (Kanas and Manzey 2003, 15). Should 
humans nonetheless venture to these regions, numerous physiological, psychological, and 
psychosocial measures are required, which depend on the necessary knowledge and 
techniques that allow an individual to move and provide for him/herself in the given 
environment.  
 
The space capsule is the tool that enables humans to enter into outer space. The 
Hungarian, American-based psychologist Peter Suedfeld calls this system an 
‘instrumental environment’. For a limited period of time, the capsule ensures human 
survival in the extreme region of outer space. Suedfeld concludes (Suedfeld 1987, 865): 
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An instrumental environment is one where the environment (...) is entered by a 
group or individual in order to achieve some specific substantive goal. As a rule, 
the participants are either volunteers or at least accede to participation. They know 
what is going to be encountered; they may be specially selected, trained, and 
equipped; and to a greater or lesser extent they share a value system that considers 
the goal to be worth reaching despite discomfort and danger. (italics in original) 
 
The space traveller’s willingness to subject him/herself to the ascetic and dangerous 
existence in the extreme environment of outer space is justified in the relevant literature 
with the selection criteria and the space traveller’s high level of motivation (17). This 
view is questioned by the European HUMEX study (2003). This study about the 
interplanetary needs of spacefarers notes that the ability to suppress one’s individual 
needs will be challenged by the fact that even highly motivated people will be confronted 
with pronounced forms of autonomy and loneliness, boredom and monotony, as well as 
the effects of forced proximity to the other crew members (Horneck, et al. 2003, 91): 
 
(D)ue to the limited size of the interplanetary parent ship, lack-of-privacy issues 
will be considerably higher than during comparable stays onboard on orbital 
stations. Together these factors will largely increase the risk of maladaptive 
affective reactions (…) and disturbances of crew performance and co-operation 
by interpersonal frictions and conflicts.  
 
The causes of emotional damages are associated with the habitat. Mars explorers will stay 
almost exclusively in the inner space of the capsule module for the duration of their 
nearly three-year voyage, and it is not until they reach Mars that they would rely on a 
limited number of extravehicular activities. The travellers will experience and undergo 
the phases of their Mars expedition in the inner space of the habitat. The capsule 
environment can thus be interpreted as a foil for all expected experiences and events; it 
has existential meaning for the travellers and functions not only as a working space, but 
also as living quarters. The travel scenario stipulates that the space capsule could 
technically adapt and preserve all necessary, Earth-related cycles for the duration of the 
journey, such as the provision and purification of oxygen and water, the regulation of the 
room temperature, as well as the establishment of cycles of day and night. In addition, the 
habitat protects the travellers from cosmic radiation and potential debris impacts. It 
contains possibilities for recreation, food preparation and consumption, medical 
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treatment, health maintenance, sanitation, and communication facilities. With this 
equipment, all provisions are included in the space capsule that the crew will need in 
order to survive and work during the long travel time. At this point, there are no plans for 
the replenishment of supplies that would replace or provide any missing elements. 
 
Principle 01 :: Works of art break the invariance of the capsule design  
Artworks are an irritation in the functionality of the space habitat. They enlarge the 
technical indoor environment into a place of art reception and add a novel value to human 
spaceflight. 
 
Due to its determined design, Suedfeld associates the capsule environment with 
the term ‘invariance’. In a study (2000) conducted with the psychologist G. Daniel Steel, 
from the relationship of optimal to necessary he extrapolates the unchangeability of the 
capsule: all design decisions for the capsule will have been made well in advance, and 
once the trip has begun, modifications to the system are no longer possible. Space 
travellers will need to establish everything within the given conditions (Suedfeld and 
Steel 2000, 234). 
 
The concept of habitability is useful in this context. Colloquially this describes the 
habitability of spaces. In the context of human spaceflight, it defines the existential needs 
of the travellers in relation to what is technically feasible. The design of the space capsule 
– which stands in direct relation to the well-being of the spacefarers – is implicit in the 
term. Here habitability arises from an individual's relationship to his/her area of activity 
in accordance with need, comfort, and reasonability. Thus the American social 
psychologist Albert A. Harrison (2001) measures habitability based on individual 
acceptance, although his definition of what is ‘acceptable’ should be understood in the 
connection between what is absolutely necessary and what is feasible and cost-efficient 
(Harrison 2001, 81): 
 
Habitability is a general term that connotes a level of environmental acceptability.  
An environment is habitable to the extent that it accommodates its occupants and 
is acceptable to them. Habitability rests in part, but not exclusively, on the 
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objective characteristics of the setting. Of course habitability depends on 
protection against radiation and psychological deconditioning, the reliability and 
effectiveness of the life support systems, and other factors (...) it is affected also 
by the design and layout of the habitat, aesthetics, illumination, noise and odour 
control, equipment and supplies, and many other considerations. 
 
It is one of the mutual tasks of psychologists, medical specialists, human factor 
specialists, and space architects to design a habitable indoor environment and develop 
areas of activity for the Mars travellers that will unburden their psychological and 
psychosocial well-being. Experts like Horneck, et al. (2003), Stuster (1996), and Suedfeld 
(1991) argue that the interior of the capsule will be interpreted and sensed differently by 
each spacefarer. As a consequence, the configuration of the capsule will always represent 
a compromise measured against the needs of both the individual and the group and 
individual demands will be subordinate to the stipulations of the Mars scenario. Cultural 
differences and personal histories are two aspects that demonstrate how difficult it will be 
to design this interior space: one that meets the expectations of personal requests 
(Horneck, et al. 2003, 88). 
 
Suedfeld sees that the personal experience each person has over the course of 
his/her life is responsible for this. He believes that these experiences are not excluded 
from one’s awareness at any given time. One’s personal history is important in evaluating 
one’s own respective needs (Suedfeld 1991, 143):  
 
(A)n extreme and unusual environment, be it space or a polar region, may be 
drastically different and separate from other environments in which the person has 
been. But experiences are not encapsulated and isolated from the rest of one’s life. 
They comprise an integrated component of the total life experience of the 
individual; they are shaped by, and in turn help to shape, the cognitive, affective, 
perceptual, personality, memory, and other psychological variables that make up 
the psychological repertoire. 
 
It can be suggested that the subjective acceptance of the habitat will be influenced by 
extreme closeness between the co-travellers who have very few possibilities to create 
distance amongst each other; the small capsule may offer little methods for the 
spacefarers to remove themselves, and the longer the confined stay, the greater the 
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individual need to withdraw and recuperate from constant contact with each other. How 
the individual and the crew use the limited and confined space is thus significant, as is 
their ability to adapt individual habits and personal needs to the small crew and spatial 
limitations identified. 
 
A further phenomenon related to the individual and the crew is the mutual 
experience of loneliness. The term is, by definition, tied to negative emotional feelings. 
Yet this solitude is not necessarily a condition in which the individual also feels lonely. It 
is entirely possible for people to associate a welcome experience with loneliness. 
Suedfeld names adventurers, sages, saints, sailors, and seekers as some of the people who 
voluntarily enter into isolation. This group experiences loneliness as a necessary 
condition. It is only through chosen seclusion that insights and discoveries become 
possible. This depends on the individual, and it makes a significant difference whether 
the individual has entered into total isolation voluntarily or involuntarily (Suedfeld 1982, 
55 ff.). 
 
This position is reflected in the personal accounts of historical polar explorers (see 
e.g. Nansen (1897) 2008) as well as long-term space travellers in Earth’s orbit (see e.g. 
Linenger 2000). These individuals often experienced their loneliness in extreme 
environments as gainful character building and used their time for individual experience 
and creative self-occupation. One example is the Russian cosmonaut Lebedev. Four 
months before the end of his extended stay on the Russian MIR Space Station he created 
an entry in his diary that he planned to continue the physical insights garnered in space in 
his scientific research on Earth, resolving to proceed with his dissertation on his return 
(Lebedev (1983) 1990, 228). The extension of one’s personal horizons of experience and 
knowledge is also to be expected of future travellers to Mars and could be interpreted as 
providing recreational relief (Stuster 1996, 223 ff.). 
 
 However, even loneliness that has been chosen is not free of moods and 
sentiments and, depending on the situation, can have both positive and negative effects on 
people. One German word for ‘mood’ or ‘well-being’ is Befindlichkeit, the basis of which 
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is the verb befinden, which demonstrates dependence on place; its root is the verb finden 
(‘to find’). This refers to a cognitive state employed in the contexts of perception and 
observation. But Befinden has a further meaning, one of spatial origin that takes the 
presence of people or things at a particular place into account. The final meaning 
combines space with sensory and mental feelings. It makes clear that place and feelings 
are closely connected to one another.   
 
This interplay affects the space travellers in two ways. In addition to the 
perceptual scope of the capsule interior, the space outside the capsule, too, belongs to the 
spacefarers as a secondary surrounding. Although future explorers will only rarely enter 
into outer space, this life-threatening environment will be a constant presence, continually 
influencing their existence in the technical capsule system. In addition to the confined 
nature of the habitat, the Mars explorers’ knowledge of the presence of this lethal outdoor 
environment, coupled with their existential dependence on the proper functioning of the 
capsule system, will have a profound impact on their feelings. Unprotected he or she 
would not even survive thirty seconds out there! (18). Due to this context, the HUMEX 
study predicts that fear and uncertainty will be a continual detriment to the well-being of 
the Mars travellers (Horneck, et al. 2003, 92): 
 
The risk of developing mental and behavioural illness during a mission to Mars is 
very high. In particular, the sustained dependence on the life-support systems 
during the Mars Mission without any opportunity for short-term rescue creates an 
important risk factor for the development of anxiety disorders. 
 
This concern is hardly surprising. The intact capsule is the most important requirement 
for the space traveller’s survival in the universe, and the sole guarantee for a sound return 
to Earth. 
 
The first serious discussion to analyse the psychological state of humans within 
confined and isolated environments was conducted by the American psychologist John H. 
Rohrer in 1961. He listed three states of psychological reaction to prolonged isolation, 
confinement and danger. These were ‘heightened anxiety, followed by routine 
accompanied by depression’ and finally ‘emotional outbursts and forms of 
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aggressiveness’. The outcome of his study was based on extreme environments within 
Antarctica and submarine research (Connors, Harrison and Akins (1985) 2005, 14). 
 
Forty years later, Kanas and Manzey offered a more differentiated evaluation of 
the mental impairments expected on extended human spaceflights. They list four stages 
of psychological adaptation to the microgravity environment of the space capsule and 
their impairment of mood. Their depiction is based on anecdotal accounts of space 
travellers and the observations of Russian space psychologists. According to the authors, 
the general emotional reactions that can be expected of spacefarers are as follows (Kanas 
and Manzey 2003, 24):  
 
1. In the first phase, initial acculturation to zero gravity, the space habitat and co-
travellers is normal. In this early phase, work overload and vestibular discomfort 
manifested in headaches and bodily discomfort, also known as space motion 
sickness, are possible; 
 
2. The second stage is the ‘period of complete adaptation’. This state is expected to 
occur around six weeks in outer space when a state of bodily and mental well-
being is achieved. The travellers do not suffer from the limited space and the lack 
of comfort or the confined and isolated life in the capsule, and they do not yet 
experience interpersonal disturbances;  
 
3. The third period is viewed as the most precarious part of the journey. It begins in 
the sixth to twelfth week of isolation and can last until the end of the entire 
expedition. At this point, the travellers have fully adapted to the microgravity 
environment and a daily routine has set in. One can expect forms of extreme 
monotony and boredom caused by the small amount of work and limited contact 
to their home planet. The authors predict that the travellers will enter into an 
‘asthenic state’, in which they feel exhausted and withdraw from one another; 
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4. For the last travel phase, Kanas and Manzey expect excitation, agitation, and lack 
of self-control as well as euphoria. These emotional effects appear shortly before 
the return to Earth. This excitation is also connected to the concern about how 
returning home after such a long absence and the life in isolation and confinement 
will be processed. 
 
Unlike Kanas and Manzey, the American psychologists Bechtel and Behring (1991) 
expect a further limitation of the ‘third-quarter phenomenon’. The researchers suggest 
that after the half-way point of the exploration and with the commencement of the flight 
back to Earth, there could be an abatement of concentration tied to leaving Mars, which 
could lead to negative emotions and a decrease in tension within the small group. In order 
to avoid the expected stress, the authors suggest planning appropriate ‘social 
programming and design considerations’ into the scenario (Bechtel and Behring 1991, 
264). Their recommendations include, for example to create more place for public and 
private activities and develop group strategies that provide variety and disrupt the daily 
routine. 
 
The HUMEX study draws attention to the fact that although the third-quarter 
phenomenon is probable, it is not possible at this time to make definitive statements about 
the exact emotional and mood-related affects on these long-duration flights (Horneck, et 
al. 2003, 87). How will humans actually react to the long isolation of the expedition? 
Even today, though, the HUMEX study cites capsule design and meaningful activities as 
important measures against emotional impairments. 
 
The list of expected psychological impairments includes yet another factor called 
the ‘Earth-out-of-view phenomenon’. This phenomenon derives from the spatial distance 
between the explorers and their place of origin. On Mars, the travellers will hardly be 
able to distinguish their home planet from other heavenly bodies. From this position, the 
Earth appears as a tiny dot among many other dots in the universe (19). With this, the last 
visual link to home will have vanished from the space travellers’ reach and, with it, 
everything that is familiar and ordinary. Kanas and Manzey assume that, in extreme 
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cases, this Earth-out-of-view phenomenon can lead to an inner alienation and 




In contrast, Angerer believes that the psychological affects caused by the large distance 
and the high level of self-reliance might not be as extreme as often assumed. The right 
method for mentally overcoming the spatial distance and the resulting mental state will be 
more crucial as Angerer argues (Angerer 2006): 
 
(T)he astronauts will have been trained for a long time specifically for this mission. 
They will have a planetary environment, very strange and very different, but still a 
planetary environment. And they will have a spacecraft that will be very well 
known to the astronauts. The challenge and the trick will lie in being aware of the 
psychologically challenging aspects of such a mission, and finding methods to 
support people in a way that does not highlight the isolation and autonomy more 
than it is anyway the case and in a way that is feasible within the mission 
constraints (20).  
 
Rupert Gerzer from DLR the German space agency has made concrete suggestions for 
confronting the Earth-out-of-view phenomenon. In his newspaper interview, he 
recommends the administration of antipsychotic drugs (21). This suggestion, too, shows 
that the planned recommendations are intended to distract from the Mars explorers’ 
confined situation and are meant to make existence in the capsule physiologically and 
emotionally bearable. Yet this says nothing of whether they offer a concrete substitution 
for the presence of Earth and its inhabitants. Instead, Gerzer builds on the aforementioned 
invariability of the capsule space recalled by Suedfeld in his examinations of isolation 
and confinement.  
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In contrast, the Austrian space architect Barbara Imhof (2004) and her team 
propose a novel approach in constructing future space habitats. Imhof has analysed the 
psychological and psychosocial effects of the technical environment on the confined 
human and currently she criticises the lack of attention paid to variability in capsule 
architecture in the planning of space habitats. Instead, planning has relied on spacefarers’ 
who possess a high level of motivation and are able to suppress their needs as well as 
subordinate themselves to the mission. 
 
Imhof argues that the scenarios currently under discussion would negatively 
impact the people onboard, and she draws a clear distinction between those who will live 
in the future habitats and those who design them. This architect sees the necessity for 
habitats to meet the needs of their inhabitants and to integrate dynamic processes into the 
architectural planning that would arise from increasing isolation, social monotony, and 
crew autonomy, thus achieving the highest possible level of flexibility inside the capsule 
(Imhof 2004, 176): 
 
In its existence as a space machine, the space habitat implies a flexible rather than 
a rigid structure. The point is to develop an outlook on architecture that focuses on 
processes rather than just on rigid walls. Therefore buildings, as we see them, are 
intermediary results rather than statements. Accordingly, contemporary 
architecture is increasingly understood as the product of a process - an adaptable 
expression of a living society - that is the goal of space architecture. 
 
Furthermore, Imhof makes a concrete suggestion for new capsule architecture, referring 
to the use of augmented realities and concretely mentioning the potential for new media 
art to act as a measure against emotional misbehaviour. In the implementation of these 
artworks, Imhof identifies an opportunity for connecting Earth and space and allowing 
both the crew and earthlings virtually to inhabit them. She hopes that one result of 
implementation would be the reduction of ‘feelings of remoteness, loneliness, and other 
symptoms’ (Imhof 2003, 1.1).   
 
 Therefore works of art can be designed for the individual spacefarer and/or the 
group, and they can be tailored to individual sensibilities or react to the travellers’ 
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preferences and needs and also impart spatial variability. As individualised tools, 
artworks in the interior space of the capsule could be used as aesthetic supplements and 
exert a recreational effect on their users. This application has yet to be pursued in human 
space travel. 
 
 In the future, an artist working in the field of crewed space missions will have to 
take into account the spacefarer as both user and recipient of the work and develop works 
that, in addition to an artistic idea, integrate the lived space of the habitat into their 
conception. In other words, an artwork must have a coping function and will be defined 
as an actually present substitute attuned to the emotional needs of the travelling 
individual in the space capsule. The combination of these aspects necessitates a method 
of operation that must be implemented early on during the pre-flight phase, as it would 
involve artists, astronauts, architects, psychologists, and space engineers in a mutual 
development process. The resultant artworks would than be suitable on aesthetic means 
of recreation and as substitutes for Earth’s environment. The spacefarer must, however, 
be open to and interested in the arts and their aesthetic appreciation. For this reason, 
works of art are just one possible recreational measure that can be implemented alongside 
others. 
 
In summery, artists must consider these physical conditions, as well as the 
travelling individuals’ psychological and psychosocial mental state during the conception 
of their art concept, and integrate these into the artwork, as works of art in space habitats 
need to have a life-sustaining function. These conditions make the elucidation and 
expansion of a definition of aesthetics necessary. In the following section I will apply 
Gernot Böhme’s and Martin Seel’s different concepts of atmospheres to the invariance of 
the capsule habitat and examine them in light of the lived space and the implementation 
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B2: Concept of atmospheres 
 
Today, aesthetics is generally associated with ‘beauty’ and ‘subjective 
appreciation’, aligned with the external, emblematic forms of objects. The original 
meaning of the term as a scientific discipline has largely fallen into obscurity. As a 
science, aesthetics deals with the human lower knowledge faculty, a practice going back 
to Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten, who introduced aesthetics as a sub-discipline of 
philosophy in the mid-eighteenth century. His theory investigated a form of rationality 
based on sensory perception and made an important element of aesthetics a person’s 
individual mood. In this way aesthetics differed from the humanities, which grappled 
with questions of intellectual and conceptual knowledge. 
 
Today in philosophy, taking this particular human knowledge faculty as a starting 
point, the interplay of sensory perception and the mood of rooms are associated with the 
concept of atmospheres. The correspondence of human existential orientations with the 
environment was thematised primarily in the German literature from a phenomenological 
perspective by, among others, the philosophers Friedrich Otto Bollnow (with his concepts 
of ‘human’ and ‘space’, 1963) and Hermann Schmitz  (with ‘felt space’ and ‘bodily 
experience’, 1969) Gernot Böhme (with ‘atmospheric space’, 1995), and Martin Seel 
(with ‘natural space’ and ‘appearance’, 2000). Their investigations follow in the lineage 
of Edmund Husserl and Martin Heidegger and analyse the causes, aesthetic design 
parameters, and forms of perception in atmospherically defined spaces. 
 
As an important adherent of these theories, Gernot Böhme (1995, 2001) integrates 
his concept of atmospheres into the tradition of sensory knowledge, focussing his 
aesthetic examinations on the affective reaction of the subject to its surroundings, starting 
from the ‘ego-pole’ (‘Ich-Pol’). This phenomenological approach differentiates between 
humans’ lived space and the homogenous, isotropic space of mathematics by 
unequivocally identifying an ego-centre. As bodily space, this ego-centre is crucial 
because it enables a person to occupy a self-oriented perspective in his/her surroundings. 
There is thus a qualitative difference between areas and places, and both are filled with 
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individual experiences. In contrast to Euclidian-mathematic space, lived space is 
meaningful because it is not value-neutral. The bodily presence of a human is thus a 
necessary precondition for the experience of lived space (Böhme 1995, 34): 
 
Atmosphere is the mutual reality of perceiver and perceived. It is the reality of the 
perceived as the sphere of its presence and the reality of the perceiver, insofar as he 
– feeling the atmosphere – in a certain way is bodily present. (Translation my own, 
see appendix for original quotation) 
 
Böhme defines atmospheres as spatial appearance-qualities that belong to a particular 
space. The individual becomes aware of these appearances in the moment of his/her own 
corporeal presence. Bodily presence is interpreted as a state of concurrent perception, and 
it is a necessary condition of sensing. Only in this way, with the help of bodily sensing, 
can a person become aware of space. Böhme names two forms of experience to 
characterise the particularities of aesthetic encounter between human and space. These 
are the experiences of, on the one hand, ingression and, on the other, discrepancy. In both 
modes of experience, the ego enters into an atmosphere and becomes cognisant of it at 
the moment of the encounter. In ingression, one’s own mood differs from the mood that is 
spatially present and is adopted by the ego. This is apparent, for example, when a cheerful 
atmosphere causes the person entering it to become cheerful. The ingressive mood can 
also be sensed the same way, or similarly, by other people. From the fact that such an 
encountered atmosphere is easily comprehensible, Böhme deduces the observable 
character of atmosphere (Böhme 2001, 46 ff.). 
 
The dimension of discrepancy is experienced just as ‘objectively’. As with 
ingression, the spatial atmosphere here also diverges from one’s own mood. Yet in this 
situation, which the individual experiences the space as contradictory, his/her mood can 
nonetheless be changed by the atmosphere at hand. For this reason, Böhme refers to the 
experience of discrepancy as a conflicting experience. If, for example, a person in a sad 
mood comes across a jovial mood, this encounter does not necessarily result in the 
sensing person’s becoming jovial, as it would in the experience of ingression. In this 
situation, it is just as possible for the individual to persist emotionally, causing him/her to 
experience the contrast to the atmosphere he/she encounters all the more intensively. 
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From this, Böhme concludes that the found atmosphere cannot be a projection, but rather, 
as with ingression, something ‘quasi objective’ can adhere to it. The perceived 
atmosphere can be experienced by anyone (Böhme 2001, 47).  
 
Böhme lists a number of examples. The ‘lively atmosphere of a spring morning’ or 
the ‘foreboding atmosphere of a stormy evening’ serves as representations of nature-
induced moods. In contrast to exterior spaces, interior spaces can exude a ‘homey,’ or 
even a ‘tense’ atmosphere that can immediately envelop and emotionally entrap those 
who enter it. Atmospheres may even emanate from humans themselves and be transferred 
to other people. Here, Böhme mentions ‘imposing atmospheres’ and ‘erotic atmospheres’. 
These descriptions of atmosphere are linked by the fact that something diffuse and 
intangible belongs to them, which leaves those present not entirely grasping the cause of 
their judgement of the perceived mood (Böhme 1995, 22): 
 
One does not really know whether to ascribe them [the atmospheres] to the 
objects or the surroundings from which they emanate, or to the subjects who 
experience them. Neither does one really know where they are. They appear, to a 
certain extent, to fill the room nebulously with a tone of feeling. (Translation my 
own, see appendix for original quotation) 
 
In his exegesis, Böhme traces the causes for the emergence of atmospheric surroundings 
to the presence of objects and substances that are encountered and perceived in spaces. 
From these elements thing-innate radiations are transferred to the respective 
surroundings, disposing the atmosphere in their likeness. The philosopher deems 
physiognomies, scenes and situations, signs and symbols as some of the elements 
responsible for the emergence of atmospheres. Such concrete objects and elements, which 
reveal themselves to be the cause of a particular perception, may appear over the course 
of the indifferent sensing of atmospheric situations. Böhme cites the aggressive buzzing 
of a mosquito in his application; vague listening can turn its incipient humming into an 
immanent threat. Only in the moment of ascertaining does the listener fix the diffuse 
sound and tie it to its cause, in this case the aggressive insect (Böhme 2001, 42): 
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The atmospheric as a primary object can be nuanced as the presence of 
something. The more perception pursues this something, the more it [perception] 
distances itself from the atmospheric, viz. it coheres qua thing. Qualities can then 
be ascribed to this thing that are responsible for its having a particular emanation, 
in other words, its being able to be experienced atmospherically in one way or 
another. (Translation my own, see appendix for original quotation) 
 
Atmospheres perceptible to the individual are moulded by the appearance-qualities of the 
things and their effects on the environment. Ecstasies are the ways in which objects 
emerge. Here, Böhme is not interested in identifying functional qualities traditionally 
associated when dealing with objects, but rather he is interested in the way in which the 
presence of objects and physiognomies is sensorially articulated and perceived 
synaesthetically by the individual. In contrast to the physical, primary qualities, the 
sensuously recognizable values are of key importance in atmospheric perception. These 
include, for example, colours, odours, voices, and gestures. These secondary qualities 
possess a type of enhancing function, in that, by emerging, they imbue their surroundings 
with a specific, atmospheric determinacy that can be felt sensorially by the individual 
present (Böhme 2001, 131 ff.). 
 
One significant disadvantage of Böhme’s theory is that it does not take into 
account the appearance of artworks as a cause of variable and dilatable atmospheric form. 
For this reason, it is surprising that Böhme includes stage designers amongst garden and 
landscape architects, interior designers, advertising and marketing associates, and 
psychologists, calling them all ‘aesthetic workers’. He declares them specialists of 
atmospheric spatial design. According to Böhme, their vocational qualifications are 
distinguished by their ability to transfer objective feeling-qualities onto things and 
arrangements, allowing them to be aesthetically experienced (Böhme 1991, 487). The 
inclusion of all these careers leads to an omnipresence and availability of atmospheres, 
while his mention of the stage designer is erroneous in this context. For in contrast to the 
applied occupations mentioned, designing dramatised stage spaces is not about conjuring 
a standard repertoire, but rather it privileges the intentional and artistic work of the stage 
designer. Offered as a processual work, an important distinguishing criterion is the fact 
that theatre pieces – and, thus, the experience of truly staged atmospheres – occur in a 
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limited window of time. Within this temporal frame, concrete contents find artistic 
expression, which obviously departs from everyday life of psychologists for example.  
 
In a personal email conversation, the German, Swiss-based stage designer and 
former professor of scenography Manual Fabritz (2009) accentuated atmospheric design 
is not included in his curriculum. For him, the intuitive approach of stage design consists 
of visually constructing an artwork on the basis of a thematic guideline. In contrast to a 
landscape architect who designs a space for daily use, a scenographer creates an art space 
which not only represents a particular aesthetic perceptual mode, but also acts as a place 
for reflection and thematic encounters. In order to design these highly complex 
surroundings, one needs to specifically study, and gain knowledge of, situations of 
everyday life and diversified practical experience that finds expression inside the staged 
space in combination with one’s individual, artistic ideas. Only the harmony of these 
factors conjures the particular atmospheric effect of the stage design. Fabritz mentions 
techniques of lighting design and the selection of materials and colours as acquirable 
design skills, yet true mastery lies in the knowledge of the right combination of aesthetic 
means; an ability that distinguishes stage designers and artists alike (22).   
 
As outlined, Böhme’s concept of atmosphere is restricted to a predefined 
condition in which the present subject can perceive the atmosphere encountered as an 
experience of either ingression or discrepancy. This interpretation of existing atmospheres 
can be applied to the space capsule, because both, the scenario itself and the life 
sustaining system of the spacecraft offer spacefarers no other alternatives than to 
experience their exploration isolated and confined. Two important questions emerge from 
these findings: can artworks surmount the psychological and psychosocial as well as 
physiological effects inherent in the journey to Mars, and can implemented artworks add 
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B3: Play of appearances  
 
Principle 02 :: Works of art are appearances of another order 
Works of art differ from the functional equipment of the space capsule. This difference 
becomes visible in the artwork itself because it is a representation resulting from the 
intentional work of the artist. Works of art always tell us about something. They connect 
the presence of the recipient with externally existent concepts of thought. In outer space 
the contact with the artwork allows a virtual extension of the space capsule and so 
enables mental connections. 
Artists should know that not every spacefarer is primed for aesthetic experience. Art 
perception must be trained. For this reason, not every art concept is suitable for every 
space traveller. As an individualised tool, the acceptance of artworks and their aesthetic 
pleasure must already have been familiar to the individual on Earth. 
 
Within the following section I will investigate a differentiated formulation of 
aesthetic perception and apply it to the capsule habitat and the people living in it. This 
theory is posited by Martin Seel. In his ‘Aesthetic of Appearing’ (2000), Seel criticises 
Böhme’s conception of a given atmosphere and sees this depiction as too general. In 
contrast to Böhme, aesthetic perception starts earlier with Seel, not in becoming 
cognisant of atmospheres, but rather already with the appearance of something. Thus Seel 
defines aesthetic perception as the ‘perception of something in its appearing, for the sake 
of this appearing. Aesthetic objects are the objects of this perception’ (Seel (2000) 2005, 
88). 
 
Seel’s object of study is the aesthetic dimensions in which the individual 
encounters the perceived object. With this, the philosopher surpasses Böhme’s idea of the 
atmosphere. Although Seel does not oppose the general determinacy of spaces, in contrast 
to Böhme, he associates becoming aware of them with a concrete subjective horizon of 
experience that the individual in the encountered surroundings recognises. Seel names a 
number of objects and everyday occurrences that are important for the emergence of 
atmospheric experiences and which can gain in significance through correspondences – 
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individual experiences – in appearance. By detecting phenomena like temperatures, 
smells, sounds, sights, gestures and symbols, an atmospheric mood that can be interpreted 
both negatively and positively (Seel (2000) 2005, 94): 
 
Awareness for atmospheres activates a knowledge of cultural references in which 
the perception of these atmospheres is situated. In addition, it often includes acts 
of imagination in which a different present is fantasized or recalled. (italics in 
original) 
 
In contrast to Böhme, Seel does not analyse the general apperceptibility of atmospheres, 
but rather interprets them as ‘sensuous-emotional awareness of existential 
correspondences’ (Seel (2000) 2005, 93) (italics in original). The seeds of this interplay 
are already present in the individual, and this relationship is expressed according to the 
individual’s horizon of experience. One’s individual horizon can become visible in the 
form of both an immediate idea and long-term imaginings in atmospheric perception. The 
philosopher sees the atmospheric appearance as also contained in works of art, because 
the act of reflecting on the artwork brings this appearance to bear.  
 
Seel construes an artwork first and foremost as an object of the imagination. He 
interprets aesthetic perception as a game ‘that we play and that is played by us’ (Seel 
(2000) 2005, 34), and he applies this free play to phenomena in nature, as well as objects 
and situations. Thus Seel refers back to an older conception of aesthetic experience by 
Immanuel Kant (1790). Kant associated in his Critique of Judgement (Kritik der 
Urteilskraft) aesthetic perception with an epistemological process that the individual 
could relate to him/herself as well as to the world. The crux of his theory was comprised 
of individual cognitive and sensorial characteristics, as well as a number of definable 
parameters that emerge in the play of perception. For Seel, it is important that these 
episteme-constituting encounters happen in the ‘here and now’, leading the aesthetic 
perceiver to his/her own type of experience. The present in which the individual lives, 
and his/her recognition of his/her own living environment, are responsible for this 
encounter. For ‘presents’ can change and be perceived differently and anew in a 
continuous processual development. In the course of this cycle, alternating presents can 
change and be modified as a part of perception (Seel (2000) 2005, 99): 
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These presents are not enduring but passing because they are unrepeatable and 
irretrievable. This morning, this night, this hour will never be repeated in this 
way; not in precisely these external surroundings, not in precisely this mood, not 
at precisely this point of one’s own history or the world’s. Just like the concept of 
an enduring present, this concept of a passing present also captures a central 
aspect of the reality of human life. We are often in the same situation even though 
we are never in the same situation; both are true of the circumstances of our lives. 
(italics in original) 
 
Therefore all appearances have to do with time and are coupled with process. For through 
the progressive temporal change of presents, perception also changes. With this, the 
progress of the journey to Mars could be integrated into an artwork. For space travellers 
also, experience temporality. Their condition, over the course of which their impressions 
of boredom and monotony, autonomy and isolation become very meaningful, is passing, 
and their journey approaches its endpoint with every moment of the exploration. 
Experienced time changes into a concatenation of moments in which each moment 
variegates a lived reality. Individual moments of the journey pass and, in passing, become 
irretrievable. The aesthetic perception of the artwork can return this temporality to the 
travellers and can make the process of art reception into a design strategy of outer-space-
specific works of art.   
 
Principle 03 :: The artwork is a coping strategy.  
Inside the space capsule, works of art provide the space traveller with a real tangible 
object that acts as a substitute for the lack of stimulation and earthly abundance. Each 
artwork offers different types of encounter and interpretation. This emphasis of meaning 
can shift throughout exploration and provide the spacefarer with time. 
 
Seel posits his play of appearances precisely at this point of individual judgement 
of experienced presents: artworks are distinguished vis-à-vis utilitarian objects by virtue 
of the fact that, in addition to their artistic-reflexive appearance, they can also possess a 
mere-contemplative and atmospheric-corresponsive appearance. What is critical is the 
subjective level of perception, which becomes important in the moment of encounter. 
According to Seel the unification of three approaches within the artwork can be useful 
when implemented in the capsule’s interior. The type of encounter, whether mere, 
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atmospheric, or reflexive, discloses itself to the individual by way of aesthetic perception, 
and this is at the discretion of each individual. When appearing, the perceived object 
stands out from its surroundings, and a relationship of the general to the particular 
emerges. Things can become objects of personal regard, perceived by virtue of their 
appearing: a perception that can change with time and be defined by the viewer and 
his/her individual life situation (Seel (2000) 2005, 90). 
 
Principle 04 :: Mere appearance 
The mere appearance allows the subject a contemplative encounter with the art object. In 
the moment of its appearance all sensual qualities become obvious. The object obtrudes 
from its surroundings. In this way the artwork is free of any utilitarian meaning, marking 
a relief from the functionality of the capsule design of the habitat.  
 
By ‘mere appearance’ Seel associates the awareness of an item with 
contemplation. Contemplation hinges on the perception of an object ‘pure 
phenomenality’. In mere appearing, the individual recognises all sensual appearance-
qualities that are prominent in an object. This recognition happens simultaneously and 
does not extend beyond the present instant, but rather remains in the moment. An 
additional correlation, like the thought of other presents and possibilities, does not occur 
in ‘mere appearance’ (Seel (2000) 2005, 92): 
 
What counts here is nothing but perceiving the momentary simultaneity of what is 
sensuously perceivable. 
 
‘Mere appearing’ is a special form of encounter. It lingers with the phenomenon of the 
object without being associated with other thoughts. Through contemplation, the 
perceiver becomes aware of the appearing object through a pure beholding of it. Seel 
calls this obtruding an appearing that happens only in ‘strict momentariness’ (Seel (2000) 
2005, 91). 
 
In relation to the aesthetic perception of objects in the capsule, works of art can 
have an impact on the sensory-reduced surroundings of the travellers, but they can 
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conjure something else, something unfitting, not primarily to sustaining life. Through 
contemplation, the spacefarer inhabits two extreme forms of consciousness, one in the 
moment and one as part of ones corporeal sensory perception. Through the contemplative 
appearance of the artwork, the technical interior of the capsule expands to encompass an 
object that obtrudes from the situation at hand. The artistic body seems to ruptures the 
invariance of the capsule space and distances the traveller from the present situation.  
 
Principle 05 :: Atmospheric appearance 
The atmospheric appearance of the artwork incites correlations. These are grounded in 
the history and experience of the individual recipient/ space traveller. Atmospheric 
appearance gives the artwork a meaningful and articulated significance.  
 
Seel names the second dimension of aesthetic reception as ‘atmospheric appearing’. 
As already discussed, he describes atmospheric appearing as sensual-emotional 
awareness of existential correspondences that take on meaning in a person’s actual 
encounter with the object and, as such, elicit clear-cut, sensorial impressions and 
experiences. Atmospherically articulated appearing enters in place of mere appearing, 
enmeshing the perceptual situation at hand with a given traveller’s individual life 
situation. Aesthetic reception emerges from one’s encounter with sensations, even if they 
are subliminally perceived, and they touch a person emotionally with more or less 
intensity. In their atmospheric appearing, the impressions are felt as meaningful. In this 
existential experience of correspondence, past and future, long hoped-for as well as more 
feared events can become important (Seel (2000) 2005, 94): 
 
(W)hat remains decisive for the atmospheric appearing in all of these forms is that 
the making present of a present situation is in the foreground. At the centre of this 
awareness is the perceptive sensing of how something is in this situation – or how 
this situation - corresponds or could correspond (positively or negatively) with my 
weal and woe. (italics in original) 
 
In the comparison of both forms of appearance, Seel adds that ‘mere appearing’, as well 
as ‘atmospheric appearing’, may occur in the present, but differ in one crucial respect. 
For while ‘mere appearing’ fixates on the momentary present of sensory appearance-
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qualities, while corresponsive atmospheric appearing involves the perceiving individual’s 
horizon of experience and creates a correspondence out of past or future encounters and 
occurrences that can be interpreted both positively and negatively, and which extend 
beyond the moment. In corresponsive experience, the artwork exerts a direct influence on 
the person in the capsule interior and has a concrete impact on the existential situation of 
the travellers. The object itself causes because it endows the situation with a certain 
meaning, and this meaning is interpreted by the subject respective the space traveller. 
Because his or her perception of the object is associated with the contemporaneous 
present and each traveller’s own history, the appearance of it awakens biographical and 
historic events, activates relationships, and creates ties. For the design of space-specific 
artworks, this means that the spacefarers’ individual preferences and wishes can be joined 
by corresponsive atmospheric appearing. They can be used and interpreted as an 
extension of the life situation currently encountered. Here, the work of art becomes an 
actual tool for concrete relations that evokes meaningful use of the appearing object and 
extends the momentary life situation of the capsule space. 
 
Principle 06 :: Artistic appearance 
The artistic appearance is a presentation. It is reflexive and full of meaning. Reflection on 
the artwork redirects the individually lived presence out of the momentary situation and 
opens novel horizons of understanding. 
 
Seel associates the third dimension of aesthetic perception with artistic 
appearance. It contains a reflexive obtrusion (Seel (2000) 2005, 97): 
 
All knowledge and all reflection, all interpretation and all imagination that an 
artwork calls for on the part of the perceiver has the aim here of bringing the 
artistic appearing of the work to life. It is only on or in this appearing that real or 
irreal presences of the human world can come to presentation. It is only through 
attentiveness to the constellations of this presentation that we can participate in 
the constellations presented by the artistic work. (italics in original) 
 
Artworks need to be understood. They have a symbolic quality and are always about 
something. They are presentations in which the point of view of an artist-subject comes to 
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representation. With the artistic appearance in the space capsule, a third aesthetic 
expression obtains, which Seel associates with the presence of the human being. The 
reflectional dimension becomes accessible to the individual only when he/she lingers 
with the object, for the artwork should demand the apprehending attention of the viewer. 
This encounter tends to happen independently of the viewer’s respective life situation, 
and it grants the perceiver access to other ideas that extend beyond his/her own 
momentary situation to other outer-lying horizons of thought, far from his/her 
surrounding environment (Seel (2000) 2005, 96). 
 
This special potential of artworks can make their integration on extended human 
spaceflights so unique and meaningful, because the appearance of works of art is 
connected to the possibility of the space travellers’ mentally tying their confined 
existence to an external reality. With its reflectional appearing, an artwork is allocated a 
greater meaning that transcends the atmospheric and the mere appearance of an object. 
Artistic appearance gives rise to a reflexive proximity between the traveller and the 
intentional work of the artist into being. 
 
In contrast to the forms of encounter of mere and atmospheric appearing, artistic 
appearance can contain meanings both full and free of significance. And this reveals what 
is special about artworks on long-term spaceflights: their appearance – whether mere, 
meaningful, or reflexive – enables the spacefarer, in addition to the aforementioned 
qualities, to experience temporality, variability and reflexive proximity in the space 





This chapter demonstrated that the future Mars explorer will live in a given, 
unchangeable atmosphere inside the space capsule. Psychologists, human behaviour 
specialists, as well as architects, agree that the communal, confined existence in the high-
tech capsule habitat will be a source of emotional impairment that may need to be 
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remedied. In contrast to the spatial dimensions and the design variety currently enjoyed 
by us humans on Earth, there are few individual design interventions the space travellers 
could undertake within their Mars habitat. It is not possible to re-design or modify the 
space capsule during a three-year Mars exploration. 
 
 Suedfeld and Steel’s conclusion that ‘the capsule environment is invariant’ 
(Suedfeld and Steel 2000, 234) corresponds to Böhme’s account of atmospheres. 
According to this account, an atmosphere arises from the interplay between a disposed 
space and the present, perceiving person. The subject enters into a given mood and sees 
his/her own individual well-being either bolstered or contradicted by it. For the Mars 
traveller, this means that his/her emotional state during the exploration will be moulded 
by the capsule environment and the mood found inside it. Without the option of executing 
design changes, the technical habitat remains unchangeable in its predefined atmosphere. 
Emotional impairments are unavoidable. 
 
 Habitat designs as suggested by the architect Imhof, and her demand for a flexible 
interior design by integrating digital media constitute an exception in the current design 
considerations. That they have even been suggested demonstrate, that the use of artistic 
techniques is thinkable. Imhof’s designs point in a direction that plainly applies to 
artworks, as variability and a diversity of interpretation are inherent in works of art. They 
offer a concrete proposal for sensory-aesthetic stimulation in the capsule interior and 
possess the ability to directly change spaces and, consequently, to open up the limitedness 
of the inner space of the capsule.  
 
This idea is present in the aesthetics of appearing investigated by Martin Seel. 
Applied to extended human spaceflights, this theory offers a complement to the capsule 
interior in that the implemented artwork adds three important components to the Mars 
traveller’s existence. These aspects include tree types of encounter and use that are based 
on artistic-reflexive and/or atmospherically existential and/or mere-contemplative 
meaning. In contrast to the functional and life-supporting objects found onboard, works 
of art critically extend the travellers’ mental space and sensory perception by virtue of 
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their play of appearances. The diversity of interpretation of a work of art unfolds over 
time, and artworks add important constants of human existence to the Mars explorers’ 
experience-space by integrating the living environment of the travellers into the work. 
The individual’s use of this sensory-aesthetic opportunity can alleviate emotional strain 
because an artwork engenders ties to the past, present, and future and connects the 
traveller to other concepts of thought outside the capsule space. 
 
Accordingly, the ‘ideal’ supportive artwork on extended crewed missions must be 
geared to the space travellers’ well-being and the conditions of existence within the space 
capsule. The psychologist Angerer already noted this necessity when he indicated that the 
adopted measures must be developed by starting with the subject and his/her surrounding 
(Angerer 2006). This applies in particular to meaningful appearing. The existential 
experience of correspondence ties in with the fields of physical, psychological and 
psychosocial countermeasures as recommended by psychologists and human behaviour 
specialists (23). Particularly suited to this are concepts that thematise the areas of 
spatiality, place, nature, home and identity. Within the core chapter, I will outline that the 
chosen categories are able to aesthetically enrich the long exploration time with what they 
uniquely have to offer. By spatiality I address the human body and his/her corporeal 
adjustment, by place the opposition of significant and insignificant geographical 
locations, by home the safety place and by identity the contact to the self. In other words, 
these themes are artistic concepts that enable recreational activities, which are tailored to 
individual, as well as interpersonal, needs and preferences.  
 
In this chapter I identified six principles relevant to space specific works of art. 
They cite the artwork as a coping strategy and outline the dimension of works of art 
implemented inside the capsule. Due to their mere, atmospheric, and reflectional 
appearance, works of art have the potential effectively to change the given invariance and 
influence the well-being of the space traveller. 
 
Following my overall theory, that relevant artworks can support the future space 
traveller recreationally, I will start with the analysis in my first core chapter, 
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‘Limitlessness’. Within this chapter I will explore the human body and corporeal reaction 
to weightlessness and the missing ground. The particular physical conditions of outer 
space pose novel cognitive and formal challenges to the space traveller as recipient and to 
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Chapter C1: Limitlessness  
 
The view presented in this chapter is that the ‘Atmosphere of Limitlessness’ is 
dominated by both limits and limitlessness. Though weightlessness affords the individual 
infinite corporeal movement, the human cognitive faculty is insufficiently developed to 
deal with the empty space. As anthropologue bodily perception only harmonises partially 
with zero-gravity environments, humans live in a constant alternation of freedom and 
limitation. For weightless art practice this means that not every artistic idea is suited to 
the space traveller as recipient and user. The human being and the indoor environment 
clearly delimit the powers of artistic imagination. 
 
Because it is important to discuss humans in zero gravity and their efforts to 
establish an orientation in their disorientation, I will refer to the diaries and comments of 
US astronaut Jerry M. Linenger and Belgian ESA astronaut Frank de Winne alongside 
works by the French performer Kitsou Dubois and the Austrian designer Sandra Häuplik-
Meusburger. The secondary textual references of Clément (2005), Kanas and Manzey 
(2003) and NASA Man-Systems Integration Standards MSIS (1995), will contribute to 
this discussion. 
 
The next framework of discourse will examine the human body orientation from 
the perspective of space-perception. My textual sources are phenomenological treatises 
written before the first manned spaceflights in the first half of the twentieth century. I 
shall begin with Otto Friedrich Bollnow and his interpretation of the human body 
scheme. This is followed by a manuscript by Edmund Husserl and his depiction of Earth 
as a human ‘primal ark’ (‘Ur-Arche’). The third textual source I will use is Martin 
Heidegger, who stands in the tradition of Husserl and analyses the spatiality of human 
existence. 
 
The final framework within this chapter reviews the CCS Cloud Core Scanner by 
the German artist Agnes Meyer-Brandis. This work cycle offers a good example of how 
weightlessness and multidirectionality could be employed in artistic practice while 
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questioning human perception and body.  
 
The three primary aims of this chapter are: 
Goal 1: to discover the ‘Atmosphere of Limitlessness’ under the conditions of corporeal 
disorientation;  
Goal 2: to identify the artistic dimensions of microgravity and multidirectionality; 
Goal 3: to name the aesthetic principles of the ‘Artwork of Limitlessness’ presented in 
weightless and multidirectional works of art. 
 
C1.1 Limits within limitlessness  
 
Principle 101 :: Weightlessness and multidirectionality as novel artistic material 
Outer space provides the artist with design opportunities which would not be applicable 
on Earth. Microgravity and multidirectionality are novel materials that can be used by the 
artist. They can be integrated into unique art concepts. The weightless environment 
changes the physical properties and characteristics of many organic substances. The 
missing gravitational pull enables non-earthlike design forms. 
 
Numerous studies have attempted to explain how difficult it is for us humans 
physiologically to adapt to the zero-gravity environment (24). Our corporeal orientation is 
generated not only by our sense of sight, but also through soma sensory information: 
touch, pressure, skin surface, muscles and joints, hearing and via the vestibular system. 
Through the constant recalibration of receptors, the individual receives reliable 
information on body balance and the orientation of up and down. This interplay on Earth 
cannot, however, be applied to the microgravity environment. In fact it proves to be a 
hindrance, since what the human body feels in microgravity does not always correspond 
to what the individuals sees. 
 
Outer space does not supply the human being with earthlike landmarks and cues for 
spatial orientation. In line with human adjustment, the spacefarer extends his/her known 
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earthly spatiality into outer space. In so doing, the human being acclimatises to 
microgravity and his/her self-positioning in the environment. This spatial aid is 
essentially represented by the space capsule itself and its interior. As a result, during 
transfer, this indoor space supports human cognition and performance because it offers a 
reliable three-dimensional setting and frame of orientation to the space traveller.  
 
The space capsule is the spacefarer’s most important requisite. Losing contact to 
the life-sustaining system is tantamount to certain death. In his book Dragonfly (1998), 
Bryan Burrough offers an impressive description of how a human being reacts to the 
cosmic vacuum and the unexpected drift of the space capsule. The American science 
author describes the nerve-wracking moment of a spacewalk as experienced by the 
astronaut Jerry M. Linenger when he found himself in unsecured outer space, confronted 
by the space station’s deadly drifting off (Burrough 1998, 224): 
 
You’re okay. You’re okay. You’re not going to fall. The bottom is way far away. And 
now a second, even more intense feeling washes over him: He’s not plunging off a 
cliff. The entire cliff is crumbling away. ‘It wasn’t just me falling, but everything was 
falling, which gave [me] even a more unsettled feeling’. Linenger told his debriefers. 
‘So, it was like you had to overcome forty years or whatever of life experiences that 
[you] don’t let go when everything falls. It was a very strong, almost overwhelming 
sensation that you just had to control. And I was able to control it, and I was glad I 
was able to control it. But I could see where it could have put me over the edge’. 
(italics in original) 
 
What preceded this event was a handrail breaking off the exterior of the Russian MIR 
Space Station, which was supposed to secure the astronaut and connect him to the station. 
During the unexpected experience of bottomless falling, Linenger distanced himself from 
the space station in full knowledge of his own, rapid drifting off. At a speed of 18,000 
mph, Linenger was confronted with the emptiness of outer space and his corporeal 
helplessness. His horror-stricken awe in the moment of falling was triggered by the 
sudden rupture of the elements that surrounded him, the missing ground beneath, and the 
absence of spatial parameters of orientation to which he was accustomed. These elements 
of orientation and security are deeply embedded in human consciousness. However, in 
zero gravity, their meaning changes.  
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Linenger’s drastic perception arose from the sensory conflict of visual perception 
and corporeal receptors, for the human body is dictated by Earth’s gravity and movement 
on solid ground. Earth’s surface thus takes on a particular meaning: it is a prerequisite for 
our evolutionary development and an integral part of our natural environment, the Earth. 
Two constants are at play here, to which earthlings generally pay little attention. Only the 
absence of a stable ground makes its importance tangible for humans, because our 
vertical orientation on Earth’s surface is mirrored in the organisation and interaction of 
human sensory organs, our sense of balance, muscles and tendons and in our 
physiognomy as visible in humans’ upright posture.  
 
In outer space the human being lives in a state of constant groundlessness. In this 
extreme environment the individual would fall endlessly through the infinite space. The 
unusual experience of zero gravity gives humans the feeling of endless floating and 
bodily independence accompanied by frequent feelings of euphoria. In the vacuum of 
outer space, there is neither air resistance nor bottom, which could slow or stop the 
movement of any object or free-falling subject, an effect which lets one ‘fall and fall’ 
(Linenger 2000, 204). 
 
Principle 102 :: The Artwork of Limitlessness and the human body 
The particular challenges of artistic practice in weightlessness are based on body 
positioning and its internalised orientation to the ground. What opens novel opportunities 
of design for the artist can cause disorientation and nausea in the recipient while he/she 
interacts with the work of art in weightlessness. For this reason, the artwork follows the 
complexity of the microgravity environment and subjective verticality. Artworks of 
Limitlessness include accessibility, simplicity in operation, mobility, and 
multidirectionality in order to support human cognition. 
 
Humans are aware of outer space as indifferent to all places and as multidirectional, 
without up and down, no right and left, nor depth or centre. There is no point or place, 
and no specific, horizontal direction which provides the human being with any frame of 
reference or spatial orientation. The Man-Systems Integration Standards MSIS (1995) of 
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NASA’s Johnson Space Center are helpful in this context. This collection of materials is 
aimed at design engineers and operation analysts, as well as human factor specialists. The 
document lists all requirements relevant to the human-machine interaction. It thus 
interprets weightlessness as an extension of anthropologue limitedness (25): 
Mobility - The absence of gravity has been found to be a bonus for locomotion in 
space. Once accustomed to movement in microgravity, mobility is accomplished 
with minimal effort. Aerobatic manoeuvres, such as rolling, tumbling, and spinning, 
are done with ease.  
 
Without gravitation, the human body does not find a prescribed position, and the upright 
body posture is replaced by free-floating, allowing the floating spacefarer to turn and 
move in all directions. The human being, as well as all objects, lose their apparent weight 
and can be moved with ease while freed from any resistance of inertia. However, at the 
beginning of their journey, the astronauts must first become accustomed to this new range 
of movement. One manifestation of this habituation is the ‘space motion sickness’ 
(SMS). Similar to seasickness, this appears in the spacefarer in the form of nausea and 
dizziness. Medical scientists suspect that these symptoms are caused by neuronal 
misinformation. The otoliths, located in the inner ear, are responsible for this; they 
provide the individual information on the body’s position. This organ is an important aid 
in spatial orientation, and conflicts appear whenever its signals are outweighed by visual 
signals. This can cause corporeal perception to be over-written and lead to disorientation 
(Kanas and Manzey 2003, 41 ff.). There exist no exact data as to precisely when and 
where the sensory conflict of the spacefarers ensues. Additional causes include overly 
large open spaces in which the individual abides, as well as sudden head movements. The 
effects of SMS usually appear in the beginning phase of a spaceflight and can be 
minimised through the administration of anti-motion sickness drugs (Clément 2005, 94). 
 
Jerry M. Linenger identified precisely this condition of discomfort in the new 
arrivals to the Russian MIR Space Station, on which the Soyuz capsule docked toward 
the end of the 1990s. The feeling of disorientation was triggered by the change from the 
small transfer vehicle to the relatively spacious MIR Station (Linenger 2000, 97): 
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 (T)he oncoming commander did do a vigorous barrel roll for the camera, but after 
the camera was turned off, he preferred stability to floating. The threesome had 
been crammed into the Soyuz spacecraft for nearly two days. Since there was little 
room to move it was difficult to get adapted to space under such circumstances (…) 
it was obvious that they were all relieved and glad to get out of that capsule; but it 
also was obvious that the voluminous MIR nauseated them. The freedom of motion 
came with a price – space motion sickness. While everyone was able to smile 
during the press conference, the newcomers were glad when the cameras were 
turned off and they could remain still and feel miserable alone.  
 
Following complete adaptation to weightlessness, the human being gains a number of 
movements and body positions in the non-earthlike environment so that rolling, tumbling 
and spinning replace the upright gait. As a reaction to the plenitude of possible positions 
of orientation in zero-gravity space, the individual constantly defines his/her frame of 
reference anew according to his/her body position. ‘Subjective verticality’ is the technical 
term for this (Clément 2005, 123 ff.). In the language of the astronauts this means that 
‘down’ is where one’s feet are, and ‘up’ is where one’s head is (Fig. C1.1).  
 
 
Figure C1.1 Subjective verticality (26) montage KJ 
 
In addition to individual positioning, space travellers have to learn to identify free-
floating objects as well as signs and letters inside the space module. Caused by the 
different levels of object remembering, which is initiated by changing body positions and, 
hence, perspectives other than ‘normal’ (upright), the space traveller starts to ‘mentally 
rotate’ the object. At play here is a cognitive effort that places particularly difficult 
demands on the human brain and the processing of visual data, which can also lead to 
physical discomfort and disorientation (Kanas and Manzey 2003, 44 ff.). 
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Also ESA astronaut Frank de Winne suffered from this experience of mental 
overstrain. He has been to the International Space Station twice and spent more than six 
months in Earth’s orbit in 2010. In a personal interview, he reported that the continual 
change of spatial perspectives and the constant neuronal re-orientation of memorised, 
three-dimensional objects demanded a high level of mental exertion and caused 
headaches during his first stay. As a consequence, and to avoid these side effects, de 
Winne thus recommends maintaining one acquired viewing perspective and direction of 
movement. These facilitate human orientation and help in acculturating anthropologue 
seeing in multidirectionality (de Winne 2006).   
 
Astronauts start training for their future spaceflights already on Earth in under 
water tanks. These tanks are supposed to help in preventing possible orientation 
difficulties, and they prepare space travellers for their extravehicular activities (EVA). 
Although these EVAs, better known as spacewalks, imply an ease of movement and 
attendance, weightlessness and being outdoors in a vacuum are heavy bodily labour. 
Practice in water adjusts human movement and orientation and is interpreted as ‘near-real 
conditions’ (27). However, stays outside the capsule constitute the exception in the 
current every-day life of a space traveller and will also be limited in the planned Mars 
exploration. Space travellers spend most of their time in space within the capsule interior. 
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Figure C1.2 Gravitational phases during a parabolic flight © Gilles Le Barzic (28) 
 
It comes as no surprise that choreographers and artists have discovered in 
weightlessness a new frontier for their work and have applied their ideas of infinite space, 
endless movement and spins to the zero-gravity environment. The testing ground they 
use, however, is not an indoor space environment like a space station, but rather the 
parabolic flights mentioned earlier. Usually these flights serve scientific research but also 
artists can apply for participation. During a campaign, the aircraft flies in successive 
curved flight paths. They are executed at a height of approximately 8,000 metres above 
the Earth’s surface and are used for testing zero gravity and varying phases of 
acceleration (Fig. C1.2). For the duration of each parabola, gravitational forces reach 
from 1 G (the gravitational condition on Earth) to up to twice Earth’s gravity. The 
culmination of each run is the moment the aircraft turns from the ascending to descending 
position. At this point, some 23 seconds of complete weightlessness are achieved. The 
plane then turns downwards again; undergoing heightened gravitational forces, in the 
direction of Earth. During a parabolic flight campaign, up to 32 parabolas are flown in 
succession without interruption. 
 
Weightlessness thus achieved has been interpreted by dancers and artists as a 
novel means of expression which helps to question orientation and disorientation, 
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stability and instability. The weightless space of the aircraft not only acts as rehearsal 
space and stage, but it also proffers raw material to be probed bodily and spatially. Free-
fall, unlimited movement and sudden standstill become themes of performative works. 
Recent choreographic works show how stability, unity and rest can be achieved from 
fluid movements.  
 
One person investigating the establishment of body orientation is the French artist 
Kitsou Dubois. As the first choreographer, who integrated microgravity as a new medium 
into dance, she began conducting experiments on numerous parabolic flights already in 
the 1990s. Since then she has continuously experimented with the conditions of altered 
gravities, both individually and with other dancers. Dubois views the weightless 
environment as the ideal space for dance because in her estimation, it lacks everything 
necessary for using one’s body’s own balance system (La Fresnais and Triscott 2005, 46): 
 
In the new space of weightlessness, there is no need for a sense of balance. Indeed, 
the balance mechanisms of the body are ‘switched off’ and sensations of bodily 
weight also disappear: Extremities of the body feel less defined, and there is a sense 
of merging with the empty space around. The unstable unknown becomes the 
reference point.  
 
In her search for corporeal stability within fluid, unending movement, the choreographer 
espoused the spiral form, which on Earth can only be created through the connection 
between the verticality of the body axis and the ground. Originally interpreted as a 
symbol of eternity, in zero gravity, by comparison, the spiral form of movement can be 
experienced as total direction and endless movement, within which a dialogue between 
inner and outer space can be developed. Therefore, Dubois concluded that every body 
could find its ‘subjective centre of gravity’. From a simple turn, the poles of ended and 
unended, limited and unlimited arise. In the weightless environment, the direction of right 
and left lose their meaning, giving rise to a space along the subjective orientation of the 
body, which keeps multiplying and regenerating itself. From the perception of one’s own 
physical volume and the relationship of inner subjective space to outer objective space, 
the individual can establish egocentric references that afford him/her more freedom of 
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movement. This allows him/her to react to the world outside by means of ‘internal 
vision’. As a result, stability is generated by adapting one’s ‘own’ body direction to a 




Figure C1.3 Inversion 1, Kitsou Dubois, performance during a parabolic flight in 2005, montage KJ (30) 
 
Inversion 1 is the title of a dance piece by Dubois realised in 2005 during a 
parabolic flight; the work investigated bodily orientation in microgravity. My 
photomontage makes this visible and demonstrates Dubois’ intention (Fig. C1.3). The 
upper-left photograph shows the dancer hovering ‘upside-down’ above a chair attached to 
the ‘floor’ of a parabolic aircraft. This performance gives the impression that the 
performer in this position – without any supports – stands in an inverse body position to 
the chair. This position perplexes us because the condition of floating challenges 
earthlings’ habits of seeing. This new use of space interchanges down with up, the floor 
with the ceiling. However, attempting to rotate the photograph incrementally to generate 
the normality of seeing on Earth also fails. In none of the photographs does the figure 
stands or lies. Neither the 90-degree rotation, nor the following 180 and 270-degree 
rotations align with anthropologue seeing.  
 
 Under the conditions of zero gravity and multidirectionality, the ‘how’ and 
‘where’ in space lose their meanings. The interpretation of individual body orientation 
ceases to follow one single, binding rule. Viewer and performer are no longer united in a 
shared spatial scheme predicated on the ground. Instead, each person follows his/her own 
subjective verticality in which the spatial relation must be individually regenerated. The 
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search for unity occurs independently of whether we are merely looking at a photograph, 
or whether we share the room as an actual viewer with the performing person. 
 
As a result of her choreography, Dubois has developed dance protocols that she 
uses in exercises with her dancers and for her ongoing collaboration with astronauts of 
the French space agency Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales CNES and the European 
Space Agency ESA. The goal of her training methods is to learn how to better control 
prolonged stays in weightlessness and to counteract the negative effects of disorientation 
and the aforementioned space motion sickness. In her protocols, Dubois replaces the 
experience of unending motion with that of deceleration. She is not concerned with 
avoiding free falling in a vacuum, but rather creating standstill; she is not interested in 
preventing impetus, but in arresting the body in order to not be pushed away. 
 
Dubois sees her working method as a supplementary measure that is not meant to 
replace current training techniques for astronauts, but rather to add mobility, corporeal 
identity and freedom of expression to the existing techniques. Here, she combines 
scientific analysis with individual dancer-based physical perception, opening the limits of 
the human body for the field of orientation in weightless space. She thus expands both the 
form of artistic expression and the spacefarer’s perception (Dubois 2001, 149). 
 
Principle 103 :: Floating user – floating object interaction is unique  
The floating user – floating object interaction is limited to outer space. This interaction 
corresponds to the extended field of locomotion of the human being in the zero-gravity 
environment, enabling a common floating, tumbling and spinning of the user and the art 
object. The weightless environment fosters joyful encounter with the artistic work. 
 
Like the human body, objects, too, are influenced by the physical conditions of 
microgravity. Without any apparent weight and without a clear spatial orientation, they 
float about unhindered. In weightlessness they can so combine the bodily unrestrictedness 
of the user with the use of the equipment and other objects. At any time mutual turns in 
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countless spatial axes are possible within the complex capsule interior, which can 
generate playful interactions between the user and particular objects. However, engineers 
and designers, as well as artists, must adapt their novel floating works to the cognitive 
and physiological condition of the user as already mentioned above. It is therefore 
important to note, that, on the one hand, weightlessness allows the human a broad 
spectrum of new forms of mobility; however, on the other hand, the missing gravitational 
pull leads to a state of disorientation as soon as pure being-there is connected to concrete 
actions and the use of objects. 
 
     
     
Figure C1.4 A Game for Space, © S. Häuplik-Meusburger, M. Aguzzi and R. Peldszus 2010 (31) 
 
A helpful blueprint for human orientation in weightlessness comes from the field 
of design. The Austrian Sandra Häuplik-Meusburger (2010) along with the designers 
Manuela Aguzzi and Regina Peldszus proposes the integration of a no-gravity game. A 
Game for Space is meant to be implemented on extended crewed missions for recreation 
and corporeal movement (Fig. C1.4). The intention is the stimulation of the travellers’ 
fine motor skills and the maintenance of concentration and attentiveness. 
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Figure C1.5 A Game for Space, © S. Häuplik-Meusburger, M. Aguzzi and R. Peldszus 2010 (32) 
 
This zero-gravity game consists of a given number of balls; each one is roughly 
five centimetres in diameter. By means of tossing and Velcro strips, a material originally 
developed for space travel, the spherical objects can be combined in playful ways (Fig. 
C1.5). Because the game foregoes a concrete spatial positioning the balls arrangement 
can be introduced, viewed, and recognised from all directions. The choice of the 
complementary colours orange and cyan assists in identifying the composition. The 
winner is, whoever can continuously attach a given number of balls and keep them 
connected. As a collective game, A Game for Space reinforces social events within the 
crew and contributes to general relaxation. Albeit in a minimal amount, the balls can also 
be used for aesthetic stimulation and decorative change within the habitat. Taken together, 
this weightless game demonstrates a simple and compelling execution that contains the 
design parameters conducive to bodily utilisation of microgravity environments, as well 
as an example of communal joyful recreation on long-term flights. [Sensorialness 300] 
[Homelikeliness 400]  
 
 As my literature review has shown, up to now the creation of relevant 
microgravity games, whether on the basis of physical, social or cognitive activities, has 
not received enough attention in human spaceflight. For this reason, the American human 
factor specialist Jack W. Stuster high lightened in his seminal book about extended 
crewed missions into extreme environments the development of zero-gravity physical 
games (Stuster 1996, 246). They can be used not only for physiological training and 
sensory stimulation, but also as a group and individual activity, in addition to being a 
coping aid.  
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C1.2 Bound to ground 
 
Principle 104 :: Space-bound versus Earth-bound presentation 
The direct experience of no-gravity artworks is not possible. Earthlings have to rely on 
documentary forms and anecdotal reports, and then only experience the works indirectly. 
On Earth, these presentations become a replacement of the genuine weightless 
experience. They have to be conceptualised separately and differently. Each context 
requires its specific form of realisation and presentation! 
 
 In our current understanding, the universe appears in the form of an expanding, 
homogenous and isotropic space. Outer space is generally thought of as matter-free and 
thus empty, even if it contains a few particles of hydrogen and relics of cosmic 
background radiation. Astronomic emptiness becomes apparent through the enormous 
distances between cosmic objects and galaxies that greatly surpass the radius of human 
action and our idea of an expanding infinity. One example of how we may conceive of 
empty and infinite space is offered by comparison to abstract, mathematical space. Like 
the cosmos, this space is also homogenous, with no distinctive places and neither centre 
nor direction. Each point can become the mid-point of a coordinate system and can be 
changed with only small shifts. This space is undivided, uniform and extends into infinity. 
Like the universe, mathematic space is not conceivable in its entirety. 
 
 Friedrich Bollnow ((1963) 2004) cited one criterion for the differentiation of 
mathematic, abstract space from lived human space. In his research on space, he 
described ‘the vertical axis and the horizontal level as the simplest schematic system of 
concrete human space’ (Bollnow (1963) 2004, 46) (Translation my own, see appendix for 
original quotation). The points of reference selected by Bollnow can be applied to 
humans’ disorientation in the universe, because mathematic-abstract space is also the 
same on all sides and indefinitely open. In contrast to Earth space, in which the individual 
interprets his/her own body as prior and reliable system, mathematic space contains an 
infinite number of spatial axes and centres. In this constructed space, a human and his/her 
particular physical orientation prove to be a contradiction and a foreign body. From this 
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we can conclude that our body scheme only applies on Earth and earthlike planets; in 
both mathematic and the empty space of outer space, anthropologue, Earth-bound 
orientation has no meaning and loses its purposefulness. 
 
Being in empty space is not, in fact, experienced as falling or standstill. For 
without the ground, there is no point of reference by which to assess, or arrest, the 
conditions of movement and rest. Whether falling or standing securely, phenomenology 
interprets the human body as the location of individual orientation. With his/her spatial 
orientation, a person possesses his/her own coordinate system that always accompanies 
him/her, with whose help he/she finds his/her bearings and establishes direction in 
relation to things (Bollnow (1963) 2004, 46). It is thus no surprise that maintaining the 
correct body position on extravehicular activities as practiced today in Earth’s orbit 
constitutes ninety percent of the challenge that space travellers, in addition to their actual 
activities, must master in zero gravity (33). 
 
 For Edmund Husserl (1934), bodily dependence on Earth is a basic human 
experience. In his manuscript ‘The Primal Ark Earth does not move’, published thirty 
years before the first crewed spaceflights, Husserl identified the reference system of Earth 
as a foundation for humans (34). Our body’s orientation to the Earth system and the 
experiences we have here generate this sense. Husserl ascribed unnegatable meaning to 
the ground, and the different states of movement, since the basis for the perception of 
stasis is the oneness of body and ground. As an internalised virtual system, corporeal 
dependence on the ground underneath and the consequent state of rest experienced 
applies to all possible places where humans abide. Just as the individual identifies his/her 
own corpus as a primal body (‘Ur-Leib’), the Earth is humans’ primal reference (‘Ur-
Referenz’). This remains with the individual even if he/she leaves our planet. Husserl 
assumed that humans could not free themselves of this internalised system and in this 
way they would always be trapped by Earth.  
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As a consequence, the spatial perceptory parameters of stasis and movement 
cannot be applied to a vacuum. The difference confronting humans in the weightless 
environment becomes phenomenologically visible in the absence of ground and gravity. 
While an individual standing on Earth feels circumscribed by a hemisphere, in the empty 
space of the universe he/she can see into the void from all directions. Groundlessness and 
the absence of gravity are thus not only a source for the spatial otherness of outer space, 
but also the reason for a person’s bodily disorientation and attendant fear of losing hold 
and falling into the abyss. This is precisely the state that Astronaut Linenger identified 




Figure C1.6 Euclidian plain view occurs on the flat surface of Earth, draft KJ 
 
With the human body’s incompatibility with weightless space, the sense of sight 
becomes more important in comparison to the other senses. It compensates for bodily 
insufficiencies and the lack of orientational parameters; and yet this human organ also 
proves to be unsuited, as the human range of vision is insufficiently developed for seeing 
large, multidirectional environments, because, on Earth, humans gaze horizontally into 
depth from a fixed point (Fig. C1.6). Our learned three-dimensional seeing allows us to 
differentiate what we see. While standing and walking on the ground, a person can 
alternate between pause and movement, distance and approach. In this way, an earthling 
recognises living beings and objects as spatial bodies. Eyes, head and body movements 
can expand and vary the human range of vision. The enlargement of the horizon in 
Euclidian space is, accordingly, nearly always related to the panoramic view. The human 
line and field of vision represent a limitation to human sight in outer space because the 
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ideal, space-aligned eye would survey all directions with one single look instead of 
composing them out of a number of single frames. 
 
 
Figure C1.7 Multidirectional view within weightlessness is directed in all spatial axes, draft KJ 
 
 In contrast, outer space presents the human being a new spatial scheme (Fig. 
C1.7). It allows him/her to look at infinite vastness; and it possesses neither a concrete up 
and down, nor a clear right and left. In outer space, human sight no longer consists of a 
direction-bound field of vision, but rather it demands to see in 360-degree without pre-
existing spatial axes. Accustomed to standing on the surface of Euclidian space and 
looking around, human vision is confronted with non-earthly demands by the universe, 
since it overrides humans’ intended directionality on the ground. It is replaced by the 
permanent changeability of individual orientation. The single, vertical position is replaced 
by infinitely many, open in all directions, which are multiplied by the similarly unlimited 
possible routes of other objects and bodies. In multidirectional space, there exists no 
reliable spatial orientation; instead, it must be individually redefined by a subject in every 
new position. 
 
However, a lack of direction is not limited to outer space; it is a part of being 
human that also includes the human need for visible orienting markers that help to find 
one’s bearings in the world, whether on Earth or in space. Darkness and waking up in the 
morning are two good examples of this, such as NASA astronaut Joe Kerwin experienced 
on the Skylab Station (Cooper 1976, 72): 
 
It was pitch black (...) when I scrambled out of my bed, I had no way of 
determining up from down; I had no visual reference in the dark. I had to turn the 
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lights on, but I just didn’t know what direction to put my hand in. So I had to feel 
things to orient myself – I had to use touch instead of sight – and everything felt 
different because I didn’t know my relationship to them. It took me a whole 
minute just to get the lights on.  
 
Kerwin’s statement suggests that his confusion was triggered by the lack of ground and 
the multidirectionality of outer space. Space travellers in the Skylab Station slept in 
specially constructed sleeping bags that were secured to a truss. Yet despite the 
improvised ground, in the dark, Kerwin was missing visible signals, which could have 
helped him, to identify the position of his own body. The lack of light alone, however, 
does not suffice to explain Kerwin’s lack of orientation, since it is tied to the question of 
whether darkness only limits humans in the weightlessness of outer space, or whether 
comparable experiences are possible on Earth and are part of the human sphere of 
experience. 
 
Heidegger (1953) also explored this question in his investigations of the spatiality 
of existence (Dasein). He determined that darkness leaves an irritating effect on humans, 
and that mere knowledge (‘bloßes Wissen’) of the fixed direction of one’s own body does 
not suffice for finding one’s bearings in the dark. The example he cited is humans’ right 
and left hand. Although hands can move haptically over other objects in lightless space 
and contribute to the determination of one’s subjective position, Heidegger compounded 
his example with a further difficulty. In the space described, the objects present were 
sorted anew so that the memory of the assumed person no longer corresponded to the 
objects’ locations. Heidegger came to the conclusion that human spatial orientation is 
already given by the location of things. For objects and their places must be memorised 
so that humans can orient themselves based on them (Heidegger (1953) 2010, §23). 
 
What Astronaut Kerwin experienced in the dark Skylab Station was only partially 
caused by the weightless environment; it was indebted to darkness and a characteristic of 
human being-in-the-world. At this time, true orientation in empty space is not possible for 
humans. For this reason, the implementation of suitable visual signs and haptic objects 
within the space capsule is particularly important. Today, the interior design of space 
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habitats follows a clear up-down arrangement and is designed with numerous visual keys 
and signals. They help spacefarers to find their bearings in weightlessness and 
multidirectionality. 
 
C1.3 Artwork of Limitlessness 
 
As an example of artistic practice and its reception, in the following I will 
examine the work cycle CCS Cloud Core Scanner by Agnes Meyer-Brandis. In her 
works, the artist combines fiction and science and searches for the possibility of 
fantasised occurrences. The observation of hidden worlds is a part of her artistic method. 
She thus explores in the depths of Earth – in subterranean coral reefs or underground, 
where she looks for traces of the life environments of elves and other fictive apparitions. 
Thematising the skies and outer space in her artistic works seems to be a necessary 
consequence. In the past years, she concentrated her artistic investigations on outer space 
and its unique physical phenomena (35). The CCS Cloud Core Scanner was facilitated by 
the Deutsche Raumfahrt Agentur DLR and realised during a parabolic flight campaign. 
Meyer-Brandis designed the work for the earthling as recipient and thematised the 
differences between orientation and non-orientation, Earth and space-bound physics. 
 
Example CCS Cloud Core Scanner, experiment in weightlessness  
    
 
Figure C1.8 CCS Cloud Core Scanner, during a parabolic flight, © Meyer-Brandis 2007 (36) 
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To realise the CCS Cloud Core Scanner, Meyer-Brandis developed a transparent 
laboratory in which she experimented with liquids in order to test the effects of zero 
gravity on cloud formation (Fig. C1.8). Aerosols – small dust particles – are important for 
their development; these small objects compose the core of each cloud while minute 
water droplets gather around them. In a condensated state, the formations fall to Earth as 
rain, whereas, in zero gravity, they start floating. The creation of weightless cloud cores 
was the practical aim of Meyer-Brandis’ experiment. She intended to look into their tiny 




Figure C1.9 CCS Cloud Core Scanner, Tools, © Meyer-Brandis 2007 (37) 
  
To this end, Meyer-Brandis developed varying artistic tools and test series (Fig. 
C1.9). She adapted these to the conditions of the parabolic flight and its short periods of 
weightlessness. Her most important aid was the spherical Observation Chamber. The 
three-dimensional object was both an artwork and containment. Due to security 
regulations, water cannot be introduced into weightless environments without protection. 
Water, like other liquids, can cause fatal damage to the systems and endanger the life of 
those onboard. This security measure applies to parabolic flights and all crewed habitats 
in outer space.  
 
Meyer-Brandis’ artistic experiment consisted in producing real cloud formations 
in microgravity with the help of ‘water dropper tools’, which could be used for further 
observations inside the Observation Chamber. This object was a so-called glovebox, 
which included two holes through which the artist could manually utilise the tools for the 
creation of symmetrically perfect spheres of water. A video camera documented the 
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movements of the water spheres and the performative procedure of their creation (38). 
 
Example Cloud Core Universe, experiment in weightlessness  
 
 
Figure C1.10 Cloud Core Universe, visualisation wheel, © Meyer-Brandis 2007 (39) 
 
In the second part of her experiment, the artist developed the Cloud Core 
Universe. This work was composed of a turnable wheel approximately one meter in 
diameter and was used for the video documentation of the expected cloud cores. The 
wheel contained nine chambers, each of which was filled with different objects and 
colourful liquids (Fig. C1.10). In zero gravity, they create spellbound landscapes and 
unknown movements. For example, a wire wreath whirred bizarrely around a diffuse 
liquid (Fig. C1.11), or a small model castle swam here and there under a viscous blue 
substance. For Meyer-Brandis, the world of cloud cores was to be seen here. 
Microgravity and multidirectionality gave her the opportunity to induce this state. These 
were the artistic means with which the artist could transport everyday objects to the realm 
of the imagination. 
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Figure C1.11 Cloud Core Universe, Video stills, sequence of one cloud core chamber,  
© Meyer-Brandis 2010 (40). From left to right, one gravity to zero gravity, montage KJ 
  
However, the visualisation of these surroundings occurred in post-production at 
the editor’s desk. Since modifications were not possible on the parabolic flight due to 
time constraints, Meyer-Brandis constructed her visualisation wheel so that per flight 
path, three of nine chambers were recorded, and with every further parabola, the wheel 
was rotated by one chamber. The artist used an ADM-Film Box for documentation, a 
special slow-motion camera that can record the smallest units of movement. The later 
editing lent the footage its particular expressive power. A further cause for the peculiarity 
of the Cloud Core Universe could be found in the additional deceleration of the video 
images. This near stasis made the change in gravity from 1G and 2G to 0G visible and 
documented the physical behaviour of liquids and objects as it could only be achieved on 
parabolic flights. The recordings thus thematise our ideas of reality by literally turning 
our Earth-bound experiences and habits of seeing on their head and representing them. 
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Figure C1.12 Making Clouds or on the Absence of Weight, a Contemporary Wanderkino  
Lecture-Performance, © Meyer-Brandis 2010, Sophiensäale Berlin (41) 
 
Meyer-Brandis has continued her artistic experiments on Earth in the context of 
exhibitions. Here, art objects, tools and videos become parts of lecture-performances and 
white-cube exhibitions. In Making Clouds or on the Absence of Weight, a Contemporary 
Wanderkino, she combined her personal microgravity experiences with the idea of the 
travelling cinema. In the lectures, which she has performed in various locations, the artist 
conducted cloud experiments, showed videos and invited scientists (Fig. C1.12). Meyer-
Brandis uses science as an interface between fiction and reality, showing the audience the 




Figure C1.13 Tropospheric Laboratory, Cloud Machine Detail  
Schering Foundation, © Meyer-Brandis 2010 (42) 
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The combination of different forms of work as practised by the artist was also to 
be seen in her 2010 installation Inside the Tropospheric Laboratory. The Cloud Machine 
comprised a central element of this exhibition at the Schering Foundation in Berlin (Fig. 
C1.13). This is, in construction, the same spherical body Meyer-Brandis used during her 
parabolic flight. The art object transferred to Earth again served to research clouds. Yet 
rather than looking into cloud cores, the artist transformed dust particles produced by a 




Figure C1.14 Tropospheric Laboratory, Subsurdum Wall, Detail, © Meyer-Brandis 2010 (43) 
 
The Subsurdum Wall supplemented the environment (Fig. C1.14) and contained a 
large amount of background information on the artist’s investigations in the troposphere. 
She thereby moved between controllable and uncontrollable phenomena, evidenced as 
well by a video that showed Meyer-Brandis before, during, and after her parabolic flight. 
The documentation demonstrated that the interplay of control and no-control can be 
found in the fields of science and art production alike, and often begets new, unexpected 




Principle 101 :: Weightlessness and multidirectionality as novel artistic material 
Outer space provides the artist with design opportunities which would not be applicable 
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on Earth. Microgravity and multidirectionality are novel materials that can be used by the 
artist. They can be integrated into unique art concepts. The weightless environment 
changes the physical properties and characteristics of many organic substances. The 
missing gravitational pull enables non-earthlike design forms. 
 
Meyer-Brandis uses microgravity and multidirectionality to represent imaginary 
parallel worlds that she suspects presently in cloud cores. Therefore, she designed the 
CCS Cloud Core Scanner and the Cloud Core Universe as her central tools. With the help 
of these artistic objects, she conducted unique zero-gravity experiments during parabolic 
flights, experiments that are irreproducible on Earth. As an integral component of her 
investigations, she utilised the element of water. In contrast to its state on Earth, water 
becomes spherical in weightlessness. Without the gravitational pull, individual water 
drops start floating and do not fall in a spout formation to the floor. The CCS Cloud Core 
Scanner showed this physical state by creating and observing drops of water. As floating 
spheres, they became evidence of a non-existent, imaginary parallel world.  
 
The Cloud Core Universe, on the other hand, demonstrated this phenomenon in an 
utterly different way. Once again, the artist thematised the physical behaviour of liquids. 
In the transparent cylindrical chambers of the visualisation wheel, no water drops were 
formed, but instead objects floated about in liquids. Here, we could observe that without 
gravitation the used materials lingered in a state of equilibrium. While on Earth, with a 
gravitational pull of 1G, there is a visible boundary between water and the objects lying 
on the ground it surrounds, in zero gravity, objects and substances completely disperse 
throughout the entire chamber (Fig. 1.11). With negative gravitation, the objects swim on 
top of the liquid and, in this way; they show their unearthly appearance. Here, too, 
physical phenomena were used to represent a changed reality.  
  
 It is apparent from this artistic experiment that the Cloud Core Universe shows the 
physical conditions and visualises the limits of the parabolic flight. Since in continuous 
weightlessness – such as the spacefarer on the International Space Station experiences – 
the same physical changes are not observable. As a purely spatial art object for the shared 
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weightless space of work and astronaut, this artwork thus has little to offer. The 
compelling part of Cloud Core Universe arises in the alternation of gravitational forces 
from 0G to 1G and 2G, which can only be generated in the parabolic flight. The 
documented video shows the visual spectrum of physical conditions during a parabolic 
flight and remains limited thereto. 
 
Principle 102 :: The Artwork of Limitlessness and the human body 
The particular challenges of artistic practice in weightlessness are based on body 
positioning and its internalised orientation to the ground. What opens novel opportunities 
of design for the artist can cause disorientation and nausea in the recipient while he/she 
interacts with the work of art in weightlessness. For this reason, the artwork follows the 
complexity of the microgravity environment and subjective verticality. Artworks of 
Limitlessness include accessibility, simplicity in operation, mobility, and 
multidirectionality in order to support human cognition. 
 
In contrast to the Cloud Core Universe, the CCS Cloud Core Scanner was 
intended for interaction with the artist, as evidenced by the spherical form of the CCS 
laboratory; because the design of this object furthered human perception in zero gravity it 
could be used and understood by its user, independently on which direction the artwork 
appeared. The spherical form of the laboratory was particularly suited to avoiding 
conflicts with the directionality of one’s own body orientation. In addition, the rotundity 
corresponded to the form of a water drop and the nucleus of cloud cores, as Meyer-
Brandis has related in an interview (Meyer-Brandis 2009): 
 
The sphere was there right from the beginning of this whole project – the cloud 
core, the drops of water. In fact one can exchange or scale all the different spheres, 
which underlies this whole relativity. When you see the sphere in the aircraft from 
far away, for example, it could also be a drop of water – this is the form that 
constantly recurs in all dimensions. (Translation my own, see appendix for original 
quotation) 
 
Yet as soon became evident during the parabolic flight, the complexity of the experiment 
demanded the artist’s full attention so that she avoided the mutual movement of object 
and body as much as possible, instead she remained at her assigned spot to work. 
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Otherwise, the video footage of Cloud Core Universe visualised spatial 
differences between gravity and no-gravity as they can be achieved during parabolic 
flights. The recordings led to unusual visual results and were intended for viewing on 
Earth. Here, the artist was concerned with contrasting unearthly image worlds with 
earthlings’ sphere of experience. What is remarkable in this work is that the parallel 
worlds shown cannot be created in other environments. They are limited to parabolic 
flights and cannot be reproduced – either on Earth or in constant weightlessness as in 
outer space. 
  
Principle 103 :: Floating user – floating object interaction is unique  
The floating user – floating object interaction is limited to outer space. This interaction 
corresponds to the extended field of locomotion of the human being in the zero-gravity 
environment, enabling a common floating, tumbling and spinning of the user and the art 
object. The weightless environment fosters joyful encounter with the artistic work. 
 
In contrast to the Cloud Core Universe, the CCS Cloud Core Scanner enabled a 
performative encounter between the artist and her work. This interplay demanded the 
coordination of individual bodily orientation with the object in zero gravity. This does not 
happen immediately, as the person must first adapt to the weightless environment. 
Training can help in finding one’s bearings and to utilise the short flight phases optimally, 
as Meyer-Brandis herself discovered (Meyer-Brandis 2009):  
 
Every movement of the hand has to be set, and this was also so difficult during 
preparation of the experiment since everything has to be extremely secure and 
stabile, but you also have to be able to use it within seconds (…). You need an exact 
procedural plan, you have to practise. When the experiments are implemented 
there, all the scientists practise so that every movement of the hand is set. 
(Translation my own, see appendix for original quotation) 
 
This was also the reason why the artist temporarily interrupted her free-floating, since the 
alternating gravitational forces – typical of parabolic flights – can cause physical 
discomfort and disorientation. For this reason, Meyer-Brandis latched herself onto the 
floor of the aircraft by attaching her feet to secure straps. In this way she could conduct 
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her experiment standing. In turn, during the periods of acceleration, she remained 
motionless on the floor in order to avoid potential nausea. 
 
The spherical form appears to be particularly suited to the weightless interaction 
of humans and artwork. Without a clear bodily orientation, the viewer could appreciate 
and use objects from all sides. Thus, they adapt to the similarly weightless person and 
relieve him/her of his/her internalised search for a common spatial system of reference. 
The spherical form does not expect a mentally rotation in order to recognise and evaluate 
them. It can therefore be suggested that the all over usability of objects is well-suited to 
the floating user – floating object interaction. 
 
Principle 104 :: Space-bound versus Earth-bound presentation 
The direct experience of no-gravity artworks is not possible. Earthlings have to rely on 
documentary forms and anecdotal reports, and then only experience the works indirectly. 
On Earth, these presentations become a replacement of the genuine weightless 
experience. They have to be conceptualised separately and differently. Each context 
requires its specific form of realisation and presentation! 
 
The question of whether the physical parameters of outer space apply to 
earthlings, such as Meyer-Brandis experienced during her parabolic flight, ties in with the 
works CCS Cloud Core Scanner and Cloud Core Universe. The difference becomes 
apparent in viewing her Earth-bound presentation in the white cube context, in particular 
the video of the Cloud Core Universe, the works Making Clouds, a contemporary 
Wanderkino and in the Tropospheric Laboratory. These works are directed at the 
uninitiated earthling. Here, the artist combines artwork forms with scientific lectures and 
actual experiments. Meyer-Brandis supplements these with reports of her own 
experiences in microgravity. She thereby succeeds in making the particular content of her 
works in weightlessness understandable to the public and recipients – a condition which 
proves necessary, as many facets of her works would not be comprehensible to a 
layperson without additional explanation and information. 
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It can therefore be suggested that the listener and recipient in her Earth-bound 
presentations becomes a pupil. The complexity of her work cycle makes this necessary. 
Within both the exhibition and the performative lecture, Meyer-Brandis functions not 
only as a visual artist, but rather by transferring art into science and, conversely, by 
bringing science back to an art context, she becomes a context provider. Every context is 
tied to individual areas of knowledge, lines of inquiry and bodily experiences. Employing 
and communicating these, as the Cloud Core Cycle demonstrated, becomes an important 
aspect of art production in zero gravity and needs to be considered right from the 




The results of this chapter suggest that disorientation is a human phenomenon that 
depends upon the spatial systems of reference by which an individual orients him/herself. 
On Earth, these are the ground and the positions of memorised orders. Because in outer 
space, the space capsule is the spatial extension of the Earth, it provides space travellers 
with spatiality; but this interior is so limited and clearly defined that it helps the 
individual to stabilise his/her spatial orientation. Under the condition of weightlessness, 
the capsule is a very safe place that prevents the human body from falling endlessly 
through the expanding universe. While floating in any direction, the three-dimensional 
indoor shelter gives the individual a consistent assignment of spatial coordinates and a 
stable frame of reference, which allows the human being to orient him/herself. In line 
with this internalised (Earth-bound) knowledge, inside the spacecraft the human being 
can obviously identify his/her position and bodily adjustment. The three-dimensional 
space of the habitat supports the spacefarer with reliable visual data and cues. Based on 
this stable metric system, the spacefarer is able to evaluate size, distances, location, and 
speed. Like outdoor space, the weightless interior allows the human body to adjust into 
any direction and any posture. While it offers innumerable options of spatial changes, the 
spacefarer’s orientation depends on subjective verticality, which characterises the 
individual identification of ‘up’ and ‘down’ according to the anthropomorphic body 
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orientation. The existential experience of correspondence finds expression in the inter-
relatedness between the capsule and the human body.  
 
Visual artists in particular use outer space as an opportunity to develop non-
earthlike artworks and new metaphors. Weightlessness and multidirectionality become 
novel artistic materials. The cosmic space enables the weightless interaction between 
humans and artistic objects and is distinguished by the variety of viewer positions, the 
conditions of the physics of space, and the mutual free-floating of the object and subject. 
Yet what allows artists to develop new artworks is not necessarily compatible with the 
weightless viewer. Difficulties appear whenever objects no longer correspond to the 
subjective verticality of the user. It is therefore possible that anthropologue demands will 
become visible in the artwork, in other words, that the artist must consider the human 
need for orientation and express it in the artwork. 
 
As shown in the above examples of art and design, object-forms that can be viewed 
from all sides are particularly suited to floating user – floating object interaction. As the 
space physicist Detlev Hüser from OHB Systems concluded in a personal letter, ‘spheres 
are always good’ (‘die Kugelform ist immer gut’) because the sphere unburdens the 
human from his/her efforts spatially to synchronise him/herself with the object. The 
mental rotation of objects becomes unnecessary and can be cognitively relieving. 
Furthermore, the elliptical form allows for a playful interaction between user and object 
and is independent of the body positions and angle of viewing (44).  
 
Finally, this chapter has shown that humans’ unsuitability to outer space is also 
demonstrated in the return of artworks to the Earth’s context. This applies to the work as 
well as the earthling as recipient, since the direct experience of weightlessness is not 
possible for humans on Earth. It remains limited to forms of documentation and anecdotal 
reports. For this reason, artists must consider the different presentational contexts in their 
work and, in their consideration of the recipient, differentiate between humans in zero 
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gravity and humans on Earth, as well as between these places of presentation. Every 
context requires individual forms of realisation and reception. We can therefore conclude 
that outer space provides artists with both limits and limitlessness. The challenge of the 
‘Artwork of Limitlessness’ is to probe these limits and to discover artistic license within 
the anthropologue, physical and spatial pre-conditions. 
 
Within this chapter, four principles displayed in the ‘Artwork of Limitlessness’ 
were identified. They are addressed to the new artistic materials of weightlessness and 
multidirectionality, the orientation of the human body in microgravity and its integration 
into performing arts, as well as the difference between Earth-bound and space-bound 
presentations. By using the space capsule as an exhibition venue instead of the white 
cube, art can be re-thought as a unique tool used for spatial orientation. 
 
Following my investigation of human disorientation in outer space and the 
specific challenges for the design of weightless artworks, within the next chapter it is 
important to contextualise the field of place and meaning. In the ‘Atmosphere of 
Placelessness’ questions related to the space traveller’s state of belonging reassert 
themselves. Of course in contrast to Earth, Mars has no human history and for this reason 
our neighbour planet is meaningless for the world experience of the individual. Therefore, 
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Chapter C2: Placelessness  
 
The view presented in this chapter is that the ‘Artwork of Placelessness’ can be 
based on an existential correspondence and can therefore be interpreted as a coping 
strategy. With the help of the artwork, the artist offers the future traveller a real substitute 
for the invisible Earth which is depictive and articulating. The artwork activates the 
spacefarers’ reflection on their location and prompts them to place themselves in relation 
to the planetary places and differentiates between here and there, between Mars and 
Earth. 
 
To identify the ‘Atmosphere of Placelessness’, in the first section of this chapter I 
will thematise the holistic view of Planet Earth. I will examine the commentaries of the 
Apollo astronauts who were the first humans to see Earth from the perspective of the 
universe, heralding in a theretofore unknown view of our planet as a unique and sensitive 
ecosystem. The anecdotal reports and photographic documents on the change of viewing 
position have since born witness to a new valuation of the planet. These will be used as 
primary sources and will be supplemented by the works of the Austrian philosopher 
Günther Anders and his reflections on the Apollo missions. In the early 1970s, Anders 
contended that the moon landings, rather than demonstrating human technical capability, 
exposed the limitations of humankind. Instead of independence, they revealed our 
dependence on Earth. Anders is known for his criticism of technology, in particular with 
his two-volume work Antiquiertheit des Menschen (‘The Outdatedness of the Human 
Being’), which unfortunately has not been translated into English. A further source I will 
use in this section is Martin Heidegger (1953) and his investigations into human 
orientation in space as laid out in his seminal work Sein und Zeit (Being and Time). 
 
The second section of this chapter reviews the literature concerning the usage of 
the English term ‘place’. In the field of human geography, the precise characteristics of 
the emotive responses to places play an vital role in their evaluation. This is apparent 
from the comprehensive literature on place perception, including the writings of the 
philosophers Gaston Bachelard (1975), Otto Friedrich Bollnow (1963), Edward Casey 
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(1993,1998), and the anthropological research of Marc Augé (1995), as well as studies 
from the field of geography, such as those by Anne Buttimer and David Seamon (1980). 
The two most important thinkers in phenomenological geographic research – the 
Americans Edward Relph (1976) and Yi-Fu Tuan (1974, 1975) – will be employed within 
this section of the chapter to more specifically define terrestrial and Martian places.  
 
The third part of the chapter examines the appearing ‘Artwork of Placelessness’ 
within the complex constellation of place and placelessness. Lastly, to identify its 
potentials and design parameters I will present and compare the artwork EPO4-Dewey’s 
Forest by Shiro Matsui and my own zero-gravity work Nomadic Nature Kit. 
 
The three primary aims of this chapter are: 
Goal 1: to name the ‘Atmosphere of Placelessness’;  
Goal 2: to identify the meaning of places for the cosmic explorer; 
Goal 3: to list the purposes of the ‘Artwork of Placelessness’. 
 
C2.1 Earth out of view 
 
Principle 201 :: The Artwork of Placelessness represents Earth-bound places 
The Artwork of Placelessness provides the explorer with a genuine replacement of the 
home planet Earth. Its appearance is depictive and articulating. Due to the distance and 
invisibility of Earth, the artwork triggers the reflection about places and their meaning. 
 
One of the distinctive features of the ‘Atmosphere of Placelessness’ is that with 
increased spatial distance to Earth, the elements that lend Earth-bound life its 
extraordinary and unique value will vanish from view for interplanetary explorers. These 
elements include, for example, the sensual experience of nature, the existence of social 
and cultural surroundings, as well as the presence of an individual home shared with 
one’s family and friends. Instead, future spacefarers will approach a place that, though 
scientifically interesting, is existentially meaningless to individuals.  
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Figure C2.1 Earth as Pale Blue Dot, photographed by Voyager 1 cameras, 6 June1990 (45), marked by KJ 
 
The images taken by the Voyager probe on its interstellar mission have provided a 
visual symbol of planetary magnitude and significance. Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 started 
their unmanned flight through the solar system and beyond in 1977 (46). During the 
voyage, which is still ongoing, the probe’s recording devices took portraits of the planets 
of our solar system. The cosmic photographs were the initiative of the American 
astrologer and exobiologist Carl Sagan. They provide a glimpse into the locations and 
size of heavenly bodies within the galaxy that surround us. In the portrait above, it is 
striking that our Earth was shown as a tiny, pale dot, visually indistinguishable from the 
other stars and planets (Fig. C2.1). This depiction, which has gone down in the history of 
Earth images as the ‘Pale Blue Dot’, foretells the extent of distance and isolation that will 
confront future explorers. In his book of the same title, Pale Blue Dot, Sagan emphasised 
to the importance of Earth. At most, from a distance of six billion kilometres our planet’s 
singularity within the universe becomes clear (Sagan (1994) 1997, 6): 
 
Look again at that dot. That's here. That's home. That's us. On it everyone you love, 
everyone you know, everyone you ever heard of, every human being who ever was,  
lived out their lives. 
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Responding to the Apollo voyage, Günther Anders noted the significance of the visibility 
of Earth already in his Der Blick vom Mond, Reflexionen über Weltraumflüge (1970). 
Identifying the Earth as the setting of all history, outside of which human action has no 
meaning, Anders characterised life in the cosmos as an existence in a space that is void of 
identity. Here, he differentiated between abstract knowledge and effective seeing. Only in 
actual seeing do humans interpret visible things as truth; a truth tied to certain 
ambivalence in the case of viewing Earth from the universe. Although flights to the moon 
offered proof of human technical ability, the distanced gaze broached the question of 
human existence’s uniqueness. Anders concluded from this that the cosmic perspective 
lent the existence of Earth and its inhabitants a novel value. Yet this importance only 
applies to us humans, for within the cosmos, our planet is precariously small and singular. 
From this singularity emerges its value, for the Earth is the only notable human system of 
reference within our universe (Anders 1970, 67). 
 
It has been suggested that enormous distance from Earth could pose a potential 
psychological threat to future spacefarers (47), as the undifferentiability of Planet Earth 
from the other heavenly bodies represents an unknown experience for humans. The 
spacefarer may connect an invisible Earth with the loss of his/her individual importance. 
It is thus also the recognition of one’s own insignificance to which space researchers pay 
particular attention in light of the psychological condition of future space travellers.  
 
We cannot, at this point, predict the experience Mars explorers will have when 
faced with their own distance from Earth. Today, the possible emotional reactions are 
neither quantifiable, nor can they be trained in advance. In extreme cases, the distance 
could lead to suspension of the values that prevail on Earth and an inner alienation on the 
part of the explorers. Disengagement is highly likely. This potential detachment will 
negatively impact the cohabitation of the crew and render the control exercised by the 
ground station – already hampered by the spatial distance – completely ineffectual. Here 
we are dealing with a situation that amounts to the crew’s self-abandonment and would 
mean their certain death.  
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In his 2000 lecture on the psychological dimensions of long-term missions to 
Mars, Dietrich Manzey (2000) suggested that the view towards Earth as experienced by 
astronauts today in low Earth orbit, or as described during the historic Apollo voyages, is 
of essential, psycho-stabilising importance for humans in space. Visibility to the home 
planet reduces the negative affects of isolation and autonomy, as the ability to see Earth 
produces virtual proximity to the familiar and safe. Manzey stresses that the exact 
emotional reactions that will be evoked in the Mars explorers will be at play here (48). 
Works of art may potentially help in this context. For the production of ‘Artworks of 
Placelessness’, this means that artworks will replace the invisible Earth. The metaphors to 
be developed by the artist may generate virtual proximity and may give humans a sense 
of belonging and security. 
 
Principle 202 :: The Artwork of Placelessness separates between here and there 
The Artwork of Placelessness confronts the space traveller with specific questions and 
various levels of reflection. Theses questions concern the human being and Planet Earth, 
the human species and future existence, Earth and the preservation of its unique 
ecosystem. 
 
Martin Heidegger (1953) also examined the necessity for human orientation in 
space. In Being and Time he defined distance and orientation as human existential pre-
conditions. Both distance and orientation help the individual to position him/herself 
between a subjective here and a surrounding there. While distance is moulded by 
meaning and one’s individual history, orientation is aligned with the human body, on the 
one hand, and the visible signs in the environment on the other. As a third pre-condition, 
Heidegger cited the position of objects within space. Being-in-the-world enables the 
subject to recognise and construct space. The positioning of objects creates orientation 
and was viewed by Heidegger as being a priori (Heidegger (1953) 2010, § 23). 
 
From the distance of the universe, the reciprocal relationships of place and 
placelessness, here and there, gain new meaning, for, from today’s perspective, human 
orientation remains concentrated on Earth and has existed until now with no alternative. 
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No significant activities – except for walking on the moon and satellite exploration of 
select cosmic destinations within reach – have been undertaken, the importance of which 
could represent a real substitute for Earth. Today, our neighbour planet is considered a 
theoretical target for human utilisation, and whether it is suitable as a future abode, in 





Figure C2.2 Earthrise, seen by Apollo 8 crew, December 1968 (49) 
 
The Apollo 8 astronauts experienced the insignificance of an extraterrestrial place 
in the 1970s. The Americans Lovell, Anders, and Borman were the first humans to see 
Earthrise over the horizon of the moon from a cosmic distance (Fig. C2.2). Circling the 
Earth satellite in search of a suitable landing spot for subsequent Apollo missions, they 
had the chance directly to compare Earth and the moon. The unusual view revealed the 
contrast between our blue, living planet and the colourless landscape of the moon’s 
surface. In the men’s descriptions, the Earth’s uniqueness and vulnerability merged with 
the dead surroundings of the moon. 
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Figure C2.3 Langrenus Crater within Sea of Fertility, Moon surface © David Woods (50) 
 
The spacefarers’ accounts offer an example of this. While gazing at the lunar 
region surrounding the Sea of Fertility, Astronaut Lovell stared in awe (Fig. C2.3). He 
tried to describe this spot on the moon by attempting comparisons to earthlike structures 
in order to make the circumstances comprehensible. The dialogue between Mission 
Control Houston and the space capsule can be read in the flight journals of the Apollo 8 
astronauts (51): 
 
069:51:16 Lovell: Okay, Houston. The Moon is essentially grey, no color; looks 
like Plaster of Paris or sort of a greyish beach sand. We can see quite a bit of 
detail. The Sea of Fertility doesn't stand out as well here as it does back on Earth. 
There's not as much contrast between that and the surrounding craters.  
 
Lovell’s words disagreed with his expectations, as the Sea of Fertility over which they 
flew did not correspond to the diversity previously assumed from observations on Earth. 
Instead of fertility in the sense of abundance and plentifulness, they met with a grey, dead 
environment. This lifeless and colourless moon landscape conjured lasting astonishment 
in the Apollo astronauts. In particular, the spacefarers’ repeated stress on the colour grey 
was indicative of their judgement of the moon as an uninteresting body (52). 
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Figure C2.4 Blue Marble, photographed by Apollo 17 crew, 1972 (53) 
 
 
It is no surprise that the view of the colourful Earth against a pitch-black universe 
ignited a stronger fascination than the pale moon landscape. Four years later, another 
view of our planet reached humans and lent this interpretation lasting significance. The 
photograph, which has come to be known as the Blue Marble, was taken by the Apollo 17 
Crew during the last crewed moon mission and, in contrast to the photograph of Earth 
from 1989, it shows the globe in full sunlight, whole and without shadow (Fig. C2.4). 
Against the dark background, the planet appears precious and stands out in all its 
colourfulness. 
 
Although we cannot see that the planet is inhabited from this distance, the blue 
ocean regions and cloud formations are clearly distinct from the red-brown landscape of 
the African continent and the Antarctic ice landscape. From this holistic outlook – with 
the Earth hovering alone in the universe – come the phrases One World, Spaceship Earth 
and Whole Earth. The photograph paved the way for a changed perception of our planet 
and became the cause of a novel, ecological sensibility that pursued a politics for the 
sustainable conservation of our ecosystem (54). 
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Principle 203 :: The Artwork of Placelessness depicts the life world of the spacefarer 
While interplanetary travellers will be constantly affected by the differences between 
Earth-bound and space-bound existence, the appearing Artwork of Placelessness will 
become a highly touching, yet disturbing, object. This meaning is caused by the unearthly 
way of life. This increased awareness changes the artwork into the most complex of all 
the other kinds of artworks in indoor space environments. It encompasses aspects of 
Limitlessness, Sensorialness, Homelikeliness and Closenessness. Artists have to consider 
these additional meanings. 
 
As can be gathered from the many anecdotal reports, space travellers view Earth 
as their home. Only the cosmic position enables them to identify this heavenly body as 
the safe place and natural environment of humans. Boundaries and territorial differences 
blur, merging together as a communal idea of wellbeing and security. The holistic 
perspective becomes a synonym for many individual ideas of place and unites these as a 
single shared idea. Apollo Astronaut Russell L. Schweickart described exactly this 
experience in the introduction to the book The Home Planet (Kelley 1988, preface): 
 
(E)ach of us who had this experience of circling the planet again and again would 
express it differently. We are all different people. We come from different cultures. 
And even within the same culture we have vastly different experiences and origins. 
It is therefore not unexpected that we would express our feelings and impressions 
of our home planet in unique ways. And yet it is the golden thread that runs through 
all these expressions of individual experience that is the magic of life. We spend a 
great deal of time identifying and emphasizing the differences between things in 
our professional roles, including ourselves. And yet it is our common human 
experience, our shared fear, hope, joy, and love, that link us as human beings 
beyond all differences.  
 
Schweickart expresses what appears in numerous commentaries of astronauts. From the 
cosmic perspective, regional particularities no longer count. Instead, seeing the planet 
from far away makes it the home of all humankind. Within the universe, the Earth thus 
constitutes the most important point of reference for the spacefarer. It is both point of 
departure and end point for all crewed cosmic activities. The safe return to Earth will 
undoubtedly represent the decisive final result for future interplanetary explorers.  
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Figure C2.5 Husband Hill Summit panoramic view, 
 camera installed on NASA's Mars Exploration Rover Spirit, 2005 (55) 
 
Since the first human spaceflights, Mars has been discussed as the next 
destination in the cosmos. As we already see with von Braun (1962), Sagan (1994), von 
Puttkammer (1997) and Zubrin and Wagner (1997), Mars is even suitable as an 
alternative human habitat. The reasons for this lie in the similarity of Earth and Mars 
(Fig. C2.5). Its accessibility notwithstanding, underlying this assumption are the planet’s 
existing gravity, which corresponds to 3/8 of Earth’s gravity, the earthlike cycles of day 
and night, and the potential presence of water. Advocates of settling Mars go as far as to 
claim that the survival of humankind depends on colonising the planet. According to 
them, it is human destiny to establish ourselves permanently outside of Earth. This 
thought is fatefully tied to human nature. Roger D. Launius, Chief Historian of NASA, 
believes that far away from Earth, a utopian society with a more social, and hence better, 
life can be built (56). 
  
It can be assumed that this idea represents a future project, the necessity of which 
should clearly be questioned. Yet these settlement scenarios do not change the fact that in 
the long term, Mars will not engender earthlike life; instead of earthlike landscapes and 
social networks, future explorers will encounter bare, abiotic regions. The dusty red 
desert landscapes with the pink sky will certainly have a visual allure for humans, but in 
its current condition Mars is not made for human existence. Instead, the Mars explorer 
will be met by empty, placeless space. 
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C2.2 Place and Placelessness 
 
Human geographers such as Relph (1976) and Tuan (1977, 1975, 1974) and 
Buttimer and Seamon (1980) have argued that humans differentiate places according to 
their meaning, for not every place is the same. They can vary in size, design, or 
familiarity and be accessible for different activities. One of the particular characteristics 
of places is that they are tied to feelings. Emotions and sentiments give each place a 
unique value. This assessment also applies to our neighbouring planet, for although Mars 
and Earth share many physical similarities, these two heavenly bodies could not be more 
different for humans. While the Earth represents our natural environment, Mars is a 
region in which human life has not yet occurred. As geographic features constitute an 
attachment to a place the people who live there and the activities possible there, Mars 
does not yet possess any particular importance in the sense of meaningful identities. 
 
The instrument-based observations of Mars conducted since the middle of the last 
millennium may be interpreted as the beginning of an establishment of planetary places 
(57). Today, these observations serve primarily national, political and military interests 
and have as their express goal the scientific study and settlement of our neighbouring 
planet. Unlike our early observations of the planet, today we gain geographic knowledge 
of Mars with the help of high-resolution telescopes, probes and satellites. These devices 
function as substitutes, replacing human cognitive faculties on the ground  (58). The 
exploration of Mars is thus achieved solely by the instrumental survey of geographic 
data; direct sensory impressions as used by humans on Earth to apprehend places play no 
role in our current Mars activities. Yet it is precisely the sensory perception of tactile, 
olfactory, thermal, or visual impressions that are an integral factor in geographic 
assessment and the resulting development of place-bound identities. Advocates of crewed 
missions to Mars use precisely this fact in their arguments, for human perception and 
judgement differ radically from computer-controlled instruments. 
  
 Geography as practised on Earth is concerned with the analysis of Earth’s surface 
and its characteristics. In its primary function, this discipline is a means of description 
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that generates order and differentiates, as geographic space is neither homogenous nor 
uniform. In addition to investigating physical features created, on the one hand, by nature 
and, on the other, by built objects, geography also considers space experienced and 
inhabited by humans. This is represented in the structures underlying our actions and life, 
as well as the values humans ascribe to the places they encounter. This notion is also 
reflected in the writings of Yi-Fu Tuan (1975), according to whom meanings are moulded 
by the individual – whether alone or in a group – and his/her experiences in a place. Only 
from this does a human develop his/her relationship to and engagement in the world that 
surrounds him/her (Tuan 1975, 152): 
 
Place is a center of meaning constructed by experience. Place is known not only 
through the eyes and mind but also through the more passive and direct modes of 
experience, which resists objectification. To know a place fully means both to 
understand it in an abstract way and to know it as a person knows another. At a 
high level, places are points in a spatial system. At the opposite extreme, they are 
strong visceral feelings. 
 
Tuan cites two extremes of individual experience of places. These are inherent to every 
perception of place and cannot be separated. While an individual place is experienced in 
topological relation by way of distanced viewing, actual knowledge is rounded out by 
truly being there. Only via bodily-sensuous assessment does the environment reveal itself 
to the individual. In extreme cases, this can result in the locality fully absorbing the 
individual. 
 
Tuan refers to the connection between places and emotions as ‘topophilia’, a term 
he coined already in 1961 (59). In his book Topophilia: a study of environmental 
perception, attitudes, and values, published thirteen years later, he defines this concept as 
‘the affective bond between people and place or setting’ (Tuan 1974, 4). He sees the 
sentiments as being caused by, among others, familial, historic or political ties, direct 
physical contact, as well as direct work, and in the pure visual joy of being in the 
landscape (Tuan 1974, 95 ff.).  
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Our enthusiasm toward planetary environments can be illustrated briefly by looking 
at the sheer number of photographs that continually reach us from the field of Mars 
research by probes and satellites. These photographs show regions that could not be more 
overwhelming and foreign to humans. One example is the photographic sequence of the 
Olympus Mons (Fig. 2.7). Taken by the Viking 1 Orbiter, the montage shows the 
landscape elevation of the largest volcano in our solar system. Olympus Mons is three 
times the size of Mount Everest, measuring 600 kilometres in diameter and plunging 




Figure C2.7 Olympus Mons, volcano on Mars, mosaic acquired by Viking 1 on June 22, 1978 (60) 
 
This awe, which Tuan deems possible in emotional connectedness to a place, 
whether joyful or not, is also expected of Mars travellers. As previously mentioned, space 
psychologists and human behaviour specialists expect that particular challenges tied to 
the exploration will have a lasting effect on future explorers. These challenges will foster 
morale and give the exploration meaning, while at the same time leaving open the 
possibility of hopelessness and self-abandonment. For now, it has yet to be clarified how 
humans will evaluate our neighbouring planet as a future research project and potential 
abode. 
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However, applied to cosmic spaces, in the words of Tuan, the experience of place of 
planetary environments must remain incomplete. Wherever humans find themselves in 
the universe, the sensory, perceptual aspect of exploring places will be absent due to the 
protective measures humans require in order to enter lethal outer space. The space-
traveller’s ever-present distance from his/her surroundings by virtue of the space suit and 
space capsule make him/her a mere observer of the places on Mars. The life-sustaining 
systems will not afford future explorers – as was the case with the Apollo astronauts – a 
direct and undisguised experience of place. As a result, the individual apprehension of 
Mars will occur somewhere between objective observation and imagined perception. 
 
Edward Relph (1976) offers another, more differentiated explanatory model for the 
human encounter of places. His approach follows a set of concepts, which correspond to 
the unity of ‘place, person and act’. According to this, a human experiences a place via 
his meaning. Being in a place expresses perceiving it with all one’s senses and filling it 
with activities and content, so that an individual can identify with it (Relph 1976, 49): 
 
To be inside a place is to belong to it and to identify with it, and the more 
profoundly inside you are the stronger is this identity with the place. 
 
In being in a place, a human’s perception differs from the instrumental perception of 
place. In actually being there, the perceiver is free of predetermined vantage points and 
observation times as prescribed by technical observations. Instead, present odours, sounds 
and temperatures can be perceived, which modifies the impression of a place and 
contributes to its assessment. These unique experiences are essential for the individual 
being able to identify with a place or not.  
 
Relph determines seven conditions of place identities and their individual 
meanings (Relph 1976, 51 ff.). He distinguishes between insideness and outsideness and 
differentiates the distanced view of the researcher from that of other individuals and 
interests, for example, those who inhabit a place and live there long-term. He sees their 
most extreme forms of appearing in the meanings of existential insideness in comparison 
to existential outsideness. While insideness provides the human being with the feeling of 
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belonging and rootedness, within existential outsideness the human being experiences an 
‘alienation from people and places’ (Relph 1976, 51). This dualism is exemplified in the 
oppositions of safety and danger, enclosure and exposure, here and there. 
 
In contrast, in ‘objective outsideness’, places experience a conceptual 
categorisation. Localities are seen and evaluated neutrally. Objective outsideness stands 
in the tradition of academic research and analysis. In contrast, something random clings 
to ‘incidental outsideness’. Places are appraised against the backdrop of possible 
activities and evaluated for their usability in these activities. This is followed by 
communication of places by way of images and other descriptive media. Relph calls this 
type of place perception ‘vicarious insideness’. It applies not only to the aforementioned 
depiction of the regions of Mars by means of probes, but also to all types of travel reports 
and amateur photographs, which command a mixture of two realities: that inside of and 
that outside of the situation.  
 
‘Behavioural insideness’ is the fifth category of possible place identities. Here, a 
distanced engagement in localities is possible. It is related to ‘empathetic insideness’, 
which presupposes a potential understanding of local cultures and places, while the 
feeling of not belonging, however, remains intact. The final category, ‘existential 
insideness’, enables a particular heightening of place identity. Here, place and human 
belong together. This place entails total absorption of the individual by the place: this is 
my place. Existential insideness is full of significance and is incomparable to any other 
place in its meaning. For Relph, this place is home. An individual’s home is of immense, 
personal value to humans. It is from here that humans orient themselves in the world 
(Relph 1976, 40). 
 
However, the relevance of these home places, as well as others, can change with 
time. Our judgement of them arises on the basis of individual experiences, preferences 
and intentions. For this reason, our respective interpretations of places remain a 
combination of memories, perceptions and cultural conditioning. It follows that emotions 
and feelings underlie time and personal development. Relph ascertains that humans do 
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need not be drawn to only one place to become an outsider and distanced observer in 
other places. The connection can be reestablished in every environment. It does, however, 
presuppose that the individual adopt the new environment, for a home that enables total 
identification of human, place and meaning cannot be built by humans. In order to feel at 
home in a strange place, the individual must inhabit his/her new surroundings. This 
means perceiving the place with one’s senses and filling it with one’s own experiences 
and contents. Relph believes that training is necessary because time is required for being-
inside (Relph 1976, 54 ff.). Training here refers to filling a place with personal 
experiences. 
 
Here Relph and Tuan meet, as astonishment alone does not suffice for adopting a 
place. One must be present in order to comprehend and evaluate it; otherwise, the 
individual remains an uninvolved observer. To use Relph’s categorisations of place 
qualities, the Mars explorer in his/her protective and simultaneously distancing space suit 
is associated with the condition of existential outsideness due to the complete foreignness 
of the environment, which eludes human discovery of meaning. In this case, the place 
provides the individual with no significant meaning. It differs from others only in its 
‘superficial qualities’ (Relph 1976, 51).   
 
It can be assumed that the Mars landscape will evoke feelings of astonishment and 
unease in future explorers, for the contrast between the empty and placeless landscape of 
Mars and the inhabited space of Earth could not be greater. Artists can potentially provide 
an answer here by offering space travellers artworks and metaphors that represent place-
specific contents which refer back to Earth. In this way, connections can be generated that 
differentiate between here and there and provide both meaning and solace. The following 
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C2.3 Artwork of Placelessness 
 
The ‘Artwork of Placelessness’ is a coping strategy. It offers the spacefarer a real 
substitute for the absent Earth and the identity-less places on Mars. In this section, I will 
compare the artwork EPO4-Dewey’s Forest by the Japanese artist Shiro Matsui and my 
object, the Nomadic Nature Kit, in light of their aesthetic presence in the space capsule. 
Both works exhibit a plant-based artistic concept. They integrate the spacefarer in the 
artwork in different ways, beckoning him/her to reflect on his/her ideas of human location 
within the world.  
 
Example EPO4-Dewey’s Forest by Shiro Matsui 
 
 
Figure C2.8 EPO4-Dewey’s Forest, onboard of the International Space Station, March 2010 (61) 
 
 Shiro Matsui is an artist who developed an international reputation with his 
minimalist installations and objects. In his work, which, until recently, was restricted to 
the Earth context, he investigates the interplay of insideness and outsideness, 
plentifulness and emptiness, and thus questions our perception of space (62). The work 
presented here, EPO4-Dewey’s Forest (Fig. C2.8, Fig. C2.9), is based on a joint research 
project developed within the framework of his teaching activities at the Kyoto City 
University in cooperation with the Japanese space agency JAXA for the Educational 
Payload Observation mentioned at the beginning of this dissertation (Japan Aerospace 
Exploration Agency 2006, 24). The artwork was finished in March 2010.  
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Figure C2.9 EPO4-Dewey’s Forest, detail, installed on Earth (63) 
 
The title of the work, EPO4-Dewey’s Forest, already refers to its particular 
intended use. The acronym EPO4 stands for the fourth experiment of the Educational 
Payload Observation and, in the parlance of space travellers, refers to an experiment 
conducted as an educational activity onboard the International Space Station. The second 
part of Matsui’s chosen title, ‘Dewey’s Forest’, is borrowed from the science fiction 
movie Silent Running. Produced in the United States in 1971, it portrays the future of 
humans and nature. The movie plays in a distant time in which Earth’s flora and fauna 
have vanished, and the planet has been utterly destroyed. The last remnants of earthly 
nature have survived, as on Noah’s Ark, on a fleet of spaceships. Yet the hope for the 
revival of nature on Earth is dashed at the very beginning of the film when, instead of 
commanding the fleet to return home, ground control gives the order to destroy the 
remaining plants onboard. Spacefarer Lowell is the only crew member to contravene the 
order. He transfers stewardship of the saved plants to the robot Dewey, whom he 
discharges along with the organisms, alone, into space. The final scene shows the biotope 
on its way into an uncertain cosmic future.  
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Figure C2.10 EPO4-Dewey’s Forest, plant units cultivated on the ISS in 2009/10 (64) 
 
Matsui’s artwork EPO4-Dewey’s Forest consists of four synthetic objects. Each 
one is slightly curved in on itself with plants growing on the inside and outside of each 
unit. The art concept arose from the conscious overlay of random plant growth and order 
that humans systematically create. The artist thus lies entirely within the tradition of 
Japanese garden architecture. This search for the harmonic interplay of dissimilarities is 
characteristic of the Far Eastern sense of beauty. It is reflected, for example, in Japanese 
garden design, which expresses the Chinese-influenced perception of the universe by 
which the garden acts as its iconographic image. Always based around a northerly 
orientation, the four cardinal directions, which house the gods Seiryū, Byakko, Suzaku 
and Genbu, are present in the garden. Matsui adopted this idea by selecting for his art 
object four types of plants – oriental false hawks beard, carnation, false strawberry and 
peppermint – which symbolise these four gods (Fig. C2.10). The artist accentuated his 
statement with the striking shape of the plant units: the composite art object produced the 
form of a ring. In Japanese tradition, this form is understood as a symbol of emptiness 
and perfection (Nitschke 1993, 36 ff.).  
 
In this work, Matsui made the spacefarer an actor. The artistic process to be 
completed consisted in cultivating the plants in zero gravity and then assembling the 
object there while three astronauts reflected on their activity and the idea contained in the 
artwork. What interested the artist were the thoughts and comments of the people living 
in Earth orbit. The astronauts’ reflection on their change of location and, consequently, 
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their new estimation of humans and earthly nature have constituted the substantive core 
of this artistic concept. The production process was recorded with a video camera, and the 
documented thoughts of the astronauts comprised the starting material for the planned 
video work. After completion of the artwork and filming, EPO4-Dewey’s Forest was 
dismantled. It was and still is the intention of the artist to show the edited video to the 
general public on Earth. 
 




Figure C2.11 Nomadic Nature Kit, Kirsten Johannsen 2010, © Heinrich Hermes (65) 
 
As an artistic object of research, I developed the Nomadic Nature Kit within the 
framework of my dissertation. A first draft of the object was already part of the feasibility 
study mentioned earlier, which was conducted by the European Space Agency in 
cooperation with the Arts Catalyst in 2005. The Nomadic Nature Kit is designed for the 
future Mars traveller and is based on a portable garden system  (Fig. C2.11). The work is 
suited for individual activities as well as being an aesthetic object of reflection within the 
capsule habitat. It was my intention to develop a zero gravity artwork that would provide 
the long-term astronaut with something that helps him/her mentally overcome the 
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growing distance between the spaceship and Earth. This idea originated in my assumption 
that future interplanetary explorers will long for Earth-bound nature; that no comparable 
place to Earth will exist in outer space and that there will be a lack of sensory impulses 





Figure C2.12 Garden prototypes: hortus contemplationis, hortus catalogi, hortus ludi,  
© Kirsten Johannsen 2007 
 
I developed the concept of a do-it-yourself workshop tailored to the user. It 
prompts the spacefarer to assemble his/her own personal garden and to maintain it during 
exploration. There are three types of a garden to select from, and they can be built into 
the Nomadic Nature Kit by request. The three basic forms refer to Thomas Aquinas’ 
parameters and his idea of medieval enclosed gardens (Fig. C2.12). This is the hortus 
contemplationis, which adopts the concept of the cloister garden, a place for reflection 
and contemplation. In contrast, the hortus catalogi or vegetable garden contains a number 
of different types of plants that are available for daily nourishment. The third type of 
garden, the hortus ludi, refers to the idea of playing, and entertainment, originally 
conceived for courtly society (Aben and de Witt 2001, 38). 
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Figure C2.13 Nomadic Nature Kit, technical draft, © Kirsten Johannsen 2007 
 
As a functional tool, the artwork consists of two transparent hemispheres that are 
connected to each other (Fig. C2.13). Miniature biotopes are mounted on the bottom 
surface of each half of a sphere in the middle of the object. The round body is transparent 
on all sides and can be used in the floating user – floating object interaction. The closed 
circuit system contains temperature and humidity regulators, nutrient chambers, as well 




Figure C2.14 Nomadic Nature Kit, docking station, technical draft, © Kirsten Johannsen 2007 
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When the space explorer is not using the Nomadic Nature Kit, the artwork remains 
at its docking station in the crew compartment (Fig. C2.14). A personal messenger 
connects the spacefarer to the object. The technical device provides the user with 
essential information about the condition of the biotope, such as humidity, temperature, 
oxygen and carbon dioxide levels and the quality of the nutrition substrates. In addition, 
the cameras installed in the object deliver up-to-date images of the ecosystem. In this 
way, the space traveller is always comprehensively informed about the conditions of the 
biotope and can intervene if necessary.  
 
Three situations of experience result from the implementation of the art object of 
sensuous experience within the space capsule that are crucial to me as relates to the 
development of an artwork for long-term astronauts. These experiences are joy, 
reflection, and home. With the concept of the Nomadic Nature Kit, I have continued my 
previous artistic practice in which I have intensively investigated the perception of nature, 
the experience of atmospheric places and the location of the self in a given environment. 
Within my artworks, I start with the assumption that an individual’s home is one of the 
most valuable places in the life of a human, and it lays the path for all subsequent 
concepts of subject-related place perception and their evaluation. My idea of a home is 
not, however, as the English usage would entail, restricted to one particular locality and 
predefined place. My notion is reflected in the creation of parallel places, each equipped 
with the props from a person’s individual concept of happiness and safe place, which 
enable at-homeness at any time. They are not tied to the land or ground, but rather can be 
re-established and experienced anew in many places with the help of significant objects.  
 
In 2006/7, I was invited to ESTEC – the European Space Research and 
Technology Centre located in the Netherlands – as an artist in residence. The aim of my 
residency was the development and further modification of the Nomadic Nature Kit as 
well as testing the dimensions of interdisciplinarity. I was curious to learn how my on-site 
experience and research would influence the design of my artistic concept. Therefore, I 
decided to develop a parabolic flight application for the Nomadic Nature Kit in order to 
test both my artwork as a scientific object and the influence of an art/science 
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collaboration on the design of my work of art. 
 
During this process, several demands emerged. My application defined my 
artwork as ‘psychological countermeasure for astronauts in confined and isolated 
environments; evaluation of personalised art objects, mixing art and science systems’. 
Expected benefits were linked to the implementation of real nature and caring for it. As 
my research had shown, plants in space habitats are central components for the well-
being of astronauts and future Mars explorers. Research into plant growth under the 
condition of weightlessness has been evaluated intensively since the launch of the 
Russian MIR station. Plants were tested for their uses in purifying water and air and in 
providing fresh food. In addition to their practical usage, direct interaction with plants 
will provide astronauts with psychological benefits associated with aesthetics, mood and 
mental health (66).  
 
It was then ascertained that the most successful parabolic flight application would 
neither evaluate psychological benefits nor plant growth, but instead tests should focus 
exclusively on functionality, in this case the opening and closing of the actual art object. 
The duration of the parabolas and the whole scenario appeared as inadequate for long-
term evaluations. For psychological examination, analogue environments such as 
Antarctic stations would be more appropriate because they enable lasting observations. 
 
In addition, testing my object with real plants would involve another limitation 
because living plants would not withstand all phases of gravitational forces as 
experienced during the succession of executed parabolas (see also chapter Limitlessness). 
My advisors at ESTEC expected that plants would break into parts, causing disturbances 
within my experiment and the total setting. Quite likely, parts of the plants could float 
unsecured through the airplane’s interior. It was suggested to replace real plants with 
artificial, plastic ones, and not to use any kind of soil or other substrate. Testing was to 
concentrate on functionality rather than on aesthetic aspects.  
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Figure C2.15 Nomadic Nature Kit, two prototypes for testing, © Kirsten Johannsen 2007 
 
These unforeseen safety requirements provided me – as the artist – with a 
previously unknown responsibility that had evolved from the situation. Although artificial 
plants had little in common with my original artistic concept, I opted for the pragmatic 
solution and reluctantly replaced them. I then developed two dissimilar prototypes of the 
Nomadic Nature Kit, one screwed and one clamped version (Fig. C2.15). My scenario 
involved three test subjects. Hereby, each person examines my object while opening and 
closing it as they are floating together with the artwork in weightlessness. All trials 
should be executed in a netted area inside the airplane while being separated from indoor 
space and other researchers. Finally, this strategy was successful. In 2007, the Nomadic 
Nature Kit was accepted as a scientific experiment for a parabolic flight campaign. Due 
to internal and financial reasons, however, my experiment was not executed.  
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Figure C2.16 Nomadic Nature Kit, Earth-bound installation, HEAD Geneve © Kirsten Johannsen 2010 
 
 Three years later, I presented the Nomadic Nature Kit within the show: Théorie 
des modèles, Art & Scienec: trop simple, trop complex in Geneve. For the earthly 
exhibition space, I designed a so-called breadboard model. In the language of space 
researchers, this is the very first type of model that pictures basic functions and demands. 
It is used as demonstrator object from which problems are identified and modifications 
can get started. In order to show this state of development, I divided my object and 
installed each hemisphere in the form of a working station separately on two aluminium 
shelves (Fig. C2.16). I also added all requisites and tools required for the montage of a 
functioning biotope. In order to initiate the plant growth I used Agar-Agar for nutrition 
and soil replacement. The gelatine substrate is most common in biological experiments.  
I then implanted seeds of parsley to the containers fixed inside each hemisphere. Two 
daylight bulbs fixed above each object were connected to a time switch thus simulating 
day/night cycles. Already after ten days of waiting small leaves sprouted out of the 
ground. A student observed and documented their growth over the period of the show 
(Fig. C2.17).  
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Figure C2.17 Nomadic Nature Kit, earthbound installation, HEAD Geneve © Kirsten Johannsen 2010 
 
The show was accompanied by numerous public talks and discussions. This was 
necessary. As an artist contributing to scientific research, I became a context provider, 
moderating between group interests and distinguishing audiences and modalities of 
thinking. After having transferred the Nomadic Nature Kit to the life world of the 
spacefarer and space research, I now implemented it into the white cube on Earth. This 
transfer expanded my artistic practice about two additional aspects; because my artistic 
practice was progressively influenced by the identification of the state of knowledge of 
the recipient and the physics of earthly places. Consequently, I developed new 




Principle 201 :: The Artwork of Placelessness represents Earth-bound places 
The Artwork of Placelessness provides the explorer with a genuine replacement of the 
home planet Earth. Its appearance is depictive and articulating. Due to the distance and 
invisibility of Earth, the artwork triggers the reflection about places and their meaning. 
 
Both works – EPO4-Dewey’s Forest and the Nomadic Nature Kit –represent 
natural and cultural diversity as encountered on Earth. Both artists selected the garden as 
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a metaphor for human existence far from the home planet and integrated real Earth places 
in their artistic concept. As plant-based artworks onboard of spacecrafts, they offer the 
space traveller an actual substitute of Earth flora. In this way, visual content with unique 
place-specific meanings arises, spanning from the spaceship as living place and object of 
transportation to the garden and the purpose of the functional ecosystem to concepts of 
idealised nature.  
 
In his lecture Des Espace Autres, the French philosopher Michel Foucault (1967) 
identified the ship as the most characteristic of all heterotopic places (67). Foucault 
portrayed the vehicle as a ‘floating piece of space, a place without a place, that exists by 
itself, that is closed in on itself and at the same time is given over to the infinity of the 
sea’. In the colonial sites of the sixteenth century, the ship was seen as ‘the greatest 
reserve of the imagination’, where it was once used for the conquest of natural distances 
and nautical volumes. This metaphor was also used in early science fiction literature, 
which enlarged the concept of ‘ship’ to the realm of aeronautics, adding a dynamic 
change of celestial scenery, the conquest of distances, and many quests for unknown and 
new worlds. Since then, the spaceship has represented the closeness of success and 
failure, curiosity and wanderlust, the discovery and the conquest of New Worlds. As a 
‘single real place’ the spaceship combines several concurrent spaces, but these do not 
necessarily belong together. While it is used as a temporary home, the capsule is a vehicle 
of transport, an instrument of exploration, a survival-room, laboratory and container/ 
storage, it also integrates the free time and living space of the space traveller.  
 
 In the artistic implementation of the garden in the space habitat, the concept of 
heterotopias comes to bear many times over. Like the spaceship, the garden also follows 
its own rules and belongs to the heterotopias. It is self-contained and distinguishes 
between interior and exterior. In the space capsule, the art object converts to an 
elementary tool for individual homemaking. The garden is a symbol of our culture, and 
plants represent human survival. In addition, the technical measures in the artwork 
illustrate the effort needed to bring earth-like existence into the universe. Thus – EPO4-
Dewey’s Forest and the Nomadic Nature Kit – both works of art open planes of thought 
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and fields of activity that inquire into the space explorer’s idea of identity and belonging 
and other realities that exist outside of the capsule emerge. In line with Foucault’s 
concept, the cosmic ship and the weightless garden follow predefined functions that apply 
to the representation of the human being in outer space and the exploitation of the 
universe by mankind. Vehicle and garden thus unite Planet Earth with outer space, while 
their passengers are radically separated from the outdoor environment, the human race 
and Earth-bound nature. 
 
In contrary to Matsui’s work, the Nomadic Nature Kit is conceived for spacefarers 
on an interplanetary voyage. As a heterotopic real object, this artwork belongs to the 
traveller. It represents a concept of place and, by this means it is present and individually 
experienceable. The Nomadic Nature Kit further differs from EPO4-Dewey’s Forest in its 
individual botanical composition, its usability and the care necessary for its sustenance. 
In my artistic concept, earthly locations accompany the spacefarer to Mars, while 
Dewey’s Forest was designed for single use on the International Space Station. Matsui’s 
artwork requires the spacefarer to assemble the botanical ring. The actual work addresses 
for the earthling as recipient. This art object finds its final expression in a video presented 
on Earth that is meant to initiate different levels of reflection. Here, interpretation is 
turned around again, and earthlings mentally will project themselves back into outer 
space. 
 
Principle 202 :: The Artwork of Placelessness separates between here and there 
The Artwork of Placelessness confronts the space traveller with specific questions and 
various levels of reflection. Theses questions concern the human being and Planet Earth, 
the human species and future existence, Earth and the preservation of its unique 
ecosystem. 
 
 From distant Mars, Earth will be beyond reach and spacefarers will lose a crucial 
point of reference in the universe. As even everyday speech makes clear, visual and 
acoustic signals are essential for an individual’s sense of orientation. In his linguistic 
theory, Karl Bühler (1934) has shown that we use the words ‘here’ and ‘there’ to 
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highlight spatial differences. ‘Here’ is thus aligned with ‘me’ and ‘now’ and is seen as the 
zero point of individual speech situations. Sudden sounds or appearing objects divert our 
attention to their cause. In linguistics, these are interpreted as deictic fields that attract our 
curiosity and summon us into all types of dialogue (Bühler (1934) 1990, 127). Without 
the Earth as our ‘there’, we are missing our addressee. For the spacefarer, this means that 
he/she must then find a replacement for this ‘there’ so that he/she is not entirely resigned 
to his/her own devices. Artists can offer an answer to this conundrum and can bring the 
distant Earth into appearance through the artwork.   
 
 Matsui selects the motif of the Japanese garden for its distinctive historic and 
cultural features. The central thought he integrates was the interrelation of locations and 
meanings, as the artwork built on the astronauts’ inquiry into Earth’s biotopes (68):   
 
(T)o encourage us to re-examine the cultural products we create on Earth. Since 
ancient times, various ethnic groups around the world have created a multitude of 
different garden types. When viewed from outer space, however, we see all 
gardens and culture are based on common natural standards (even if we never 
realize this consciously on Earth), and that all of them share the same earthly 
characteristics of being laid out in a horizontal expanse in accordance with the 
topography of the land on which they are created. 
 
Here, Matsui echoes a view of Earth that many astronauts have already formulated. As 
already mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the orbital position influences human 
thought. From the holistic perspective, territorial borders and geographic differences blur 
for spacefarers. The viewer perceives the Earth as a place of human life and all terrestrial 
cycles. Matsui’s artwork is a representation and after-image of this unique world. With 
his work, the artist expresses the transcendental meaning of the garden, as it exists in Zen 
Buddhism. He portrays nature, not as something other separated from the human sphere, 
but rather as the oneness of earthlings and nature. Matsui wants to elicit precisely this 
reflection in the recipient, inside the space capsule and on Earth. The video is an 
indispensable means of communicating the levels of thought contained in the artwork and 
is an integral part of the entire artistic concept. It is Matsui’s intention to involve the 
earthling in reflecting on his/her location and impels him/her to think about Earth and its 
preservation. With this work Matsui articulates the uniqueness of Planet Earth. 
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 The Nomadic Nature Kit also investigates Earth by depicting the theme of the 
garden. Yet what distinguishes this work of art from EPO4-Dewey’s Forest are the final 
presentation venue and the target group, as the Nomadic Nature Kit was designed with the 
long-term space explorer in mind and incorporates the distance from and invisibility of 
Earth. 
 
The levels of reflection originating in the encounter with the Nomadic Nature Kit 
are directed at, for one, the question of human belonging. As a stand-in for the invisible 
Earth, the artwork proffers the contemplation of our planet as the natural and cultural 
environment of humankind. Tied to this is the complex relationship of place to 
placelessness: the poles of a safe, familiar place and the empty, cold and identity-less 
space of the cosmos. In contrast, Earth is a place full of meaning. In order to survive in 
outer space, humans must copy their surroundings and transfer them into artificial 
systems like the capsule habitat. What is self-evident for the individual on Earth must be 
brought into outer space. The capsule and work of art represent the heterotopic, unearthly 
place and express this difference.  
 
As a further deictic level of reflection, the Nomadic Nature Kit engenders the 
contemplation of our unique ecosystem of Earth, for there exists no comparable habitat 
for humans in the universe as of yet. Space research has made this visible and drawn 
attention to the conservation of Earth as an urgent concern for all humankind. A third 
level of the Nomadic Nature Kit thus offers contemplation of the future. Tied to this are 
questions of the utilisation of the surface of Mars as a potential substitute for Earth and as 
future dwelling place, as well as the direct comparison of the two planets with one 
another. The metaphors contained in the work give spacefarers the opportunity to 
discover all these differences.  
 
Principle 203 :: The Artwork of Placelessness depicts the life world of the spacefarer 
While interplanetary travellers will be constantly affected by the differences between 
Earth-bound and space-bound existence, the appearing Artwork of Placelessness will 
become a highly touching, yet disturbing object. This meaning is caused by the unearthly 
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way of life. This increased awareness changes the artwork into the most complex of all 
the other kinds of artworks in indoor space environments. It encompasses aspects of 
Limitlessness, Sensorialness, Homelikeliness and Closenessness. Artists have to consider 
these additional meanings. 
 
Only upon reception within the space habitat, does the irrevocable meaning of the 
Nomadic Nature Kit unfold. In addition to the various levels of thought and the mutual 
floating user – floating object interaction [Limitlessness 100], I consciously use the 
presence of my artwork to stimulate the senses of the long-term spacefarer 
[Sensorialness 300], while simultaneously initiating a responsible and intrinsic form of 
self-occupation: gardening  [Closenessness 500]. Furthermore, my artwork can be used 
for daily nourishment, which adds fresh food to preprepared provisions onboard. It can 
further be used as a source of oxygen and can thus be connected to the life-sustaining 
capsule system. In sum, the Nomadic Nature Kit can be interpreted as a viable tool that 
provides spacefarers with manifold opportunities for use and expression. 
 
It is my hope that the presence of an artistic ecosystem and caring for it can 
reduce the negative psychological affects of boredom, homesickness, and confinement as 
are probable on interplanetary crewed missions. Even without the direct visual contact to 
Earth, the Nomadic Nature Kit ties the spacefarer with human culture and Earth-bound 
natural phenomena and provides him/her with a real, sensuously experienceable object as 
a substitute for the missing Earth. Along the lines of the psychologist Manzey (2000) 
discussed at the beginning of the chapter, the artwork conveys proximity and gives 
humans certitude. 
 
The presence of the cultural object within the life-sustaining capsule system will 
become part of the cosmic appreciation of art. It can therefore be assumed that this 
unusual situation will cause the spacefarer to reflect on the relationship of humans and 
belonging, humans and future, humans and self. Although comparable avenues of 
interpretation will open up, even on Earth, in the faceless space of the universe meanings 
will be enhanced by the existence of the recipient in the artificial capsule environment far 
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from Earth. The poles of natural and not-natural environment for humans and the biotope 
are responsible for this. Like humans, plants must also laboriously be kept alive in zero 
gravity, and both are dependent on technical systems.  
 
However, if one of the biotopes dies, it would have to be replaced by another set 
of plants. A crucial design element of my work is thus the Nomadic Nature Kit’s 
integration of the experienced time of the space traveller in its conception. We can 
assume that the spacefarer’s perception of the object will change over the long voyage. 
Human exploration of the neighbouring Planet Mars will not only place the travellers in a 
new relationship to other humans, the Earth and the universe, but it will also affect their 
individual physiological, psychological and psychosocial health and, with them, their 
individual self-perception. This transformation can also be seen in the diversity of 
interpretations inherent in the work, which include both reflexive and meaningful 
appearances of the artwork. The duration of human presence in the capsule thus plays a 
central role in the perception of the Nomadic Nature Kit.   
 
Exactly here the difference to Matsui’s work becomes obvious. Staying in Earth 
orbit for six days or a maximum of six months, as in the case of Matui’s work, astronauts 
maintain visual and verbal contact to Planet Earth at all times. Hence it is highly likely 
that they will interpret the artwork differently from the Mars traveller living in complete 
isolation and autonomy for the duration of the nearly three-year interplanetary 
spaceflight. By virtue of the planetary distance, sensory and intellectual stimulation as 
possible vis-à-vis the plant-based art object takes on an importance and value that cannot 
be underestimated. 
 
This is also, perhaps, the aspect that Matthew Larking of The Japan Times criticised 
in the work EPO4-Dewey’s Forest. The art critic accused Matsui’s conception of 
superficiality and determined that (69): 
 
Instead of being a project concerned about the survival of the human species in 
space - with, for example, edible plants or ideas for the production of oxygen - the 
work appears more geared toward creating a relaxing environment of greenery.  
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According to Larking, Matsui is lacking a critical awareness since, instead of providing 
the astronauts with an object of reflection; he delivered an irrelevant, decorative object. 
Yet what Larking overlooked was that Matsui’s interest concentrated on Earth. The artist 
pursued the idea of taking on a sense of responsibility for Earth and its ecological 
conservation. Caring for it was one aspect that Matsui expressed in his title, for, in the 
movie Silent Running, nature, as currently understood, has been destroyed. Matsui 
thereby stressed human responsibility for sustainable ecology. Human spaceflight has 
taught us this responsibility by enabling a holistic view of our planet. Matsui exactly 
repeated this experience in his artwork by comparing these places with each other. 
 
However, and here I agree with Larking, the message encoded in Matsui’s title is 
not universally accessible. Yet the artist deftly used this inadequacy by involving the 
astronaut as a communicator in his conception, allowing him to contemplate and 
formulate the difference between place and placelessness. It remains to be seen what 
astronauts will have to say in the anticipated video documentation. 
 
While Matsui used the astronauts as moderators of his work, I accompanied the 
exhibition of the Nomadic Nature Kit in Geneva with talks and numerous discussions. 
Here, I explained the complexity of space research and elucidated the knowledge that is 
included in my artwork and its installation. I further delved into the differences of our 
earthly existence in comparison to the life world of long-term spacefarers as well as in the 
uniqueness of artistic practice within human space research. Thus, I included the 
recipient’s horizon of experience into my presentation. I finally noticed that each context 
– whether it is white cube, space capsule or within institutional space research – needs its 
unique form of representation, which appoints orientation and purpose of the location, the 
recipient and his/her horizon of experience into my presentation. This result extended my 
artistic practice unexpectedly because modalities of thinking as well as the locality of art 
reception become central to my artwork. This new means of the artwork illustrate how 
interdisciplinary art practice can look in practice. 
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C2.4 Conclusion 
 
The most remarkable finding of this chapter is that within the ‘Atmosphere of 
Placelessness’ the cosmic explorer experiences a theretofore unknown mode of viewing 
Earth. From the perspective of Mars, humans will be confronted with the Earth-out-of-
view phenomenon. All the things that had been meaningful and essential to the individual 
will thereby vanish from the scope of human perception, including the natural habitat of 
Earth as well as the spacefarer’s cultural, social and political environment. From the 
distanced location, Earth, not Mars, will become the most significant place in the 
universe for the interplanetary explorer.  
 
As the first flights to the moon have shown, cosmic distance renders visible the 
unique meaning of our planet along with its ecological system. In outer space, Earth 
becomes a synonym for ‘existential insideness’, the term – coined by Relph – 
characterises the individual home of humans. It is the place with which the individual 
feels most intensely connected. In contrast to other places, home is full of meanings; 
nonetheless, Relph determined that this condition could change. Meaningless places, too, 
can become indispensable to humans. What is critical is how the individual outfits a place 
in relation to what activities are possible (Relph 1976, 55). 
  
It can therefore be suggested that Mars will remain existentially episodic for the 
spacefarer who lands there. Nothing on this planet indicates the necessity of lasting 
human presence. Values and priorities must first be recognised and created in situ. In its 
present most extreme form, the subject feels like an ‘existential outsider’ and 
psychologists and human behaviour specialists associate these feelings with the Earth-
out-of-view phenomenon. They lead to the assumption that humans in these 
environments will react with psychological impairments and stress and, in the words of 
Relph, persist in alienated observation. Therefore, the localities will mean nothing to 
them. In the future, it is precisely these reactions by which the meaning of the planetary 
place will be measured. Only then will we be able to determine if Mars is suitable as an 
alternative abode for humans or not. 
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These findings have a vital implication for the development of relevant metaphors 
displayed in the ‘Artwork of Placelessness’. For it is the task of the artist to supply 
spacefarers off the orbit with a substitute for earthly existence. The presence of the 
artwork offers a compensation strategy that is actually present and intervenes by drawing 
the space traveller’s thoughts to terrestrial concepts of place. This meaning-reflexive 
input makes the implementation of art in the placeless environment of space central, since 
a certain consolation can be associated with it, which refers to Earth and, consequently, 
implies the end of the exploration. 
 
As my comparison of the two artworks Dewey’s Forest and the Nomadic Nature Kit 
has shown, the levels of reflection contained in the works correspond to the heterotopic 
life environment of the spacefarers. The present artwork becomes a catalyst of existential 
correspondences that integrate place and place-difference in its reception and result from 
the absence of Earth. They adopt thematic areas such as Limitlessness, Sensorialness, 
Homelikeliness and Closenessness and make the ‘Artwork of Placelessness’ the most 
complex of all possible artworks on extended crewed missions. Such an artwork expects 
the artist to develop new metaphors that, from out of the distance and meaninglessness, 
connect humans with Earth. They integrate the time lived-out in space and the viewer’s 
changing perspectives in the work. These demands must also be included in the 
conception of the ‘Artwork of Placelessness’, for onboard the space capsule, the 
meanings of the artwork will expand. The avenues of interpretation inherent in the work 
deliver an unexpected surplus, which offers answers and opens the possibility for many 
variations of appearance within the otherwise efficiently designed space capsule. 
 
Also in Earth context, this complexity of places as pictured in the ‘Artwork of 
Placelessness’ is preserved and its unique connotations must be introduced circumspectly. 
Within the white cube on Earth, the non-trained recipient does not share the spacefarer’s 
life world. Consequently, the richness of the artwork needs to be aligned to the horizon of 
the non-astronaut and his/her everyday world. 
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Within the ‘Atmosphere of Placelessness’, I have identified three principles. They 
determine that, inside the space capsule, the ‘Artwork of Placelessness’ becomes a 
replacement of Planet Earth. This interpretation happens due to the heterotopia in which 
spacefarers will live, and the faceless, ahistorical cosmic environment. With the 
appearing artwork, the artist will provide the cosmic traveller with place-specific 
meanings and will open up the opportunity for the individual to reflect on his/her 
unearthly existence. 
 
Because this chapter investigated external geographic space, in the next chapter I 
will thematise the interior of the capsule and the possibilities for the space traveller’s 
sensory stimulation. In so doing, the implementation of Earth nature and its biodynamic 
processes constitute an indispensable approach, one that could enable spacefarers to have 
an earthlike life during their voyage. Plants and their inclusion on extended crewed 
missions are crucial in human spaceflight for various reasons. They are used for purifying 
water and air in the capsule system as well as in the actual design of the habitat and 
nourishment. The unchangeability of the habitat system, the lack of resupply during the 
three-year exploration, as well as empty, lethal outside space delimit the frame within 
which the artwork will exist. Similarly, the ‘Artwork of Sensorialness’ refers to an 
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Chapter C3: Sensorialness 
 
The perspective presented in this chapter is that artists can offer the spacefarer 
sensory inspiring impressions. Targeted artistic inventions can help to create earthlike 
abundance and stimulation. As ‘Artwork of Sensorialness’, they expand the high-tech 
indoor habitat to include a real object that refers to Earth. This is necessary because 
spacefarers spend the majority of their expedition confined in the same, unchanging 
capsule design and run the risk of becoming bored.  
 
The first framework of discourse discusses sensory understimulation in the 
spaceship. Focusing on the spacefarer‘s sensuous reaction to the given capsule design, as 
primary references I will use diaries and anecdotal reports by astronauts such as Jerry F. 
Linenger (2000) and Frank de Winne (2006). As secondary resources I will refer to the 
HUMEX study of ESA (2003); NASA Mars Reference Mission, edited by Hoffman and 
Kaplan (1997); Kanas and Manzey (2003); as well as design research conducted by 
Sandra Häuplik-Meusburger (2010). I will also examine the writings of Clearwater and 
Coss (1990) and their investigation into functional aesthetics as a potential 
countermeasure against boredom and monotony and, finally, design works realised by the 
American architect and designer Ted Krueger. 
 
Within the second framework, I investigate the interplay between humans and the 
environment. As earthlings, our senses are tailored to the Earth and the stimuli present 
here. In contrast, cosmic phenomena, such as solar radiation and black holes, are 
imperceptible to humans and bear witness to yet another aspect of anthropologue 
incompatibility with outer space. The textual sources I will use are the investigations of 
the philosophers and biologists Jakob von Uexküll (1934) and Alexander Gosztonyi 
(1972) into the sensory perception of environments, as well as neurobiologist Humberto 
Maturana and Francisco Varela’s (1984) analysis of structural determinism. 
 
 The third section of this chapter thematises sensorial stimulation from an artistic 
perspective. The artistic examples I will compare are the three-dimensional light 
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sculpture Spiral by Takuro Osaka and the image-based object Il Colore nello Spazio by 
Liuccia Buzzoni. Both artists examine the visual and haptic forms of perception and use 
colour and materials as a means of sensory stimulation. 
 
The three primary aims of this chapter are: 
Goal 1: to identify the given sensory understimulation within the space capsule; 
Goal 2: to discover the human need for earthlike sensory stimulation; 
Goal 3: to name aesthetic parameters of the ‘Artwork of Sensorialness’ used for multi-
sensory stimulation. 
 
C3.1 Lack of stimulation 
 
Principle 301 :: The Artwork of Sensorialness stimulates the spacefarer’s sensuous 
perception inside the space capsule 
The artwork supports the human sensory apparatus and adds an object that protects the 
individual from monotony and boredom in the habitat. The artwork is meaningful 
because it constructively supports well-being. Artists should have the individual and 
cultural preferences of the user in mind.  
 
In space science, the capsule receives special attention. The reason for this is its 
small size and the preclusion of resupply. It is widely studied in the fields of space 
psychology, sociology and habitability and is connected to situational boredom. Space 
researchers speak of sensory or perceptual deprivation in this context, referring to the 
lack of sensory stimuli from one or more sense impressions. The Canadian psychologist 
John P. Zubek (1969) defined this condition as (70): 
 
(I)solation from other people; a reduction in the level and variability of physical 
stimulation; and very restricted mobility. 
 
The absence of sensory variety is one reason why spacefarers today in Earth’s orbit 
endow the window and the view outside with so much meaning, as not only provides 
diversification and stimulation, but is also a form of recreation. 
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Windows in space habitats have a coping function. They make contact to the 
outside world possible, fulfilling human curiosity and optically enlarging the capsule 
space. They give humans a sense of control over themselves and the world outside. For 
this reason, numerous researchers, architects and psychologists insist on including as 
many windows as possible in the future habitat (71). Outdoor viewing time is important in 
counteracting negative feelings. It also has a physiologically therapeutic use, since 
medical specialists recommend looking out of the space capsule to exercise the eyes 




Figure C3.1 Astronaut Tracey Caldwell Dyson inside the Cupola module on ISS, 2010 (72) 
 
The importance of looking out into space was made evident recently with the 
installation of the Cupola module on the International Space Station (Fig. 3.1). The 
module window affords the space travellers a 360-degree view and is used for scientific 
observations and individual free time (73). So-called ‘Earth-gazing’ is a synonym for the 
abundance of human sensory impulses. The view to Earth expresses our connectivity with 
the unique nature on Earth. 
 
Principle 302 :: The Artwork of Sensorialness triggers the cardinal senses. The 
artwork is window-like. 
The artwork gives the spacefarer earthlike references. The best way to create a realistic 
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and diverse environment is the stimulation of the human sensory apparatus in a 
multifarious manner. This happens by activating one of the cardinal senses individually or 
in combination with each other.  
 
There will not, however, be much to see of outer space on the way to Mars, as the 
explorers will travel through the universe in steady sunlight with no objects to cast a 
shadow and no light-reflecting cosmic bodies. With this glare, the travellers will not be 
able to recognise any objects in the universe with the naked eye, as Astronaut de Winne 
has determined (de Winne 2006): 
 
 
Off the orbit, one implication of this is the possibility that, with growing distance to Earth 
and considering the lack of resupply and the progressing duration within the capsule, the 
habitat infrastructure will get an important meaning in light of the sensorial range 
contained in it. Seeing will be restricted to the capsule interior, and the objects and tools 
found onboard. De Winne believes that the future explorer ‘will be bored like hell’. With 
this, he is referring not only to the long transfer times, but also the limited scope of 
sensory stimulation in the capsule (de Winne 2006). 
 
The ESA’s HUMEX study identifies sensory monotony as a cause of strong 
discomfort. They thus recommend bringing sufficient sources of stimulation and 
implementing visual-acoustic measures. The study expressly cites traditional production 
techniques that reproduce sensory Earth references and can stimulate the space traveller 
in an earthlike manner (Horneck, et al. 2003, 107): 
 
In order to counter detrimental effects of the reduced range of environmental cues, 
additional audio-visual stimulation should be provided. Beside conventional 
methods e.g. music, video, or stimulating interior decor, new technologies like 
virtual environment or virtual-reality should be considered. For crews on Mars 
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which lack any direct visual link to Earth, in particular, the presentation of Earth-
bound views and sounds may help in maintaining an internal link to the home 
planet.  
 
There is, however, a risk that the implementation of numerous references to Earth will 
cause homesickness and negative feelings in the Mars explorer. In references to this, the 
medical specialist Angerer notes that it is thus important to create a balance that does not 
overly stress the absence of Earth, while sufficiently stimulating and entertaining the 
spacefarer (Angerer 2007). It is precisely the Earth references to which, accordingly, 
humans react with their sensory perception and for which they long even in unearthly 
environments. 
 
As a further countermeasure, space psychologists suggest the implementation of 
so-called ‘functional esthetics’ (74). What is meant by this term are decorative images, in 
other words, both photographs and artistic paintings. The researchers speak of 
juxtaposing the narrow space with breadth and variation and enriching the space 
traveller’s visual world of experience. The arguably most detailed study on the 
implementation of functional images in space habitats was conducted by Coss and 
Clearwater of the NASA Ames Research Center (1990). In a mock-up of the space 
station, they studied over three hundred artistically challenging representations and 
decorative models. The photographs and paintings exhibited diverse motifs of landscapes 
and cities, humans and animals (75). The results of the study showed that, regardless of 
the selection of motif, images with wide, spatial expanses were found to be aesthetically 
pleasing to the test persons. In addition, in the test situation, subjects preferred 
photographic representations of real landscapes over painted images. Two issues that 
emerge from these findings are that spacious as well as natural landscapes enlarge the 
limited indoor habitat and are suggested for interior design (Clearwater and Coss 1990, 
343). These ideas can lead to new design metaphors for the development of effective 
parameters displayed in the ‘Artwork of Sensorialness’. 
 
In addition, these data must be interpreted with caution because the publication 
did not include an exact list of the chosen works. As a consequence, our ability to deduce 
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conceptual and aesthetic aspects for future research questions is limited. This is 
unfortunate, for, in my opinion, it is precisely here that a fruitful cooperation between 
science and the arts would have been possible, one which could comparatively study the 
classical and current artwork forms, in particular of multi-media works, implemented into 
space environments.  
 
Principle 303 :: The Artwork of Sensorialness promotes holistic experiences 
The artwork is designed for cross-feelings and simultaneous observations. In synaesthetic 
perception more than one sense is elicited at the same time. Multi-media art concepts 
enable multi-sensorial fields of experience. The artwork combines the five cardinal senses 
with the senses of the body: temperature, vibration, and body movements. 
 
In addition to visual perception, humans’ attachment to Planet Earth also applies 
to the human perception of time. Human beings look at the time and the duration of one’s 
personal life as a continuous process, including past, present, future; each Earth-bound 
life form begins with birth and ends with death. Our measurement of lifetimes is based on 
years, months, days, hours, minutes etc. The division of time has its origin in the solar 
system and corresponds with the position of the Earth, moon and sun. The separation is 
Earth-specific and, already from the Martian position, the rhythms of day and night, as 
well as the Martian year, differ due to the planet’s size, its rotation and distance to the 
sun. Caused by these differences, each planet in the solar system has its own particular 
time, for example, on Mars a single daily rotation takes 24 hours and 39 minutes, while a 
Martian year takes 687 days. Although a Martian year is nearly twice as long as one on 
Earth, the circadian rhythms of Earth are only marginally different from the day-night 
cycles on Mars (76). 
 
Despite changes and similarities, temporal structuring measures are necessary in 
the habitat interior. In contrast to today’s spacefarers, who see the sun rise behind Earth 
every forty-five minutes and in this way are reminded of the Earth’s day-night cycles, 
future Mars explorers will have a novel experience of time, since during the transfer to 
Mars, comparable time cycles will not exist. Information such as an individual’s 
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experience of the change of the day to night caused by the Earth’s changing position in 
relation to the sun will not exist. Only in visibly approaching the Planet Mars will relative 
normality and circadian rhythms restart. The only natural time indicator will be the 
human body itself and its ephemerality.  
 
In order to replace missing time parameters, the HUMEX study recommends 
keeping a sleep-wake cycle of twenty-four hours during extended human spaceflights, as 
missing time parameters will lead to stress symptoms like indifference and apathy 
(Horneck, et al. 2003, 83). For the same reason, space architects and psychologists 
suggest replacing the missing signals with biodynamic light sources to reconstruct the 
passage of time artificially (77). This approach is also used in architecture on Earth. The 
targeted variation of colour temperatures initiates the day cycle based on which the 
human organism and its psyche orients itself. Simulating everyday life on Earth, the 
passage of days is caused by the constant change of light and colour temperatures (78).   
 
It is known that colours and lights influence human feelings. Already in the early 
nineteenth century Johann Wolfgang von Goethe tested in detail the effect of colours on 
the emotional mood of humans in his studies Zur Farbenlehre (Theory of Colours) 
(1810). He used, among other things, colourful panes of glass as vision aids. Goethe 
directly associated the evaluation of a colourfully tempered environment with a person’s 
well-being. The German term ‘sinnlich-sittlich’ Goethe used in the title of his treatise did 
not, as in former usage, refer to human morality, but rather to the experienced attitude 
towards human life. In contrast to Newton, who analysed the physics of light, Goethe 
investigated the interplay of colours and a person’s mood. 
 
Comparable experiments are being conducted two hundred years later, in human 
space research. At the Institute of Biomedical Problems in Russia, Mikhail Kuzmin, Chief 
of optics, is similarily testing visual-sensory stimulation with the use of colour filters. 
With the help of colour therapy, it was his intention to discover which colours help the 
space traveller to experience the confined capsule environment comfortably and to 
counteract psychological restrictions like stress and concentration deficits through the 
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targeted use of colours (Freeman 2000, 179). 
 
What is surprising in the habitability suggestions to date is the lack of artistic 
design techniques, such as those provided by theatre and film. Since their inception, both 
art forms have possessed comprehensive knowledge in the use of light and the creation of 
atmospherically evocative spaces. They employ diverse lighting and colour qualities to 
aid the spacio-temporal design of settings. Already the simplest instrumentalities suffice 
to change a space visibly (79).  
 
Häuplik-Meusburger et al.’s (2011) proposal aptly fits into this category. Her 
space designs recall theatrical illusion techniques. With her team, the designer 
investigated numerous aspects of spatial variation. Within the habitat, this is achieved 
through the staggered arrangement of spatial elements. Soffit-like, as used in Renaissance 
and Baroque stage design techniques, they enhance the illusion of spatial depth, spatial 
elements are installed in the capsule. They open the view onto imitations of landscapes. 
This suggestion fulfils the purpose of artificially dilating the view and space to create 
depth. The illusionistic interventions adapt to the needs of the confined humans and can 
expand the habitat space and facilitate nature-like experiences. The design accounts for 
the integration of real plant growth in the creation of so-called ‘green windows’. On the 
one hand, the plants create a virtual proximity to Earth, on the other they provide a 
sensory enrichment to the technical-functional capsule infrastructure. As a special 
addition and trick – this is the idea – the useful plants can be tied in to the life-support 
system and supplement the provisions onboard, as well as support the air and water 
cycles (Häuplik-Meusburger, Peldszus and Holzgethan 2011, 87 ff.).  
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Figure C3.2 Greenhouse in space, Konstantin Tsiolkovsky (1896) (80) 
 
Long before Häuplik-Meusburger, towards the end of the nineteenth century, the 
famous space visionary and science fiction author Konstantin Tsiolkovsky designed a 
space capsule layout along with an orbiting greenhouse (1895). Taking plants into outer 
space was, so Tsiolkovsky’s thinking, interesting not only for nourishment, but they could 
also be employed in decorative habitat design (Fig. C3.2). Already then, regenerative life 
support systems were designed in which plants could be used for the purpose of sensory 
stimulation under zero gravity. In his scientific exegesis, Tsiolkovsky paid special 
attention to the positive recreational aspects that direct contact to plant growth could 
initiate; today these are an integral component of space research (81). 
 
The US astronaut Linenger expresses the extent to which long-term spacefarers 
today miss walking freely in nature. In 1997 he spent many months on the Russian MIR 
Space Station. In his notes, he records (82): 
 
A simple walk would be fine. Or a paddle in the canoe. Indoors won’t do. Need 
fresh air. Need to feel a breeze . . . the sound of wind through the trees overhead.  
 
The lasting absence of Earth-bound environments had worn on the spacefarer. Linenger’s 
notes contained a craving for bodily movement in the real landscape, as well as tactile 
and acoustic stimuli. After remaining in the space capsule for months, the longing for 
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concrete, sensuous impressions was not surprising, since sensory perception is a basic 
human need. It expresses our desire to be present and participate in the world. However, 
without the earthly environment, this is possible in the space capsule only to a very 




Figure C3.3 US astronaut Sunita William exercising onboard the International Space Station 2006 (83) 
 
Physical exercises offer an opportunity for sensory stimulation. Varying types of 
treadmills are currently being tested on the International Space Station (Fig C3.3). They 
are comparable to the treadmills and rowing machines in fitness clubs. Here, the 
spacefarer runs upright, secured by a cord, on a moving surface so that the body 
movements in zero gravity can be simulated as on Earth. These machines provide 
targeted muscle training and afford the space traveller variety and the experience of flow. 
Precisely this combination of a necessary evil and a joyful experience Linenger is cited 
when reporting on his training exercises on MIR (Linenger 2000, 180): 
 
Sometimes the running turned to pure joy. I felt pumped up and jubilant. Although I 
have never felt anything near the often-described runner’s high while running on 
the planet, I did reach that euphoria when running in space. On the treadmill of 
MIR I supposed I felt both a runner’s high and a runner’s low.  
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Spacefarers currently perform at least two hours of physical activity daily on the ISS. 
Since even after a short stay in zero gravity, musculature, bone structure and filaments 
begin to atrophy, increasing the risk of serious injury, physical activity and earthlike 
movement are vital for building muscle (84). Yet, like so much else in space travel, as the 
necessity of daily activity during the entire three-year mission to Mars can also lead to 
tedium and boredom, it is a challenge to complete daily physical exercises, which require 
of the astronauts self-discipline and special practices. It is notable that the exercise 
machines used today in the International Space Station have a purely functional design; 
and, in contrast to health clubs on Earth, they are not equipped with additional 
motivational measures, such as screens for suitable videos.  
 
     
 
Figure C3.4 Media-Augmented Exercise Machine, Ted Krueger 2001 (85) 
 
The American architect Ted Krueger has proposed a space design that stimulates 
the body and sensorium (86). He designs bicycle-like machines on which the user 
performs physical exercises either sits or stands in weightlessness (Fig. C3.4). Attached to 
the machines is a display, which is hooked up to a computer, generating visual projections 
that consist of simulated planetary landscapes. These can be controlled and varied by the 
Media-Augmented Exercise Machine. Headphones provide the user with environmental 
sound information.  
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Figure C3.5 Legible City, Jeffery Shaw 1988-91 (87) 
 
 Krueger compares his prototype to the new media works of the Australian artist 
Jeffrey Shaw, who developed the seminal interactive installation Legible City (Fig. 3.5). 
Consisting of a bicycle that functions as an interface between the human body and a 
visual projection, the user steers through a virtual cityscape. Only here the projected 
streets and rows of houses are composed of words and letters that the user can cycle by, 
reflecting, associating, and reading. The installation is regarded as a key work of 
interactive media art, as it combines direct body experience with virtual reality caused by 
the immersion of the user into digital landscapes (88). 
 
In contrast, Krueger’s design demonstrates a multi-media approach that is relevant 
not only for the targeted maintenance of bodily functions, but also the aesthetic expansion 
of the future capsule habitat. His reference to interactive art forms, such as Shaw’s, can 
potentially help in designing artistic concepts that multisensorily intervene and increase 
the spacefarer’s actual experiences. They not only enable corporeal-sensory stimulation, 
but also open an aesthetic-reflectional level that until now has received little considera-
tion in human space travel. Krueger’s work can be seen as a promising approach that 
illustrates the implementation of artistic works and techniques.   
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It can be suggested that the spacefarer inside the space habitat will have to come 
to terms with limited, repetitive sensory input. Suitable artworks can be used here to 
stimulate humans in an earthly way and provide the traveller with a welcome supplement. 
As the philosopher Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten in his inquiries into aesthetic 
perception determined nearly three hundred years ago, aesthetic experience means 
perceiving something with all the senses. Since then, the human sensorium has been 
regarded as particularly suited for the reception of artworks. Therfore, it can be 
suggested, especially on long-term human spaceflights, that relevant artworks can extend 
human perception enormously, from both a sensory and sensuously perceivable 
perspective.  
 
C3.2 Human senses and the need for stimuli 
 
 Jakob von Uexküll (1909, 1934) referred to the space that surrounds us as an 
‘Umwelt’ (‘environment’), introducing the term into common usage in German in the 
beginning of the twentieth century. In his biological studies, Uexküll recognised that 
every living being receives its own, non-transferable Umwelt that is individually 
perceived and used, and within with the creature – humans and animals alike – lives 
enclosed as in an ever-present bubble. One of his oft-cited examples originated in the 
animal kingdom and described the environment of a tick, which revolves around 
reproduction. Its entire sensorium targets to one single stimulus. The parasite can remain 
in a period of starvation for up to eighteen years, only in the decisive moment to react to 
the of smell butyric acid in an approaching organism, initiating the fertilisation of its egg 
cells before the insect dies  (Uexküll (1934) 1964, 11 ff.).  
  
Uexküll determined that every lived environment follows subjective forms of 
perception specific to a species, which differ from one another in time and space. These 
environments are subdivided into ‘receptor space’ (‘Merkwelt’) and ‘effector space’ 
(‘Wirkwelt’). Receptor space corresponds to all things that the organism registers in its 
surroundings with the help of its perceptory apparatus, whereas effector space applies to 
actions the organism is capable of executing in its environment. Receptor and effector 
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space are uniquely calibrated for each organism and are not transferable (Uexküll (1934) 
1964, 11): 
 
(A)ll animals, from the simplest to the most complex, are fitted into their unique 
worlds with equal completeness. A simple world corresponds to a simple animal,  
a well-articulated world to a complex one. 
 
The effector space determines the operational space of organisms and is supported by 
their respective spatial perception. Here, Uexküll employed the investigations of Elias 
von Cyon, who studied the construction of three-dimensional ear canals at the beginning 
of the twentieth century. Cyon discovered that the organ’s faculty for spatial organisation 
enables the differentiation of six destinations of movement: the directions of right and 
left, forwards and backwards, and up and down. With the help of these differentiations, 
the creature constitutes its space. If the organ is absent, kinaesthetic capabilities are not 
even possible in their most reduced form. As a result, present stimuli can be neither 
localised, nor integrated into one’s individual operational space (Uexküll (1934) 1964, 14 
ff.). 
 
 As with animals, human sensory perception is tailored to our natural environment, 
the Earth. In addition to the kinaesthetic organs, to perceive our surroundings we use the 
so-called ‘far senses’ of sight and sound, as well as the near senses, such as smell and 
taste. The third near sense, touch, is of particular significance. It is spread over our entire 
body and is not connected to any particular organ in the body. It protects, envelops and 
delimits. In this function, it separates the inner organs from the outside world. Enclosed 
in it are all human sensory organs. Despite its exceptional function, already in ancient 
thought, it was seen as a lower sense in the hierarchy of the senses. The reason for this is 
its proximity to the human sphere of feelings which, compared with abstract thought, was 
regarded as inferior (89). 
 
Today, four realms of experience are connected to our sensory apparatus. The 
Swiss naturalist and philosopher Alexander Gosztonyi (1972) classifies humans 
according to the individual preferences in which they fulfil their mental and corporeal 
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needs. These are visual, acoustic, haptic and nasal-oral character traits. This typology 
says nothing of a person’s intelligence, but rather indicates the area in which intellectual 
activity is receptive to specifically sensory stimulation. Accordingly, the visually oriented 
human strives for abstraction, while a capacity for emotional experience and intuitive 
understanding prevail in the acoustically perceptive person. Still different is the haptic 
person, who tends to sensuousness and corporeal activities with a particular proclivity for 
materials and reality. In contrast, the nasal-orally inclined person longs for experiences 
that enrich and variegate his/her awareness of life (Gosztonyi 1972, 96 ff.). 
 
The sense organs support humans to communicate with the material world. They 
liaise between the body and its surroundings. Stimuli located outside of the human body 
consist of what we see, hear, smell, feel, and taste. With the help of our perceptory 
apparatus, humans participate in this environment and create an image of it for 
themselves. It becomes a tool of individual recognition. In contrast to the organic 
processes of the human body that occur primarily unconsciously, such as the heartbeat or 
breath, it is the five cardinal senses that allow us to recognise outside space. Yet our body 
contains many more forms of perception than exhibited by the senses of corporeal 
sensation. They present themselves as the sense of temperature, movement, and vibration, 
and help to coordinate perceptory phenomena. 
 
Gosztonyi illuminates the particularities of sensory forms of perception. He 
establishes that these are articulated through their materiality. Every sense impression is 
triggered by a stimulus that occurs outside the human body and can be traced to a 
perceptible cause. The concreteness of an impulse influences the quality of the respective 
sensory field. For the more abstract a sensory impression appears the lesser is its degree 
of reality. 
 
 This is particularly visible in the sense of sight. Although it is connected to 
distance, seeing shortens space. This happens by bringing the environment closer to the 
viewer without him/her having to leave his/her position. As a result, sense impressions 
are processed; they appear in the form of information, desire, or an emotional reaction. 
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Yet without a proximity-producing movement, the occurrence remains abstract and can 
be liable to deception. The sense of sight thus lacks verifiability. The human confined to 
the sense of sight thus inhabits a reality-deficient world, for in order to experience the 
real world, additional acoustic, haptic and olfactory-gustatory information is necessary. 
Only they flesh out the occurring impressions and allow humans to participate in the 
environment around them (Gosztonyi 1972, 69 ff.).    
  
Like vision, hearing also shortens space. It brings things far away acoustically 
close. Its medium is sound. Yet Gosztonyi ascribes acoustic impressions a low degree of 
reality, which he attributes to the ephemerality of the experience (Gosztonyi 1972, 81). In 
contrast, hearing has a high emotional imaginary value. As opposed to seeing, hearing is 
related to affect. Acoustic stimuli enlarge the human sphere of imagination, as in the case 
of music (90). Yet silence also conjures strong emotions in humans. Silence is signified by 
the complete absence of physically measurable acoustic information. The human being 
perceives silence as emptiness, which indicates the non-attendance of social community 
and non-appearance of nature. Total stillness evokes the feeling of uncanniness and 
danger, but it also produces the condition of expectations. In this state, the subject is not 
able to evaluate the environment. Silence becomes a potential and enveloping threat that 
is not locatable, while, at the same time, it appears from all directions. In return, 
atmospheric sounds unite the subject with the environment and produce familiarity. 
Sounds can be considered as something specific, and they also produce the feeling of 
presence and wholeness, while individual noises give a signal and convey information. 
They occur suddenly, give evidence of a potential threat, and indicate a possible escape 
route. A sound approaches or withdraws. In this way sounds acoustically articulate the 
environment. 
 
In outer space, none of this is possible. In general, the universe is associated with 
utter silence, the result of the absence of air, which is necessary to transmit audible 
signals. As test subjects have shown, in airless and soundproof environments human 
beings only listen to their inner body, their heartbeat and the noise of blood circulating, 
especially inside one’s head. As a consequence, in a state of growing excitement the 
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subject will take notice of his/her own intensively accelerating heartbeat and, in a 
figurative sense, the human being will be aware of his/her own tension. The individual 
will acoustically be enclosed inside him/herself while simultaneously feeling separated 
from the surrounding space (91). However, in the space capsule, the opposite is the case, 
and instead of silence, the space is dominated by an overabundance of noise. The reason 
for this is in the life-sustaining system with its numerous loud machines and ventilators. 
Like silence, constant noise can also lead to unease and stress; but also to habituation. 
After some time, spacefarers thus no longer perceive the constant noise as disturbing (de 
Winne 2006).  
 
As distinguished from the sense of hearing through touch humans experience their 
immediate surroundings directly. Its reality value gives the touch its significance, because 
that which is touched and felt is qualified as materially present and is clearly perceptible 
by the body. Common speech differentiates between tactile and haptic sense impressions, 
in other words, between, firstly, the surface feeling of one’s own body, and, secondly, the 
grasping of surfaces and objects away from the body, enabling one, thirdly, to feel space. 
Feeling space results from the relation of corporeal orientation inside (Earth) space and 
facilitates human spatial orientation (Gosztonyi 1972, 82).  
 
Therefore, a human being experiences the outer world and perceives him/herself as 
a part of it by way of the sense of touch. This sense conveys the information of pressure, 
contact and pain. It is perceived in various regions of the body and is not limited to any 
particular region. Tactile sensing occurs over the entire surface of the body, in particular 
the fingertips, lips and tip of the tongue. This need for sense impressions is confirmed by 
numerous psychologists (92). They come to the conclusion that humans will suffer 
feelings of extreme loneliness paired with a loss of reality in surroundings void of touch. 
Touching and feeling are bodily sensations. They relate to the world outside one’s own 
body and the body itself and create connections. For this reason, this sense is suited to 
unloading affects, as well as feeling sensuousness. 
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Like the sense of touch, the sense of smell belongs to the lower sense organs. 
Responsible for this categorisation is the fact that the sense of smell does not produce any 
specific or autonomous information. It depends on the interplay with one of the other 
senses. In smelling, the human body incorporates the outside world. None of the other 
senses symbolises the connectedness of and closeness to the world like the sense of smell. 
The olfactory sensation transfers the outside environment directly into the human body, 
and it happens here and now. Smelling while breathing is one of the fundamentals of 
being-in-the-world: without breathing the human does not exist. A good example of the 
fact that humans always smell something is outer space itself. Astronaut Herrington 
depicted the cosmic scent as a ‘neat smell’. He explains that when astronauts return from 
spacewalks and remove their helmets inside the space station, they smell an odour 
lingering on their suits from when they were outside – a smell somewhat like burnt metal 
(93).  
 
Organic smells in crewed space travel are, however, interpreted as interference and 
filtered out of the system; but with the elimination of concrete smells, the space travellers 
lose an important information source, since scents distinguish places and localities, 
providing them with meaning, which may be bad, pleasant, or alarming. Like sound, 
smell operates as a signal and indicates escape, as well as food and potential sex partners; 
and most importantly, it creates differentiation and influences an individual’s mood, 
emotions, and motivation. Scentless places, on the other hand, become meaningless, pale, 
boring, and exchangeable (94). 
 
It can thus be suggested that sensory perception influences human imagination 
and thought. Depending on who sees or tastes, the world will be interpreted and 
reassembled individually and differently. Thinking applies to the respective personal 
sense impressions. The individual uses them to achieve oversight, visualisation, and the 
combination of things. The more senses are involved in this process of cognition, the 
more vividly a person experiences his/her environment, for the more senses are activated, 
the more visual and vivid is one’s reflection and an individual’s potential to evaluate 
these sense impressions. Without sufficient sensory stimulation, the world becomes 
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abstract and leads to an impoverishment of perceptual richness and intellectual power.  
 
As a result, the impulses and stimuli perceived in the environment are transmitted 
into processes of consciousness and are the cause of excitation and moments of 
consciousness. Here, the received stimuli can be perceived as adequate-homologous, or 
inadequate-heterologous, which is to say that they are either tailored to our sensorium, or 
do not correspond to our perception. In the case of the latter, excess is the cause of pain, 
while, with insufficiency, the stimuli are not registered (Gosztonyi 1972, 18). 
 
Stimuli appear in the form of light, sound, warmth or odours and can be traced to 
concrete causes. Contained in them are unique qualities, which find expression in, for 
example, colour and tone. Through the reaction to the stimulus, a sensation arises that is 
experienced as an impulse or resistance. In these moments of consciousness, sense 
impressions develop their particular form of appearance which can manifest in, for 
example, fatigue, hunger or the perception of temperature. Recognition of the sense 
impression then becomes an experience and is capable of abstraction (Gosztonyi 1972, 
24). 
 
Principle 304 :: The Artwork of Sensorialness augments human senses 
The artwork provides the spacefarer with augmented and extended senses. Augmented 
attentiveness is necessary, as the human sensory organs are unable to perceive the cosmic 
environment. Because his/her sensory apparatus has developed in the Earth environment, 
the human being cannot perceive cosmic radiation, solar flashes or black holes. But these 
phenomena are lethal. 
 
 As it were, outer space presents many other perceptual phenomena that overtax 
our perception, as it is not adapted to outer space, and humans require technical devices 
to make these phenomena visible as well as to protect ourselves from them. These include 
cosmic radiation, the presence of black holes and dark matter. Space probes and 
measuring instruments can act as aids here, studying distant regions out of view by 
substituting for humans, as it is currently the case with the Hubble telescope and the 
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Voyager probes. 
 
In his 2007 lecture, in Prague, Roger Malina analysed humans’ inadequacy in 
perceiving the universe (95). He holds human information processing responsible for this 
deficiency, believing that the earthling in outer space must expand his/her sensory 
perception with the use of technical instruments. The reasons for this are our limited 
Earth-bound cognitive abilities, which do not suffice for comprehending the universe. 
According to his statements, 97% of the content of the world eludes human perception. 
The sense extensions proposed by the astrophysicist are concentrated on augmented, 
extended, and new senses, and tools that help humans filter out the imperceptible in 
space, with the intention of developing a new sensuality. The examples Malina cites are 
dark matter, cosmic radiation and rapid waves. These are phenomena that humans can 
neither feel nor see, yet which are life-threatening. 
 
Malina reinforces his theory with the investigations of the neurobiologist 
Humberto Maturana, who studies the origin of human recognition. Maturana’s definition 
of structural determination, presented together with the biologist Francisco Varela in their 
book El árbol del conocimiento (1987), limits organisms’ perception to their natural 
environment and concludes that living beings only perceive what they know. The location 
of the viewer decides the identification of attributes. The term ‘autopoiesis’, coined by 
the authors, characterises the self-generating organisation of living beings, which makes 
them autonomous units within their specific milieu. Even if a structural congruence must 
exist, organisms and environment are seen as independent of one another; otherwise, the 
unity of the organism would disintegrate. If changes in the structures appear, they are the 
result of a mutual exchange. This slow process is based on perturbations on the part of the 
milieu and provokes a modification on the opposite side, which is not interpreted as 
adaptation, but rather structural coupling. 
 
If we apply the explanatory model of structural determination to the universe and 
the spacefarer, we see that the individual constantly carries his/her natural environment 
with him/her in the form of the space capsule and spacesuit. Without the accompanying 
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milieu, which adapts the place of origin of Earth, human presence in space would not be 
feasible. Humans prove to be unsuited to the universe, as represented in the basal 




Figure C3.6 Glove, draft, © Ted Krueger 2007 (96) 
 
One example of potential adaptation is exhibited by a further work of Ted 
Krueger’s (2007). He designed a glove that supports human sensory perception in the 
cosmos. The glove signals the presence of solar radiation to the space traveller (Fig. 
C3.6). This appears unmediated and suddenly and is imperceptible, but deadly, to 
humans. In the case of ensuing radiation, the space traveller must seek out suitable shelter 
and withdraw. The glove is meant to remind him/her of this (97). 
 
 Glove elucidates how inadequately our sensorium is developed for existence in 
outer space; ‘new augmented senses’ could represent a potential gain here. What is meant 
by this are instruments that warn humans; as well as tools that sensibilise. In fact, the 
glove only partially fulfils this purpose. Instead, it translates the imperceptible into 
humanly sensible and requires the sense of touch to do so. Whenever radiation will occur, 
the accessory will transfer vibration signals to the skin and bones. Finally, this new 
sensory input is moderated by the already existing sense of touch. Which is to say that the 
new sense is still the old one. 
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C3.3 Artwork of Sensorialness 
 
The following section examines two artistic positions that focus on the theme of 
seeing. The first is the work Spiral (2009) by the Japanese artist Takuro Osaka, who 
developed a three-dimensional object that combines body movement with the creation of 
temporary light-objects. This artwork will be compared with Il Colore nello Spazio 
(2007) by the Italian artist Luiccia Buzzoni, conceived in the sense of a traditional 
painting.  
 
Example Spiral by Takuro Osaka 
 
Takuro Osaka works with the colour spectrum of light and connects it to body 
movement. He applies these to expansive earthly installations, as well as small kinetic 
bodies designed for the indoor environment of space habitats. By using cosmic and 
physical phenomena, his works express a unity of Earth, individual and the universe. The 
artist thus applies microgravity as a design element in his object-based works. He designs 
artworks that only achieve their artistic expression in weightlessness, and which are 
designed for use in the floating user – floating object interaction in the space station 
interior. Osaka draws his inspiration in his cooperation with astronauts and scientists 
(Osaka 2004, 273 ff.). This was also the case in Spiral, based on the experiences of the 
astronaut Chiaki Mukai and changes in her visual perception following a stay in space. 
Osaka sees the astronauts as communicators and interpreters of our changed perspective 
of the world, a result of the orbital position and the bodily experience of microgravity 
(98). 
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Figure C3.7 Spiral, within JAXA KIBO Module with Astronaut Kolchi Wakata, © Takuro Osaka 2009 (99) 
 
Spiral was developed as part of the Educational Payload Observation of the 
Japanese Space Agency JAXA, already discussed. Its testing on the International Space 
Station began in 2009 (Fig. C3.7). For this work, Osaka selected the form of a spiral, 
recalling the double helix structure of DNA, a symbol of information and data transfer. 
He adopted its circular movement in his design, quoting a movement phenomenon that 




Figure C3.8 Spiral, within JAXA KIBO Module with Astronaut Kolchi Wakata, © Takuro Osaka 2009 
(100) 
 
The rotational movement became a point of departure for an approximately forty-
centimetres long aluminium construction; four blades with LED lights were installed on 
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one end (Fig. C3.8). When the object hovered and spun in weightlessness, the blades 
open like an umbrella and the LEDs create an after-image in the form of a spiral. The 
spacefarer and user of the object could change their form of appearance both in terms of 
colour and spatiality with individual movements.  
 
As a weightless item, the kinetic object was not subject to gravitational force. 
Depending upon the impulse with which the spacefarer touched the artwork, it changed 
its qualities, alternating between spinning, stasis and drifting. When all its rotational 
blades simultaneously stood upright, the intended forms were achieved and, 
consequently, the light bodies vary. The viewer could follow the change from stability to 
instability based on changes in movement and direction. The change became visible when 
the lights blur from exact, small points to long strips of light, allowing the ephemeral 
light object to appear as a cohesive whole. 
 
Example Il Colore nello Spazio by Liuccia Buzzoni 
 
 
Figure C3.9 Il Colore nello Spazio, Liuccia Buzzoni 2007 (101) 
 
Instead of colour, form and movement, with Il Colore nello Spazio Luiccia 
Buzzoni investigates the emotional effects of colours (Fig. C3.9). Her artwork was 
created in 2007 in collaboration with the Italian space agency Agenzia Spaziale Italiana. 
The astronaut Paolo Nespoli tested the work during his Mission STS-120 on the 
International Space Station ISS as a scientific experiment (102). With this work, Buzzoni 
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builds on her non-objective painting in which she is also concerned with designing 
colourful surfaces. The work developed for zero-gravity environments represents the 
exception in her oeuvre, for, until now, the artist has worked exclusively in the context of 
Earth context for earthlings. The implementation of her painting as a psychological 
countermeasure in space habitats is, therefore, unusual.  
 
In Il Colore nello Spazio, Buzzoni uses multi-coloured panels that blur together 
and conjure an atmospheric play through her painterly style and the application of 
pigment in an effort to connect the cosmic viewer to Earth. According to the artist, the 
paintings’ surfaces are meant to recall the diversity of Earth in their richness of colour. 
They are intended to give the viewer a sense of direct contact and spatial closeness, as the 




Buzzoni’s starting materials are transparent plastic sheets, onto which she paints wide 
brushstrokes of intense pigment in alternating colour densities. The artist herself applied 
the pigments already on Earth in her studio. The abstract picture surfaces thus produced 
are later stretched on the International Space Station with the help of a pouch-like 
construction (Fig. C3.10). 
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Figure C3.10 Il Colore nello Spazio, Liuccia Buzzoni 2007 (104) 
 
During his/her stay in space, the spacefarer can modify the order of the colour 
sheets. He/she has the opportunity to choose from a given number of colour elements and 
place them in an ever-changing order into special slots in the pouch construction. 
Depending on one’s individual mood, the artist hopes that the spacefarer will be able to 




Principle 301 :: The Artwork of Sensorialness stimulates the spacefarer’s sensuous 
perception inside the space capsule 
The artwork supports the human sensory apparatus and adds an object that protects the 
individual from monotony and boredom in the habitat. The artwork is meaningful 
because it constructively supports well-being. Artists should have the individual and 
cultural preferences of the user in mind.  
 
Both artists in their respective artwork forms investigate the particular effect of 
colour on humans. Each artwork is meaningful in that it can be used to compensate for 
monotony and sensory understimulation in the space habitat. The artists combined Earth-
bound colour diversity and optical phenomena with the sensory stimulation of the 
astronaut. While Osaka has designed a light-object with which the spacefarer can 
playfully articulate him/herself, Buzzoni undertakes a conscious design intervention in 
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the capsule environment. 
 
Osaka includes the astronaut as user, consumer, and producer into his artistic 
work. He offers the spacefarer an activity that combines visual stimulation with body 
movement. The playful use of the object creates forms that inquire into the difference 
between Earth-bound and space-bound existence. With the help of kinetic objects, Osaka 
initiates a reflexive relationship between the habitat of the space traveller and the 
earthling by placing a gravity-free sculpture into the space capsule. Through the 
implementation of multi-coloured light diodes, the impression of ephemeral drawings 
arises, which vaguely recall Japanese calligraphy. This centuries-old art of writing is 
closely associated with ideas of beauty and harmony, the achievement of which is the 
human quest. In calligraphy, the artistic abilities of the writer are expressed. Here, control 
of the brush and the time intervals necessary for executing single lines are significant. In 
this way, Osaka’s object creates unique, irreproducible artistic light objects in 
microgravity. In addition to the spatial aesthetic use the playful interaction with the 
artwork fulfils the individual need for creativity and contact with one’s own cultural 
identity [Closenessness 500]. 
 
In contrast, Buzzoni’s work exhibits abstract images in the classical sense. She 
uses her colour fields primarily as decorative elements in the capsule. They give the 
spacefarer the opportunity to express his/her individual mood by means of the artwork. 
The cloth bag construction provides the variable frame for this. Its design is left up to the 
astronauts’ imagination, and he/she can arrange the size of the pouch and the order of the 
colour sheets as needed. It is Buzzoni’s intention to effect positively the emotional well-
being of the spacefarer through the artwork. However, the possibilities for variation are 
very limited. 
 
Principle 302 :: The Artwork of Sensorialness triggers the cardinal senses. The 
artwork is window-like. 
The artwork gives the spacefarer earthlike references. The best way to create a realistic 
and diverse environment is the stimulation of the human sensory apparatus in a 
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multifarious manner. This happens by activating one of the cardinal senses individually or 
in combination with each other.  
 
Osaka’s colour sculptures do not form any actual object, as they appear only for 
the duration of the movement’s execution, after which they disintegrate. The retina’s 
imperfect resolution causes the phenomenon of the human persistence of vision because 
it merges quick sequences of images in the brain into a single, coherent image. If we 
disregard the object’s form of construction, the ephemeral light figures are not material. 
In lieu of material, the intangible and non-existent dominate. Absent are the haptic 
qualities of comprehending and grasping; instead, the lack of sensory impressions is the 
theme of Spiral. The artwork offers a view of richness of colour and optical impressions 
as humans experience daily on Earth, but which are not encountered in the emptiness of 
the cosmos.   
 
 A comparable approach is also to be found with Buzzoni’s work. She also 
attempts to transfer the diversity on Earth into the capsule interior. The appearance of her 
pigment paintings is intended for the long-term and is meant to adapt to the spacefarers’ 
moods. The use of haptics is striking in her work. While Osaka temporarily makes 
colours appear Buzzoni’s colour planes exhibit concrete materiality. The thick application 
of pigment on the surface of the plastic sheet yields structures and a faint three-
dimensionality. Direct contact allows the colour panels to be felt and directly perceived. 
The content of reality in this work is decisively more durable than in Osaka’s work. 
 
Yet Buzzoni’s work makes clear that something is missing in two respects. 
Although the artist tries to stimulate the spacefarer in an earthly fashion, the minimalistic 
execution of her work is restricted to colour fields applied to a plastic medium. Seeing 
and surface touching notwithstanding, this work does not deeply affect a person. Overall, 
the artist did not fulfil her own claim of furnishing the space traveller with the smell, the 
humidity of Earth, and much more (see page 147). The work shows an indifferent artwork 
that is inadequate and culturally interchangeable. There is no recognisable statement in 
this work. Rather Il Colore nello Spazio demonstrates just what humans are really lacking 
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in outer space, and what art must accomplish here.  
 
Principle 303 :: The Artwork of Sensorialness promotes holistic experiences 
The artwork is designed for cross-feelings and simultaneous observations. In synaesthetic 
perception more than one sense is elicited at the same time. Multi-media art concepts 
enable multi-sensorial fields of experience. The artwork combines the five cardinal senses 
with the senses of the body: temperature, vibration, and body movements. 
 
In contrast with Buzzoni, Osaka integrates body movement in his concept and 
engages the vestibular system in the reception of his work. Instead of visual stasis, Osaka 
makes movement – related to both the artwork and humans – to a central aspect of Spiral. 
The kinetic qualities are attributable to the sphere of the visual-haptic and, in contrast to 
Buzzoni’s work, offer a gain of sensory stimulation. The capsule, however, prescribes the 
artwork’s and user’s possible sphere of action. The aim of Osaka’s work is the joyful 
interplay between the artwork and the astronaut. Here, artwork and user form a unity of 
time and space under the same physical conditions. Precisely this aspect is important for 
art production in zero gravity, since the sense of sight and touch correspond here with 
free-floating and affect the interplay of sensory perception of the art object and the human 
body [Limitlessness 100]. 
 
 In a personal email conversation, Osaka noted that the form of his object changed 
over the course of the production process. One reason for this was the testing of stabile 
spinning movements that would optimally utilise the art object’s free-floating in 
weightlessness. However, the result of his modifications has yet to be completed. In the 
present version, the spiral form is only visible during rotational movements, and then 
only for a short period. Likewise, astronaut Kolchi Wakata did not harness the floating 
user – floating object interaction during the test series on the International Space Station 
as Osaka had attempted on a parabolic flight (105). Instead, with a vertical use of space, 
the spacefarer threw the object into the space, which rendered a rather boring interaction, 
despite the resulting light traces. Comparable results are also possible on Earth. Further 
modifications were planned for 2010, but the final results are not yet forthcoming. What 
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we can, however, already determine is that the space station as the place of exhibition and 
use clearly delineates the sphere of action. The artwork will need to be adapted to the 
given spatial volume. The possible movements and actions that the user may undertake 
with the artwork remain, in the end, limited to the habitat and its size (106).   
 
In contrast, Buzzoni did not plan her artwork with this type of spatial interaction in 
mind and started with visual stasis. Her work elicits only scant synthetic perception by 
targeting the feelings of the spacefarers. She thereby follows the same line of inquiry as 
psychology and space design. Il Colore nello Spazio resides in precisely this context, 
rendering the artistic result interchangeable and lacking in intention. The actual effect of 
her small colour planes on astronauts was not ascertainable at the time of my dissertation. 
This implication should, therefore, be viewed with caution. 
 
Principle 304 :: The Artwork of Sensorialness augments human senses 
The artwork provides the spacefarer with augmented and extended senses. Augmented 
attentiveness is necessary, as the human sensory organs are unable to perceive the cosmic 
environment. Because his/her sensory apparatus has developed in the Earth environment, 
the human being cannot perceive cosmic radiation, solar flashes or black holes. But these 
phenomena are lethal. 
 
Principle 304 does not obtain in the works presented here. It would relate to artworks as 
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C3.4 Conclusion  
 
The purpose of this chapter was to explore human sensory perception within the 
high-tech indoor environment of the space capsule and the emptiness of outer space. I 
have shown that both places are insufficient for human understanding and are either 
sources of monotony and sensory understimulation, or are imperceptible. 
 
Strong evidence of inadequate sensory stimulation can be found in my literature 
reviews about future space habitats. Psychologists, human behaviour specialists and 
designers all emphasise the fact that the atmosphere encountered in the capsule will be 
shaped by the presence of constant sameness. They regard this as the cause of 
environmental monotony and emotional impairment (107) and deem the aesthetic up-
grade of capsule designs a necessity as well as recommend equipping the habitat with 
earthlike stimuli. These stimuli should facilitate humans’ capabilities to think and sense, 
and open up the limited capsule space to Earth. For this reason, in zero gravity, not only 
is seeing important for the space traveller as demonstrated in the ‘Atmosphere of 
Limitlessness’, but also the other senses must be addressed. 
 
 As outlined by Uexküll (1934), only with multifaceted stimulation of all sensory 
organs can the human perceive his/her surroundings as a spatial whole, and him/herself as 
a part of his/her environment. Similarly, Gosztonyi made a phenomenological analysis 
(1972) arguing that our human senses are tailored entirely to Earth, because evolved to 
serve us as our tools of communication and cognition, they provide us with information, 
they stimulate and warn. Yet without these sensory signs, the world appears impoverished 
and incomprehensible. 
 
Approaches that go further and are suited for the development of an ‘Artwork of 
Sensorialness’ are demonstrated through the investigations of Clearwater and Coss 
(1990), and the design blueprints of Häuplik-Meusburger and her team (2010). Both 
suggest that the capsule space can be expanded through artistic design measures, as well 
as natural biodynamic processes and this will help humans in outer space.  
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So far works of art as a provider of sensory stimulation have not been seriously 
evaluated in space science. This is surprising, for artworks address the human senses and 
are perceived by way of the sensorium. In particular, contemporary multi-media art 
productions integrate visual, acoustic and/or tactile elements, as well as a sense of 
balance, in their conception. They are created from materials and in spaces that are 
tailored exactly to humans and their sensorium, and express this correspondence. It is 
precisely here that artists can make an important contribution and offer a sensory 
enrichment of the habitat, affording the explorers’ recreation. 
 
My review has demonstrated that some artists have already taken up the theme of 
sensory stimulation. Yet their executions are still underdeveloped. They do not exhaust 
the potential offered by current art forms and their production techniques. The works by 
Buzzoni and Osaka presented here were small works that concentrated on visual aspects 
for the optical-emotional variation of the capsule habitat. Compared with the two rather 
traditional artworks, multi-media art forms enable further-reaching synaesthetic areas of 
application. Their particular use consists of the diversity offered by both body movement 
and sensuous variety. The work of Ted Krueger was presented here as one example in this 
direction. His Media-Augmented Exercise Machine directly references current interactive 
art forms. This device shows that sensory stimulation can be combined with substantive 
aesthetic concepts, transcending the functional, physiological dimension that prevails 
today in crewed space travel.  
 
 This chapter has shown that the human senses are tailored to Earth. This interplay 
remains intact in humans off the orbit as well. While the capsule imitates earthlike space, 
outer space can be used for sensory stimulation in only a limited capacity. The absence of 
air and the presence of protective suits impede acoustic, olfactory, and tactile stimuli. For 
artists, it is thus important to differentiate between the empty universe and the capsule 
habitat. Every space has its specific sensory parameters and phenomena. The 
development of relevant metaphors and artworks that take into account the physical 
conditions, the given capsule infrastructure, as well as the needs and personal preferences 
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of the space travellers pose the particular artistic challenges of the ‘Artwork of 
Sensorialness’. 
 
Within the ‘Atmosphere of Sensorialness’, I identified four principles displayed in 
the ‘Artwork of Sensorialness’ in order to extend the spacefarer’s sensuous perception. 
Selective artistic interventions support the cardinal senses in order to enrich the 
monotonous indoor capsule habitat. Particularly the use of media artworks is meaningful 
because they can connect the outside position with the Earth environment and in doing so 
the artist will provide spacefarers with earthlike experiences and sensory multiplicity. 
Especially the use of multi-media art concepts provides artists with a powerful tool that 
can promote synaesthetic experiences in a natural earthlike manner. In this way – inside 
the space capsule – the artwork can function like a window. In addition, a new research 
field on the augmentation of human senses was identified. Due to the physics of space, 
empty outer space and its characteristics are not perceivable to the human being and have 
to be translated into the human sensorium. Relevant artworks can expand human 
cognition. 
 
Given the dimension of the ‘Artwork of Sensorialness’, I explore relational 
aspects of the crew and their being-together. Like the indoor habitat, the communal space 
also needs to be designed to reduce interpersonal tension and monotony. Thus, the area 
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Chapter C4: Homelikeliness 
 
The ‘Atmosphere of Homelikeliness’ is based on the human longing to experience 
warmth and security at places, where people live. On Earth, this need is connected to the 
search for one’s own home, a home that separates inner space from outside space and 
differentiates between public and private life. However, existence in the space capsule is 
anything but homelike. Physical, psychological and psychosocial constraints, the mixture 
of living and working, as well as the permanent presence of the danger outside can, with 
great likelihood, influence the homelike being-there of the astronauts. Activities that 
distract and recreationally structure the cohabitation of the space travellers are 
recommended as countermeasures.  
 
The first framework of discourse within this chapter investigates the cohabitation 
of the space travellers in the capsule in order to identify relevant parameters of the 
‘Artwork of Homelikeliness’. In addition to crew size and composition, another important 
factor that will have an effect on the conception of future artworks is the planned length 
of the exploration. Tied to this are the questions of how the existence of the small group 
can be structured in an emotionally stabilising way and how a common experience can be 
successfully created over the course of the three-year expedition? 
 
Within this chapter, the off-duty activities of historic polar explorers will be 
compared and contrasted with the potential free time activities of future Mars travellers in 
order to identify homelike being-there. Diaries and oral histories of today’s space 
travellers and historic polar explorers will be used as primary sources. The similarities of 
both groups lie, among others, in the fact that for both, polar explorers and future Mars 
travellers, there is extremely little to no communication between the explorers and their 
place of origin over a long period of time. Instead, the crews live together, confined in the 
smallest of spaces and in isolation, with no additional intellectual input or emotional or 
technical support from outside. The juxtaposition of future and past scenarios is useful, 
since historic experiences correspond to our current state of knowledge. As an 
information source for human life in extreme environments, they provide important data 
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for the development of the ‘Artwork of Homelikeliness’. Furthermore, they have proven 
benefits and can be recommended especially for artists and the creation of artistic 
concepts.  
 
As secondary textual sources, I will use psychological and sociopsychological 
research conducted by Dudley-Rowley (2001), Johnson and Suedfeld (1996), Kanas and 
Manzey (2003), Suedfeld (1982) as well as J.W. Stuster (1996). Stuster`s seminal 
comparison of habitability aspects within polar and space environments provides by far 
the most comprehensive catalogue of off-duty recommendations, and has been adopted 
by other studies such as the HUMEX Study. 
 
Within the second part of the chapter, I will examine the space capsule as the 
temporary home of the crew. Cosmic living will be compared and contrasted with living 
on Earth. Diaries and oral histories of space travellers will be used as primary sources and 
will be complemented by relevant psychologists and human behaviour specialists in order 
to evaluate the meaning of home within the habitat. As secondary textual sources, I will 
refer to Otto Friedrich Bollnow (1963) and his understanding of home as a warm and safe 
place, and the definition of ‘at-homeness’ as proposed by the American environmental-
behaviour theorist and architect David Seamon (1979), who explores body routines as a 
foundation of one’s home. His work stands in the tradition of Edward Relph and his 
concept of insideness. Like Relph, Seamon also assumes that places only become places 
by virtue of the experiences had there. In this way, meanings can be discovered and 
differences may be identified. 
 
 The third framework of discourse discusses and compares two artworks in the 
context of the identified parameters of the ‘Artwork of Homelikeliness’. I will compare 
Yuichi Yonebayashi’s Tearoom in Space with my own interactive earthly installation 
Slice_Game as examples of possible artistic interventions. Due to the lack of relevant 
artistic prototypes, I will use my work here, which was conceived for the context of 
Earth. Artists have not, as of yet, broached the interpersonal dimensions of long-duration 
space travellers. 
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The three primary aims of this chapter are: 
Goal 1: to name the given invariance which interprets the capsule as a temporary home; 
Goal 2: to find appropriate group activities in isolated and confined environments;  
Goal 3: to detect aesthetic parameters displayed in an effective ‘Artwork of 
Homelikeliness’ in order to create a homelike being-there. 
 
C4.1 Being-alone-together in an unfamiliar environment 
 
Principle 401 :: The Artwork of Homelikeliness is designed for the group  
The space capsule is the temporary home of the space traveller. One’s home, family and 
friends will be replaced by capsule and crew. The common engagement with the Artwork 
of Homelikeliness facilitates a homelike being-there. Its purpose is the creation of 
normality inside the habitat. The artwork stimulates daily life and transfers earthly living 
concepts into the habitat. 
 
The protected, private space is an important criterion for at-homeness. On Earth, 
individuals demarcate themselves from their outer surroundings and other humans by 
locating their home. This separation affords the individual control over him/herself and 
the inside space he/she inhabits. Home becomes a place of utmost seclusion and privacy. 
Opposite the outdoor environment, we find here the ordered, personal world of the person 
living here. This idea is tied to the fact that here is where a human can pursue his/her 
personal needs in his/her own, self-determined way. In contrast to public life, at home, 
humans need not fulfil any expectations and can abide there according to their own 
wishes. In contrast, space explorers live in the paradox that privacy is achieved through 
exclusion and distance to Earth, while working and living are created within the enforced 
fusion of the crew and capsule.   
 
 In this regard, Stuster notes that no other topic in crewed spaceflight has received 
as much attention as human behaviour. The reason for this is the assumption that humans 
in outer space ‘would be at psychological risk during long interplanetary expeditions’ 
(Stuster 1996, 221). For this reason, great importance is attributed to recreation as a 
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potential behavioural countermeasure. It is considered to be a means against the expected 
emotional impairments, interpersonal tensions and social monotony that often come with 
small, confined groups.  
 
Principle 402 :: The Artwork of Homelikeliness integrates crew composition 
In a crew composed of various nationalities, cultural backgrounds and professions, 
various abilities and interests must be considered in the Artwork of Homelikeliness. The 
artwork provides the crew with mutual curiosity and playful variety. The integration of 
individual preferences is necessary! 
 
Several attempts have been made to describe the interpersonal relationships in 
which the Mars travellers will live during their exploratory missions (108). As a 
government funded enterprise, the crew will comprise members of various nationalities, 
different personalities, and professional qualifications. The particular challenge of 
designing suitable recreational group activities will lie in the reconciliation of interests 
and cultural differences. Stuster assumes that interpersonal problems in the capsule will 
be unavoidable, going so far as to claim that conflicts will be an integral component of 
long-duration expeditions. He sees the cause of this in the inescapable proximity of the 
travellers. For the duration of the exploration, it will hardly be possible for the individual 
to distance him/herself from his/her fellow travellers or even to fully separate him/herself 
from one of the team members (Stuster 1996, 171), let alone even think of sending 
him/her home to Earth prematurely before the end of the voyage. 
 
The anticipated six-member Mars crew will instead be confronted with enduring 
the entire trip together as a functioning team. Although a professionally planned research 
project, the exploration of Mars does not exclude friendship and familiarity and, in 
addition to the habitat and, the time spent together, crew composition and crew cohesion 
are important factors that will negatively and positively affect the cohabitation of the 
space travellers in terms of the ‘Atmosphere of Homelikeliness’ in the capsule interior. 
Even in low Earth orbit, interpersonal dissatisfaction caused by the limited interior space 
arises, as reports of astronauts and cosmonauts have shown (109), yet on Mars 
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explorations unforeseeable events, such as sudden death and environmental disasters, can 
lead to further conflicts which may call into question the entire process of exploration and 
crew cohesion. 
 
Numerous studies, among them the HUMEX Study (2003), assume that in 
contrast to flights in Earth orbit, in the possible voyage to Mars the growing distance to 
Earth means that only little communication between the spacefarers and the ground 
station, as well as families and relatives, will be possible. However, this communication 
has an important, stress-reducing function and can contribute to conflict resolution 
onboard, as well as offering alternatives. Without conversation partners back on Earth, 
the small crew will have to rely on their social skills, using only the possibilities and 
means onboard for solving potential interpersonal conflicts. Consequently they must 
mobilise abilities that enable them to deal with their own emotional moods and those of 
the crew members in a suitable manner (Horneck, et al. 2003, 90).    
 
Due to the small crew size and the lack of visiting crews, social monotony will be 
higher than in other settings. This will considerably increase the risk of 
interpersonal tensions, maladaptive affective reactions, impairments of moods, and 
development of mental disorders. 
 
 Preliminary work on missing input and interpersonal understimulation was 
accomplished by the Living Aloft Study (1985). In order to counteract the lack of variety, 
for extended human missions, the study recommended that interests, abilities and motives 
of the small group harmonise with one another (Connors, Harrison and Akins (1985) 
2005, 146 ff.). The findings indicate that, in contrast to short-term missions, for long-term 
spacefarers the progression of the span of time experienced together becomes an 
important focal point. Past, present and future events thus become the markers in relation 
to which the individual, as well as the group, will place their activities and objectives 
over the course of an extended stay in isolation and danger. While short-term spacefarers 
focus on momentary work results, the cohabitation of long-term space travellers will 
revolve around concepts and goals over a long period. This relates not only to the 
activities of exploratory research activities, but also the social relationships onboard. Like 
the expedition itself, the joint life of the small group must be oriented toward the total 
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expedition time and must also be taken into account when composing the crew (Connors, 
Harrison and Akins (1985) 2005, 178). 
 
Stuster supports this view. In his comparative analysis of polar and space explorers, 
he remarks that, in addition to the selection criteria and sufficient training measures, the 
composition of the group will be an important stabilising factor for the cohesion of the 
team (Stuster 1996, 176): 
 
 (T)he most successful (i.e. remarkable) expeditions have been conducted by 
relatively homogenous groups or groups that have been organized specifically on 
the basis of compatibility. 
 
In contrast, in her study of extreme environments the sociologist Marilyn Dudley-Rowley 
et al. (2001) differentiates between the interplay of crew size, composition and time. She, 
too, compares polar expeditions with extended crewed spaceflights. Dudley-Rowley 
comes to the conclusion that homogenously composed crews are less promising than 
heterogeneously composed ones because the latter will live through extreme boredom, 
especially after the second half of the expedition. Instead, individuals of heterogeneously 
compiled groups provide crew members with more variety, but also with more conflicts. 
To support the latter Dudley-Rowley suggests the modification of the habitat design. Her 
concerns are the cohabitation and the implementation of tools the travellers will use to 
recall their home places. Especially here she identifies an opportunity to reduce the given 
strangeness of the environment by providing explorers with familiarity. However, 
paramount to these interventions is the expedition itself, because ‘psychosocial human 
factors play a role in how well or how poorly future space crews carry out their mission 
objectives’ (110).  
 
The psychologist Suedfeld (2005) proposes a related approach which may be 
useful for capsule living and the creation of artworks. He ascertained that human strength 
and vulnerability during long-term stays in extreme environments would be equally 
significant, as future spacefarers, like the polar explorers before them, will have 
experiences that sanctify and counterbalance their bodily and interpersonal impairments. 
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Suedfeld argues that life in the capsule will be tied to many challenging aspects, as it 
provides unique, novel experiences. Suedfeld calls for emphasising the positive incidents 
during an extended stay. The otherness of the exterior as well as interpersonal experiences 
offer occasion for this (Suedfeld 2005, B64): 
 
Encounters with nature on a grand scale, including looking back at Earth from a 
space capsule, are imbued with awe and wonder. The fascination of astronauts with 
the view outside has often been recorded. By contrast, the interior of the capsule is 
small, familiar, and eventually almost homelike, offering comfort and facilities for 
various individual and social activities. 
 
Suedfeld associates life in extreme environments with the concept of ‘salutogenesis’ 
which utilises the ‘self-enhancing aspects of stressful experiences’ (Suedfeld 2005, B61). 
He refers to the identification of specific conditions that allow humans to react 
appropriately to stressful events and recognise in them a ‘comprehensible, manageable 
and meaningful’ occurrence (Suedfeld 2005, B63). The psychologist subdivides the stay 
in extreme environments into external and internal places. As an enriching experience of 
the outside environment, he cites e.g. the exploration of the universe. This includes the 
view of Earth from the cosmic perspective, as well as the ‘combination of novelty and 
familiarity’, as the space traveller on Mars’ surface will encounter. Of particular value 
are, additionally, the explorers’ memberships in an elite group and the social aspects that 
result from the group and common experiences  (Suedfeld 2005, B64). 
 
This opinion is in line with other researchers. Thus, the development of a ‘spirit of 
expedition’ is recommended for future extended crewed missions into outer space by 
Stuster (1996) as well as the HUMEX Study (2003). The improvement and execution of 
appropriate recreational group activities will make it possible to reinforce a common 
goal, one that supports cohesion and revolves around the contentment of the group. Its 
intention is to make the feeling of belonging more intense for the duration of the voyage 
and to give the expedition a meaningful, morale-boosting direction. Stuster believes that a 
unified goal also redeems the mutually experienced limitations and seals the group 
together as a team (Stuster 1996, 166): 
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The spirit of the expedition is reflected in individual productivity and effective 
teamwork by the group as its members labor towards a common goal and endure 
the same deprivation. 
 
The exploration of Mars, as well as the sound return to Earth, can be viewed as 
connecting motivations. Suitable recreational activities can be developed on the basis of 
these two intentions, which allow the crew to construct their life as per usual in the 
capsule together.  
 
Principle 403 :: The Artwork of Homelikeliness structures daily life 
The artwork integrates time into the artistic concept and disturbs the everyday sameness. 
In doing so, the common involvement gives the crew time out and distracts from both 
interpersonal monotony and outside danger. The special artistic challenge will be to plan 
ahead what space travellers will need for recreation in the future, during their exploratory 
time. 
 
It can thus be suggested that relevant interpersonal activities can help the Mars 
traveller to fill the anticipated long transfer times with variety, as unstructured time is a 
further stress factor – one which also affected the historic polar explorers who 
overwintered in the arctic ice – that can be counteracted with the use of recreational 
countermeasures. In their investigations into structuring time in extreme environments, 
Johnson and Suedfeld determine (Johnson and Suedfeld 1996, 44):  
 
(A)lthough some people have the self-discipline to structure their days in the 
absence of external need, many do not. 
 
Constructively dealing with boredom and inactivity is, indeed, important. This was 
already established by past polar explorers and sailors, since (Johnson and Suedfeld 1996, 
44): 
(I)t was especially in these times that dedicated sailors reproduced some fraction of 
home and family life to make the environment more familiar and thus more 
satisfying of psychosocial needs. 
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In order to escape the inhospitality of polar regions, during the long overwintering times 
when their ship was frozen in ice, historic polar explorers and sailors would occupy 
themselves with the same activities to which they were accustomed at home. Celebrations 
occurred on the boats, communal meals were taken together, plays were staged and on-
board newspapers written, to cite only a few examples of everyday entertainment. 
Explorers could pursue their own hobbies and activities as long as these could be 
reconciled to the limited spatial conditions and instruments onboard. Johnson and 
Suedfeld surmise that ‘providing a microcosmic home away from home’ gave the 
explorers of the past a sense of ‘stability, security, meaning and diversion’ (Johnson and 
Suedfeld 1996, 59). Occupying themselves with the accustomed leisure time activities 
brought order to the daily lives of the travellers. At the same time, they kept the memories 




Use of free time | POLAR EXPLORERS | 1800-1930 
Polar Regions, overwintering ships, timeframe variable, crew size variable, no visiting crews, no re-
supply  
Access to outdoor environment, polar winter, extremely low temperatures, gravity 
Long timeframes with little work to do 
Available onboard: books, music instruments, gramophone, printing machine, card and board games 
Theatre costumes and onboard decorations  
Surprise gifts (prepared from home) 
 
Group Individual 
Conversation and reading 
Dinners (conceptual dinners, holidays, milestones, 
etc.) 
Music, theatrical performances, movies  
Games and gambling 
Courses in reading, writing, arithmetic  
Scientific and cultural lectures 









Individual hobbies: such as building model 
ships/ sleds/ kites 
 
Outdoor activities: football, wrestling, jumping, skiing, competitions, target practice, kite flying, sailing of 
model boats, hunting, walking outside 
Figure C4.1 Use of free time | Polar explorers | 1800-1930, derived and categorised by 
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Use of free time | TODAY’S ASTRONAUTS | ORBITAL STATIONS | since 1972 
Skylab Shuttle MIR ISS 
1-3 months, three astronauts 
per crew 
 
Up to six months, up to six 
astronauts, visiting crews, 
Re-supply 
Up to six months, up to six 
astronauts, visiting crews 
Re-supply 
Little free time Besides habitat maintenance, 
some free time during weekends and 
evenings 
Besides habitat maintenance, 
some free time during weekends 
and evenings 
 Various libraries and equipment: books, music, videos, instruments  
Earth-gazing; two- way communication: ground station and family, live media interviews, 
re-supply, care packages, exercise 










































Figure C4.2 Use of free time | Today’s astronauts | orbital stations | since 1972, derived and categorized by 
KJ from multiple sources (112) 
 
 
Use of free time | MARS EXPLORERS | future scenario 
Transfer times to Mars and back to Earth, time on Mars 
Timeframe: three years. Six astronauts, weightlessness and partial gravity, long unfilled time frames, little 
work to do 
Outdoor environment: limited access, emptiness of outer space, no visual link to Earth, external outdoor 
viewing time on Mars  
Available onboard: paperback and electronic books, music, movies (documentary, classic movies, 
comedies, westerns, adventures);  
Personal entertainment: musical instruments, DVD players, computer games; 
No direct two-way communication (very restricted, time delay), no internet, no ham radio; 
no visiting crews, no re-supply/ only prepared surprise gifts already onboard (hidden in the capsule) 
 





Listening to/making music 
Card and board games 
















Figure C4.3 Use of free time | Mars explorers | future scenario, derived and categorized by 
KJ from multiple sources (113) 
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Figures C4.1, C4.2, and C4.3 contain a list of activities performed by polar explorers in 
the interior of habitats in the past, and on orbital space stations both today and as planned 
for future interplanetary flights. This compilation follows my own categorisation and has 
been collated in light of the artistic interventions for the capsule interior. These examples 
may serve artists as a foundation for interdisciplinary work as well as the development of 
‘Artworks of Homelikeliness’. The comparison of all three figures shows that polar 
explorers took with them a broad spectrum of cultural entertainment which they 
communally used to pass the time. This range of leisure time activities exists only 
rudimentarily in crewed space travel. 
 
Comprehensive collections, composed of books, music media, games (analogue and 
digital) and films were and are a part of the infrastructure of temporary habitats. 
Equipped according to the contemporaneous technological standards, the habitats were 
supplemented by the necessary equipment. The media were used, and can be used in the 
future, within the group to occupy recreational time. Their usage creates variety and 
offers a substitute for visiting crews and conversations with the ground station, fostering 
crew cohesion and interpersonal communication.  
 
Conversation was and is one of the easiest forms of interpersonal contact in 
isolation and confinement. Communication is possible at any time and was already 
practiced on historic polar expeditions to mentally revisit experiences, possible fears and 
joys. In contrast to other leisure time techniques, conversation requires no equipment. It 
integrates the individual and comrades in the activity. Especially in the early phases in 
which the goals of the exploration, communal life onboard and the extreme surroundings 
are still new and unfamiliar, talking together is viewed as a good way to process the 
experiences. For future extended space travels, Stuster recommends speaking together as 
a means of active recreation (Stuster 1996, 245): 
 
Encourage conversation among crew by designing areas and equipment (e.g., 
tables, workstations) that are conducive to communication. 
 
On the polar expeditions, even as the voyage progressed conversations helped the 
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explorers deal with the journey constructively. For example, in the face of insufficient 
reading material after abandoning the ships lodged in the ice, the explorers read aloud 
from their diaries. By openly sharing private reflections, they could re-live the common 
experiences that they had come to terms with in the past and work through them together. 
The literary scholar Elisabeth Leane (2007) sees in collective re-living a symbolic form 
of letter writing and making contact. Although they are not letters from home, but rather 
letters from a crew member that were read to the entire crew and brought up for 
discussion, the travellers became observers of their own history (Leane 2007, 72). 
Hearing about often difficult events became a metaphor for hope, the successful 
accomplishment of which gave them newfound courage, bringing the crew closer 
together.  
 
   
 
Figure C4.4 Polar seafarers playing board games and cards onboard the Fram 1893-1896 (114) 
 
The creation of warmth and belonging characterised the way how humans use their 
home for themselves. Polar explorers performed communal activities in their wardrooms, 
which distracted and entertained them. In his investigations on living, Bollnow (1963) 
described the table as a central object of togetherness. This is where family members 
meet to talk and exchange thoughts. The table is a synonym for mutual encounter and 
familiarity (Bollnow (1963) 2004, 164). The historic explorers also used the table as an 
important piece of furniture for their common activities. It served as a meeting point 
around which the crew came together. The two photographs in Figure 4.4 show snapshots 
on Fridtjof Nansens’ legendary research ship. The photographs express intimacy. They 
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demonstrate a sense of mutual understanding. United to one another, the men pursue their 
activities together.  
 
    
 
Figure C4.5 Game of chess, the images show Chamitoff (left) on the International Space Station ISS and 
his opponent (right) in Houston on Earth (115) 
 
In contrast to the polar expeditions, which were entirely sealed off from 
communication to home, today in Earth orbit digital networks and technologies offer a 
way to transcend distance by virtually connecting places far away from one another. Two-
way communication and live video transmissions are important tools in spaceflight for 
the daily exchange of information between Earth orbit and ground. The technology 
onboard the International Space Station today was used by NASA astronaut Gregory 
Chaminoff to pursue his passion for chess (Fig. C4.5). During his more than 170-day stay 
on Earth orbit in 2008, he opened his chess match to mission control on Earth. For this, 
he had taken along a chessboard in the form of a transportable mat, made especially for 
the weightless environment, with matching figures. On Earth, in the ground station a 
chessboard was also set up. The game progressed as moves were exchanged at daily 
meetings. In this way, an intensive dialogue originated. Earth and the space station were 
tied together by the game over a period of many days. Each day, one move and one 
counter-move were executed. The game became even more exciting when other space 
agencies – Russia, Japan and Germany – on other continents became involved in the 
game and supported Chaminoff, giving rise to a game situation in which the realms of 
Earth orbit and the planet were united. By means of the game, distances were overcome. 
The astronaut and people on Earth shared the same space and time. Thus, a two-way 
dialogue arose. Heather Rarick, lead flight director for Expedition 17, recognised a 
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special value in this, commenting in an interview available online (116): 
 
The competition is definitely good for the team since we work together using skills 
we otherwise wouldn't get to share, we learn more about each other as well as the 
crew. 
 
The participants found the value of communal game-play to lie in the way it developed 
camaraderie and team spirit, which grew by way of the competition. The contact to the 
ground station was important. The exchange helped to reduce possible stress and to 
distract from the same old day-to-day experience within the crew. Thus, it integrated new 
intellectual stimuli into the group. However, on Mars flights, comparable communication 
will not always be possible due to the distance and communication delay. The data 
transmission lag-time means that the spacefarers may have to wait up to forty minutes 
after sending a message to the ground station to receive an answer. This condition makes 
direct communication impossible (Kanas und Manzey 2003, 177). Here, it is necessary to 
develop communication techniques and creative concepts that may virtually shorten the 
long wait and create proximity despite distance. 
 
The concept of the care package researched by the sociologist Phyllis J. Johnson 
(2010) reveals a further possibility for creating proximity to Earth, which is pertinent for 
the development of relevant art concepts. Care packages and gifts were exchanged in the 
past on polar expeditions and on orbital stations to structure time and transcend distance. 
Despite the prolonged absence of a home, taking gifts along allowed the explorers, then 
as now, to remain in virtual contact with their loved ones. Personal presents are 
particularly well-suited. The surprise gifts are given on certain occasions like birthdays 
and holidays. Gifts and letters from home represent real surprises that evoke unexpected 
feelings. Science author Marsha Freeman noted on this (Freeman 2000, 185): 
 
(T)he delivery of such goodies (...) lifted their spirits, effectively combatting the 
usual effects of boredom, monotony and interpersonal tension.  
 
Care packages additionally create unexpected variety that refers forward to the future, 
offering possible perspectives and connections for coping with the existing situation. For 
this reason, it is not surprising that receiving gifts is being researched as part of the Mars 
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500 study. The study is currently being conducted by the European Space Agency ESA in 
cooperation with the Russian Institute for Biomedical Problems (IBMP) in Moscow (117). 
The set-up is used as an analogous test field for future Mars scenarios. Over the course of 
520 days of complete isolation, six individuals are psychologically and psychosocially 
examined. In a mission diary published on the internet, the participant Romain Charles 
described the personal challenge of coming to terms with the prescribed time structure, 
which was tied to the opening of his personal birthday presents, speaking also of the 
difficulty of dealing with his own curiosity (118): 
 
I received some presents for my first birthday in the modules, for Xmas and also for 
my next birthday in 2011. Now here I am with a lot of gifts just under my bed and 
nothing to stop me from opening them at any time. Three or four weeks before 12 
July (his birthday). I felt eager to open them. 
 
The particular challenges in designing surprise gifts and equivalent artistic concepts will 
lie in anticipating what future Mars explorers will need for leisure time in the future, 
during their exploratory time. Potential countermeasures will thus need to be integrated 
into the entire duration of the stay so that they can be used according to need and 





Figure C4.6 Crew members of Expedition 16, onboard of the International Space Station, 2007 (119) 
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Further time markers and ways to establish homelike being-there and routine 
recommended by several studies include conducting and celebrating personal landmarks 
and traditional holidays (120). A photograph of three astronauts at a Christmas party on 
the International Space Station reflects a special sense of humour and avocation (Fig. 
C4.6). Gifts, decorations, and costumes had been brought to the station with the re-supply 
ship. The spacefarers’ flashy appearance stands in contrast to the technically colourless 
capsule equipment and the otherwise rationally structured schedule of the astronauts. 
Oliver Angerer offered an explanation for this in an interview I conducted with him on 
the effects of sensory and social monotony within isolated and remote societies. He 
explained the masquerade by comparing it to the midwinter festivals on arctic stations on 
Earth that take place every year to celebrate the return of the sun and are still celebrated 
in imaginative ways today. The conspicuous costumes are a part of the coping strategy 
(Angerer 2006):  
 
Very often small or bigger crews throw parties where they just cross dress or create 
very elaborate costumes from what they have; they are also trying to create their 
own stimulation, their own different experiences from the normal routine (121). 
 
Cultural events and holidays are well suited for meaningful interruption. They 
mark the progression of the voyage and offer a possibility for making life homelike. They 
also minimise the particular interpersonal impairments that interplanetary explorers will 
endure in the shared, confined living situation and define the area in which artists can 
become active. As I noticed throughout my research, artists – working in the context of 
outer space – have not yet integrated everyday activities into their work and have not 
used the existing types of activity as a source of inspiration. However, it is precisely in 
the recreational historic and contemporary group opportunities that numerous stimuli for 
developing suited artistic concepts can be found.  
 
C4.2 Space capsule as temporary home  
 
  ‘The way a human lives in his house is what we refer to as dwelling (wohnen)’ 
(Bollnow (1963) 2004, 125) (Translation my own, see appendix for original quotation). 
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In his investigations on living, Otto Friedrich Bollnow determined that, in addition to its 
protecting and separating functions, a house is characterised by its habitability. Herewith, 
Bollnow related the question of how humans use their spaces and with what things they 
surround themselves in living. After furnishings, the size of the residence is important 
since it lends a place warmth and fills it with life. Signs of use are an important indicator 
of the quality of a residence. Precisely here is where we see how acceptable a residence is 
for living. The history of its inhabitant is anchored here. Only in actual living do 
continuity and stability arise over time (Bollnow (1963) 2004, 152): 
 
In this way, real living is not artificially created, but rather gradually grown; it 
partakes in a reliable certainty of slow growth. (Translation my own, see appendix 
for original quotation) 
 
In contrast, the space capsule offers a pre-fabricated living shell into which a human is 
placed. It is not created for a specific person for individual living in an earthlike style, but 
rather resembles an unfinished experiment. In an interview available online, space 
architect Constance Adams refers to the human stay in outer space as practised today as 
‘evidence based’ (122). Adams underlines the processual character tied to the construction 
and development of adequate habitats, which are developed and further modified only 
over the course of actually being-there in the space stations, the transfer vehicles and in 
planetary habitats. The habitability of space capsules does not increase within a single 
stay in outer space, but rather arises over the course of developing many space capsules 
and over the course of many sojourns. 
 
 Hence an important characteristic is the capsule in its function as a life-sustaining 
system, since cosmic living is different from living on Earth in terms of the presence of a 
range of extraordinary qualities. Weightlessness, multidirectionality, the vacuum, orbital 
debris, radiation, as well as planetary dust are among the physical characteristics and 
dangers that will directly and indirectly impinge on human existence in outer space. The 
cosmic habitat protects humans from the deadly space outside by keeping them far away 
and simultaneously enclosing them. The capsule is differentiated hereby from every 
living place on Earth. Although both have the task of separating the outside from an 
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inside, according to Bollnow, on Earth, the adjacent outside space belongs to a home. 
Integrating it, places the individual into a network of diverse social contacts, natural 
surroundings, and useable resources. The individual separates him/herself from them 
spatially and temporally by seeking his/her individual home, yet they remain accessible to 
him/her at any time (Bollnow (1963) 2004, 131). 
 
 In contrast, the universe is not accessible to the capsule inhabitant as an extended 
living space. The view from the capsule window makes this apparent. In place of nature 
or residential areas, the space traveller is surrounded by an empty, borderless space that 
he/she cannot integrate into his/her existential needs. In describing this state, film 
historian Vivian Sobchack uses the metaphor of an enclosing exclusion, suggesting that 
the most ‘positive image of a spaceship as an “interplanetary Noah’s Ark”’ might imply 
that the spacecraft is a trap from which there is little hope for escape. In the same way 
that the biblical ark was surrounded by the element of water, today, the spaceship is a trap 
enclosed in a fatal vacuum, and the astronaut has to acclimatise him/herself to the 
conditions of his/her confining and isolating shelter (Sobchack 1980, 69).  
 
In the early stages of crewed spaceflight, the differences in living could be vividly 
seen in the first attempts at capsule living, as detailed in the book House in Space by the 
science journalist Henry F. Cooper (1976). Cooper thematises the quality of unearthlike 
living spaces by looking at the orbital Skylab Station. He poses the question of how 
humans succeed in feeling at home on a space station and structuring their everyday life 
in a homelike fashion of the course over a long period of time.  
 
The Skylab Station was inhabited by three subsequent teams for varying lengths 
in the early 1970s, and the ‘Skylab astronauts were the first to live in weightlessness’ 
(Cooper 1976, 6) (italics in original). Up until this time, humans had experienced only 
relatively short stays in weightlessness. Now for the first time ever, the men spent over 
eighty days in Earth orbit. With the prolongation of the stay, the challenges within crewed 
space missions changed. In lieu of technical feasibility, the practices of cohabitation and 
living in the capsule became more important. The otherness of homelike being-there 
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resulted from the inner use of space in the station, in addition to the dangerous, outdoor 
space. The multidirectional, weightless space opened up novel and unique design 




Figure C4.7 Skylab Station, Multiple Docking Adapter (123) 
 
Cooper believes that the experiences of the space travellers were a disappointment 
for the designers of individual Skylab modules. Instead of the anticipated increase in 
unearthlike living variations and qualities, a hopeless chaos and unease arose in the 
Skylab crew’s perception of the orbital home. Without an earthlike, consistent ground, the 
inhabitants of the modules lacked points of reference and reliable possibilities for 
orientation. In the docking adapter, for example, objects were stored all over the place 
and could only be found after a long search and a constant subjective adjustment to the 
environment (Fig. 4.7). The multidirectional use of space confused the spacefarers and 
was perceived by them as inadequate (Cooper 1976, 109).   
 
Compared with humans on Earth and as demonstrated in the ‘Chapter of 
Limitlessness’, spacefarers enter the weightless indoor space from altering angles and in 
different body positions. As is visible in Figure C4.7, depending on the reference point, 
this occurs in horizontal or vertical orientation, from up or down, left or right. For the 
individual, this means that he must re-orient him/herself each time and memorise the 
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habitat not only from one position and arrangement, but rather from a number of different 
viewing directions. With the multifarious orientation of space, incredibly complex 
challenges are placed on the human brain, which tax the cognitive abilities of humans. It 
is not surprising that Cooper notes in reference to this that the Skylab astronauts would 
have liked their station more had its interior and infrastructure followed one single 
direction and corresponded to the human body orientation (Cooper 1976, 109); a clear 
up/down axis in the habitat interior corresponds to oriented living on Earth. It coincides 
with humans’ learned routines and their related habits of movement. To nonetheless 
afford the space traveller a homelike being-there, the infrastructure of the space capsule 
should be adapted to the needs of humans, since spacefarers who travel the universe – so 
Cooper’s argument – ‘would never leave behind their earthlike ways of thinking and 
doing things’ (Cooper 1976, 89). For this reason, orientational aids are built into today’s 
space habitats which enable an earthlike living set-up and facilitate corporeal adjustment. 
 
Spacefarers succeed, nonetheless, in recognising the weightless environment as a 
temporary place of home and settling in there for a certain amount of time. David 
Seamon’s (1979) explanation offers one possible reason for this. The architect and human 
behaviour specialist studies living as practised on Earth and relates his (Earth-bound) idea 
of ‘at-homeness’ to the daily experiences and movements of humans in a place. Knowing 
one’s way around is important for him/her. Only when paths are used in an everyday, 
self-evident way is a connection to a place created. Home becomes the well-known centre 
of everyday life activities (Seamon 1979, 80):  
 
Rootedness is established through physical action and requires time to develop. The 
person who lives in the same place his entire life establishes rootedness in the first 
few months and years of childhood; the person who changes places must re-
establish rootedness each time he moves. 
 
A comparable pattern of rootedness emerges inside the space habitat. In weightlessness, 
spacefarers can also establish everyday routines and continue an earthlike daily existence. 
Becoming accustomed to the microgravity environment occurs in situ. Although 
spacefarers need significantly longer towards the beginning of their stay in outer space to 
complete everyday tasks, adaptation does occur in weightlessness. US astronaut Jerry 
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Linenger impressively describes this process in a letter to his son. After only two months 
on the Russian MIR Space Station, the astronaut noted how connected he felt to the 
unearthlike place (124): 
 
(H)alf the time I forget that I'm in space. I do things, like just letting my tube of 
toothpaste float in front of me, as if I had operated in that manner my whole life. I 
fly from experiment to experiment without thinking about it - as naturally as 
walking on Earth. I just do it. No thinking involved. As if I were born up here (125).  
 
Seamon also shares this opinion. He argues that at-homeness can be re-learned and 
accepted with every spatial change. He thus confirms what Linenger ascertained in outer 
space; for Seamon considers the establishment of routines and movements to be proof of 
feeling at home (Seamon 1979, 79): 
 
The person who is at home can move fluidly through the dwelling because body-
subject knows that space intimately. 
 
This finding implies that the body is the ‘foundation’ of one’s home. Our body possesses 
the ability to adapt to its surroundings and to find a correspondence in them. Body and 
place thereby fuse together into a unity of particular intimacy. Their connection is 
completed in the execution of spatial movement and in the unchanging rituals of 
repeating movements in space and time. These can always be re-learned. As Linenger put 
it: ‘I now feel absolutely normal up here’ (126). 
 
Familiarity with a place is aligned with daily routines in the way that ‘waking, 
grooming, dressing and cooking have a particular routinised time and place within the 
home’ (Seamon 1979, 79). The familiar relationship to a place can be seen in the 
harmony of body and home. However, in contrast to Earth, towards the beginning of a 
stay in space the weightless environment enables anything but situations that are taken for 
granted, as Seamon assumes to exist on Earth. For what differentiates his idea of 
practised place rituals as applied to the space capsule is not only learning new spatial 
movement. Instead, the lack of gravity as well as the presence of multidirectionality is 
crucial for human movement. In outer space, the human body and weightless space are 
not in harmony. The physical characteristics fundamentally impede all earthlike bodily 
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routines the space traveller has known until that point. For in the ‘Atmosphere of 
Homelikeliness’, humans must integrate into their movements the conditions encountered 
in this place and must relearn them alongside the new place. This condition demands 
much more adaptation and adjustment than for the terrestrial home as described by 
Seamon. 
 
C4.3 Artwork of Homelikeliness 
 
The work Tearoom in Space by the Japanese artist Yuichi Yonebayashi and my 
own interactive installation Slice_Game offer two artistic examples based on 
communication and everyday activities. Both works will be examined in the following 
section in light of the development of space relevant group activities and will be 
compared in terms of the identified design parameters of an ‘Artwork of Homelikeliness’.  
 
Example Tearoom in Space by Yuichi Yonebayashi 
 
The staging of a tea ceremony offers one suggestion for how to design the space 
capsule in a homelike mode. With this idea, the artist Yonebayashi concretely approaches 




Figure C4.8 Tearoom in Space, Detail, Yuichi Yonebayashi 2004 (127) 
 
Yonebayashi and his team are developing a proposal for the cultural use of the 
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Japanese Kibo module in the International Space Station within the framework of the 
Japanese Space Program mentioned earlier. In the spatial layout of the station, the artist 
saw an ideal opportunity for a supplement in the form of the Japanese tea ceremony. In 
particular, the small module size is well suited to creating a place of spiritual 
contemplation and relaxation and, thus, can bring the crew members together. The artist 
designed a number of special seats that temporarily frees the human body from 
weightless free-floating. While fixing him/her in an earthlike sitting position the chairs 
simultaneously enable a meditative gathering for the crew (Fig. C4.8). Sitting together is 
interpreted as a consciousness-expanding experience and an interruption of the weightless 
day-to-day (128). The proposal has not yet made it past the design phase. 
 
With this concept, Yonebayashi transfers a Japanese tradition to the cosmos. In 
Asian culture, the tea ceremony is interpreted as an artwork. It follows a prescribed ritual 
of spatial order and social interaction. Mastering this is the task of those participating in 
the tea ceremony. A master commences the ceremony while the guests follow his/her 
instructions. Although certain individual components of the ceremony, such as boiling 
water and the arrangement of flowers and art objects, cannot be transplanted to the habitat 
in the same form as on Earth, what makes the installation of a tea room on the 
International Space Station seem valuable is the interplay of peace and spiritual 
meditation within the limited size of the capsule (129). 
 
Example Slice_Game by Kirsten Johannsen 
 
Slice_Game is another example of homelike being-there. The concept of this 
interactive installation is based on a game of concentration that goes by the name 
‘Memory Spiel’ in Germany and trains the cognitive skills of children and adults. Here, 
table and game become central props in the shared experience and a metaphor for 
intellectual exchange. 
 
It should be noted that development of my work Slice_Game commenced before 
the beginning of my PhD, and hence the analysis of this work in the context of human 
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spaceflight came later. The installation was designed for Earth and the white cube 
context. The reason for its analysis here is that artists have not as of yet taken on group 
activities in space. Works relevant to my dissertation do not exist. Slice–Game contains 
important parameters which may be useful for future space environments. 
 
    
 
Figure C4.9 Slice_Game, interactive media installation, Kunstverein Ulm, © Johannsen 2002 
 
The work was first shown at the Kunstverein Ulm in 2002 (Fig. C4.9). Within the 
installation, a table with four chairs stands at the centre of the exhibition room. Digital 
images of various playing cards are projected onto the white tabletop by a ceiling-
mounted data projector. The front of each card shows the scanned view of a slice of 
bread, while the backside displays traditional playing-card patterns. The table acts not just 
as card-table and projection surface, but also as the interface between the player and the 
computer responsible for calculating and relaying to the data projector the virtual-image 
projections. Whenever a player’s hand touches a digital playing card, hidden sensors 
installed beneath the tabletop are activated, triggering a change of visuals. If a player 
happens to lay a matching pair of ‘virtual’ cards, the computer interrupts the linear 
progress of the game and solicits interaction among the players by issuing them 
instructions to carry out a specific action. Each instruction includes moving images and 
sounds. Slice_Game is made up of three divergent game sequences, each based on six 
pairs of cards, and with a total of eighteen instructions for action. 
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Figure C4.10 Slice_Game, game instructions, Flash movies, stills, © Johannsen 2002 
 
It was my intention to initiate communication and interaction by means of sitting 
together. For this reason, the digital instructions are designed to foster the curiosity and 
imagination of the participating players. They coax the player into performative moves 
and asked questions about the person and his/her life. These questions span between 
trivialities and profundities, such as ‘Let’s talk about your last love affair’ or ‘Stand up 
and execute a pirouette’ (Fig. C4.10). All the instructions aim to foster mutual interest for 
one another. As per the rules of Slice_Game, it is not important to give accurate 
information on what one has experienced and thought, but rather to deliver the individual 
performance with creativity and innovation. Through this openness, the game can be 
repeated as often as desired and varied through ever-changing stories and answers. 
 
Slice_Game applies the form of a traditional parlour game in order to submerge 
the players in a world of fantasy and unconventional meeting. During the exhibition in 
the Kunstverein Ulm, there were many playful encounters in which culturally different 
and individual topics were performed. In addition to the amusing entertainment, the 
performative moves of the player-recipients, as well as the visual design of the surface of 
the game, created sensuous and substantive challenges. Only in joint play is the artwork 
complete. The involvement of those present and the unexpected reaction of the other 
players were integral components of this work. They turned every game and every 
completed interaction into a unique, irreproducible event. 
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Discussion 
 
Principle 401 :: The Artwork of Homelikeliness is designed for the group  
The space capsule is the temporary home of the space traveller. One’s home, family and 
friends will be replaced by capsule and crew. The common engagement with the Artwork 
of Homelikeliness facilitates a homelike being-there. Its purpose is the creation of 
normality inside the habitat. The artwork stimulates daily life and transfers earthly living 
concepts into the habitat. 
 
Tearoom in Space and Slice_Game exhibit significant thematic parallels. Although 
they use different artistic concepts and cultural contexts, both works are designed for the 
group. They are based on concepts of everyday activities and play. Tearoom in Space is 
made for the crew as the participant in a Japanese tea ceremony; while in Slice_Game, 
the visitor to the exhibition is invited to a symbolic meal. The proposed activities achieve 
their value in the shared action and the get-together. In their establishment in the capsule 
habitat or the exhibition space, respectively, the works offer a substitute for practised 
traditions and forms of activity. They are closely tied to free-time and follow the intention 
of spending time together in a recreational way. They furthermore integrate the human 
need to recuperate from daily routine, be it by integrating Japanese cultural traditions or 
through the principle of a parlour game. 
 
 Yonebayashi selects the form of a chair in order to afford the spacefarer an 
earthlike variation of seated meditation. Although the seat is not part of a traditional tea 
ceremony, which is practised on tatami mats made of rice straw, with its necessary 
restraining design the chair appears to afford the participants an earthlike tranquillity and 
the chance to sit together in weightlessness. In contrast, for Slice_Game I chose the table 
as a central prop and interface. It is the place of mutual play and conversation and is used 
as a metaphor for shared experiences and the flow of information.  
 
Although quite differently, each work enables routines that are taken for granted 
and are connected to use. Tearoom in Space is based on the experience of rest and 
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ceremonial principles, in contrast to which Slice_Game combines the table with playful 
experience. While Tearoom takes design on the International Space Station as its 
objective, Slice_Game integrates routines that are taken for granted into the white cube 
exhibition. Both works offer an opportunity for a common activity for the creation of 
homelike being-there. Precisely the usefulness of a place here is an expression of 
interpersonal harmony, for harmony is ‘integrally linked with use’ (Seamon 1979, 84). 
Ceremony and parlour game and, respectively, table and chair, bring together those 
present, distracting them from their daily routine for the duration of their engagement. 
 
Principle 402 :: The Artwork of Homelikeliness integrates crew composition 
In a crew composed of various nationalities, cultural backgrounds and professions, 
various abilities and interests must be considered in the Artwork of Homelikeliness. The 
artwork provides the crew with mutual curiosity and playful variety. The integration of 
individual preferences is necessary! 
 
In both works, cultural idiosyncrasies provide the artistic point of departure. 
Yonebayashi connects his work to the Japanese concept of MA, applying this Japanese 
conception of space to the universe (130). It refers to an understanding that does not 
correspond to the Western idea of a spatial, physical dimension, but rather looks at the 
actual human experience thereof. Space constitutes itself as the space of the between, of 
the interval. It is the distance between places that becomes significant. Emptiness and the 
possibilities of acting in it become the substance of spatial interpretation. Here, a 
temporal dimension issues in that takes into account the change of human existence, 
actively relating to subjective perception. 
 
In the transferral of the Japanese concept of space to outer space, the movement of 
the human body in weightlessness is explored. Sitting is an unusual position for the 
spacefarer. Without a harness it is not possible, it must be forced. With his seats, 
Yonebayashi achieves just this fixation, liberating the individual from the permanent 
movement of free-floating and allowing for stasis. The interruption – the intention of the 
performance of a tea ceremony – draws individual attention to elements of beauty. 
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Silence and rest, accompanied by self-reflection, are the concerns of this work. 
 
Tearoom in Space not only gives the spacefarer a modified spatial perception of 
the weightless environment, it also creates a connection to earthly home and culture 
[Placelessness 200]. The artwork additionally interrupts the often monotonous daily 
routine on the station. For every tea ceremony is oriented towards the spiritual 
consciousness of the participants, it draws human perception to moments of beauty and 
mutual thoughtfulness. In its Japanese iteration, every tea gathering is both unique and an 
artwork. Not only do the seasons, day and time change, each partaker finds him/herself in 
a different mental and bodily state for each meeting. In this way, no meeting is quite like 
another. 
 
The spiritual dimension of the tea ceremony lies in its perfection. That is why, the 
members in the tea ceremony follow four principles. The most important criterion is the 
creation of harmony. It relates to the gathering of the participants, but also in the visibility 
of a small floral arrangement carefully decorating the otherwise empty room. The 
arrangement fosters attentiveness and reflection. Harmony is also reflected in the second 
pillar of the tea ceremony, respect. It is accorded to all the guests and is based on 
deferential deportment vis-à-vis the other guests. Achieving purity is a further goal. This 
relates to the outer and inner purity of those present. It aligns with the body and sensuous 
perception. The deliberate selection of the props used in the ceremony is meant to 
sensibilise the senses. These nature references are meant to stimulate the sense of sight, as 
well as the sense of smell, and the tea is meant to refine the sense of taste [Sensorialness 
300]. The fourth element is tranquillity, the maintenance of which provides an additional 
form of relaxation. By adhering to the four principles, the art of gathering together is 
perfected (Ehmcke 1991, 180 ff.). 
 
In contrast, my work offers another image of cultural tradition. Slice_Game is 
based on the idea of the communal meal. In the installation, this connection occurs by 
virtue of the digital card game projected onto the table, supplemented by slices of bread 
and instructions for interaction. These prompt the player into shared game play and 
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mutual activities. They initiate curiosity and bring those present into conversation with 
each other. All players follow the rules of the card game by searching for identical pairs 
of cards and, when they find them, follow the revealed challenges. The regional reference 
arises through the slices of bread depicted. They show traditional slices of bread from 
Germany. Compared to other countries, Germany is known for its varieties of bread and 
the nutritional ingredients contained in wholegrain bread [Sensorialness 300]. The use of 
all these correlations within the artistic game creates both concentration and a feeling of 
belonging [Placelessness 200]. 
 
While Yonebayashi’s Tearoom requires knowledge of the Japanese tea ceremony 
and its spiritual dimension, Slice_Game can be played by anyone. The game table is 
interpreted as a place of mental and bodily nourishment. The heterogeneity of the players 
is an advantage here, for every participant brings individual experiences and personality 
to the game. By executing the revealed instructions, connections to one’s own history and 
tradition can be created and shared with the other players. Thus, the game brings the 
players closer together. Slice_Game creates not only variety, but also mutual 
understanding. 
 
Principle 403 :: The Artwork of Homelikeliness structures daily life 
The artwork integrates time into the artistic concept and disturbs the everyday sameness. 
In doing so, the common involvement gives the crew time out and distracts from both 
interpersonal monotony and outside danger. The special artistic challenge will be to plan 
ahead what space travellers will need for recreation in the future, during their exploratory 
time. 
 
One author well-known for his theory of games is the historian Johan Huizinga 
((1938) 1955). In his cultural anthropological studies, he differentiated games from the 
everyday life of humans. According to Huizinga, its important characteristics include the 
ability to act freely and the presence of a self-contained, self-limited activity. 
Furthermore, every game takes place within the space allotted to it, which is the playing 
field and meeting place. This coming together is fully structurable in a variety of ways 
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and is anchored in, for example, the areas of sport, cult ceremonies, as well as parlour 
games. Every game form establishes its own rules and thus creates an order; following 
this order is what makes the game compelling (Huizinga (1938) 1955, 12): 
 
Inside the circle of the game the laws and customs of ordinary life no longer count. 
We are different and we do things differently. 
 
Through activities, humans can distance themselves from their surroundings and 
submerge themselves into the world of the game for a circumscribed time. The shared 
experience causes a state of exception that consists in uniting and following the 
established system of rules, thus tying the communities of players together. Excitement 
and relaxation are closely entwined here. For in the game, uncertainty and chance meet 
together with the permanent search for fulfilment. 
 
In their investigations, Katie Salen and Eric Zimmermann (2004) adopt the idea of 
the ‘magic circle’ as advanced by Huizinga, differentiating games further according to 
rules, play and culture. While the game in its basic form follows clear rules and is 
interpreted as a closed system, play is open and, rather than being clearly delineated, 
borders flow freely. In the latter, the diversity of individual characters takes over, varying 
depending on the strictness of the rules and playing habits. The authors explain this 
openness by way of the puppet show. Here, play is tethered to the puppeteer and changes 
according to time, place, and the individual. In contrast, the third category, ‘game as 
culture’, is open. The respective cultural background of the players is critical here. It is 
tied to the idea that games are transferable; yet receive an individual meaning in each 
cultural sphere, as is the case with football and its unique importance for different 
countries (Salen and Zimmermann 2004, 96). 
 
Against this backdrop, Tearoom in Space follows open rules anchored in Japanese 
culture. Adhering to the rules, whether in the capsule or on Earth, on the part of the host 
and guest alike, is tied to the success of being together. For the duration of the gathering, 
those who are present experience a time-out; the tea ceremony creates its own reality in 
which the participants take time for one another, discovering harmony and perfection in 
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this shared time. It involves reflecting on one’s existence, thematising the time lived and 
its influence on an individual’s experiences. Reflection gives rise to a connection between 
past, present and future. It can help in processing past experiences and creating a 
temporary distance to one’s own present. 
 
However, Yonebayashi’s work speaks to a small, initiated circle of users: those 
familiar with Japanese culture. The extension of the tea ceremony to the heterogeneously 
composed capsule crew can thus be interpreted as an enriching and sensible activity 
during extended stays in extreme environments. Yet it also offers potential for conflict, 
for not every participant will be familiar with the symbolism of the ceremony and hence 
willing to follow the rules of behaviour. In light of the integration of religion and 
spirituality, Stuster advises to limit these areas to the private sphere, and in their place to 
favour non-religious, non-spiritual ceremonies. These have the potential to bring people 
together instead of dividing them (Stuster 1996, 243). Whether this also applies to the tea 
ceremony or whether the space travellers will interpret it as enrichment remains to be 
seen. 
 
In contrast, Slice_Game follows the predetermined structure of a parlour game 
and is designed for the white cube visitor on Earth. Here, the game programming 
influences the interaction. Following Salen’s and Zimmermann’s categorisation, 
Slice_Game belongs more to the realm of play than game, as the game has neither a 
defined beginning and end, nor clear rules. Rather Slice_Game is based on the players’ 
willingness to open themselves up and share with each other. The intention of the game is 
to initiate conversation that transcends the game itself. The table and instructions for 
action are the means used for this.  
 
 It was my intention in the white cube context of Earth to bring a random group of 
people closer together and awaken their interest in one another. The table and game were 
symbolic elements of this coming together. It is conceivable that designing game 
instructions that integrate the psychosocial conditions of the of the space travellers into 
the artistic concept and expand the capsule existence in a variegated way will produce art 
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concepts that are suited for an ‘Artwork of Homelikeliness’. 
 
In addition to the time inherent in the game, both Tearoom and Slice_Game in 
their application to the habitat contribute to structuring the Mars exploration. Since both 
can be executed within predefined periods of time; the time before and after the event 
becomes also important. Joyful anticipation and subsequent reflection can also be 
integrated into the entire event and transcend the actual gathering. In this way, the works’ 
structure the progress of the exploration. They fill the time with communal activities and 




Within this chapter, it was demonstrated that Mars explorers will live in the 
paradox of social isolation and interpersonal closeness. The causes of this are the distance 
to Earth and the shared confined existence. Thoughout the Mars scenario, the capsule 
replaces the earthly home, while the crew stands in for family and friends. It is the task of 
the capsule and crew to afford the spacefarers a homelike being-there despite their mutual 
confinement and the outdoor danger. For this reason, the creation of normality has 
priority. 
 
The ‘Atmosphere of Homelikeliness’ is based on the existential experience of 
correspondence and is reflected in how a human lives. On Earth, individuals divide 
themselves from their exterior surroundings and other humans by seeking out their own 
home. The home enables them control over themselves. As opposed to the outdoor 
environment, here we find the ordered, individual world of the inhabitant. This idea is 
tied to the fact that ‘the person who is at home can be what he most comfortably is and 
what he most wishes to do’ (Seamon 1979, 83). In contrast to public life, the human at 
home need not fulfil any expectations and can abide according to his/her own individual 
ideas. 
 
It can be suggested that future explorers will evaluate the voyage to Mars based 
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on whether they succeed in inhabiting the vehicle in an earthlike way. Many 
psychologists and human behaviour specialists have reported that similarities exist 
between the recreational activities of historic polar explorers and space inhabitants. These 
comparisons have shown that the expectations of historic explorers, as well as those of 
contemporary space travellers, for the habitability of their habitat are no different from 
the earthling’s ideas of living. They are aimed first and foremost at establishing routines 
and normality. They are created over time and acculturation to a place and, to put it in 
Seamon’s terms, are articulated in the practice of everyday activities. This adaptation 
happens in situ in the capsule. 
 
The results of this chapter indicate that isolation and confinement do not prevent 
humans from meeting their needs for diversion and entertainment. As the examples 
analysed of arctic explorers and present day space travellers show, the crews occupied 
and occupy themselves with everyday activities, including parlour games, the celebration 
of individual and group landmarks, as well as holidays. These activities enabled and 
continue to enable conversation and are important measures of active recreation.  
 
 Past and current techniques of recreational opportunities provide artists with an 
extensive source of ideas. However, as I recognised over the course of my research, 
artworks addressed to the crew as user have yet to be discovered by artists as a field of 
work for these target groups. This is surprising, for the involvement of historic and 
current leisure time activities offers a comprehensive compendium for the development 
of artistic ideas. They could be recommended not only because they were already used in 
the past, but also rather because they are accessible to us humans on Earth every day. 
Interactive art forms in combination with the game are thus particularly well suited for 
future interdisciplinary art concepts. In addition to aesthetic perception, they promote 
interpersonal attentiveness, enable conversation, and distract from the enclosed capsule 
existence. 
 
However, this result must be interpreted with caution, because free-time activities 
do not prevent boredom and personal differences. Human behaviour specialists and 
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psychologists fear that extended crewed missions will necessarily become monotonous, 
as humans will communicate with the same people over a long time frame and will lack 
variety, as well as personal alternatives (Freeman 2000, 186). These findings have 
important implications for the development of artworks. The challenge for the artistic 
work will consist in the intervening in a variegated and recreational way, in the isolated 
existence of the crew. It will be all the more important to develop suited artistic strategies 
that enable forms of activities that sufficiently stimulate humans, structure the day, and 
adapt to the psychic and psychosocial conditions of the enclosed living conditions in the 
process. 
 
Within this chapter, I identified three principles relevant for artists and the 
development of appropriate Artworks of Homelikeliness. The common involvement with 
the artwork gives the crew normality and every-day routines. The principles define the 
work as a social tool in order to deflect interpersonal monotony and crowdedness. The 
artwork supports crew cohesion and team spirit. On a regular basis, it structures the travel 
scenario and connects the cosmic existence of the spacefarers with Earth. 
 
As shown in this chapter about the evaluation of homelike being-there, creative 
forms of individual activity that help the space traveller to connect the individual with 
his/her cosmic existence still needs to be examined. Entitled: Closenessness, the 
following chapter will interpret the application of both, personal activities and personal 
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Chapter C5: Closenessness  
 
In contrast to the ‘Atmosphere of Homelikeliness’, which addresses the group, the 
‘Atmosphere of Closenessness’ concerns an atmosphere that is individually experienced. 
The appearing artwork is ascribed a meaningful significance in that the artist appropriates 
the individual history and the space traveller’s horizon of experience in the conception of 
his/her work, initiating the contact to individual interests and preferences.  
 
The first section will compare and contrast strategies of self-entertainment both in 
orbit and on historic polar expeditions, such as the activities of reading, writing, drawing, 
painting, or making music in order to evaluate potential design parameters of an effective 
‘Artwork of Closenessness’. As primary textual sources, I will use anecdotal reports, 
diaries and log files of spacefarers as well as of historic polar explorers. These will be 
complemented by the findings of medical specialists and psychologists such as Angerer 
(2006), Horneck, et al. (2003), Kanas and Kelly (1994), and Stuster (1996). 
 
The analysis of personal objects and their function in fostering creativity build the 
second framework of discourse in this chapter. The theory of the ‘transitional object’ and 
its meaning in early childhood development as proposed by the American psychologist 
Donald W. Winnicott (1971) will be examined. These will be compared with the analyses 
of the German psychologist Tilman Habermas (1999) of the identity-building functions of 
personal objects in adulthood. The examination of personal objects within the 
‘Atmosphere of Closenessness’ is pertinent because personal objects were encountered in 
all the extreme environments examined within the framework of this dissertation, and 
they are important props of recreation. They open a dialogue with the self and can be 
implemented into the artwork.   
 
As an example of this, the third and final framework of discourse within this 
chapter evaluates recent individual activities as they are presented in Letters to my Son, 
written by astronaut Jerry Linenger (1997) and the artwork Zero-G Sumi Water Art, 
developed by the Japanese Artist Takuro Osaka (2008). Both works will be analysed 
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according to the identified parameters of the ‘Artwork of Closenessness’. 
 
The three aims to discuss in this chapter are the following: 
Goal 1: to identify the ‘Atmosphere of Closenessness’;  
Goal 2: to name the functions of the ‘Artwork of Closenessness’ used as countermeasures 
against social closeness and enforced togetherness based on personal objects and 
activities; 
Goal 3: to find the aesthetic principles displayed in the ‘Artwork of Closenessness’.  
 
C5.1 Search for privacy 
 
Principle 501 :: The Artwork of Closenessness is designed for an individual purpose 
The Artwork of Closenessness is made for creative self-occupation. Far away from home 
locked in with the crew in a small space capsule, the traveller will have little opportunity 
for withdrawal. Engagement with the artwork is a coping strategy. It interjects social 
monotony while offering individual activities. It opens the contact to the self and creates 
distance to the comrades. 
 
In a diary entry from March 1997, cosmonaut Valeri Ryumin recorded intolerable 
interpersonal closeness. Even today, space travellers orbiting Earth at a distance of only 
400 km suffer from the negative effects of their separation to Earth and the enforced 
proximity to their fellow crew members. Ryumin lived with his comrade Popov for 175 
days on the Russian MIR Space Station without visitors or additional supplies, confined 
and isolated in their capsule, due to a technical defect. Left to themselves, the two toured 
in Earth orbit while having to define themselves as an autonomous team (Chaikin 1985, 
30): 
Up to the time of the flight, we trained for a long time together, but our preparation 
took place among a circle of people. This is not quite the same as finding yourself 
as a twosome. Here every word had a meaning, and even the tone was important. It 
was important to be really sensitive to your friend, even more than to yourself. His 
strong and weak points. To know, to understand his mental state and to analyze the 
possible consequences of your words.  
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Ryumin’s entry reveals that the lack of a private sphere was perceived as psychically 
burdensome, since there were no possibilities to distance oneself even temporarily from 
the partner in the small space station. Instead, the extreme closeness afforded permanent 
compliancy. After returning to Earth, the circumstances led Ryumin to remark, ‘All the 
conditions necessary for murder are met if you shut two men in a cabin and leave them 
together for two months’ (131). Ryumin’s statement makes clear beyond a shadow of 
doubt how extreme forms of social contact are to which humans will be subject in the 
universe.  
 
Extreme closeness and the meaning of interpersonal distance are also known on 
Earth. Edward T. Hall examined them already in the 1960s. Hall coined the term 
‘proxemics’, using it to characterise the measurable distance that individuals claim for 
themselves during interpersonal communication and the contours of spatial needs 
encountered in different cultures. The anthropologist determined that the spatial distance 
taken varies by conversation partner. This happens analogously to intimacy, acceptance 
and the cultural background of the participants. The detected distances provide 
information on the familiarity between the two people and are closely connected to one’s 
subjective well-being. The demands we can deduce from these findings for the capsule 
design are to enable forms of interpersonal encounter that positively foster the forced 
proximity and avoid conflicts  (Hall (1966) 1990).   
 
Ever since the first crewed space stations, space architects, psychologists and 
human behaviour specialists have differentiated the infrastructure of the capsule 
according to the number of crew members and the anticipated duration of the time the 
spacefarers will spend together in the habitat. NASA architect Kriss J. Kennedy points 
out that the least complicated stay in space is the short duration stay, which lasts from 
only a few days to a few weeks, referred to by architects as a ‘camping-like style’. The 
willingness to endure an improvisational mode of living is high for short stays. The 
longer a voyage lasts, the stronger the need of the individual for a private sphere and 
recuperation (Kennedy 2009, 12). The size of the habitable space available is regarded as 
an important attribute of crewed spaceflight. 
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Stuster (1996) deems capsule size responsible for the small private sphere and the 
concomitant impossibility of escaping one’s fellow travellers in the capsule space, even 
temporarily. One’s desire to withdraw is one of the problems confronting the developers 
of future Mars explorations. On this, Stuster determines (Stuster 1996, 165): 
 
Sustained, close personal contact with other individuals, in particular, can be 
extremely stressful; this condition is exacerbated by additional sources of stress, 
such as danger, time pressure, equipment malfunction, and high workloads (or 
conversely, boredom) The stress is cumulative; behavioral consequences are to be 
expected if there is no way available to eliminate the source of stress, for example, 
by removing someone from the group temporarily. But it is impossible to get away 
from one’s comrades when living in isolation and confinement. 
 
In space travel, privacy is attributed to the areas of habitability and human behaviour and 
is tied to the research questions of which measures optimise individually available space. 
One important question is how sufficient opportunities for withdrawal that meet the needs 
of the individual as well as the group can be built into the small capsule. 
 
The HUMEX Study (2003) lists a number of opportunities relevant to the 
infrastructure of the capsule which, in addition to offering refuge to withdraw within the 
habitat, positively support recreation and should thus be included. The following are 
some of the design parameters recommended for private quarters: ‘effective visual and 
acoustic shielding against the outside; individual work and recreation (availability of a 
computerised workplace and compact entertainment devices); decor which allows for 
variability and individual preferences (e.g. painting and pictures presented on screens, 
adjustable colour of lighting); view outside the habitat’ (Horneck, et al. 2003, 96) (132). 
These suggestions show that the creation of a private sphere is desirable and necessary. In 
order to react to the changing behavioural and interpersonal conditions, the capsule 
equipment should be tailored to the individual needs of the explorer. For only in the 
private surroundings can a human recuperate from his/her work and fellow human beings. 
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Figure C5.1 Cosmonaut Vladimir N. Dezhurov in the Temporary Sleep Station in the Destiny laboratory  
on the International Space Station ISS 2001 (133) 
 
Today, for example, on the International Space Station ISS, the sleeping 
compartment acts as the private and most personal place of the habitat. In addition to 
sleeping, the individual can read, write, listen to music, or follow his/her own thoughts 
without being disturbed. Figure C5.1 shows the Russian cosmonaut Dezhurov in his sleep 
station. In terms of personal decoration, the compartment contains a pair of private 
photographs, a miniature Russian flag as well as a CD player and transportable cassette 
recorder. Although the space is quite small, it affords the spacefarers enough space to 
distance themselves temporarily from the rest of the crew and pursue individual activities, 
such as the individual use of a laptop. 
 
In contrast to today’s astronauts in Earth orbit, the expedition leader on polar 
expeditions had a cabin that was larger and more spacious than the extremely small 
sleeping compartment on the ISS. As the director of a North Pole exploration, Fridtjof 
Nansen had his own large room in which he could retreat at any time – a condition 
welcomed by the rest of the crew for, according to statements by some of the expedition 
members, Nansen was a markedly moody person, at least during the unsatisfactory 
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waiting periods in the polar ice. The individual cabin offered both the crew and Nansen 
the opportunity to escape interpersonal tensions by separating oneself spatially and 




Figure C5.2 Fridtjof Nansen in his cabin on the Fram, 1895 (134) 
 
The benefits of this personal retreat are apparent in a photograph showing Fridtjof 
Nansen in the winter of 1895 in his cabin on the Fram (Fig. C5.2). The image displays an 
interior space outfitted with private objects. Nansen is occupied with writing, sitting on 
an upholstered mattress-like cushion leaned against the cabin wall. Perhaps this is just his 
sleeping spot. In the background, a framed drawing of his wife, Eva Nansen, and 
daughter Liv hangs on the wall. Personal objects lie to the right and left of him. On the 
right-hand wall is a shelf with books. It can therefore be presumed that Nansen set up his 
temporary home on the Fram with personal objects. These objects enable inferences 
about his interests, preferences and position within the crew. Additionally, the photograph 
also shows the benefits of retreat and the private sphere: they secure autonomy; enable an 
intimate relationship with oneself and concentration on a particular activity. 
 
Principle 502 :: The Artwork of Closenessness establishes contact with the self 
The Artwork of Closenessness is a replacement for the missing contact to home and 
social input from outside. It offers exclusive occupation to the astronaut, which reflects 
on personal abilities and individual interests. The creative activity with the artwork 
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enables continuity with one’s personal history. It connects the past with the lived capsule 
present and develops new prospects. 
The artwork is an individually tailored coping strategy. It offers participatory art concepts 
developed in collaboration between the artist and the space traveller. They are designed 
during the pre-flight phase and integrate individual preferences and abilities. 
 
Figures C4.2, C4.3, and C4.4 presented in the chapter ‘Atmosphere of 
Homelikeliness’ contain a list I personally derived and categorised based on the literature 
of recent in-orbit opportunities, as well as historical polar, and future interplanetary 
indoor recreation of individual and group activities (see page 175 & 176). The 
comparison of the tables reveals that the preferred individual recreational activities 
include writing, reading, listening to, or making music, watching films, photographing or 
sleeping. As with the group activities, with individual off-duty occupation there is no 
difference to what humans do on Earth in their spare time. The list offers an overview of 
the activities that artists can use as a foundation and source of inspiration in their future 
designs.  
 
Several authors – such as Stuster (1996) and Horneck et al. (2003) – have reported 
that the spectrum of recreational activities represents an important measure for structuring 
the long waiting times during the exploration in a sensible and variable way. In particular, 
once routines and habits have taken hold following the phase of adaptation, it is important 
to provide the space travellers with something that distracts from the confinement and 
forced proximity in the capsule interior and enables individualised forms of occupation. 
 
One possible way to sensibly structure the long transfer time to Mars is offered by 
the implementation of instructional modules in which the space travellers are prepared for 
direct areas of responsibility. They integrate topics that prove necessary for the stay on 
the surface of Mars and within the crew composition. These activities serve the needs of 
the group and individual. In learning, Angerer sees a significant activity that 
simultaneously distracts from the anticipated boredom, helping the team manage the 
exploration (Angerer 2006): 
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Already in the basic set up of the crew you will have to take care that there is a 
certain redundancy, that you don‘t rely on just one person to fulfil a task, just in 
case that somebody dies or becomes disabled in whatever way, that he cannot fulfil 
that function. That you have somebody else who can jump into that position. This 
could be something meaningful that they occupy themselves at least for part of the 
time of the transfers to teach each other new abilities (135).  
 
For the return transfer, the evaluation of research results is recommended to the 
extent possible onboard. The written elaboration of current experiences and research 
results offer an activity that meaningfully fills the time (Angerer 2006). Writing as such 
has always accompanied travellers and explorers. It not only helps to process one’s 
experiences, but also serves the purpose of recording experiences and insights for future 
expeditions. Writing is an important tool in the analysis of the journey and helps to avoid 
potential errors on future expeditions. At the same time, writing is a form of creative self-
occupation (Leane 2007). In this context, ‘meaningful’ refers to the available forms of 
action building on the talents and possible hobbies of the spacefarers, or corresponding to 
and expanding them. Their integration in interplanetary missions can forge a connection 
between one’s own past, present and future. They give the space traveller goals and 
orientation that challenge them and allude to the future, which is synonymous with the 
end of the expedition. 
 
The correlation of present and future by means of recreational activity strikes a 
chord with the US astronaut Andy Thomas, who spent 141 days on the Russian MIR 
station in 1998; in light of his expectations and demands for a recreational tool, he 
remarked (Freeman 2000, 188): 
 
I think it’s important that the individual has something that is personally 
rewarding to him, if such a thing exists, and it is transportable.  
 
Thomas had in mind a ‘personal recreation vehicle’, one which, in his case, consisted of a 
pencil and paper. During his stay in space, Thomas developed into a passionate hobby 
draftsman who used his skill to distance himself from his immediate surroundings in a 
recreational, entertaining way (136): 
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(I)t distracts you completely from everything else you've been thinking about, and 
you're thinking creatively – which I like to do – and that turned out to be an 
immense pleasure during the flight. 
 
This finding has important implications for artists and the development of the ‘Artwork 
of Closenessness’. Although no significant recommendations for the combination of 
participatory art concepts and meaningful activity were found in the reviewed literature 
within the field of future individual activities, participatory art concepts can enable an 
expansion of individual forms of entertainment. Artists can suggest creative working 
methods that build on the abilities of the space travellers and are well suited as 
meaningful activities for extended stays in isolation and crowdedness. Art in this context 
is not understood to be decorative for the interior design of the capsule, but rather it is a 
concrete, sensibly usable activity that helps the individual spacefarer to come into contact 
recreationally with his/her talents and to structure the long travel time. Much more, art 
can generate artistic suggestions for the space traveller that actively integrate the 
individual in their conception and concentrate on the personal preferences and talents of 
the future user. In this case, art expands the existing range of onboard free time activities 
by including a creative field that enables concepts of active self-occupation and 
recreation. 
 
 So that, an artwork can adapt to the needs of future users, it must be planned and 
realised in time. In 1994, Kanas and Kelly published a paper about leisure time activities 
in space in which they surmised that personal preferences impact the practice of possible 
off-duty activities and that an individual selection of fields of activity and concrete 
options must be finalised already in the pre-fight phase. In light of the three-year Mars 
exploration, the compilation and composition of recreational activities must, however, be 
planned flexibly and integrate possible behavioural changes and needs that may occur 
over time into the planning. Both psychologists thus suggest supplementing preferences 
and personal needs with diverse as well as individually tailored activities (Kanas and 
Kelly 1994, 452). The reference to personal preferences and abilities is also helpful in 
regards to the design of the ‘Artwork of Closenessness’ and should be taken into account 
in the development of relevant works of art. 
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C5.2 Personal objects and privacy 
 
Principle 503 :: The Artwork of Closenessness uses personal objects, mementos, 
souvenirs from Earth 
Personal objects are suitable for the development of the Artwork of Closenessness. These 
objects have a specific personal value for their owner. Additionally they are mobile and 
can go onboard. Inside the space capsule they create a virtual connection to Earth and the 
place of origin. While occupied with the artwork the spacefarer starts self-communication 
and detaches him/herself from the surrounding environment. 
Artists should know that the artwork matches the spacefarer and the crew as well. Diverse 
preferences and interests or dissimilar cultural and professional backgrounds can lead to 
problems during the long transfer time, causing conflicts. Artworks must therefore be 
suited to the group. Potential sources of irritation should be identified and excluded 
during the pre-flight phase. 
 
The British psychoanalyst and paediatrician Donald W. Winnicott coined the 
concept of the ‘transitional object’ in the 1960s (137). He studied objects that help infants 
to find their bearings in strange places when they are alone; since the object gives the 
illusion of the presence of a mother. He associated an early childhood stage of 
development with this object type in which the infant develops a particular object-
relationship. For example, Winnicott noticed that the corner of a blanket, a melody or the 
presence of a teddy bear could help the infant to temporarily leave the mother and explore 
his/her immediate surroundings on his/her own. The psychoanalyst identified occupation 
with these objects and the accompanying practices as important tools of alleviating 
anxiety while separated from his/her mother. In this way transitional objects allow infants 
to be alone by fulfilling the function of the relationship to the mother. They help the child 
cope with negative affects and experiences that can be traced to becoming separated and 
possible loss. For this reason Winnicott ascribes a protecting function to the ‘transitional 
object’. The continual expansion of spatial distances is, accordingly, a condition of the 
child’s development. It is necessary for the infant to differentiate between ‘me’ and ‘not-
me’. While, as a substitute, the transitional object is endowed with symbols and 
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functions, thanks to the support from the attachment figure the child succeeds in 
distancing him/herself spatially, and enduring and expanding the state of being separate 
(Winnicott 1971).   
 
If transitional objects lead the infant to explore space on his/her own and develop 
autonomy, Tilmann Habermas (1999) turns this meaning on its head in his psychological 
investigations into ‘loved objects, symbols and instruments of identity building’ 
(‘Geliebte Objekte, Symbole und Instrumente der Identitätsbildung’). The psychologist, 
whose work has not yet been translated into English, questions the function of personal 
objects in adults, and determines that after childhood, the use of personal objects goes in 
the opposite direction. Instead of fostering an increase in spatial distance between humans 
and places, personal objects are now used to overcome and virtually decrease distances. 
The function of the personal object is to enable contact between the individual and the 
accustomed surroundings such as the people living there. Habermas believes that the loss 
of the familiar surroundings brings human identity into disorder, and that the person must 
re-survey and re-order the foreign environment and the possibilities for action contained 
in it (Habermas 1999, 166). Bringing personal objects can support the individual in 
gaining orientation and can be used for the personal mastery of closeness and distance. 
 
In his studies, Habermas concentrates on the particular functions contained in 
personal objects. Self-communication is stressed, by which the object brought along is 
established as a virtual counterpart. As a consoler and dialogue partner it enables the 
owner forms of contemplation of memory. In this way, ties to persons and places can be 
forged in which past, present and future may be considered. At the same time, 
concentration on the object enables a person to distance him/herself from his/her 
immediate surroundings, which can cause a feeling of independence and withdrawal from 
the everyday. In addition, personal objects follow one’s aesthetic liking. They offer 
important forms of sensory stimulation and belong to the realms of the tactile, olfactory, 
as well as optical-acoustic. If one were to summarise the various functions of personal 
objects, the dimension of maintaining contact lends the objects their particular, symbolic 
meaning. They enable individuals to distance themselves from their close surroundings 
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and remain in mental contact with places and persons despite distance (Habermas 1999, 
422 ff.).  
 
This statement can be illustrated briefly by explorer Sir Ernest Shackleton when 
he and his crew had to leave their ship; after it was crushed by polar ice in Antarctica in 
1915. Before they started their desperate survival walk across the pack ice, Shackleton 
advised his crew members not to take more than two pounds of personal belongings with 
them (138): 
 
The journey might be a long one, and there was a possibility of a winter in 
improvised quarters on an inhospitable coast at the other end. A man under such 
conditions needs something to occupy his thoughts, some tangible memento of his 
home and people beyond the seas. So sovereigns were thrown away and 
photographs were kept. 
 
The lack of a familiar place causes things to display a particular function. Individual 
objects brought along could provide the men with stability, which provides solace and 
security. For this reason, mobility is an important characteristic of personal objects. For in 
contrast to personal places, personal objects can be taken anywhere. 
 
The unique functions of personal objects can be gleaned from the mementos space 
travellers currently take with them. For example, today, astronauts may take a limited 
number of private objects onto the International Space Station in the ‘personal preference 
kit’ intended just for this purpose. These souvenirs can be used to establish a private 
sphere within the space capsule. However, the ability to design the interior individually is 
in most cases restricted to the sleeping compartment. In addition, the American Code of 
Federal Regulations provides an exact definition of how objects must be crafted in order 
to be allowed on US Shuttle flights (139). 
 
In this context, a further criterion is important, since personal objects are ascribed to 
the private sphere. Habermas argues that the presence and use of one’s own sanctum 
takes on a recreational meaning. By seeking out a private place such as one’s own bed, 
but also by virtue of the presence of familiar persons and objects, the individual succeeds 
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in relaxing and feeling undisturbed (Habermas 1999, 141). In this contact-free 
environment, no demands are posed to the individual to whom he/she must react. 
Furthermore, being alone can stimulate self-reflection. The temporary retreat offers an 
opportunity for contemplation and processing one’s experiences. In this way the 
individual succeeds in separating him/herself from other humans and external stimuli, 
and he/she can recuperate.  
 
Principle 504 :: The Artwork of Closenessness fosters creativity and flow 
The occupation with personal objects cultivates concentration, creativity, and flow. 
Especially activities such as writing, music, painting, photography, and sport are useful. 
When demands and abilities are in balance, the user is in control of his/her activity. 
Intrinsic motivation produces confidence and positive feelings. The occupation happens 
for its own sake. 
 
A relationship exists between the execution of certain activities and the feeling of 
joy. Mihály Csikszentmihályi (1975) ascertained that joy appears in connection with an 
activity whenever humans are in harmony with themselves and their activity. In his 
investigations, the psychologist pursues the question of which forms of activity are 
responsible for this and what distinguishes them from other activities. Here, he makes a 
distinction between forms of occupation geared towards concrete, material results, and 
those which occur for their own sake. Precisely the latter create a feeling of happiness 
and contentment. The reward lies in the doing. The individual feels neither under nor over 
challenged. Only in this way can feelings of fear and boredom be excluded and feelings 
of happiness and contentment engendered. These experiences of flow ensure that one 
forgets oneself, being completely submerged in the activity. Creative activities happen for 
their own sake. They are particularly well suited for the experience of autotelic qualities. 
Something new adheres to them that is to be discovered, explored and solved. The 
combination of novelty and challenge is found in all the areas reviewed by 
Csikszentmihályi. Focusing not only on artistic or creative activities like composing, he 
also examines the areas of sport and game (Csikszentmihályi 1975, 38 ff.). The autotelic 
attributes can also be recommended for the development of the ‘Artwork of 
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Closenessness’. They are inherent in every creative activity, as well as in personal 
activities.  
 
The individual mastery of enforced closeness to crew members and the contact to 
the self are, then, the challenges the artist will place to the ‘Artwork of Closenessness’. 
As previously mentioned, personal objects take on an identity-stabilising and continuity-
producing function. Occupation with the object enables the individual to reflect on 
him/herself and what he/she has experienced, being able to classify it as well as conceive 
new thoughts. In addition, to the objects, the tools used here and the results they produce; 
they can become a personal object (Habermas 1999, 405). Precisely in the occupation 
with and concentration on the personal object, the individual can separate him/herself 
from his/her present spatial environment. Within the next section of this chapter I will 
outline what is meant by this. 
 
C5.3 Artwork of Closenessness 
 
As examples of individual self-occupation I present Astronaut Linenger’s diary 
and the participatory artwork Zero-G Sumi Water Art designed by the artist Osaka. Both 
activities integrate the personal abilities of their user, employing them to create an 
imaginary conversation partner. 
 
Example Letters to my son by Jerry Linenger 
 
Already at the beginning of his stay on the MIR station, Jerry M. Linenger (1997) 
began writing letters to his fourteen-month-old son by using the format of a diary. At a 
speed of nearly one letter every two days, Linenger wrote a total of 62 letters in which he 
processes his joys, worries and longings. Although the letters necessarily remained 
unanswered, the diary entries possess a pronounced dialogic character. By letting his son 
be a part of his orbital everyday, Linenger reflected upon the experiences he had there. 
The child’s young age did not seem to pose any limitations. In his text, Linenger 
alternated playfully between their different ages and attempted to establish his son as a 
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face-to-face conversation partner. As a style device, he repeatedly compared his own 
orbital experiences with those of his child, using, for example, the bodily adaptation to 
the microgravity environment in order to create orientation for the growing boy on Earth 
(140):  
Don't sleep on the wall. 
Don't eat your food upside down above the table. 
Don't spit your toothpaste into your towel. 
Don't change clothes once every four days.  
Don't eat your food directly from a can. 
Don't go 5 months without a bath. 
 
Against spatial distance and the otherness of the physical space, Linenger attempted to be 
close to his son. Precisely this interplay of places and differences not only makes the 
letters interesting to read; they also demonstrate Linenger’s attempt to escape the 
confines of the Space Station and be mentally close to his son. The process of writing 
helped him to do so. Writing became a creative means to process distance and privacy, to 
create closeness where it did not exist spatially. The activity of writing helped him 
virtually bring his son with him. 
 
The German philosopher Thomas Macho (2000) sees in self-duplication a process 
that occurs by creating an imaginary face-to-face addressee. This was already consciously 
effected and used by ancient philosophers to channel negative affects. Here loneliness is 
not understood to be a despairing phenomenon, but rather a positive occurrence. Contact 
with one’s counterpart enables the isolated person to cease being alone, and be with 
him/herself together. Originally the technique of duplication allowed for concentration on 
subjective perception. Instead of deteriorating into gruelling soliloquy, it helps to 
discipline and cultivate feelings and inner monologue. The conjured counterpart takes on 
a protecting function that watches over the lonely person. Self-duplication is a cultural 
technique of occupation that needs to be learned (Macho 2000, 28). 
 
This statement corresponds with Habermas and his analysis of personal objects 
and aloneness. Here, too, the object is used as a means of self-communication and 
concentration. Habermas cites the safe, familiar environment that shields the individual 
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from exterior stimuli and enables concentration on oneself. While being alone draws 
attention to the individual objects and activities, reflection on oneself and one’s 
experiences and the future can also result (Habermas 1999, 142). Macho, too, determines 
that only distancing oneself and seeking a lonely, empty space effectuates self-
duplication. He includes unsettled places like caves, the seas, desert and forest, amongst 
the oldest ‘places of loneliness’ (Einsamkeitsorte) in which self-encounter was practised; 
these places also include extreme environments like polar regions and the cosmic space 
of future space explorers (Macho 2000, 38).   
 
The correlation between Habermas and Macho is interesting because in the past as 
in the present, humans used, and continue to use, places of quiet and privacy to practise 
self-duplication. As Macho adds, self-encounters can happen in every place in our 
universe, even in the hostile environment of outer space. They are not bound to a specific 
locality, but rather depend on the individual’s success in shielding him/herself from 
possible dangers in the external space (141). The technique of self-duplication in 
connection with personal objects can help humans in extreme environments to meet this 
need for security and to establish personal objects and the activities tied to them as a 
coping strategy. 
 
Example Zero-G Sumi Water Art by Takuro Osaka 
 
How self-communication for creating both proximity and distance can be applied 
to artistic concepts, is demonstrated by a work of the Japanese artist Takuro Osaka. Zero-
G Sumi Water Art was an official experiment in the framework of the Educational 
Payload Observation of the Japanese space agency JAXA already mentioned, and was 
tested on the International Space Station ISS in 2008. The artistic work was not, in fact, 
conceived as a recreational activity in the sense of the ‘Atmosphere of Closenessness’. 
However, this work in particular allows us to comprehend how art may be used in space 
habitats for recreation. The artwork contains essential design characteristics for an 
‘Artwork of Closenessness’. This applies for the occupation with an individual object to 
create continuity with oneself and establishes a virtual counterpart. 
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Figure C5.5 Video stills of surface tension experiments executed by Donald Pettit on the International 
Space Station in 2003, using thin metal loop, water, and food colouring (142) 
 
Osaka’s source of inspiration was a microgravity experiment executed by the 
NASA astronaut Donald Pettit. In contrast to his comrades onboard the International 
Space Station who preferred reading books or gazing out of the station window during 
their off-duty time, Pettit remarked ‘I prefer to do 'Saturday Morning Science' fun 
experiments of my own design’ (143). Apparently he pursued his individual abilities to 
create enjoyment and relaxation from the daily work and his crew members. For this 
reason the astronaut investigated the surface tension of liquids and experimented with 




Figure C5.6 Zero-G Sumi Water Art, within JAXA KIBO Module, © Takuro Osaka 2008 (144) 
 
Pettit’s experiments reminded the artist Osaka of the Japanese marbling technique, 
Suminagashi, which has been used in Japan for creating artful paper since the twelfth 
century. In this process, a paintbrush saturated in oil-based ink is dipped in a basin filled 
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with water, mixing the colours in circular patterns. The ring-formed design arises through 
the additive colour mixing process. To record an image, a sheet of absorbent paper is laid 
on the surface of the water and the created marble pattern is transferred to the paper, 
where it then dries. On Earth, this ancient procedure is still used for the decoration of 
handmade books. 
 
In his artistic application, Osaka combines the historic Japanese marbling  
technique with the physical conditions of microgravity (Fig. C5.6). During the execution 
of the artistic experiment on the International Space Station, NASA astronaut Gregory E. 
Chamitoff, standing in for the artist, used a weightless water sphere fixed to a wire as 
painting ground. Instead of a paintbrush he mixed oil-based inks on its surface with a 




Figure C5.7 Zero-G Sumi Water Art, printing object and prints, © Takuro Osaka 2008 (146) 
 
To later transfer the pattern onto a sheet of paper, Osaka invented a type of ink 
catching case (Fig. C5.7) composed of two perforated aluminium cups that were laid on 
the water sphere after the application of colour had been completed (147). The cups 
contained a piece of absorbent paper onto which the pattern was transferred after contact 
with the water (Fig. C5.8). Following the printing, the results were removed from the 
cups and dried in order to show them to the public on Earth.  
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Figure 5.8 Zero-G Sumi Water Art, draft, explaining the printing procedure in weightlessness,  
© Takuro Osaka 2008 (148) 
 
However, one important piece of information remains hidden from the viewer of 
the Zero-G Sumi Water Art, for the painting of the water sphere did not happen in the 
open space of the International Space Station, but rather in a pre-fabricated glovebox 
which was installed for safety reasons and prevents single water drops from drifting off 
into the station. The glovebox also prevents direct contact with the painted water object, 
inhibiting the floating user – floating object interaction. By remaining in one place during 
the artistic process of creation, the interaction with the Zero-G Sumi Water Art differs 
only slightly from the usual scientific experiments onboard the station. Yet Osaka 
provides the astronaut with a task that distracts him from the daily routine, creating a 
relationship to Earth from the distance of near-Earth orbit. It remains to be seen to what 
extent the artwork proves to be a cultural as well as intercultural enrichment onboard the 
International Space Station ISS, as a detailed evaluation of the artistic intervention is not 
yet forthcoming. 
 
Osaka is one of the few artists to actually engage in the current living conditions 
of the space travellers; and integrate these into his works. He attempts to expand the fully 
structured daily schedule of the International Space Station by adding a joyful object, 
thus distracting from the daily, monotonous routine of the astronaut’s day-to-day 
existence, a measure he hopes will provide astronauts a ‘healing of the minds’ (Japan 
Aerospace Exploration Agency 2006, 29). For this, Osaka uses scientific research results 
and connects them to a traditional, earthly means of design. It was his intention to initiate 
communication between the human in outer space and his/her place of origin, and to 
uncover the uniqueness of Earth, which is only offered by the cosmic perspective. 
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Takuro Osaka’s interviews, which he commenced with astronauts in the 
framework of his preparatory studies for the Japanese Space Art Project, cite the starting 
material for the development of his weightless artwork. It here became clear to the artist 
that the change of position that the space traveller makes – from the Earth into near-Earth 
orbit – is not only a change of locations, but also a changed, holistic perspective on the 
Earth, on humans and the universe. As a result of his research, Osaka integrated two 
insights into his work that, over time, became integral parts of this Japanese pilot project. 
These were, first, to consider the relationship of the human being and Earth as seen from 
the orbital perspective, and secondly to provide astronauts with pleasure and recreation 
(Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency 2006, 29). These are the two important reasons he 
cites for the necessity of art in space habitats. 
 
Like all the artworks created within the framework of JAXA’s Educational 
Payload Observation, Zero-G Sumi Water Art was conceived for the earthling and is 
intended for the white cube as presentation venue and the usual exhibition apparatus. The 
return of the Sumi ink patterns to Earth, as opposed to their staying on the space station, 
was a part of his plan. In terms of the principles presented here, the artwork must, 




Principle 501 :: The Artwork of Closenessness is designed for an individual purpose 
The Artwork of Closenessness is made for creative self-occupation. Far away from home 
locked in with the crew in a small space capsule, the traveller will have little opportunity 
for withdrawal. Engagement with the artwork is a coping strategy. It interjects social 
monotony while offering individual activities. It opens the contact to the self and creates 
distance to the comrades. 
 
The ‘Atmosphere of Closenessness’ is an existential experience of correspondence 
which becomes evident in the ‘Artwork of Closenessness’ in that the work can be used 
for individual occupation. Its intention is, as an artwork, to distract the spacefarer from 
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the social confines of the capsule interior and to afford him/her a recreational and 
meaningful activity. In particular, creative, constructive tasks are well suited for the 
artwork, as they open a connection to oneself, home and individual history.  
 
Linenger used writing as a form of self-occupation and selected the form of a 
diary written for his son as conversation partner. Writing helped the astronaut processing 
his experiences and maintaining his memory of them. In contrast to Osaka’s artwork, in 
Linenger’s case we find a self-selected task that he pursued for his entire stay in space. 
 
Osaka’s work too was originally based on the free time activities of a space 
traveller. Astronaut Donald Pettit had conducted experiments with soap bubbles in his 
off-duty time on the station. From this, Osaka developed his artistic conception, allowing 
it to be modified and realised at a later time by other spacefarers. The participatory 
artwork did not consist in experimenting with soap bubbles and food colouring; rather 
Astronaut Chamitoff painted marbling patterns on floating water spheres and followed 
the artist’s directions [Sensorialness 300]. 
 
According to a personal conversation with Osaka, for this activity Chamitoff 
needed approximately one work hour (149). For the development and use of the Zero-G 
Sumi Water Art as ‘Artwork of Closenessness’, this contact with the work is quite short. 
Osaka’s artwork was a part of the professional work of the astronaut onboard and an 
official experiment, which limited the evaluation of the work as a countermeasure. The 
creative activity was not oriented towards the individual need for recreation, a difference 
to Linenger’s diary that should be noted here. 
 
Principle 502 :: The Artwork of Closenessness establishes contact with the self 
The Artwork of Closenessness is a replacement for the missing contact to home and 
social input from outside. It offers exclusive occupation to the astronaut, which reflects 
on personal abilities and individual interests. The creative activity with the artwork 
enables continuity with one’s personal history. It connects the past with the lived capsule 
present and develops new prospects. 
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The artwork is an individually tailored coping strategy. It offers participatory art concepts 
developed in collaboration between the artist and the space traveller. They are designed 
during the pre-flight phase and integrate individual preferences and abilities. 
 
Linenger’s diary and Osaka’s artwork, both activities offer a suggestion for 
creative self-occupation. The employments create distance by allowing space travellers to 
concentrate on the task, involving skills, preferences and one’s personal history. At first 
glance, the inner dialogue forms connected to writing and painting seem to resemble each 
other, as both activities create proximity to home and the people living there. Yet they 
differ in one crucial aspect. While Linenger chose his activity himself and came into a 
virtual dialogue with his son; in painting, Astronaut Chamitoff followed the artist’s 
instructions. He applied the Japanese technique of marbling to the microgravity 
environment, and the resulting dialogical process occurred not only from the existential 
correspondences of capsule space, distance to Earth and the activity offered by the object. 
In the experience, the thoughts of the spacefarer mixed with those of the artist, giving rise 
to a further conceptual level based on the authorship of the artist. As a participatory work, 
Zero-G Sumi Water Art offers more than just a creative production process of painting 
and the dialogue with oneself. This additional value is represented by the intention and 
perception of the artist. They are anchored in every artwork and expand the mental space 
of the perceiving individual, independent of his/her location. Within the space capsule, 
this intention is perceived as an aesthetic and reflective enrichment that accompanies the 
space traveller beyond the moment of creation. 
 
With Zero-G Sumi Water Art, the artist Osaka was concerned with thematising the 
unity of human-Earth-universe. Not only the painted water sphere, but also the printed 
paper, was a sensuously experiencable object that was added to the capsule interior, 
creating an integrating, aesthetic presence, and referring to Japanese culture. Perceiving 
the connection as such fell to the recipient executing the work and is contained in the 
work’s openness of interpretation. Interpreting and evaluating the artwork can be adopted 
as a further recreational option for the traveller. It occurs through both the presence of the 
artwork in the here-and-now of the space capsule and its play of appearances 
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[Placelessness 200]. 
 
However, this aesthetic interplay was only slightly conjured in Osaka’s work by 
the spacefarer who was executing the procedure. In a personal correspondence, the artist 
explained that the work of the astronaut performing the experiment was, at times, 
unsatisfying. The reason for this was the painterly result. The painting of the water sphere 
did not correspond to the intended Japanese marbling pattern. Instead of delicate lines, an 
undifferentiated mixture of colours resulted, which Osaka attributed to the spacefarer’s 
lack of sensibility (150). 
 
The result of the artistic experiment shows that the close collaboration of the artist 
and space traveller is necessary for the realisation of an ‘Artwork of Closenessness’. It is 
part of the production process and the subsequent intention of use onboard. Only in the 
cooperation can preferences, hobbies and abilities of the future space traveller be 
comprehended. Therefore, artistic concepts should be individually tailored to the user. It 
is important that the user recognise him/herself in the work. Participation with the 
‘Artwork of Closenessness’ carries forward the connection between the individual, Earth-
bound activities and interpersonal relationships on Earth into outer space. The 
collaboration between spacefarer and artist based on the evaluation of individual abilities 
and preferences must thus begin already in the pre-flight phase.  
 
Principle 503 :: The Artwork of Closenessness uses personal objects, mementos, 
souvenirs from Earth 
Personal objects are suitable for the development of the Artwork of Closenessness. These 
objects have a specific personal value for their owner. Additionally they are mobile and 
can go onboard. Inside the space capsule they create a virtual connection to Earth and the 
place of origin. While occupied with the artwork the spacefarer starts self-communication 
and detaches him/herself from the surrounding environment. 
Artists should know that the artwork matches the spacefarer and the crew as well. Diverse 
preferences and interests or dissimilar cultural and professional backgrounds can lead to 
problems during the long transfer time, causing conflicts. Artworks must therefore be 
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suited to the group. Potential sources of irritation should be identified and excluded 
during the pre-flight phase. 
 
Personal objects and activities enable an interplay, for personal objects can arise 
through the chosen activity, and conversely, from the object taken along, personal 
activities may develop. This double purpose applies not only to Linenger but also to 
Osaka’s work. In contrast to Linenger, whose writing in a notebook or on a computer 
takes on the meaning of an object’s characteristics, two different work forms result from 
the action in Zero-G Sumi Water Art: the ephemeral water object and the colourful printed 
paper. From the activity of painting, these two sensuously perceptible objects can 
aesthetically enrich the indoor capsule space. 
 
What also holds true here is that what appeals and brings joy to the individual 
space traveller can also disturb the other crew members. As Stuster mentions, ‘trivial 
issues are exaggerated in isolation and confinement’ (Stuster 1996, 243). Mutual 
mindfulness does not only apply to the spacefarer, artists must also integrate them in their 
designs and develop their works not only for the individual traveller, but also with a view 
to the crew and small size of the capsule. 
 
Principle 504 :: The Artwork of Closenessness fosters creativity and flow 
The occupation with personal objects cultivates concentration, creativity, and flow. 
Especially activities such as writing, music, painting, photography, and sport are useful. 
When demands and abilities are in balance, the user is in control of his activity. Intrinsic 
motivation produces confidence and positive feelings. The occupation happens for its 
own sake. 
 
It can be assume that the practice of writing as well as paintings facilitates 
conditions of flow and initiates moments of joy and satisfaction. In the examples Letters 
to my Son and Zero-G Sumi Water Art, interests, abilities and demands of the individual 
are in harmony. Reliable information on this from the space travellers who executed the 
works was not available as of this writing. 
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C5.4 Conclusion 
 
As demonstrated throughout this chapter, the ‘Atmosphere of Closenessness’ is 
distinguished by the small size of the capsule habitat. It offers only scant opportunities to 
withdraw. The challenge of extended crewed mission scenarios will lie in the provision of 
suitable countermeasures that will counteract proximity and enforced coexistence. As 
described in the literature, the need for a private sphere and recreation will grow as the 
voyage advances. Conflicts are thus unavoidable (Stuster 1996, 165). 
 
I ascertained that seeking a personal place allows the individual to pursue 
activities of leisure and creativity. Self-occupation succeeds best in interpersonal 
reposeful, secluded environments (Habermas 1999, 141). For this reason, design-based 
interventions are suggested for the future capsule interior, which will variegate the 
limited space and open it up for individual activities (Horneck, et al. 2003, 96). 
 
In researching the opportunities for discrete self-occupation, individual leisure 
time activities of historic arctic explorers were compared with current practices of 
astronauts in Earth orbit. The investigation has shown that in off-duty times, humans 
pursue their hobbies and personal interests even in extreme environments. These include 
reading, writing and music, photographing and watching films. By concentrating on a 
particular activity, explorer and traveller succeed in creating distance to their comrades. 
Furthermore, in this way connections to one’s own history and perspectives for the future 
can be developed. As shown, these practices occur for their own sake. They can yield 
forms of flow and satisfaction. 
 
Comparable off-duty activities are also expected of future Mars explorers. 
Connected to this is the assumption that keeping the astronaut occupied will distract the 
traveller from boredom and discontentment and will help in avoiding conflicts. Learning 
new subjects and areas of responsibility constitutes a further option for offering variety 
and intellectual challenge (Angerer 2006). This recommendation is congruent with the 
argument of NASA astronaut Andy Thomas (Freeman 2000, 187): 
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The big challenge (on a long mission) is to find a way of psychologically 
removing yourself from an environment, when you can’t physically remove 
yourself from it. And that’s why creative recreation is so important. It lets you do 
that.  
 
Off the orbit, it is thus the task of individual self-occupation to enable forms of temporary 
distancing and joy. As my literature review has shown that the integration of creative 
abilities for recreational activities has proven useful in the past and surfaces today as a 
potential countermeasure in current space travel. However, the transposition and 
expansion of personal objects and activities to an ‘Artwork of Closenessness’ has not yet 
been investigated in space travel. 
 
The result of these findings indicates that individual activities based on personal 
occupations and objects are most suitable for the development of the ‘Artwork of 
Closenessness’. The artistic work involves the abilities, knowledge and preferences of the 
spacefarer in the participatory conception. Through concentration on the work, distance 
from the crew members is achieved. The meaningful activity expands the narrow capsule 
by way of the creative use of self-duplication. It provides the spacefarers a virtual 
counterpart and opens up the space to include further concepts of ideas. The ‘Artwork of 
Closenessness’ thereby differs from other recreational measures. The contents to be 
discovered in the artwork occur in a window-like manner. They connect the space 
traveller with his/her home and identity and are a coping strategy. 
 
Within the ‘Atmosphere of Closenessness’ I discovered four principles. They 
name the artwork as a personalised tool for individual self-occupation with which 
spacefarers can temporarily withdraw from their comrades. In so doing, the individual 
traveller establishes privacy and contact to him/herself. The artwork – on the basis of 
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Chapter D: Constructing Paradise 
 
Within this excursus, I will extend my idea of participatory art production for 
interplanetary space missions by analysing my own mixed-media installation 
Constructing Paradise. As already mentioned, the interests of this artistic practice lie in 
the investigation and production of atmospherically moderated spaces. In my works of art 
I pursue questions of our perception of nature and how individuals locate themselves, 
thematising in particular the meaning and experience of places. How can these be 




Figure D1 Constructing Paradise, mixed-media installation, © Kirsten Johannsen 2009 (151) 
 
Constructing Paradise was developed within the framework of a two-tiered 
competition and realised and exhibited in the exhibition Entworfene Natur during the 
Bundesgartenschau (BUGA) in Schwerin, Germany in 2009 (152). As the title of my 
artwork already implies, in this work I investigate happiness and propose forms of its 
realisation. The analysis of this installation within the context of my dissertation is 
relevant, as the work offers atmospheric spatial conceptions in the form of do-it-yourself 
instructions. The many facets of Constructing Paradise reveal an aesthetic approach that 
is useful for future art productions for space travellers, since it guides humans to 
creativity, thus integrating the individual idea of the user in the artistic concept. 
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As a metaphor for personal gratification and lasting contentment, I selected the 
image of the garden. In the Christian western world, this is normally associated with the 
Garden of Eden. It is always spring in this paradisiacal place; one lives in the month of 
May. It is bright and pleasantly warm. The birds sing and humans are surrounded by 
pleasant aromas. Eternal youth prevails. There are no unsatisfied desires or needs. And 
yet humans also forget that this paradisiacal place is a place of boredom and monotony. 
Without longing and desires, the view to the future disappears. For this reason, it is not 
surprising that paradise, as a place of longing has today widely become a mere metaphor. 
We speak of shopping paradises, the paradise of childhood and tourist paradises, and 
hardly anyone asks what these hotels and retreats named after the biblical garden actually 
promise. Instead humans use theses concepts uncritically. It is precisely this passivity that 
I wanted to avoid in my paradise worlds. 
 
Constructing Paradise is composed of a freestanding kiosk (Fig. D1) which I 
designed for the baroque garden of the Schwerin castle and which was on view there for 
the duration of the exhibition. I intentionally chose the form of the kiosk, as this 
architectural type was used in the eighteenth century as a summer house (Lustgebäude) of 
private gardens, often standing on an embankment; it allowed visitors to take in fresh 
summer air and the landscape. Kiosks today stand on public sites and street corners. 
Instead of panoramic views, they offer insights. Nowadays, newspapers and food are 
offered in these small buildings (Naumann 2003). 
 
My sales offerings comprised do-it-yourself workshops that the visitor to the 
Schwerin garden could acquire in the form of a DVD. The storage medium contained a 
nearly one-hundred-page manual for the creation of paradisiacal places. In addition to 
many practical instructions and models of engagement, the DVD contained numerous 
sound and movie files, as well as instructions for reproducing art objects and suggestions 
for nutrition and clothing. Constructing Paradise aimed to provide the exhibition visitor 
with creative activities and ideas for private use. The visitor was meant to study the 
manual at home and put the spatial concepts into action. The garden kiosk served as an 
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info-stand, salesroom, and exhibition venue. A hostess listed the offerings of Eden-like 
places of longing to the potential paradise builder and exhibition visitor, presented props 
of the furnishings and explained how to use the artistic concepts at home.  
 
Applied to the creation of my do-it-yourself concept, this means that an individual 
home that already possesses heterotopic structures comes to house another place. The 
private place becomes temporarily supplemented by another, this time by an imagined 
place of yearning. The doubling enables the imaginary to become present and be tested 
for its validity in familiar surroundings. At the same time, the proposed artistic concepts 
were interchangeable and could be replaced and modified individually in the case that a 
user dislikes the proposed paradisiacal concept. 
 
Over the course of previous research into places of longing I had ascertained that 
some of the persons I questioned did nothing in the imagined places (153). In their 
fantasies idleness dominated the situation. The interviewees were mostly in places or 
involved in activities that did not go beyond sitting on an empty beach or watching the 
sunset. In these conversations, it was only with my persistent follow-up questions that the 
desire arose to be actively involved in an event or activity, and to fill the places with 
concrete action and meanings. For this reason, in the development of my paradise designs 
and in the selection of objects, I consistently pursued the question of the easiest way to 
achieve approximations of reality and actual experiences, and the implementation of 
which attributes would result in the comprehensive atmospheric stimulation of future 
inhabitants of my artistic concepts. It was important to me that the potential paradise 
builder not only feel comfortable in this place, but rather that he/she pursue activities that 
would enable more than a tourist-like being-there. 
 
I started with the premise that individual ideas and preferences will change over 
time and that one place in the life of a human may not suffice for the investigation and 
satisfaction of all longings and variations of happiness. In order to test this diversity, the 
stimulation of the senses in particular was important to me. Sensorial comprehension 
gives places the intended degree of reality and allows the subject to participate in his/her 
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surroundings. As detailed in the chapters ‘Placelessness’ and ‘Sensorialness’ of my 
dissertation, sense impressions give places a unique appearance and elicit emotions in 
humans. This understanding is shared by Tuan (1974). In his phenomenological analyses 
of space and place, he associates places with feelings, coining the term ‘topophilia’. It is 
notable in his studies that he does not link feelings with the general appearance of an 
environment, but rather traces them to the presence of sensory stimuli. They are the cause 
of individual connectedness, lastingly etching themselves into humans’ memory. 
Constructing Paradise also follows this theory of place attachment. Precisely the 
imagined places of longing require, in my opinion, intense perceptory stimuli in order to 
be experienced and evaluated as real. For this reason, odours, sounds, temperatures, and 
taste became the most important attributes of my spatial additions and were 




Figure D2 Enclosed garden, Eden Paradise, instruction for making a room garden  
© Kirsten Johannsen 2009 (154) 
 
Against this backdrop, seven place-bound spatial concepts were formulated. They 
represented the Eden Paradise as the most original and natural of all ideas of paradise. It 
was composed of a fenced-in piece of nature with unending bird song and the delicate 
smell of roses while the Eden-inhabitant was occupied with idleness (Fig. D2). In 
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contrast, the Purgatory Paradise demonstrated a counter-design to the idyllic, visualising 
the place of purification and surprise. The Baroque Paradise stood for the realisation of 
an ordered concept of nature and enforced ceremonial repetition. In contrast, the Moon 
Paradise designed the utopian place that thematised the diversity of possible worlds, 
shuttling the human into the cold of dusty moonscapes. The Hawaii Paradise translated 
images and souvenirs of a current and actually realised paradise; it was accompanied by 
the South Sea noises of the Ipu and the intense smell of exotic plant life. The Shipping 
Paradise enabled the search for adventure and heroism, while the seventh paradise 
thematised the Drugstore, showing a place of haze and ecstasy. 
 
The available DVD included all Constructing Paradise building blocks such as 
furniture and decoration, suggestions for smell, recommendations for light and 
temperature as well as ambient sounds and clothing tips. In addition, there were practical 
hints and extras such as books and music titles, cooking recipes, travel reports, or parlour 
games. Constructing Paradise envisaged that the user could realise, test and inhabit the 




Figure D3 Bergerac’s Belt, Moon Paradise, instructions for the construction of a flight belt 
© Kirsten Johannsen 2009 (155) 
 
Every paradise offered at a minimum seven theme-related do-it-yourself 
workshops. Figure D3 shows one suggestion for creative activity. It is a flight belt used 
and worn in the Moon Paradise that one can sew on one’s own. The Constructing 
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Paradise handbook contained the exact explanation for its use, also including sewing 
instructions and a pattern that the user could print out, with the necessary 
recommendations for materials. This individual reproduction of the belt provided the 
paradise-user with a genuine artwork of my own design and conception. It was my 
intention in the activity to open up various dialogic levels to the user. They applied to the 
person executing the actions him/herself, as well as possible forms of virtual dialogue. In 
addition to self-communication, it further enabled the intellectual exchange with me as 
the developer of the atmospheric spatial conceptions and another inner dialogue with the 
inventor of the belt, the French author Cyrano de Bergerac. The latter designed a fictional 
moon journey already in 1657 that the garment was supposed to enable. The production 
of my artwork initiated this level of reflection, which investigated the value of the 
proposed object and the cosmic place. The Moon Paradise offered the concept of 
travelling the universe. The user could and was supposed to place him/herself in 
relationship to it. By reflecting and acting, the Moon Paradise-inhabitant pulled my 
imaginary world into his/her present, filling it with meanings and life as a real place. 
 
Constructing Paradise could be realised alone or in the group. In the centre of the 
work stood the experience of atmospheric places on the basis of my instructions. My 
instructions were meant to mix with the ideas of the user. For this reason, my work was 
designed to leave results open. In line with Umberto Eco’s ((1962) 2006) theory of the 
‘open artwork’, it was my intention to enable an artwork that offered the individual 
building blocks that were selected and continued according to subjective criteria. Only in 
being privately implemented into one’s home did my idea take on its desired form. I view 
my own role as that of the author. The frame I provided could be followed, ruptured, 
combined or rejected. Precisely these myriad possibilities correspond to my intention. 
 
Constructing Paradise presents how artistic concepts can be used in the atmospheric 
design of places for concrete activities. The artistic work should not be confused with a 
‘book of decorating ideas’, the implementation of which would lead to beautified 
interiors. Instead, each of the seven paradise proposals contains an aesthetic concept 
which is meant to be discovered by the user. The props and activities offered thus prompt 
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one to think about a place. They enable intellectual exchange about what the paradise has 
to offer compared with one’s own home, since the private place varies here, bringing in 
unknown ideas other than one’s own. For this participatory use, there were numerous 
hints and instructions in the Constructing Paradise manual, but there were also empty 
pages. Thus, I repeatedly prompted the user to record his/her own notes and thoughts; so 
he/she could delve into the experiences he/she had during the creation process. I had also 
configurated an email address that accepted comments on my spatial concepts. 
 
As became apparent over the course of the exhibition in Schwerin, the Purgatory 
Paradise, with its extreme smells and the instruction to bathe for hours on end, elicited 
the most controversial reactions and was classified as uninhabitable. Furthermore, from 
the comments received I was able to conclude that many of the instructions and 
individual objects had actually been carried out. Perhaps the most fun, however, was to 
traversing my imagined worlds by reading the suggestions (156). Indeed, the results of the 
actually realised paradise buildings were beyond my control. Unfortunately, the further 
verification of individual meanings of the paradise places overflowed their bounds. In this 
respect the continuation of my artwork has yet to be completed. 
 
 As in my investigations throughout this dissertation, I also thematised the creation 
of atmospherically moderated places within this work. Applied to the individual home, 
Constructing Paradise disrupts the everyday life of the recipient/user. The work thus 
opens up diverse levels of reflection in respect to the meanings of places, sensory 
perception, and usability. The participatory work of art expands the private space by 
adding novel ideas that foster social interaction, as well as creative self-occupation. 
Contained in it are not only meaningful, but also meaning-reflexive, elements. The work 
shows exactly the conceptual approach that I regard as useful for the development of 
artworks in space habitats. They are founded on active doing, reflection, and the dialogic 
exchange between the user and art producer respective to the outside world. Applied to 
the development of relevant works, this means that works of art open mental connections 
and shorten space, which is to say that the artwork produces proximity and is well suited 
for recreational activities in the space capsule.  
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In the final chapter entitled: ‘Looking into the practical future’, I will summarise the 
conditions of artistic practice in space context. The conclusion lists the missing principles 
and delineates the framework within which interdisciplinary working methods in crewed 
space missions are necessary. Finally, I will propose future research questions relevant for 
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E Conclusion: Looking into the practical future 
 
The purpose of the current study was to determine if acknowledged intersections 
of artistic and scientific interrogations are appropriate for concerted research in human 
spaceflight. In this process, I have looked for similarities that allow artistic practice to 
remain attractive, as well as applicable to urgent questions in space research. Many 
correlations between the arts and human spaceflight could be ascertained within all five 
subject areas I explored throughout this dissertation. These findings create a theoretical 
frame that transforms the artwork into a scientific experiment. In so doing, artists are 
advised to tie their interests to the significant psychological and sociopsychological needs 
of the spacefarer and his/her crew, as well as the given physical and safety requirements.  
 
While the first part of my conclusion lists recognised correspondences appropriate 
for further art/science teamwork, the second part of my conclusion names implications 
resulting from the evaluation of the artwork as scientific procedure. Within this section, I 
discuss potentials and boundaries of artistic practice in the space context. The situation 
will subject the artist to predefined research objectives, novel partnerships, and 
henceforth-unfamiliar working demands. Already in the core chapters it became obvious 
that these restraining factors will also continue throughout awaiting interdisciplinary 
collaborations. Part three of the conclusion concentrates on future enquiries. As basic 
research, my findings raise a number of questions that may lead to further investigations 
by other researchers. This section records my recommendations for future associations 
between the arts and space science. I then summarise my contribution to new knowledge. 
 
By cataloguing missing principles and discussing the future of artistic practice in 
space science I have compared my sub-conclusions as outlined in the core chapters. This 
overall concluding chapter attempts to expose the conditions under which art practice in 
space habitats is possible under the given demands. The last seven principles are therefore 
listed before these comparisons and the present tense is intentionally used to emphasis the 
immediate environment. 
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The work of art is turned into a scientific procedure 
 
Principle 001: The artist creates a connection between the space traveller and Earth 
Inside the habitat the artworks of Limitlessness, Placelessness, Sensorialness, 
Homelikeliness and Closenessness offer different modes of encounter and interpretation. 
Each prototype changes the given invariance of the space capsule and opens the habitat 
back to Earth. Within the habitat this linkage of the artwork becomes the coping strategy. 
 
The chief result to emerge from this study is that artworks can provide spacefarers 
with relevant strategies of compensation. Their implementation into the space capsule 
alters the given configuration because inside the habitat, works of art will open a virtual 
dialogue between the cosmic explorer and his/ her place of origin. In referencing Earth-
bound phenomena, the connection is understood as beneficial. In order to create this 
action, I have developed five artistic prototypes. They are represented in the headings of 
Limitlessness, Placelessness, Sensorialness, Homelikeliness and Closenessness. They are 
used as the placeholder to be filled by applicable artistic concepts and works. Each 
artistic prototype characteristically expresses where works of art will supplement the 
scientific research. This classification will also provide artists with initial ideas for the 
development of suitable artworks for the astronaut. 
 
As outlined in my five main chapters, I have demonstrated that the ‘Artwork of 
Limitlessness’ addresses the physical conditions of outer space and their effects on 
substances and materials but also on the human body. Inspirational artistic concepts apply 
space physics to the design of unique object forms as well as to the performative 
encounter of the floating user – floating object interaction. Within ‘Limitlessness’, artists 
use weightlessness and multidirectionality as novel material for their artistic expression. 
These artforms are untransferable to the Earth environment. 
 
From the artist’s point of view, the ‘Artwork of Placelessness’ juxtaposes cosmic 
and earthly places. The depiction of geographical earthly places in the artwork and its 
final implementation into the space habitat will lead to the comparison between ‘here’ 
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and ‘there’. Designed for its reception in Earth distance, the artwork becomes a genuine 
replacement of Earth and one’s home. This familiar place is tantamount to personal 
identity and safety. Even at a great distance, the individual will maintain this implication. 
In ‘Placelessness’ the artwork brings Planet Earth and its value for the human being into 
appearance. Thus, the artist thematises cosmic localisation as well as the individual 
placement of the viewer. Compared to the other artistic prototypes it turns the ‘Artwork 
of Placelessness’ into the most complex one. This is because, inside the space habitat, 
aesthetic perception of the artworks of Limitlessness, Sensorialness, Homelikeliness and 
Closenessness could always be combined with concepts of place and their individual 
meaning. 
 
Having this in mind, within ‘Sensorialness’ the artistic concept will be linked with 
the emptiness of outer space. Within this section, artists explore how the natural, 
everyday perception between individuals and their environment can be satisfied in cosmic 
space. The ‘Artwork of Sensorialness’ primarily expands the high-tech habitat by 
providing spacefarers with sensory experiences that result from the opposition of 
plentitude and void. Within this category, artists use any art form based on visual, 
acoustic, olfactory, haptic and/or gustatory stimuli, combined with bodily movements in 
order to discuss the absence of a natural Earth ambience. The artwork is used here in its 
ideal meaning, as a sensuously perceivable object made for sensory awareness.  
 
Another prototypical concept is offered in ‘Homelikeliness’. This one is 
synonymous with time-out. Artists address crew and social onboard life and invent forms 
of group entertainment. These works of art thematise the opposition of safety and danger. 
They question the creation of normality in the unusual, extreme environment. It is the 
intention of the artist to distract from every-day sameness through alternative forms of 
being-together. Based on concepts of play, the ‘Artwork of Homelikeliness’ proves novel 
strategies of action, while following predefined rules and timeframes. Useful artworks are 
based on traditional (board) games as well as new media and/or participatory art 
concepts. 
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By comparison, the ‘Artwork of Closenessness’ expresses the lived polarity of 
proximity and distance. It examines the individual trapped in enforced togetherness far 
from Earth. Creative self-occupation will provide the astronaut with both the opportunity 
to concentrate on a specific task and the experience of a virtual dialogue. The artworks 
will be based on the integration of personal objects and hobbies, but also on the 
development of participatory art concepts. These activities will connect the individual 
with the self as well as with other individuals and existences outside their own. In the 
case of the spacefarer, these are Earth and its inhabitants.  
 
Principle 002 :: Works of art are turned into a scientific experiment 
From the scientific perspective each artwork fulfils a specific purpose. This particular 
value has to be included by the artist. For this reason, every artwork on extended crewed 
missions will follow a utilitarian need. This need must become visible and traceable. 
Thus, the artwork becomes a scientific procedure. 
 
As mentioned before, it is not enough that artists discover and explore human 
spaceflight as an attractive new theme, and decide to work with it. Like all items onboard 
space habitats, distinct objectives are explicitly expected from the artwork, and this 
purpose has to be scientifically demonstrated. In order to verify this, works of art and 
their users will become matters of academic investigations. The general premise links art 
reception with scientific objectives and defines the presence of the artwork in the capsule 
as a technical procedure. Throughout the succeeding evaluation, the involved parties 
appraise the artwork as a scientific experiment. Their examination will scrutinise the 
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Figure E1 Artworks turned into scientific process: specification of principles, objectives and challenges,  
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In the course of its evaluation, the artwork is associated with particular scientific-
technological assumptions represented in the hypothesis, a detailed description of planned 
methodological tests, devoted resources, as well as descriptions of the expected outcome 
of each experiment. The exposition of the artwork as a scientific experiment is 
supplemented by technical drawings, information according to academic context such as 
relevant bibliographies, and up-to-date research results. Consequentially, scientific 
methods of inquiry are employed to facilitate the examination of the artwork. Figure E1 
names the hypothesis of each of the five prototypes and lists the necessary principles, 
objectives and challenges associated with the scientific analysis of the final artwork. 
 
Employed as a technical experiment, the ‘Artwork of Limitlessness’ is allocated 
to the research areas of physiology and human factor. This category is tied to the 
scientific hypothesis that the implementation of the ‘Artwork of Limitlessness’ 
compensates for the internalised corporeal orientation of the human being. The artwork 
will support the spacefarers' adaptation to weightless, multidirectional space and will 
relieve his/her need for bodily alignment. The expected outcome is that the artwork will 
show novel design forms in order to support human cognition and to counteract 
disorientation. The artwork will provide the user with joy and playful movements. 
 
From an academic viewpoint, the ‘Artwork of Placelessness’ addresses the human 
factor and is suggested as a psychological measure for overcoming the cosmic distance 
and the Earth-out-of-view. Recommended artworks start from the hypothesis that their 
inclusion responds to isolation and autonomy by creating a virtual closeness to Earth. The 
scientific art-experiment consists of the representation of earthly place concepts. This 
artwork functions as replacement, one which is present and tactile. It is further combined 
with the assumption that its presence triggers reflection and donates hope as well as 
meaning. 
 
The ‘Artwork of Sensorialness’ also pertains to the subject of human factors. Its 
implementation investigates the reduction of sensorial understimulation. Proposed 
experiments will test natural terrestrial stimuli implemented into the high-tech space 
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module. They add biomorphic concepts and combine sensorial understanding with human 
body movements. Taken together, the artwork as experiment enables earthlike environ-
mental sensations. It is defined as a countermeasure against monotony and missing 
stimuli. Hence, artists will be challenged to design for the multifaceted stimulation of all 
the senses (i.e. media art), and to take into account the natural, visceral biodynamical 
process of perception reaction to an earthly existence, impeded by the space capsule. 
 
The ‘Artwork of Homelikeliness’ supports group activities in confined and 
isolated small groups. It also belongs to the realm of human factors. Testing the artwork 
refers to the assumption that collective engagement on a regular basis advances normality 
onboard the habitat. The proposed art/science experiment uses play and communication 
as a method against interpersonal boredom and potential effects of the third-quarter 
phenomenon. The expected outcome is the improvement of crew cohesion and team 
spirit. The artwork adds temporal structure to daily routine and provides the crew with 
positive group experiences and activities. Therefore, the design of effective artworks will 
cultivate common play that intervene cohabitation in a variegated and recreational 
manner. These games are accessible for everyday use, promote conversation, and distract 
their users from monotony and outside danger. 
 
The ‘Artwork of Closenessness’ as a scientific art-experiment advances the 
establishment of privacy within small and confined groups. As psychological and 
psychosocial treatment, it also belongs to the field of human factors. Occupation with the 
artwork reduces negative feelings caused by enforced togetherness and missing contact 
with home. The scientific trial tests forms of self-occupation and confidence. Thus, the 
artwork becomes compensation because it connects cosmic existence with the personal 
history, family, and friends, and opens the habitat virtually to Earth. As useful 
countermeasures, the occupation with the artwork reduces social closeness and 
crowdedness. It allows individual pursuits of leisure and creativity that are more 
personally conjoined with home and identity. 
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All over my five main chapters, I have exposed relationships between the arts and 
human spaceflight. At the same time, I have found that works of art can provide the long-
term spacefarers with an extra value, one that is not existent in recent implemented 
countermeasures. The study has shown that together with atmospheric/ existential 
correspondences and mere appearance, works of art will provide astronauts with a 
reflectional layer that opens the space capsule virtually back to Earth. In so doing, the 
artwork expands the technical habitat layout with an eminent surplus and connection. 
This finding suggests that this linkage becomes a compensation strategy for the 
spacefarer. 
 
Within this context, I also analysed my Earth-bound artwork Constructing 
Paradise. This was necessary because the work explicitly characterises my personal, 
artistic challenge on the design of art objects that can be used in atmospheric design of 
places for concrete activities. The use of art objects that rupture everyday life of the users 
can foster the reflection about places. They enhance perceptive abilities to be creative, to 
proximate, and to start a dialogue with the artist. Thus, this artwork opens into applicable 
artworks and further investigations. 
 
Principle 003 :: Artists bear responsibility 
Artworks on long-term crewed missions can be interpreted differently. The understanding 
corresponds with earthly and exploratory experiences of the spacefarer. It needs 
mindfulness and can change over the journey. This play of appearances asks for both the 
attentive view of the world in which the space traveller lives and the artistic work. Artists 
have to be aware of it and bear, therefore, responsibility.  
 
The specific feature, I have applied for the artwork was its ‘play of appearances’. 
As outlined in the beginning of this dissertation, the development of individual ideas of 
the artwork and the recipient result from the interplay of the subject with the artwork. It 
happens through interpretation, reflection, and/or imagination. The mutual play of 
intentional artwork and recipient includes diverse approaches and individual 
interpretations, which are based on the cognitive abilities of the viewer and his/her 
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intellectual as well as cultural background. The interpretation results from the 
bidirectional exchange of work and subject. The viewer encounters the work in 
comparing, analysing and/or searching for explanations. He/she poses questions to the 
artwork but also answers them. Works of art can hereby lead to an extension of the 
individual horizon of thought and experience. They can overflow the actual instant into 
another reality; explicit interpretation can, therefore, be interpreted as a deficiency on the 
part of the artwork. Its unique quality is articulated in the variation of artistic creativity 
and the manifold nature of subjective interpretation. Thus, the aesthetic value of artworks 
is experienced and used individually and this factor cannot be scientifically demonstrated. 
 
This unique characteristic has two crucial implications for the development of 
artworks for spacefarers and their interpretation. First it depends on the subjective 
understanding and the willingness of the observer and for this reason not every art 
concept is suitable for each spacefarer. As an implemented tool, the acceptance of 
artworks and their aesthetic pleasure must already have been familiar to the individual on 
Earth. This requirement makes the collaboration between artists and the astronaut an 
essential precondition, because also on Earth, the individual must be interested in 
aesthetic perception. 
 
A second implication is that works of art onboard space habitats may only trigger 
individual ideas as they constructively support the exploration. Contrary to art reception 
on Earth, in outer space aesthetic perception occurs under extreme physical and 
psychological constraints. Inside the habitat, it happens in the presence of a life-
threatening outdoor danger and includes the spacefarers’ actual experiences. Irritations 
caused by the articulating appearance of the artwork are viewed here as 
counterproductive. Instead, in this unique context works of art obtain life-sustaining 
functions. Inside the capsule, they have to match the individual spacefarer and crew, 
technical demands and the exploratory scenario. In sum, the life world of the explorer 
obtains particular importance for the design of relevant artistic concepts. It finally 
becomes the subject matter of each art and science collaboration within this setting. 
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A good example for this association is my own artwork the Nomadic Nature Kit. 
Since plants belong to our natural environment on Planet Earth, it can be suggested that a 
botanical artwork will cause a different aesthetic perception and interpretation inside the 
high-tech environment of the capsule than it would in the ‘White Cube’ on Earth. In 
contrast to Earth, in abiotic outer space, any life form – including the human being itself 
– has to be maintained in a highly complex way. Thus, the implementation of plants into 
the capsule system provides the spacefarer with more than a visual replacement of Earth; 
it reminds spacefarers of their own inadequacy in the harsh environment and becomes a 
synonym for what humans are lacking in outer space. 
 
With this existential interpretation any biotope inside space habitats will become a 
highly emotional object. A journal entry made by NASA astronaut Peggy A. Whitson 
stresses this unique meaning of plants observed in the empty universe. During her six-
month stay on the International Space Station in 2002 Whitson was occupied with the 
LADA plant experiment. After a few weeks in space she looked at the germinating plants 
with her Russian comrades for the first time (157): 
 
(I) guess seeing something green – that stuff we re-hydrate that they say is 
broccoli doesn't count – for the first time in a month and a half, had a real effect. 
Sergey, of course, thought we should eat them as a salad. I managed to save the 
science and get them into the rack before he was able to eat them! From a 
psychological perspective, I think it's interesting that the reaction was as dramatic 
as it was … guess if we go to Mars, we need a garden! 
 
It is not surprising that these sprouts caused unexpected emotional reactions in the 
spacefarers. Photographs were taken and successive conversations centred around the 
astonishing presence of earthly nature outside Earth and eating it. The biotope was 
interpreted as a sensory stimulator, as a haptic and real replacement of Planet Earth that 
could be used for nutritional reasons, but also for air purification and water 
replenishment. As mentioned before, together with emotional gratification, the 
implementation of ecosystems into the habitat will become crucial for human survival in 
space.  
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Once again, the example emphasises to what extent artists should orient their 
work along with the conditions in which spacefarers will live. Artworks that will result in 
emotional breakdowns and/or destructive ideas, as well as system failures, have to be 
identified and removed already before takeoff. They have to be reflected upon by the 
artist and all involved disciplines. Consequently, the artwork not only creates beauty, 
instead it will be developed in accordance with the condition of the cosmic life world of 
the future user. It can thus be suggested that not every artistic idea can be realised in this 
context. The overriding importance of the artwork is its suitability to the spacefarer and 
the scenario. 
 
Taken together, the quality of future crewed missions will be grounded by the 
living conditions of interplanetary explorers and the question of how space researchers, 
engineers and architects will successfully establish suitable living conditions in the space 
habitat ‘to enable humans to safely and effectively live and work in space’ (158). Artists 
can make a significant contribution to this because their works will provide spacefarers 
with missing attributes, which trigger and enrich onboard existence. They extend artistic 
practice into the realm of human spaceflight and expand our understanding of what artists 
can achieve. In addition to this, it empowers the artist with a so far unexperienced 
responsibility, as the reception of their artworks is used as a regulator for the travellers’ 
well-being. But how can artists and scientists cooperate effectively? 
 
Interdisciplinarity as artistic working condition 
 
Principle 004 :: The artwork is the joint goal  
The distinct goal is the development of a flight-qualified artwork, which will be used as a 
psychological countermeasure by the astronaut on long-term spaceflights. This objective 
will bind all disciplines into a communicative working process: the artist, the scientist, 
the engineer, the architect, the spacefarer and the space agency. In order to design an 
effective work of art interdisciplinary collaboration is needed! 
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Within the significant design process, the artist ideally will collaborate with 
representatives of the relevant space disciplines. The concept of interdisciplinarity I use 
here refers to a method that aims to develop a joint outcome. With this, I expect the 
cooperation of artistic and scientific disciplines and an augmentation of the concept of the 
artwork. For a limited timeframe, various disciplines will work as a team. Their common 
agreement is based upon the development of a space-proven artwork.  
 
During collaborative processes diverse ways of understanding encounter each other, 
which necessarily do not harmonise with each other. These differences and similarities 
have been discussed in recent art and science analyses (159). Already in the 1960s, the 
oft-cited British physicist and writer Charles P. Snow explored the potentials and 
limitations of the arts and sciences. He explained the contrariness of practised methods 
and methodologies within each culture (Snow (1959) 1998). However, in my research 
instead of identifying differences I sought thematic similarities. Fruitful collaboration is 
the essential precondition of my research. It is the foundation of the development of 
appropriate art projects. Successful partnership has the joint goal of producing and testing 
artworks in habitats according to their efficiency. Without interdisciplinary working 
teams the artwork will not meet the criterion of ‘flight-qualified’ and, consequently, it 
will not be included on future extended crewed missions (160). For this reason, the 
evaluation of art and science teams in space context is a part of the development of 
relevant artworks, as well as the transformation of the artwork into a scientific procedure. 
These are two sides of the same experiment. Finally, the success of the collaboration will 
be measured on the compatibility of the disciplines with the artistic artefact as 
foundation. This feature is of particular importance because the uniqueness of artistic 
inventiveness and its inimitability are not transferable to other individuals, nor 
reproducible by non-artists. For this reason alone, artists and scientists have to team up 
together constructively.  
 
One implication that may impact the artist is the creation of a free space in order to 
be creative within the demands of human spaceflight, safety requirements and material 
questions, just to name a few. Contrary to the scientific differentiations of true and false, 
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effective and ineffective, instead of just one academic solution and structure, within the 
arts more than one idea and path to realisation are thinkable and possible. These 
conditions effect both the artwork and its recipient. Depending on the person who 
produces, perceives or interprets, each individual develops a subjective understanding of 
the artistic concept. Precisely in this openness we find the quality of the artwork. But this 
characteristic also becomes the challenge of any art and science collaboration. 
 
Already in the beginning of the twentieth century, the Polish physician and 
philosopher Ludwik Fleck noted that the modality of thinking is central for the 
production of knowledge. Fleck, whose epistemology strongly inspired the American 
physicist and philosopher Thomas Kuhn, looked into the sociological dimension of 
scientific disciplines and its importance for the analysis of occurrences and their ways of 
interpretation. Fleck coined the term ‘thought-style’, associating it with the correlation of 
subject, object and the group which the individual is a part (thought-collective). This 
dependency defines ways of interpretation and understanding of the subject area. Without 
this comprehension outsiders will be excluded from participation (Fleck (1935) 1986, 
60): 
(T)hus one first has to learn to look in order to be able to see that which forms the 
basis of the given discipline. One has to acquire a certain experience, a certain 
knack, which cannot be replaced with verbal formulae. 
 
With his/her involvement in one specific thought-style, the individual gets a kind of 
limited access. Henceforth his/her understanding of interrelationships will follow the 
given context of cognition, which extensively limits one's interest in accepting different 
methods of interpretation and interrogation, as each discipline identifies what becomes 
significant for the subject and where transformation should be directed (Fleck (1947) 
1986, 140): 
 
The role of the group life, i.e. of the collective body, is clear: from the store of 
traditional, generally admitted forms, one derives in the first place those mutually 
displacing resemblances; and then the collective life produces among these 
oscillating possibilities a novel prescribed form, which is fixed and pressed upon 
the individual person. The collective experience and custom determines which 
feature is fundamental and what can be variable, and how far this variability can 
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extend. (…) Within every member of the society a slightly different form is 
instilled, and the range of these dissimilarities determines the entire extent of 
possible transformation. 
 
It can be suggested that the proposed interdisciplinarity is not necessarily successful. 
Willingness to collaborate and interest in gaining access to other disciplines and their 
concepts of thinking is expected from all disciplinary departments involved. By agreeing 
to realise a mutual research project, the disciplines commence a process that is connected 
to many different disciplinary questions. An elementary task resides in the curiosity, 
respect and understanding for disciplines outside one’s own. Herbert Franke, scientist, 
artist and founder of Ars Electronica calls the initial period especially inspiring, explicitly 
citing the mutual search for ideas (Franke 2007, 183): 
 [T]he time during which problems are recognised and approaches sought for their 
solution. This type of activity corresponds to a large extent to the search for ideas in 
art; both cases rely on the artist’s or scientist’s creativity more than knowledge and 
skill. Examples of how artists develop and implement their fantasy and imagination 
may also be instructional for scientists. (Translation my own, see appendix for 
original quotation) 
 
The collaboration with space specialists will show to what extent artists can be included 
in academic research and how the scientific demands will influence the quality of the 
artwork and the artistic process. Pending is also the question of the limitations of artistic 
work for the space context. As a person most likely unskilled scientifically, an artist will 
be able to make only limited contributions to continuative psychological and 
sociopsychological research on the artwork in the space module. Here, medical and 
psychological training sufficient for scientific analysis could become helpful for the 
artist. At this point the question is: Would art and science collaborations then be reduced 
to the initial development of prototypes or can the artist accompany his/her artwork 
through all test stages? 
 
An implication of this is the possibility that artists and scientists will be involved 
differently in the process of production and academic research, because collaboration will 
focus on the design and the technical realisation of relevant artworks. This initial working 
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phase positions the creativity of the artist in the centre of mutual work and interest. In 
contrast, during the second stage engineers and scientists will be challenged. In this phase 
the artwork becomes the object of empirical research and is evaluated in the field of its 
reception inside the space habitat. This operational sequence calls less for artistic practice 
than for testing on the future spacefarer and the knowledge of many fields like 
psychologists, human behaviour specialists, and medical specialists. 
 
Principle 005 :: Combining the disciplines 
Interdisciplinary collaboration unites the ideas of the artist with the demands of scientific 
disciplines. The process calls for communication and the transfer of knowledge. This 
includes the artist acquiring technical vocabulary and addressing the urgent, scientific 
research questions. The converse is also of importance. Scientists and engineers have to 
be familiar with contemporary art practices and artworks. 
 
Another crucial finding was that the disciplinary exchange will influence the 
development of appropriate art concepts and will become traceable in the design of future 
artworks. The reciprocal activity is either fruitful for the development of new knowledge 
for both the artist and the scientist, or it could result in unsatisfying outputs, in which the 
aesthetic value shows few analogies with the initial artistic concept or may not be suitable 
for the future user. For this reason, communication between the artist and all involved 
disciplines is of elemental importance, as space engineer and technical consultant 
Alexander van Dijk has argued. Van Dijk was my technical advisor during the Feasibility 
Study on the Cultural Utilisation of the International Space Station initiated by ESA in 
2006 and executed by the Arts Catalyst. In a personal interview he stated (van Dijk 
2006): 
 (…) Talking in that case brings out the most interesting conversations because 
that’s where two disciplines collide. If both parties are sensitive to the 
conversation, great things and ideas can emerge (161). 
 
But artists and scientists do not always start from comparable levels of knowledge. 
Already the requirement of a technical consultant during the feasibility study reveals 
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differences of understanding within all parties. Van Dijk’s occupation as a technical 
moderator required him to surmount deficits of knowledge and conciliate between the 
disciplines. The aim of his advice was to confirm artistic proposals according to their 
realisation within the prospective research facilities. Van Dijk found that well-grounded 
knowledge led to qualified acceptable concepts.  
 
Similar experiences can be recognised in other art and science collaborations. For 
example, the Australian Swiss-based artist Jill Scott, founder of the artists-in-labs 
program in Switzerland, observed that (Scott 2006, 32): 
 
(A)rtists who readily took on the tasks of learning were faster integrated into 
science teams. 
 
The statement is not surprising, because in each discipline a common language is the 
instrument for comprehension. Depending on the complexity of demands, an extensive 
disciplinary preparation of all those involved becomes necessary. This concerns 
especially human spaceflight with its multiplicity of research fields and demands. The 
condition includes knowledge of psychological and physical conditions as well as 
familiarity with safety requirements, payload tests, and diverse programs. 
 
However, it is not sufficient for only artists to be interested in learning. One of my 
fundamental discoveries during my research was that the term ‘art’ is not enough to 
ensure consistent understanding because this term in particular means something different 
to everyone. During my residency at ESTEC and in my collaboration with OHB 
Technology I have noticed that artistic works and practice caused manifold and 
controversial discussions. As my personal experience has demonstrated and before 
starting any collaboration, it is strongly recommended to introduce scientists to what 
contemporary art is and what art can add to this specific context. There is, therefore, a 
definite need for the evaluation of the shared consensus of all parties involved before any 
collaboration commences.  
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Principle 006 :: Analogous environments 
One of the limitations of artistic practice for extended crewed mission lies in the fact that 
the Mars exploration is a future project. It will happen at a place which artist will most 
likely not visit. The artist thus loses an essential criterion of understanding. It will be 
necessary to find a replacement, as each artwork accompanying human spaceflights will 
pass numerous tests according to its beneficial purpose, its material and functionality, 
before being certified as flight qualified. Thus the use of analogous environments is 
recommended. 
 
However, key limitation lies in the fact that human exploration of Mars is still a 
future project. Today, the first crewed mission to the neighbouring planet is not planned 
within the next twenty years. For this reason, artistic interventions and scientific 
experiments cannot be verified in detail today. As a consequence, artists and scientists 
have to plan in large timeframes and have to accept modifications within the scenario and 
their artworks throughout this period. Obligatory planning will depend on the 
aforementioned political decisions, their investors, and the state of science and 
technology. All these circumstances will impact the travelling astronaut and will thus 
influence art and science practices. Nicola Triscott, founder and director of the British art 
and science agency The Arts Catalyst, is critical about these restraining factors and their 
impression on artists and art productions. During my interview, she pointed out (Triscott 
2006):  
 (A)nd what happens to scientists involved in ESA, they put twenty years of their 
life in an experiment and then it gets cancelled (...). That is why I say to artists, be 
careful how much work you do in the space area because it is such an uncertain 
world and it is such a difficult world to work with because the time scale is so long 
(162).  
 
In fact, this is a significant problem of which artists have to be aware, because working in 
large time scales does not necessarily mean that artworks can be accomplished 
successfully. As in any other research project, uncertainty in planning is a constant 
companion that can effect artistic production.  
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The future scenario comprises another limitation for artists, one that is due to the 
location of their intervention. It can be assumed that, as non-astronauts, artists will not 
enter the cosmic place; and this might become an essential imperfection within his/her 
artistic process. To the aesthetically, sensuously educated person, one aspect of creative 
productivity remains inaccessible: the evaluation of one’s works in situ. Furthermore, as 
long as the first crewed Mars mission has not started, no empirical data exist. For this 
reason, analogous environments become a replacement for art/science interrogations as 
testing fields – such as Antarctic stations or the International Space Station. But also here 
limitations have to be considered. Today, a huge amount of profound analysis in space 
psychology and human behaviour already exists. The authors of the HUMEX Study 
(2003) remind us of the uniqueness of the Mars scenario and the uncertainty from 
conclusions drawn today; not every detail can be planned and foreseen in advance. For 
example, research conducted in analogous earthly environments excludes significant 
aspects, such as the impact of constant weightlessness and the Earth-out-of-view 
phenomenon, to name only a few variables. As outlined in my core chapters, it is 
expected that the identified condition will have strong impacts on future spacefarers body 
and psyche. Therefore, analogous test results have to be evaluated with caution. Only the 
actual exploration of Mars will provide us with reliable data (Horneck, et al. 2003, 90) 
and tested artworks should, therefore, be reviewed carefully. 
 
In contrast to many of the emotional interferences, technical requirements of space 
experiments are currently tested in detail in low-gravity platforms like parabolic flights or 
on the International Space Station (163). As mentioned within my core chapters, artists 
can also use these platforms for technical examination. However, the guidelines of 
Novespace – the French company responsible for the execution of European parabolic 
flight campaigns – illustrate precisely the given limits of experimentations within human 
spaceflight (164). Like all experiments onboard the spacecraft, technical standards will 
influence art production and artists in the same way that they regulate the experiments of 
scientists and engineers. The rules list technical requirements according to size, mass, and 
the material selection, as well as safety constraints. The guidelines define which 
experiment is possible and which modifications and evaluations must be considered 
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beforehand. As a consequence, also artistic concepts and their testing have to concur with 
the given conditions. 
 
Principle 007 :: Creative use of limitations 
Like all onboard equipment, design and material selection of the artwork should follow 
the safety requirements of the space agencies. These include specifications such as 
psychological supportiveness, simplicity in operation, safety, maintenance and repair. All 
these conditions have to be reflected upon by the artist. Quite likely they will influence 
the artistic process and become visible in the artwork itself. The challenge for the artist 
will be to identify artistic autonomy within the given limits.  
 
Unlike on Earth, during art production for indoor space habitats artists must 
contemplate safety requirements posed by the space agencies. These apply to material 
selection as well as object design. Each item, as well as the integration of living 
organisms, follows well-defined requirements, which may reject the employment of 
specific materials, the use of protective devices (like gloveboxes) or comparable 
precautions. Until an artwork receives the label ‘flight qualified’, a number of reliability 
and material tests are obligatory (165). If these tests do not meet technical requirements, 
modifications become necessary and, where applicable, experiments are excluded from 
further experimentation.  
 
Besides the psychological well-being of the user, these ambitious technological 
and hazardous demands are the main criteria which distinguish art production on Earth 
from those in outer space. Whatever artists will design for space environments, they must 
include mental and physical integrity, as well as the functionality of the aircraft or the 
future habitat. The consideration of security standards for environmental and human 
reasons can also be found in earthly art practice, but, in space environments, the 
circumstances are defined differently. They effect human existence directly. This 
condition has to be taken into account by the artist from the very beginning. Artists have 
to be aware of it. 
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In the course of my interview with Meyer-Brandis (2009), the artist explained 
how these requirements influenced her artistic work. During her preparation of CCS 
Cloud Core Scanner for a parabolic flight campaign, ‘process-based artistic work’ was 
not possible. Instead, for a long time period she was occupied with formal administrative 
procedures. During this time, she constantly had to strike a balance between given 
demands and her artistic concept. Finally, safety requirements actually directed the design 
of her work, influencing form, weight, material, and her overall schedule. In addition to 
her artistic work, she had to develop numerous hazard analyses and back-up artworks. 
The latter would be used in an event that her Observation Chamber was corrupted during 
the campaign. 
 
 Novel problems emerged for the artist throughout the production process. They 
resulted from organisational activities as well as the diversity of artistic and scientific 
working demands. For Meyer-Brandis, this meant she had to react adequately to scientific 
requirements, and as a consequence, she concentrated on her artwork’s reliability. 
Integrity of the habitat with regards to the aircraft and everyone onboard also had to be 
taken into account. That there is even a standard term, called ‘loss of airplane’, meaning 
the worst-case scenario where anyone participating in human spaceflight will be 
confronted with (166). This dimension of responsibility implies that not every artistic idea 
will be applicable for the space habitat.  
 
These implications provide the following insights for future artistic practice 
within human spaceflight. They concern the artist who has to accept predefined settings. 
He/she will need to tolerate the overall situation of integrity and functionality. Without 
this artists will not be able to bring their works into any space habitat. In addition to 
political and temporal limitations, as well as security-related demands, interested artists 
should be willing to work within institutional ambiguity and defined research settings. It 
will become a novel artistic practice to realise artistic ideas within the prearranged 
parameters of space agencies and their related research institutions. The overall artistic 
challenge concerns the identification of limitlessness within the given limits.  
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An implication of this is the possibility that artists will lose some artistic freedom, 
which is vital for their creativity and inventiveness. Perhaps only a few artists will be 
interested in working within these limitations. Therefore, the interdisciplinary 
collaboration will also become part of the actual experiment. Art/science teamwork 
within human spaceflight also needs to be evaluated. But to what extent can artists 
support the production and development of their artistic products within space science, 
and how can artists and scientists merge their disciplines to develop novel art forms and 
knowledge?  
 
Recommendations and outlook 
 
Throughout my research, I found that there are immense potentials for works of 
art in human spaceflight. The implementation of suitable artworks is worthwhile because, 
inside the habitat, the artistic work can become an effective countermeasure that supports 
the astronaut’s state of health as well as scientific requirements. Nevertheless, 
considerably more work will need to be conducted within both the arts and space science. 
Figure E2 lists numerous recommendations. They have resulted from my investigations 
in this dissertation and were developed throughout my research. The suggestions are 
intended for both artists and scientists and should centre on the establishment of study 
teams composed of artists, space specialists, engineers, and astronauts in order to broaden 
and explore both the capacities for teamwork and the artwork as object of research.  
 
The International Space Station ISS, the Antarctic Concordia Station of ESA or 
setups as represented in the Mars 500 Study executed recently in Moscow, Russia provide 
art/science teams with analogous testing condition. Psychological and psychosocial 
impacts of prolonged isolation and confinement are extensively researched within these 
surroundings. By outlining them for culturally combined projects, our knowledge about 
the artwork can be expanded and will provide all partners involved with a more profound 
on-the-spot experience.  
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Limitlessness  • object based • development of novel design forms  
  and metaphors 
• research into floating user – 
  floating object interaction 
• research into physiological training  
  and art  
• research into zero-gravity art  
  concepts using fluids, gas, heat and     
  living organisms 
• artworks and containments 
Placelessness  • cross-media 
• virtual  
  reality 
• moving  
  image 
 
• research into art concepts based on   
  place and meaning; development of  
  novel metaphors 
• creative use of 40 min. communi-  
  cation delay between Planet Earth   
  and Mars 
Sensorialness  • cross-media 
• interactivity 
• use of on  
  board sport 
  equipment 
 
• research in art as sensorial   
  stimulator; development of novel  
  metaphors 
• artworks using smell and taste,  
  integrating safety restrictions 
• synaesthetic art concepts 
• research in augmented and  
  extended senses 
• functional aesthetics versus art,  
  research into new media art forms 
Homelikeliness  • cross-media 
• interactivity 
• participation 
• use of on  
  board  
  equipment 
 
• artworks for group activities 
   development of novel metaphors 
• traditional board games transferred  
  into weightlessness  
• new media games using onboard   
  equipment 
• development of novel three-  
  dimensional games for group   
  activities  
• research into historic polar leisure   
   time activities 
Closenessness  • cross-media 
• interactivity 
• participation 
• use of on  
  board  
  equipment 
  
• research in individualised art  
  concepts; art concepts based on  
  individual preferences 
• creative use of 40 min. communi-  
  cation delay between Planet Earth   
  and Mars  
• participatory concepts, involvement    
  of artist and spacefarer 
• development of three dimensional  
  games for individual activities  
• research into historic polar leisure  
  time activities 
• space research as testing field  
  for artists  
• artworks as testing field for  
  space research 
• establishment of art and  
  science teams 
• use of analogous environments  
• evaluation of new media  
  artworks in space habitats 
• combination of themes  




Figure E2 Future research recommendations, table made by KJ 
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One of my recommendations concerns the ‘Artwork of Limitlessness’. Concerted 
enquiries should concentrate on the design of physical three-dimensional models of 
interaction. The collaboration should aim to further the development and use of zero-
gravity art objects in weightlessness. This section evaluated object recognition, a factor 
that can lead to the improvement of existing design forms and their utilisation. The 
research might include the development of weightless games suitable for individual and 
group activities. Studies into ‘Limitlessness’ will also extend the physical understanding 
of fluids, gas, heat, and living organisms in weightless art objects. Here, a valuable aspect 
to consider is the improvement of containment objects because safety restrictions require 
that sensitive materials be covered. The improvement of object-specific shieldings should 
become recognised as an artistic subject and will reflect extensions of safety 
measurements already in use. By integrating these materials, the development of novel 
forms of work and design will be pioneered. 
 
Art/science investigations into the development of the ‘Artwork of Placelessness’ 
should focus on the evaluation of artistic metaphors, counteracting the Earth-out-of-view 
phenomenon and the communication delay. By depicting earthly concepts of place, it will 
include the design of and investigation into artistic concepts for the creative 
transcendence of cosmic distances. This research section is not currently limited to any 
artistic technique and although real haptic objects appear suitable, virtual, immersive art 
forms should also be tested. The use of onboard equipment such as personal computers 
and video screens should be included in this section. 
 
The ‘Artwork of Sensorialness’ as combined art/science study also analyses novel 
metaphors and design forms. Scientists will question future artistic interventions 
according to their effectiveness as sensorial stimulators. This research realm could enable 
the design of synaesthetic artworks and concepts as well as create further investigations 
into the realm of the augmentation of our sensory perception. The appraisal of 
contemporary art forms based on body movements, interactive media forms, video, 
virtual reality and sound should be integrated in this part of prospective research. The use 
of up-to-date media will lead to a revaluation of the term ‘functional aesthetics’, since the 
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integration of contemporary art forms like immersive media, virtual reality, video and/or 
other new media art concepts will extend the use of relevant visuals inside the technical 
capsule module immensely. These potentials have not yet been researched.  
 
Common research into the realm of ‘Homelikeliness’ should employ indoor group 
activities. Here, I especially propose the evaluation and use of leisure time activities 
practised by historic polar explorers. These historical techniques of recreation provide 
artists with a huge archive of forms of activity appropriate for the development of the 
‘Artwork of Homelikeliness’. They include numerous examples like games, the 
celebration of holidays, the staging of plays or the production of onboard newspapers 
(167). These activities have proven their effectiveness in the past and they still can 
provide artists and scientists with practical instructions for domestic activities suitable for 
small groups in extreme environments in order to shift spacefarers' social life toward 
normality and routine. Thus, historic activities can be connected with contemporary, 
interactive art forms. 
 
My suggestion for the ‘Artwork of Closenessness’, explored as art/science 
collaboration, should concentrate on participatory artistic concepts. These works offer 
personality-based activities in order to foster both contact to oneself and the creation of 
privacy. They should utilise the individual preferences and hobbies of the future user. For 
this reason, the collaboration of artists and spacefarers during the pre-flight time should 
be incorporated into the artistic practice. This partnership is a very significant element for 
the development of personally tailored art concepts (168), because participatory art 
concepts that provide the astronaut with specific tasks over the course of a long journey 
should be tested. 
 
Additionally, the combination of all identified themes opens an extra field of joint 
research and should be viewed as beneficial due to the limited space within the capsule. 
In this way the artwork itself can be used more resourcefully. As already mentioned in 
some of my examples, artworks can provide the recipient with more than one 
interpretative approach. For this reason, throughout my dissertation, I have highlighted 
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the artworks with blue brackets referring to other types of work [type of artwork]. For 
example, my Nomadic Nature Kit can be understood as an artwork of ‘Limitlessness’, 
‘Placelessness’, ‘Sensorialness’, ‘Homelikeliness’ also ‘Closenessness’. This openness of 
the application offers an extra opportunity of further research. Due to limited interior 
space and the long timeframe of exploration, diversity is highly desirable and so the 
artwork must endow the spacefarer with time; because it is not limited to one kind of 
interpretation and it should change throughout the journey. 
 
All through this dissertation, my artistic perspective and practice were central for 
the development of the theory of artworks in human spaceflight. They remained 
paramount to my enquiries to question the potentials of artistic involvement within the 
given scenario and technical demands. I started from the assumption that my own artistic 
experience would demonstrate where intervention within human spaceflight could be 
feasible and expand the current countermeasures. Artists ask original questions and ask 
them differently. The attractive part of an artistic process lies in the exploration of new 
themes and undefined territories as opposed to being assigned to well-established 
research fields. Thus within my investigation, I was not interested in concepts of 
illustration or amusing design, but rather I was attracted to identifying the topics which 
provide novel artistic interrogations and can, therefore, be seen as an intellectual and 
creative challenge for the artist. An unexpected outcome was that my study started out by 
looking at art in space, but later turned to the exploration of the human nature; a turning 
point at which my research topic became more compelling and fascinating to me. 
 
In contrast to these intellectual challenges, the technical accomplishment of 
artworks in the human space context is difficult. Artists should to be prepared to work in 
very small niches and a high degree of specialisation and the capacity for teamwork are 
expected, which tends to detach artists from the traditional working conditions in their 
studio. In addition to enormous timeframes, the domination of safety requirements, the 
restricted purpose of the artwork, and dependency on political, institutional and 
individual decisions will continue to constantly influence the artistic design process.  
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 Although my research was greeted by space scientists and relevant disciplines 
with interest and astonishment, real noteworthy collaborations did not occur. In fact, little 
awareness about the potentials of artworks produced for long-term astronauts exists apart 
from some marginal events such as the aforementioned studies (i.e. the Educational 
Payload Observation executed by JAXA or the Cultural Feasibility Study initiated by 
ESA and the Arts Catalyst.) Instead, throughout my academic research I had the 
impression of not being fully embraced within this scientific context. The very mention 
of ‘art’ often caused dubious amazement and outright rejection. This culminated for me in 
a statement by OHB Deputy manager Hüser. In a personal conversation, he stated that 
those individuals who introduce the arts and artists to space researchers have to fear for 
their reputation (2011). As a consequence, even the most supportive advocate of artistic 
intervention in space research might have to rethink his/her engagement and such 
reflection could terminate the initial plan to include artworks in the scientific project! 
According to my experiences, artists who are interested in interdisciplinary work in 
human spaceflight have to follow their own initiative and constantly strive to convince 
individual people in order to collaborate on concerted research projects. Furthermore, this 
persuasive activity is time consuming and far from what artistic creativity aims to 
achieve. 
 
However, my six-year research into crewed space missions was extremely 
stimulating, and I gained experiences in scientific research fields which I had not 
previously explored. In addition to the practical and theoretical information acquired, I 
analysed numerous artworks as well as found moving psychological but also inspirational 
geographical, and philosophical literature. The information will enrich my artistic 
endeavours, but, like the spacefarer and his/her safe return to Planet Earth, this research 
also brought me back to Earth. Under the given conditions, art production within human 
spaceflight appears remarkably limited. I am curious to see how artistic practice for long-
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New Knowledge 
 
Within this dissertation, I have categorised and explored artistic interventions for 
long-term crewed space missions. I have found that ‘off the orbit’ the artistic work can 
become a coping strategy for the spacefarer that atmospherically changes the given 
invariance of the habitat. Artworks can virtually open the capsule module back on to 
Earth. In order to show these impacts, I have identified correspondences in the arts and 
space science, which are represented in the themes of Limitlessness, Placelessness, 
Sensorialness, Homelikeliness and Closenessness. The existential alignment of an 
artwork relates to the expected physical, psychological and sociopsychological 
constraints as outlined in the scientific literature.  
 
On the basis of my classifications, artworks can be turned into scientific 
procedures for further evaluation in the space context. This categorisation includes the 
‘Artwork of Limitlessness’ as a supportive aid for human cognition in weightlessness and 
multidirectionality. It releases the individual from his/her internalised bodily orientation. 
The ‘Artwork of Placelessness’ compensates for the enormous cosmic dimension and 
triggers comparisons between the ‘here’ and ‘there’. This triggering happens with the 
depiction of earthly places and their meanings. As a third category, the ‘Artwork of 
Sensorialness’ provides the spacefarer with earthly sensations and transfers the natural 
environment of the human being into the space habitat. The ‘Artwork of Homelikeliness’ 
structures daily life onboard and distracts the crew and spacefarers from their isolated and 
confined living situation. It provides the explorers with every-day activities. Finally, the 
‘Artwork of Closenessness’ stimulates self-entertainment. In so doing, the artwork 
provides the individual with a significant level of privacy and contact with him/herself. 
 
The outcome of my research advances our general knowledge and idea of artistic 
practice within human spaceflight. It provides artists with the understanding that artworks 
implemented on interplanetary, crewed missions follow the needs of the spacefarer. They 
need to connect the future explorer with Earth. The scope of information compiled in this 
investigation constitutes new knowledge because the current findings add substantially to 
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our understanding of what the arts can offer ‘off the orbit’, now making further research 
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CHAPTER A: Introduction 
 
 (1) For the sake of brevity and consistency, I shall avoid the use of irrealis shading for potential future 
events related to extended crewed missions, referring instead to ‘future’ crewed missions, artworks, 
etc. This is not to imply that such events are definite, future events, but rather assumes that all talk of 
future events is, for purposes of this dissertation, in part speculative.  
 
(2)  Celeste Volz Ford is the founder and  chief executive officer of Stellar Solutions, Inc. Her quotation 
is available on the Lunar X Prize website under: www.googlelunarxprize.org/lunar/teams/synergy-
moon (accessed 29 June 2010). 
 
(3)  See e.g. Albert A. Harrison, Yvonne A. Clearwater and Christopher P. McKay, From Antarctica to 
Outer Space: Life in Isolation and Confinement (New York, Berlin, Heidelberg, London: Springer-
Verlag, 1990). Jack W. Stuster, Bold Endeavors, Lessons from Polar and Space Exploration 
(Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 1996). Peter Suedfeld, ‘Extreme and Unusual Environments,’ in 
Handbook for Environmental Psychology, 863-887 (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1987). 
 
(4)  For further information see: Renewed Spirit of Discovery, White House, Period of Office George W. 
Bush 2004, available online under: http://georgewbush-
whitehouse.archives.gov/infocus/space/index.html (accessed 3 August 2009) and The National 
Space Policy, The White House President Barack Obama 2010, available online under: 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/fact-sheet-national-space-policy (accessed 3 August 
2009). 
 
(5)  The Living Aloft Study notes that the smallest possible size of the space capsule varies, increasing 
with extension of the time in space. Accordingly, 1.42 cubic metres suffice for a two-day trip; for 
over two months 250-700 cubic meters are required ((1985) 2005, 61).  
 
(6)  Roger Malina, In Defense of Space Art: The Role of the Artists in Space Exploration. Published by 
the Astronomical Society of the Pacific 1991, available online under: http://malina.diatrope.com 
(accessed 3 December 2010). 
 
(7) Arthur Woods, Cosmic Dancer, 1993, http://www.cosmicdancer.com/photos.php (accessed 3 August 
2009). 
 Permission to reproduce this photo has been granted by Arthur Woods (20 March 2012). 
 
(8) Whether astronaut, cosmonaut, taigonaut, spacionaut or vyomanaut, nearly each country has its own 
term for the spacefarer. All terms are word compositions and borrowed from nautics. The term used 
depends on the space traveller’s point of departure. The most common terms are astronaut, 
cosmonaut, and taigonaut. In order to avoid misunderstanding I use primarily the terms spacefarer or 
space traveller.  
  
(9) Arthur Woods, Cosmic Dancer, 1993, http://www.cosmicdancer.com/cosmonaut.php (accessed 3 
August 2009). 
  
(10)  Arthur Woods, Ars Astronautica, 2008, 
http://www.arsastronautica.com/ars_ad_astra_on_the_mir.php (accessed 3 July 2011). 
 Permission to reproduce this photo has been granted by Arthur Woods (20 March 2012). 
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(11) Ibid. 
  
(12)  Permission to reproduce this photo has been granted by Pierre Comte (10 March 2012). 
 
(13) These academies include Tokio National University, Kyoto City University of Arts, Musashino Art 
University, Ochanomizu University, and the Tokyo Art School.  
 
(14) The study is available online under: The Arts Catalyst, ‘The Arts Catalyst,’ 2011, 
http://www.artscatalyst.org/projects/detail/cultural_utilisation_of_the_international_space_station/  
(accessed 3 June 2011). 
  
(15) With the title ‘Off the Orbit’ I am referring to the book Off the Planet by the American space 
traveller Jerry M. Linenger (2009). Although this formulation is unusual in English, the choice of 
title seemed fitting for my dissertation. This phrase highlights the distance of future Mars explorers 




CHAPTER B: Within the habitat, aesthetic dimension of the artwork 
 
(16) See e.g.: Mary M. Connors, Albert A. Harrison and Faren R. Akins, Living Aloft: Human 
requirements for extended spaceflight (Honolulu: University Press of the Pacific, (1985) 2005). 
Marsha Freeman, Challenges of Human Space Exploration (Berlin, Heidelberg; New York: 
Springer-Verlag, 2000). Albert A. Harrison, Yvonne A. Clearwater and Christopher P. McKay, From 
Antarctica to Outer Space (New York: Springer-Verlag, 1990). Nick Kanas, ‘Psychological Support 
for Cosmonauts,’ Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine, April 1991: 63:353-355. Lawrence 
A. Palinkas, ‘Psychological Issues in Long-Term Space Flight: Overview,’ Gravitational and Space 
Biology Bulletin 14(2), June 2001: 25-33. Gro M. Sandal, ‘Psychological Issues in Space: Future 
Challenges,’ Gravitational and Space Biology Bulletin 14(2), June 2001: 47-54. 
  
(17)  A comprehensive study was conducted by Patricia A. Santy, Choosing the Right Stuff (Westport: 
Praeger Publisher, 1994). 
 
(18)  For further information see: NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Human Body in a Vacuum, 2005, 
http://imagine.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/ask_astro/answers/970603.html (accessed 1 June 2011). 
 
(19)  In this opposing position, the distance between Earth and Mars will be about sixty million 
kilometres. In contrast, in the conjunction position the sun is situated between the planets. This 
situation will exclude the visibility of Earth completely. In this position Earth is more than four 
hundred million kilometres away from Mars. 
 
(20) Permission to reproduce this quote has been granted by Oliver Angerer (13 March 2012).  
 
(21) This quotation is available online under: Harald Zaun, Heise, Europa und Russland starten 2009 
erste bemannte Mars-Expedition, 2004, www.heise.de/tp/r4/artikel/17/17094/1.html (accessed  
1 June 2011).  
  
(22) Personal email-conversation 12 November 2009. 
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CHAPTER C1: Limitlessness 
  
(24) See e.g.: NASA Human Research Program (HRP), Life Science Data Archive, 2011, 
http://lsda.jsc.nasa.gov/lsda_home.cfm  (accessed 2 June 2011). 
 
(25)  This quotation is available online under: NASA, Man-Systems Integration Standards (MSIS), Vol.1, 
Section 5.2.2.2, 1995, http://msis.jsc.nasa.gov (accessed 1 June 2011). 
 
(26)  Ibid., Vol.1 Section 3.3.4.3 
 Permission to reproduce this image has been granted by NASA.  
See: http://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/guidelines/index.html (accessed 13 March 2012) 
 
(27)  For further information on underwater tanks and training see: The Neutral Buoyancy Laboratory in 
Cologne available online under: ESA Human Spaceflight and Exploration, Astronaut candidates in 
pool, 2000, www.esa.int/esaHS/SEMBLE5OJCG_index_mg_1.html  (accessed 1 June 2011). 
 
(28)  Draft available online under: DLR German Aerospace Centre, Eighth parabolic flight for DLR, 
2006, http://www.dlr.de/en/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-734/1210_read-3259/ (accessed 1 June 2011).  
 Permission to reproduce this image has been granted by DLR (13 March 2012). 
 
(29)  Kitsou Dubois, Extract from her doctoral thesis available online under: Kitsou Dubois & 
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Unusual Environments,’ Environment and Behavior, 1987: Vol. 19, No. 1, 33-52. 
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(142)  NASA Science, Saturday Morning Science, 2003, http://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-
nasa/2003/25feb_nosoap/  (accessed 3 June 2011). 
Permission to reproduce these stills has been granted by NASA.  




(144) Permission to reproduce this image has been granted by Takuro Osaka (10 March 2012). 
 
(145)  NASA SpaceRef, ISS On-Orbit Status 9 September 2008, 2008, 
http://www.spaceref.com/news/viewsr.html?pid=29147 (accessed 3 June 2011). 
 
(146)  Zero-G Sumi Water Art : Aluminium frame size 120 x 120 x 60 mm, print size 150 x 150 mm. 
Takuro Osaka, Other Works, 1999-2003, http://www.takuro-osaka.com/other_e/index.html (accessed 
3 June 2011). 
Permission to reproduce this image has been granted by Takuro Osaka (10 March 2012). 
 
(147)  During a personal conversation Osaka explained the design of the printing frame. Originally the 
holes within the aluminium frame were not part of the artistic concept. Instead they had been 
suggested by one of the Japanese space engineers Osaka collaborated with. The reason was the 
reduction in weight. Takuro Osaka, interview conducted by Kirsten Johannsen, Art production in 
microgravity, Prague (10 November 2007). 
 
(148)  Permission to reproduce this image has been granted by Takuro Osaka (10 March 2012). 
 
(149) Diary of the author.  
  




CHAPTER D: Constructing Paradise 
 
(151)  For further information see DVD 002. 
 
(152)  Further information available under: Buga 2009 Schwerin, Kunst auf der Buga, 2009, www.buga-
2009.de/de/gartenschau/das-buga-gelaende/kunst-auf-der-buga (accessed 3 June 2011). 
 
(153)  Survey from the collection of the artist. 
 
(154)  See DVD 002. 
 
(155)  See DVD 002. 
 
(156)  Emails from the archive of the author. 
 
(157) NASA Human Spaceflight, HSF- International Space Station, 2002, 
http://spaceflight.nasa.gov/station/crew/exp5/lettershome5.html (accessed 3 June 2011) Letters 
home # 5. 
 
(158)   NASA Johnson Space Center, Habitability and Environmental Factors, 2011, 
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/johnson/slsd/about/divisions/hefd/index.html  (accessed 3 June 2011). 
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(159) See e.g.: Sian Ede, art & science (London, New York: I.B.Tauris, 2005). Leonardo On-Line, Art, 
Science and Technology, 2011, http://www.leonardo.info/index.html (accessed 4 June 2011). Jill 
Scott ed., artistsinlabs, process of inquiry (Vienna, New York: Springer Verlag/ Vienna & HGK 
Zurich, 2006). Jill Scott ed., artistsinlabs, networking in the margins (Vienna, New York: Springer 
Verlag/ Vienna , 2010). C.P. Snow, The two cultures (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
(1959) 1998). 
 
(160)  For further information see: European Space Agency ESA, Strategic Readiness Level, 2010, 
http://sci.esa.int/science-e/www/object/index.cfm?fobjectid=37710 (accessed 21 June 2011). 
 
(161) Permission to reproduce this quote has been granted by Alexander van Djik  (20 August 2006).  
 
(162) Permission to reproduce this quote has been granted by Nicola Triscott  (10 March 2012). 
 
(163)  Further information is available online under: ESA Human Spaceflight Research, European User 
Guide to Low-Gravity Platforms, 2000-2011, 
http://www.esa.int/SPECIALS/HSF_Research/SEMG2W4KXMF_0.html (accessed 3 June 2011). 
 
(164)  ESA Fly your Thesis, Novespace A300 Zero-G Rules and Guidelines, 2010-2011, 
www.esa.int/esaMI/Fly_Your_Thesis/SEM80TUG3HF_0.html (accessed 3 June 2011). 
 
(165)  For further information see: European Space Agency ESA, op.cit..  
 
(166) The Novespace guidelines differentiate between four categories of hazardous incidences. These are 
catastrophic, critical, major, and minor risks. The severest is called catastrophic because it will based 
on ‘fatal or serious irreversible injuries’ and as a consequence will lead to ‘loss of airplane’  
Ibid. p. 17. 
 
(167)  See for example: Elizabeth Leane, ‘Isolation, Connectedness and the Uses of Text in Heroic-Era 
Antarctica: The cases of Inexpressible and Elephant Islands,’ Island Studies Journal, 2007: Vol.2, 
No.1, 67-76. Phyllis J. Johnson and Peter Suedfeld op.cit., Jack W. Stuster op.cit.. 
 
(168)  A comparable suggestion can be found in the feasibility study conducted by ESA and the Arts 
Catalyst in 2006. Within the study ‘Cultural Mission Specialists’ are suggested for cultural 
collaboration with the spacefarer. See also my introduction. 
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Quotes translated on my own  
 
Chapter B2, page  48 
Die Atmosphäre ist die gemeinsame Wirklichkeit des Wahrnehmenden und des 
Wahrgenommenen. Sie ist die Wirklichkeit des Wahrgenommenen als Sphäre seiner 
Anwesenheit und die Wirklichkeit des Wahrnehmenden, insofern er, die Atmosphäre 
spürend, in bestimmter Weise leiblich anwesend ist (Böhme 1995, 34). 
 
Chapter B2, page 49 
Man weiß nicht so recht, soll man sie [die Atmosphären] den Objekten oder 
Umgebungen, von denen sie ausgehen zuschreiben oder den Subjekten, die sie erfahren. 
Man weiß auch nicht so recht, wo sie sind. Sie scheinen gewissermaßen nebelhaft den 
Raum mit einem Gefühlston zu erfüllen (Böhme 1995, 22). 
 
Chapter B2, page 50 
Das Atmosphärische als primärer Gegenstand kann sich ausdifferenzieren als 
Anwesenheit von etwas. Je mehr die Wahrnehmung diesem Etwas nachgeht, desto mehr 
distanziert sie sich von dem Atmosphärischen bzw. diese zieht sich zusammen qua Ding. 
Diesem Ding können dann Eigenschaften zugesprochen werden, die dafür verantwortlich 
sind, dass es eine gewisse Ausstrahlung hat, also in dieser oder jener Weise 
atmosphärisch erfahren werden kann (Böhme 2001, 42). 
.  
Chapter C1, page 76 
(V)ertikale Achse und horizontale Ebene bilden zusammen das einfachste Schema des 
konkreten menschlichen Raums (Bollnow (1963) 2004, 46). 
 
Chapter C1, page 88 
Die Kugel war von Anfang an dabei. Von diesem ganzen Projekt, dem Wolkenkern, die 
Wassertropfen. Eigentlich kann man alle verschiedenen Kugeln ineinander verzoomen 
oder austauschen, das unterstützt diese ganze Relativität. Wenn man z.B. die Kugel in 
diesem Flugzeug sieht, von weitem, dann könnte auch das wiederum ein Wassertropfen 
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sein, das ist halt die Form, die in allen Dimensionen wieder auftaucht (Meyer-Brandis 
2009). 
 
Chapter C1, page 89 
Jeder Handgriff muss sitzen und das war auch so schwierig beim Vorbereiten des 
Experimentes, denn es muss alles extrem sicher und stabil sein, aber es muss auch alles 
sekundenschnell bedienbar sein. (...) Man braucht einen exakten Ablaufplan, man muss 
üben. Wenn die Experimente dort eingebaut sind, die Wissenschaftler üben alle, damit 
jeder Handgriff dann so sitzt. (Meyer-Brandis 2009). 
 
Chapter C4 page 182 
Die Weise wie der Mensch in seinem Hause lebt, bezeichnen wir als wohnen (Bollnow 
(1963) 2004, 125). 
 
Chapter C4 page 183 
So ist das wahre Wohnen nicht künstlich geschaffen, sondern allmählich gewachsen und 




Chapter E page 252 
(J)ene Zeit, in der Probleme erkannt und Ansätze für ihre Lösung gesucht werden. Diese 
Art der Aktivität entspricht im hohen Maß der Ideenfindung in der Kunst; in beiden 
Fällen kommt es auf die Kreativität des Künstlers oder Wissenschaftlers an und weniger 
auf Wissen und Handfertigkeit. Beispiele dafür, wie der Künstler Phantasie und 
Vorstellungskraft entwickelt und einsetzt, können auch für Wissenschaftler wegweisend 
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List of activities completed during my research 
 
 
Publications and exhibitions 
• Publication • Grenzen im Grenzenlosen/ in press 
• Publication • Limits within limitlessness/ not published 2010 
• Interview • dazed and confused Vol. 2 Issue #83 March 2010 
• Exhibition • Nomadic Nature Kit, HEAD, Geneva, Switzerland 2010 
• Exhibition • Constructing Paradise, Bundes Gartenschau Schwerin, Germany 2009  




Andrea von Braun Stiftung, Munich, Germany 
 
 
Feasibility study  




• Topical Team, ESA , European Astronaut Centre Cologne Barbara Imhof June 2011  
 
 
Artists in Residence 
• ESTEC Erasmus User Center, Noordwijk Netherlands, December 2006 and March 2007 
• Parabolic flight application 14 May 2007, accepted 
 
 
Academic Seminars attended 
• Improving your writing skills, Freie Universität Berlin Spring 2009 
• Advanced thesis writing, Humboldt Universität Berlin Fall 2008 
• The tone makes the music, Freie Universität Berlin Fall 2008 
• Public speaking and speech writing, Humboldt Universität Berlin Spring 2005 
• Scanning electron microscope workshop, Freie Universität Berlin/ Prof. Hausmann  
  January 2005 
• Mikroskopische Gesellschaft Berlin since 2005 
• Humans in extreme environments, Freie Universität Berlin / Prof. Kirsch, Prof. Gunga  




• Klimakapseln, Kunstgewerbemuseum Hamburg, 31 August 2010 
• Kreis, Kugel, Kosmos, Altes Museum Berlin,1 July 2006 
• Rückkehr ins All, Hamburger Kunsthalle, 20 January 2006 
• Space Expo Noordwijk, 23 June 2006 
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• Droptower Bremen, 30 October 2005 
• EADS Bremen, 29 October 2005 
• Bildräume und Baumbilder in der Wissenschaft, Museum für Gestaltung, Zurich   
  Switzerland, 4 September 2005 




Artist    • Agnes Meyer-Brandis, Berlin, 10 January 2010 
Artist    • Frank Pietronigro, San Francisco, 12 July 2008  
Artist    • Takuro Osaka, Prague, 9 November 2007 
Artist    • Liliane Lijn London, 11 September 2006 
Artist    • Susan Collins London, 10 September 2006 
 
Art critic  • Annick Bureau Prague, 10 November 2007 
Curator   • Nicola Triscott, London, 9 September 2006 
 
Space physicist   • Alexander van Dijk, 22 June 2006 
Concordia Coordinator  • Oliver Angerer, Noordwijk, 12 December 2006 




ESTEC, Erasmus Center, Director Noordwijk Dr. Dieter Isakeit, 22 June 2006 
ZARM Droptower, Director Bremen Dr. Hans Rath, 31 October 05 
DLR, Cologne, Research coordinator Dr. Hartmut, Ripken, 6 June 06 
OHB System Deputy Manager Dr. Detlev Hüser/ meetings and workshops since 2006 
 
 
Presentations / Talks 
• Invited artist lecture, Berliner Technische Kunstschule btk Berlin 25 May 2011 
• The Public Face of Space, International Space University, Strassbourg 16 – 18 February   
  2010 [Poster presentation] 
• Invited artist lecture, HEAD Geneva, 31 March 2010 
• Less Remote, The Future of Space Exploration, Arts Catalysts, Glasgow 1 October 2008 
• Invited artist lecture, Kunst und Raumfahrt, Universität Braunschweig 11 December  
  2008 
• Invited artist lecture, Art Institute of Chicago, 10 April 2007 
• Reviewing the Future, Planetary Collegium, Montreal, Canada 20 April 2007  
• Invited artist lecture, Zürcher Hochschule der Künste Zürich Scenography 7 December  
  2006 
• Bangkok University, Thailand 24 – 26 May 2005 
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Conferences attended  
• Planetarische Perspektiven, HbK Hochschule der Bildenden Künste Braunschweig  
  19/21 2008 
• Imaging Outer Space 1900 – 2000, Zentrum für interdisziplinäre Forschung Bielefeld,  
  Germany, 6-9 February 2008 
• Kultur und Raumfahrt, Inke Arns Das Kosmokinetische Kabinett Noordung,  
  Braunschweig 10 April 2008 
• Mutamorphosis, Challenging Art and Science, Prague 8 - 11 November 2007 
• Expanding the Space, Valencia, Spain 4 - 6 October 2006 
• Taking Control: Space Soon Symposium, London. The Arts Catalyst 9 - 10 September  
  2006 
• Topologie 2, Weimar 22 March 2006 
• Raum. Orte der Kunst, Berlin 10 December 2005 
• Die Kybernetisierung des Wissens vom Menschen, Zentrum Geschichte des Wissens,  
  Zurich 25 November 2005 
• Fusion 05, KKL Lucerne 21 May 2005 
• Planetary Collegium Beijing 2004 
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Data collected and available on DVDs 
 
DVD 001 





This DVD contains my artworks Nomadic Nature Kit, Constructing Paradise and 
slice_game. It includes various media such as small video clips, photo, sound files and 
texts. 
 
NOTE to reader: put the DVD into the disc drive and simply double click the 
supplement icon. PC user open the file PC_supplement002.exe and Mac user open 
the file MAC_supplement002 !!! 
 
 
Part 1. The Nomadic Nature Kit 2010 




Part 2. Constructing Paradise 2009 
Documentation of the installation Constructing Paradise in Schwerin, Germany and 
examples taken from the manual, including photo, sound and video files. 
 
 
Part 3. slice_game 2002 
This section includes video files of the installation as it was presented at Kunstverein 
Ulm, Germany. 
It shows and explains the functionality of my interactive installation slice_game. 
 
